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Abstract
This thesis is the first comprehensive study of ritual drinking vessels of horn and
wood from later medieval and early modern Gaelic Ireland. The research provides an
analysis of the drinking vessels and offers an interpretation of the roles of methers,
goblets and horns in drinking rituals of Gaelic elites, during the period 1200 – 1600
AD. The archaeological record indicates that horn and wood were the preferred
materials for the manufacture of high-status drinking vessels, with the quadrangular
wooden mether or meadar predominant in Irish museum collections.
The aims of the thesis are to determine how methers, goblets and horns
functioned in Gaelic drinking rituals and why organic material was the preferred
choice for drinking vessels. Some of the reasons why drinking horns were gradually
replaced by methers, from c. 1300 onwards are also explored.
The methodology adopted for this thesis involved detailed recording and analysis
of the extant corpus of drinking vessels housed in Irish repositories. In tandem with
this, the research engaged with an examination of historical and literary sources
relating to medieval drinking ritual. AMS C14 dates were obtained for a small
sample of Gaelic wooden drinking vessels, in order to inform a timeframe for their
manufacture and use. Experimental archaeology was undertaken to seek clarification
on the performance and protocol of Gaelic drinking ritual and to determine how the
unique form of Gaelic drinking methers performed in a ritual context.
The theoretical framework applied to the thesis examines archaeological and
anthropological approaches to ritual and, in particular, to ritual drinking and the long
established relationship between ritual, alcohol and the establishment of power,
status and social boundaries. It also includes commentary on the gendered aspects of
drinking ritual.
Among the principal findings of the research are that there was an affinity with
organic material for ritual drinking vessels; that methers may have been used as early
as c. 1300 and that the emergence of the mether form may be associated with the
transition from kingship to lordship in Gaelic polities. It is also proposed that the
revival in use of some horns c. 1400 may be related to attempts by ruling families to
assert their ancestral identities as over-kings.
xii
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Introduction

Chapter 1 Introduction
1.0 Introduction
Collections of wooden drinking vessels and drinking horns in museum
repositories on the island of Ireland constitute a major source of evidence for
drinking ritual from the later medieval period into the early modern period. This
thesis is the first comprehensive investigation and catalogue of the complete corpus
of Gaelic drinking vessels undertaken since the publication of A descriptive
catalogue of the antiquities in the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy, by William
R. Wilde, in 1857. It provides an analysis of the drinking vessels and offers an
interpretation of their roles in drinking rituals of Gaelic elites. The drinking vessels
concerned are the horn, the mether and a select sample of wooden goblets. In Irish
museums the largest collections of Gaelic wooden drinking vessels are classified as
methers or meadracha. A meadar, mether, or, metar is defined by the Dictionary of
the Irish Language as ‘a wooden vessel’, and the word is derived from the Latin
‘metrum’, meaning a measure (Byrne 1966, 117). The focus of this thesis is to
examine the material culture associated with drinking ritual in Gaelic Ireland, during
the period 1200 AD – 1600 AD and to investigate the role that the vessels played in
drinking rituals in elite Gaelic society.
The term ‘later medieval period’ has been defined as the centuries between c.
1100 and c. 1600, and includes within it both the high and late medieval eras
(O’Conor 1998, xi; 2016, 1). For the purposes of this thesis the term ‘later medieval
period’ is defined as the centuries between c. 1200 and c. 1600 and includes both
high and late medieval periods. The term ‘early modern period’ is also used in the
thesis and indicates the period between c. 1600 and c. 1800. This period is commonly
referred to as the ‘post-medieval period’ by archaeologists and dates can range
between 1550 and 1850 and on occasion, as late as 1650-1850 (McNeill 2007, 7-13).
In some instances the ‘early medieval period’ is used in the thesis and this refers to
the period from c. 500 – c. 1200, or the arrival of the Anglo-Normans in Ireland. The
term ‘Gaelic Ireland’ in this thesis is taken to mean the parts of Ireland that saw the
large-scale survival of the Gaelic elite during the whole later medieval period
(O’Conor 2016, 1).
1
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The cultural practice of Gaelic drinking ritual, in later medieval and early modern
Ireland, appears to be embedded in past cultural practices. The thesis examines some
earlier cultural practices of drinking ritual, in Ireland and Continental Europe, which
form the historical background to the practice.

1.1 Aims and objectives
The principal aim of the research is to investigate the corpus of known methers
and horns used for ritual drinking among elites of Gaelic society in medieval and
early modern Ireland and to ascertain what the key features and materials of the
vessels reveal about drinking rituals of that period. It is argued that the profound
change which occurred with the transition from kingship to lordship in the later
medieval period is reflected in elite drinking rituals and drinking vessels. Drinking
rituals are documented as surviving in Gaelic Ireland into the early modern period
and the significance of the survival of such arcane practices in elite Gaelic culture is
also considered.

1.2 Contribution of this thesis to the study of medieval material
culture
There are several references to Gaelic drinking vessels in historical and literary
sources, but an assessment of the material culture has never been undertaken in order
to establish the complete corpus of drinking vessels, or how they may inform
drinking rituals. This thesis encompasses a study of the complete corpus of organic
drinking vessels for Ireland during the period 1200 – 1600, and attempts to animate
the choreography of Gaelic drinking rituals through this corpus of material culture.
This work for the first time provides a new and meaningful interpretation of ritual
drinking vessels in museum collections and contributes to a renaissance of interest in
Gaelic material culture. The study also has relevance for Gaelic Scotland, as drinking
vessels are also associated with elites there.
Drinking rituals among the Northern European mannerbund have been
investigated by Enright (1996) in Lady with a Mead Cup, in which he explores the
cup-offering ritual in some Germanic cultures, in the early medieval period, and the

2
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particular significance of a female offering the cup, in the Anglo-Saxon saga
Beowulf.
Historically, archaeological investigation has focused on areas of Ireland that
were settled by the Anglo-Normans, English and their descendants. These areas are
mainly in the east, south and Ulster east of the river Bann (O’Conor 2016. 1-2).
Areas that remained under the control of Gaelic lords during the later medieval
period have been understudied (ibid.).
However, in the last twenty years there has been an increased attention dedicated
to the study Gaelic Ireland. Examples of the new interest in research on Gaelic
Ireland include the publication of The archaeology of medieval rural settlement in
Ireland by Kieran O’Conor (1998) and Gaelic Ireland, c.1250-c.1650, land, lordship
and settlement (2001), edited by Duffy, Edwards and FitzPatrick. This includes
research on ‘The moated site at Cloonfree, Co. Roscommon’ by Finan and O’Conor
(2002) in Journal of the Galway Archaeological and Historical Society. FitzPatrick
addresses later medieval inauguration sites and practices in her work Royal
inauguration in Gaelic Ireland, c. 1100-1600 (2004) and draws attention to highstatus drinking rituals integral to royal inauguration rites in Gaelic Ireland.
Research on Gaelic lordships have been published by Colin Breen in The Gaelic
lordship of the O’Sullivan Beara – a landscape cultural history (2005) and a study of
the Uá Fhlaitheartaigh lordship of Iar Connacht by Paul Naessens in Lordship in
medieval Ireland: image and reality, edited by L. Doran and J. Littleton (2007).
Medieval Lough Cé – history, archaeology and landscape, edited by Thomas Finan
(2010), presented a multi-disciplinary perspective on the later medieval MacDermot
lordship of Moylurg, focused strongly on archaeology.
The evolution and spatial dynamics of the Irish tower house from 1400-1650 has
been the main focus of the research and the extensive publication of articles by Rory
Sherlock, for instance, the 2014 Peer-Reviewed paper ‘The Evolution of the Irish
Tower House 1400-1650’, in The Tower as late Medieval Lordly Residence, (ed.) R.
Oram. Coastal tower houses, on the western seaboard of Ireland that were associated
Gaelic lords of the sea featured in the research and above mentioned article by Paul
Naessens. Other works on castles and towers include ‘Timber castles and towers in
sixteenth-century Ireland: some evidence from Ulster’, which was published by
3
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Colm Donnelly, Paul Logue, Jim O’Neill and John O’Neill in 2007 in Archaeology
Ireland.
Colonisation and the plantation of Ulster feature as part of the research of Audrey
Horning and her publications include Ireland in the Virginian Sea: colonialism in the
British Atlantic (2013) and ‘Dwelling houses in in the old Irish barbarous manner:
architectural evidence for Gaelic architecture in an Ulster Plantation village’, in
Gaelic Ireland, c.1250-c.1650, land, lordship and settlement (2001), edited by Duffy,
Edwards and FitzPatrick.
Kieran O’Conor in ‘Crannogs in later medieval Ireland – continuity and change’
(2016) discusses the continued use of crannogs as places of residence by the Gaelic
elite in lakeland Ireland, during the whole later medieval period. This paper also
argues that the almost timeless and archaic appearance of some, if not the majority of
crannogs up to the late sixteenth or early seventeenth centuries, was an indication of
deliberate conservative building choices by Gaelic elites in secular contexts.
The extent to which research and publication on later medieval Gaelic Ireland has
advanced over the past twenty years can be perceived from the short selection of
examples presented above. However, it must be noted that the focus of much of this
important research tends to concentrate on landscape and settlement, with material
culture receiving somewhat less emphasis. Later medieval elite Gaelic artefacts such
as methers, goblets and horns have been overlooked. This thesis presents new and
innovative research on the material culture of later medieval Gaelic Ireland and the
cultural practices associated with it through the prism of the aforementioned
artefacts, namely methers, goblets and horns. The research provides an in-depth
study on Gaelic drinking vessels and the ritual context in which they were used and
displayed by elite Gaelic society during that period.

4
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1.3 Structure of the thesis
The thesis commences with the history and literature of Gaelic drinking rituals,
tracing the background of Northern European drinking rituals and examining the
main literary sources that inform those rituals. In Ireland, occasions of drinking are
cited in a range of primary historical sources, from chronicles to bardic poetry. These
occasions include accession, inauguration, tribute, feasting and hospitality. Each
topic is introduced and expanded under separate sub-headings and provides details of
Irish drinking rituals, extending from the early medieval period to c. 1600.
Chapter three introduces the theoretical framework used in this thesis, which
examines approaches in archaeology and anthropology to ritual, and in particular to
ritual drinking. Definitions of ritual drinking and its function are examined, together
with the reasons why alcohol and the deployment of specific drinking vessels formed
such an important element in those rituals. Changes from kingship to lordship are
explored, to establish whether changing political power structures impacted on
drinking rituals and the material culture of drinking in elite Gaelic society. The long
established relationship between ritual, alcohol and the creation of power, status and
social boundaries, together with issues of gender, like the apparent total absence of
female participants in drinking rituals, except in the role of goddesses or dispensers
of alcohol, is investigated.
The methodology (Chapter four) adopted for the research is cross-disciplinary,
using material culture in tandem with text. The methodology involves detailed study
and recording of the extant collection of drinking vessels housed in repositories in
Ireland, combined with detailed study of the literary and historical sources relating to
medieval drinking rituals. Preliminary research indicated that precise dating is only
available for six drinking vessels housed in Irish museum collections. It was
therefore considered necessary to apply AMS C14 scientific dating methods to two
further vessels, to place them in a timeframe and context within the thesis. An up-todate catalogue of the complete collection of extant drinking vessels housed in all
Irish repositories forms Appendix I of this thesis.
Chapter five introduces the material culture of drinking in Gaelic society and
contains details of the vessels in the various collections, their form and uses, together
5
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with details of decoration and inscriptions, their materials and materiality. Analysis
on the chronology and dating of the vessels is included, as well as a discussion about
why wooden drinking vessels have so frequently been recovered from bogland.
Chapter six examines the re-introduction of horns as drinking paraphernalia in
England, Scandinavia and Ireland during the later medieval period, following a
perceived earlier decline in their use. The chapter discusses the renaissance in Gaelic
drinking horns and their significance as ‘revival horns’, symbolic of renewed claims
to erstwhile kingship by particular Gaelic lords. The shortage of drinking horns is a
notable feature of Irish collections, however, two exceptional horns have survived
and these are presented as case-studies in the chapter.
Most wooden drinking vessels in museum collections reveal a pronounced lack
of detail about their provenance, however, a small collection of vessels contain some
details on find location or their donor, and these vessels are presented in Chapter
seven as ‘Some exceptional wooden drinking vessels’. The reason for the selection of
each of the vessels is identified in the studies. These vessels are termed ‘exceptional’
because for the most part they are set apart from other methers by reason of an
unusual form, the choice of wood used for their manufacture, or the style of incised
decoration that they display. Where find locations are indicated in museum records,
efforts have been made, with the assistance of the map of lordships in Ireland
(Nicholls 1993, 1-2), to associate them with the lordships where they may have
originated. However, identifications of the ownership of drinking methers is in most
cases tentative.
Chapter eight of the thesis is entitled ‘Interpreting Gaelic drinking rituals’. The
chapter explores the performance and chronology of drinking rituals and recounts the
outcome of experimental archaeology that featured the re-enactment of a Gaelic
drinking ritual, using specially commissioned wooden methers and modern drinking
horns. Experimental archaeology has become an essential step in the archaeological
process, which engages with materials and processes and where hypotheses and
theories can be tested, reconstructed and interpreted (Millson 2011, 4; Hanson 2008,
70) (8.2).
The experiments were undertaken to seek clarification on the performance and
protocol of Gaelic drinking rituals and to enhance our knowledge about how the
6
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unique form of Gaelic drinking methers performed in a ritual context. The chapter
reintroduces topics like alcohol, household retainers (lucht tighe), comól or ‘drinking
together’ and gender issues that are associated with Gaelic drinking rituals.
Chapter nine contains a discussion of the findings of the research and related
issues that were raised in the various chapters of the thesis. Chapter ten presents the
final conclusions of the research on the material culture of high-status drinking
rituals in medieval and early modern Gaelic Ireland.
There are also two appendices: Appendix I consists of an up to-date catalogue of
the complete corpus of Gaelic drinking vessels that are housed in Irish repositories
and appendix II contains the relevant documentation relating to AMS C14
radiocarbon dating results.

7
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Chapter 2 History and literature of Gaelic drinking ritual
2.0 Introduction
This chapter is primarily concerned with investigating the origins, history and
practices associated with Gaelic drinking ritual, through an examination of historical
and literary sources pertaining to those rituals. Occasions of drinking rituals are
highlighted using pertinent examples drawn from select sources. The aim of the
chapter is to outline the rites and rituals that constituted occasions of drinking in
Northern Europe and its Atlantic facade and to ascertain the occasions of Gaelic
drinking ritual and the material culture associated with them.
Early textual evidence for ritual drinking or the sharing of a common cup by
Celtic-speaking peoples endures from the surviving fragments of the writings of
Greek philosopher and geographer Poseidonius the Stoic, c. 135 BC. (Book 23. 67.K
Fr 15). Sources that inform Northern European drinking traditions include the
writings of Caesar in De Bello Gallico, who relates the Germanic custom of using
auroch horns (bos primigenus), with silver decorated mounts, in drinking rituals
(Hammond et al. 1996) and Tacitus in Germania reflects on the Germans, who
‘make day and night run into one in drinking’ and how the appointment of chiefs and
matters of war or peace are usually debated at these banquets (Hutton 1970, 165).
The presence of nine auroch horns in the princely burial at Hochdorf in Germany
(each horn with a capacity in excess of one litre) may be interpreted as an indication
of high-status drinking ritual in the Iron Age (Craven 2007, 59). The eighth-century
Anglo-Saxon saga Beowulf provides an insight into Anglo-Saxon and early Danish
warrior society, it describes six banquets or feasts, with the celebrated cup-offering
ritual, which was practised by the mannerbund or warband central to two of those
feasts (Swanton 1997). Michael J. Enright offers further insight into the cup-offering
rituals depicted in Beowulf and deliberates on the participation of the Danish queen
Wealhtheow in that ritual and the role of females in drinking rituals of early
medieval society (Enright 1996).
The late eleventh-century Lebor na Cert (Dillon 1962) and early Irish law-tracts
(Kelly 1988) illustrate the stratified nature of early Irish society and provide
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examples of the stipends and tributes due to early Irish kings and distributed by kings
to their clients. Indications of occasions of drinking rituals can be detected from the
vast quantities of drinking horns that are defined as stipends and frequently
designated for use at drinking feasts or for drinking together. The Gaelic literary
genre known as fiannaíocht relates tales of the legendary Irish hero Fionn Mac
Cumhaill and his warrior band the fian. The heroic exploits of Fionn and the fian
demonstrate occasions of warrior drinking rituals and provide descriptions of the
drinking vessels that they may have utilised. Early medieval Irish myths and sagas
such as the Táin (Gantz 1981; O’Rahilly 1976) advance our understanding of royal
and warrior feasting and drinking rituals in early Ireland. Simms (1987) and
O’Sullivan (2004) have pointed to occasions of drinking cited in a range of primary
historical sources – from chronicles to bardic poetry.
A short introduction to the background of Northern European drinking rituals is
presented below, followed by an investigation of the occasions of Gaelic drinking
rituals.

2.1 Northern European drinking rituals
The origins of Northern European drinking rituals, it has been suggested, can be
traced back to the first century BC, when the Germanic peoples through interaction
and trade with Celtic-speaking communities began to adopt some aspects of their
social and religious culture, including their drinking styles (Enright 1996, 131-2).The
late Iron Age mannerbund or warband, which served to undermine existing kinship
groups, is cited as a feature or institution of Celtic society. In order to maintain the
cohesion of the multi-tribal membership of the mannerbund, it became necessary for
the warlord to create a binding fictive family, through the introduction of a
formalised drinking ritual. These drinking rituals bound the fictive family to their
leader and to each other and served to engender greater respect for the leader,
demonstrating his prestige and creating a greater social distance between him and his
followers (ibid., 128-32). The eighth-century Anglo-Saxon saga Beowulf contains
descriptions of six banquets or feasts, two of which contain drinking rituals. The cupoffering ceremony is central to those drinking rituals, when Queen Wealhtheow, wife
of Hrothgar king of the Danes, first proffers the ceremonial cup of alcohol to the king
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before offering it to his followers (Swanton 1997, 63). The poem describes Beowulf,
who is a guest of the king, partaking of the cup offered by the queen, chanting his
eagerness to fight and perform heroic deeds over the cup, signifying his commitment
to join the king’s warband (ibid., 65). The symbolic cup-offering ritual by
Wealhtheow, the ‘Lady with a mead cup’, is interpreted as forming part of ‘an
archaic ritual of lordship’ (Enright 1996, 7). The cup-offering ritual by the queen is
investigated by Enright to determine whether the royal consort played a significant, if
subordinate role, in maintaining order and hierarchy among the mannerbund. Enright
concludes that the queen was a delegate of the king, who fortified bonds between the
ruler and his retainers (Enright 1996, 2, 38). The acceptance of the cup of alcohol by
the warriors, following the first drink by the king, establishes the precedent of the
king’s status and the subordinate status of those who were served afterwards (ibid.,
9-10).
Enright (1996, 97-9) suggests that the liquor ritual was unique. He proposes that
the volume of drinking paraphernalia that has survived across Europe implies ‘the
existence of the carefully organised geographically extensive drinking ritual’. He
adds that the evidence points to a strong, Germanic early dependence on things
‘Celtic’, citing continuity from the late Halstatt and La Tène periods as evidence. An
array of bronze, silver and glass drinking vessels, including two bronze-mounted
drinking horns, were recovered from an early burial on the Danish island of Lalland,
which Enright argued, mirrored the lifestyle of contemporary Germanic upperclasses or nobility (ibid., 101). The presence of Germanic rinngefass, a ring with
three cups on it, or drillingsgefass, a conjoined triple cup, are seen by Enright as cult
vessels and indicators of rituals, which were symbolic of the shared unity of
brotherhood (ibid., 197-20). The practice of including drinking paraphernalia in
warrior and high-status burials continued in northern Europe and Anglo-Saxon
England into the sixth and seventh century, when the custom was gradually replaced
by Christian burial practices. These funerary contexts are used by Enright to
demonstrate the link between warriors, drinking utensils and social status (ibid., 1003). In Scandinavia the funerary custom of including drinking paraphernalia and
weapons in warrior burials continued into the Viking Age (ibid., 103-4). The
eleventh-century iconographic imagery from the Gotland picture stones in Sweden of
a female offering two drinking horns to a warrior on horseback, provides evidence
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for the use of horned vessels in Scandinavia and the continuation of drinking ritual
traditions (Fitzhugh, Ward et al. 2000, 62). Northern European drinking rituals are
the traditions into which Gaelic drinking rituals sit.

2.2 Occasions of Irish drinking ritual: accession and inauguration
An examination of Irish literature and historical sources relating to early
medieval Ireland reveals that the nature of early Irish society was hierarchical, highly
stratified and based on a long-established system of clientship (Kelly 1988, 3-4)
Land was owned by kin groups and, at the most fundamental level of governance,
was divided into districts known as túatha, or petty kingdoms, with each túath being
ruled over by a king (rí túath), with each king recognising the overlordship of a more
powerful territory, such as a province (Kelly 1976, 5). In addition to traditional
clients, the Gaelic warlord also possessed a ‘dám’ or a retinue of specially sworn free
men of ability and status, who had a collective sense of identity, whose bonds were
created and strengthened by ‘oaths, rituals and undertakings’ (Enright 1996, 145-6,
Kelly 1988, 29-35). Strong similarities and contrasts can be detected between
kingship and society in early medieval Ireland and other Northern European cultures.
In Anglo-Saxon society, the king was leader of a successful warband, while in the
Germanic homelands, tribal kings had, as their ancestor, the fertility god Frey (Byrne
1973, 28-30). In Ireland, Irish kings were believed to have originally been of divine
descent, however, in early Irish society both king and people were deeply attached to
the land and surrounded and entrenched by powerful ancient traditions, tribal laws
and customs, with pre-Christian kingship having a sacral nature (ibid., 30). Irish
sagas like Bricriu’s Feast inform of Irish warrior society, where the bravest or most
successful warrior was honoured and awarded the champion’s seat and portion at
feasts and as a symbol of his attained status he was presented with a champion’s cup
to drink from, before the other warriors (Gantz 1981, 239). Enright (1996, 145-6)
maintains that the customs and traditions of the drinking rituals of the early Celticspeaking people were more faithfully preserved in early medieval Ireland, which
suggests that the elements of drinking ritual portrayed in early Irish myths and sagas
bear strong analogies with the drinking rituals contained in Germanic traditions.
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Occasions of drinking and drinking ritual in early Ireland had strong associations
with kingship, accession, stipends and tribute, feasting, banqueting and hospitality.
Early Irish sources from around 700 AD onwards indicate that a cup-offering ritual
formed part of the inauguration feast, where a woman ‘dispensed sovereignty by
handing over a drink to her partner or successive partners’ with the taking of the
drink implying the taking of the lordship. This banfheis régi ritual may have endured
from pre-Christian times, when the symbolic union may have had other more sexual
connotations (Jaski 2000, 67, 72). In early medieval Irish myths and sagas Medb or
Medb Chruachna was the queen of Connaught who resided at Cruachan, Co.
Roscommon and who was immortalised for her role in the Táin. Medb had
associations with power and fertility and the sovereignty of Ireland. ‘Great indeed
was the strength and power of that Medb over the men of Ireland, for she it was who
would not allow a king of Tara without his having herself as a wife’ (Ó Máille 1928,
138). Indeed, Medb was reputed to have had four husbands and to have been aware
of her worth, as indicated by the following translation by Ó Máille from the Táin ‘If
the man who had me (as his wife) were of a jealous temperament, it would not be
fitting either, as I never was without one man in the shadow of another’ (Ó Máille
1928, 130). The name Medb has close associations with the O.-Ir mid or English
mead, indeed Medb is frequently referred to as ‘Medb, the intoxicating one’. Ó
Máille interpreted her reputation as meaning ‘that ambitious men were intoxicated by
the wine of sovereignty’ by Medb and her powers of bestowing the sovereignty of
Ireland (ibid., 143-4). Ó Máille also refers to another Medb in Gaelic literature,
known as ‘Medb Lethderg’, who was reputed to have had a similar number of
husbands as Medb Chruachna and associations with the kingship of Ireland. Medb
Lethderg ‘was first of all wife of Cu Corb, then of Feidlimid Rechtaid, father of
Conn Cétchathach, then of his grandson Art and later still of Cormac mac Airt. She
was in this way, the mate of a long succession of kings, and did not allow anybody in
the kingship of Tara with whom she had not mated’ (ibid., 138-9). Enright (1996,
264) refers to Medb as ‘the goddess who offers drink and sexual favours to
candidates for kingship’ and ‘the connection between kingship and liquor service is
so constant and ubiquitous that puns could be made in the sources on the words laith
‘drink’ and flaith , sovereignty. Medb Chruachna and Medb Lethderg are reflected as
powerful female figures or possibly goddesses who are associated with the kingship
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of Ireland in early Irish literature. Both females are associated with liquor and
intoxication in what has been regarded as a male-dominated warrior society.
The prosperity, right and natural order in society flourished under the rule of a
rightful king, who was without blemish, just, hospitable and of royal ancestry. Under
such a true king, crops increased, fertility was assured in both man and beast,
weather was clement, and disease was absent and the peace and prosperity of society
would not be endangered (Simms 1987, 121). Both Simms (1987, 21) and Binchy
(1958, 135) propose that the symbolic ritual mating of the king with the goddess of
sovereignty refers mainly to the inauguration of the kings of Tara, with Binchy
stating that the symbolic union was a ‘supreme fertility rite, designed to secure that
man and beast and earth shall be fruitful throughout the king’s dominions’. Binchy
proposes that the inauguration of the king of Tara coincided with the Feis or feast of
Tara, which he maintains was held at irregular intervals, to coincided with particular
reigns and only once during each reign, (Binchy 1958, 132-8). The feast of Tara,
Feis Temro, is recorded in the Irish chronicles as early as the year 485 AD., when it
was held by Leagaire, son of Niall (AU U454.1). The final fled baindsi or sacral
inauguration was celebrated during the feast of Tara in 560 AD, with the
inauguration of Diarmait mac Cerbaill (AU 560.1; Binchy 1958, 132). The pagan
fertility rite of sacral kingship ceased due mainly to the increased spread and
influence of Christianity, especially on Tara. While there is an absence of
contemporary accounts of early Irish sacral kingship and inauguration, there are
indications that the traditions and customs associated with it were remembered up to
the twelfth century (Simms 1987, 21).
The tradition of the single celebration of the feast of Tara survived, but in the
form of a banquet where the provincial kings of Ireland gathered and pledged their
allegiance to the king of Tara and his descendants (Binchy 1958, 132-8). Byrne
(1973, 54-6) also argues that the kingship of Tara was probably intermittent in prehistoric Ireland, but that over time it came to mean the kingship of Ireland,
suggesting that all Irish tribal kingship had a sacral nature, but that the kingship of
Tara was more cultic or priestly in nature, however, adding that the marriage of the
king to the goddess of sovereignty was probably more symbolic than literal. The king
of Tara was regarded as the most powerful king in Ireland, but this did not, however,
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equate with high-kingship (Binchy 1958, 121). The Irish saga, the Wooing of Étaín,
which forms part of the Ulster Cycle, relates how king Echu called on the men of
Ériu to hold the feast of Tara, one year after he had become king of Ériu. The men of
Ériu refused to hold the feast, because the king was without a wife. However, the
feast was held at a later date, when Echu had married Étaín and she used her special
skill of serving drink at the feast (Gantz 1981, 49, 56). Mac Cana (1970, 127)
suggests that the Feast of Tara may also possibly have been an occasion for the
assessment and collection of taxes by the king.
Tara (Temair) is described in the twelfth century Metrical Dindsenchas as ‘the
shield of lords and chiefs’ and ‘the home of heroes, valiant in fray’(Gwynn 1903,
13).The location of the renowned tech midchúarta or the house of the mead-circuit,
thought by some to be the King’s Banqueting Hall at Tara, has been the subject of
much debate by archaeologists and historians. There are two depictions of the fabled
tech midchúarta in medieval Irish manuscripts, with the earliest appearing in the
twelfth-century Book of Leinster and the second in the fourteenth-century Yellow
Book of Lecan, both of which depicted the stipulated seating and eating
arrangements, according to rank and profession, that were appropriate for a royal
feast at Tara (Bhreathnach 1998, 21). Bhreathnach debates the descriptions of the
arrangements in a king’s house, for him, his retinue and guests and concludes that
while there were similarities in the textual descriptions of tech midchúarta, it is
difficult to ascertain if the descriptions were of real or fanciful halls or households,
however, the drinking of mead appears to have been an essential element of the royal
feast (ibid.). The origins of midchúairt can be traced to c. 700 AD., when an early
Irish tract Audacht Morainn suggested that it related to an ale-house, used on
occasion for excessive drinking (ibid.). Binchy (1979, 60) translates midchúairt in
Crith Gablach as mead-round or drinking hall, having ascribed the composition of
the Crith Gablach to the ninth century in his introduction. The saga of Bricriu’s
Feast describes how Bricriu Nemthenga (poison-tongued) spent one year preparing a
feast for king Conchubur and the Ulaid. Part of his preparation included the building
of an ornamented mansion, constructed on the plan of tech midchúarta (Gantz 1981,
221). Suggestions that tech midchúarta was linked to the linear earthwork on the Hill
of Tara were made by the nineteenth-century antiquarians John O’Donovan and
George Petrie (ibid.). Newman (2007, 426-7) however, proposes that Tech
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Midchúarta is ‘a ceremonial avenue, a processional way and an inauguration path’,
which during an inaugural ceremony, the king and the inaugural party would have
processed along, ‘ever more removed from the outside world, catching just glimpses
of the ancestral kings and queens of Tara, through the gaps to their right and to their
left’.
The late eleventh-century Lebor na Cert (The Book of Rights, hereafter LC)
which was written in verse form, refers to the duty of the king of Tara to hold ‘the
banquet of the Érainn’ and states that ‘wine is to be served to them in Tara so that
their spirits rise, coloured drinking-horns sharp-pointed’. This would appear to be a
reference to the feast of Tara, indicating that wine was to be consumed at the feast or
banquet, from specially designated coloured pointed drinking horns (Dillon 1962,
127, 137). The tribute due to the king of Tara from the king of the Ulaid was a feast
every seven years, which was to include twelve vats of each kind of ale and the
proper supply of food (ibid., 125). The twelfth or thirteenth-century prose metric text
Acallam na Senórach also refers to the feast of Tara and the attendance of the
mythical Fionn Mac Cumhaill at the feast. On the occasion of Fionn’s accession as
leader of the fían, the horn of state belonging to the king of Ireland, Conn
Cédchathach or Conn of the Hundred Battles, was employed. The horn of state was a
horn of great worth and the personal horn of the king. The young Fionn had attended
the feast of Tara where the king placed the horn of state in his hand and enquired
who he was, to which Fionn replied that he was the son of Cumhaill, who had been a
friend of the king’s and a former chief of the fían. Fionn made a pact of service and
fealty to the king and agreed to protect Tara from Aillen mac Midhna, who burned
Tara each year. Fionn slew Aillen, saved Tara and was pronounced leader of the fían
by the king (O'Grady 2000, 46-9). This tale bears close similarities to the AngloSaxon tale Beowulf. The horn of state presented to Fionn by the king can be equated
to the mead-cup that was presented to Beowulf by queen Wealtheow and over which
he chanted his eagerness to fight and his commitment to join the king’s warband
(Swanton 1997, 63-5).
On occasions, royal drinking vessels are described in the early Irish sagas with a
certain degree of licence and exaggeration. The gilt cup, belonging to King Conaire,
is referred to in the saga ‘The Destruction of Da Derga’s Hostel’ as being ‘large
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enough for an ox to boil over the fire’ (Gantz 1981, 104). Early Irish sagas describe
the cups of the champions of Ireland as being different from those of kings.
Champion’s cups all bear similarities, but are distinguished by their value. In the
saga ‘Bricriu’s Feast’, three champions, Lóegure, Conall and Cú Chulaind arrive at
Crúachan, for judgement by Medb and Ailill, as to which one is the best champion.
The king and queen of Connacht bestow three cups on the champions. Lóegure
receives ‘a bronze cup, with a bird of white gold at the bottom’. Conall is given ‘a
cup of white gold with a golden bird at the bottom’, while Cú Chulaind receives ‘a
cup of red gold with a bird of precious stone at the bottom’ (Gantz 1981, 239-40).
The seating and serving order at royal feast and banquets was usually ordered by
the king’s steward, however, in the saga ‘The Intoxication of the Ulaid’, we learn
that it was king Conchubur, who ordered the drinking house, ‘by deeds and divisions,
and families, by grades and arts’ (Gantz 1981, 195). The champion’s seat or place of
honour at a feast or banquet is described in the Irish saga, ‘The destruction of Da
Derga’s Hostel’ as the seat in front of and facing the king (Gantz 1981, 79). The saga
of ‘The intoxication of the Ulaid’ reveals the champion of the Ulaid, Cú Culainn
sitting in the hero’s seat, beside the king (Gantz 1981, 196). However, the saga
‘Bricriu’s Feast’ provides details of the competition between champions, for the
champion’s portion, that is, the largest and best serving at feasts and for the privilege
of sitting at the king’s right-hand (Gantz 1981, 219). The saga also indicates that the
champion’s portion of food and drink were removed, set aside and served to the
champion before the servers distributed the remainder of the feast (Gantz 1981, 250).
During the thirteenth century a shift from kingship to lordship began and was
complete by the late fourteenth century. A change in inauguration practices
accompanied and expressed this change, chief of these was that the rod of kingship
(slat na ríghe) became the rod of lordship (slat tighearna) and that the ceremony of
conferring power by handing the rod of office to the candidate now created a
landlord and not a king (Simms 1987, 30-1). The accession of Edward 1 to the
English throne brought about a policy of undermining local power and authority in
Gaelic Ireland and promoted the central authority of the crown. From around 1300
onwards, it became unacceptable to call Irish rulers by the title ‘king’ (ibid., 36).
Changes in title accompanied the transition to lordship for the newly inaugurated
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candidate, he was now called by his surname, ie. ‘Ó Néill or, Ó Briain’ and by the
mid-fifteenth century Gaelic rulers had adopted the title lord or tighearna (ibid., 349).
Chronicle and literary evidence for the later medieval period indicates that
inauguration rituals continued to form an important element in the accession process
associated with Gaelic lordship, However, the altered political process and the
transition from kingship to lordship are reflected in the inauguration ceremony and
the rituals (FitzPatrick 2004, 12). The position of the chief vassal as inaugurator, and
changes in the rite and the privilege of first drink, reflect a major shift in political
power within Gaelic lordships, emphasising an element of strong dependence by the
lord on the loyalty and support of his chief vassal (ibid., 12, 124). Elements of earlier
practices survived in Gaelic inauguration ceremonies, with the continued use of
hereditary inauguration sites. An Ó Néill inauguration at Tulach Óg is recorded on an
unsigned map of Ulster from c. 1602 (FitzPatrick 2004, 123-4).

However,

impromptu and expedient inauguration ceremonies that involve the use of alcohol
and a drinking vessel are also recorded in Gaelic sources. The author of the Life of
Aodh Ruadh Ó Domhnaill recounts that in 1600, following the death of Maguidhir a
dispute arose between Ó Néill and Ó Domhnaill regarding a successor to Maguidhir.
Ó Néill favoured a relative, Conor Ruadh, for the chieftaincy, while Ó Domhnaill
favoured Cúchonnacht for candidate (Walsh et al. 1957, 241). Ó Domhnaill met Ó
Néill at Dungannon castle, to discuss and decide the accession problem during the
course of a feast, where seating was arranged according to dignity (ibid., 245). Ó
Néill took a goblet of wine in his hand and toasted Ó Domhnaill. ‘Ó Domhnaill takes
the cup from the butler’s hand, and looked around]…[and did not see Cúchonnacht
Óg in the house]…[and ordered him to be called to him immediately]…[When
Cúchonnacht was seated, he then drank the cup and raised it in his hand for a space
over him, and called him by the title of Maguidhir in presence of the chief men of the
province generally’ (Walsh et al. 1957, 245-7). The legitimacy of this unusual style
of inauguration appears to have been accepted by all as a matter of expediency in the
circumstances of the Nine Years War (FitzPatrick 2004, 220).
The use of a horn as a ceremonial drinking cup appears to have been revived in
the fifteenth century by the Mac Murchada Caomhánach (Ó Floinn 1994, 275) (6.3.1;
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6.3.2). The Kavanagh Charter Horn, made from exotic elephant ivory and said to
have associations with the kingship of Leinster, was refurbished in the fifteenth
century and was used as a symbol of royal power, to bolster renewed claims by the
descendants of Dermot Mac Murrough to the kingship of Leinster (ibid., 270-7)
(6.3.2). Simms (2010, 7) suggests that the horn was made or restored in imitation of a
buffalo horn goblet, for use at the Kavanagh royal inauguration ceremony, ‘recalling
an old Irish dictum that only those who drank from the buffalo horn of Cuala could
succeed to the kingship of Leinster’.

2.3 Tribute
The correlation of early Irish kingship with drinking paraphernalia like horns,
cups and cuachs (goblets, usually made from gold or silver) is frequently associated
in Irish sources with stipends and tribute. The giving and receiving of gifts in earlier
Gaelic society, possibly up to the end of the eleventh century was a ‘formal matter’,
a cultural practice that underpinned the political and social structure of society, by
acting out obligations and binding society (Doherty 1980, 67). The gifts or rath given
by a king ‘bound subject kingdoms to himself’, created social bonds and was an act
of supremacy and dominance by the king, while the acceptance of the gifts signified
acquiescence and submission by his subjects (ibid., 73). The term gift or rath is later
replaced by stipend or tuarastal, meaning wages, this possibly reflects changing
political relationships and contractual obligations (ibid., 74). The stipends or
tuarastal paid by the king of Ireland to provincial kings and those paid by provincial
kings to petty kings can be clearly detected in LC, which pertains mainly to the
stipends and tribute of kings (Dillon 1962, x, xi). Giving and receiving stipends had
political implications, for both the giver and the recipient, with the acceptance of the
stipend signifying the acknowledgment of the giver as overlord. Dillon (1962, xii)
stated that ‘the duty lay rather upon the petty king to accept the stipend and to give
hostages to his overlord’. Stipends could consist of a set number of gifts and a
combination of items, which included horns, cups, horses, swords, shields, ships,
tunics, female slaves, cows, hounds, saddles, bracelets, or chess-sets, with some of
those items being classified as military equipment and the balance as luxury items,
but frequently there was a combination of both (Doherty 1980, 74). The reciprocal
gifts which were due to the king or overlord were known as tribute or cís and these
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are noted in great detail in LC, and they usually took the form of livestock, animal or
agricultural produce, alcohol, cloths, hospitality and or military service, but could on
occasion include quantities of horns (Dillon 1962, xviii).
An examination of the stipends that were bestowed by kings and listed in LC
revealed that these stipends or gifts contained large quantities of horns, or curn,
combined with either military or luxury items. The Gaelic curn (Lat. cornu), as used
in LC, is generally translated as a drinking horn (DIL 1974, 497). For the greater
part, LC notes unspecified types of horn forming part of a stipend and occasionally
forming part of a tribute, but on other occasions it provides specific descriptions of
the horns, referring to their type, shape, colour, including the purpose and occasions
for which they were intended. The quantity of horns contained in stipends varied
from a hundred horns to three horns (Dillon 1962, 7, 57). Where the type of horn is
unspecified, there is a possibility that the author of LC was not always referring to
drinking horns. It is possible that where the horns are associated in the stipend with
military equipment, like swords or shields, that the horns in question may also have
had military uses, like blast horns, clarions or war trumpets. Occasionally,
unspecified types of horn are recorded in stipends in conjunction with dogs, hounds
and horses, and these horns may have functioned as hunting horns (Dillon 1962, 35)
(6.3.4). However, LC clearly describes the majority of horns contained in stipends,
detailing their use, function, the context and occasions for which they were intended
(ibid. 59, 91). The giving of gifts is also recounted in the early Irish saga (2.4) ‘The
Destruction of Da Derga’s Hostel’. King Conaire describes the many gifts that he
had given to Da Derga, gifts that included, one hundred cows, one hundred mantles,
one hundred grey pigs, one hundred flashing battle weapons, ten gilded brooches,
and ten great vats for drinking (Gantz 1981, 69). Certain horns are distinguished by
shape or colour in LC. The thirty horns identified as ‘cuirn chroma’ or curved horns,
which may distinguish them as horns from particular animals, possibly wild ox or
auroch, even though the term ‘corn buaball’ is not used in these contexts. Specific
coloured horns are also described, brown horns, ‘trí cuirn chom-donna’ (1026), or
gilded horns, ‘Deich cuirn co n-ór cach Samna’ (524). It is possible that these
distinctive horns may have been regarded as more prestigious and valuable gifts or
stipends and therefore worthy of special mention. Special drinking horns belonging
to kings are also described in early Irish sagas. The saga of ‘The Intoxication of the
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Ulaid’ reveals how the king ‘Conchubur rose with a bright, shining buffalo horn’
(Gantz 1981, 196). The use of this special royal drinking horn can be interpreted as a
‘coirn buaball’, which was a costly, prestigious, imported drinking horn (DIL).
While no description is given for cups or copán in the text of LC, they may have
been made from metal, wood or horn and differed from horns in that they had a
handle or handles and may have functioned as vessels for serving a particular form of
alcohol or were for use on specific occasions. Cups are referred to as forming part of
stipends and on occasion they are mentioned in conjunction with horns (Dillon 1962,
139, 129).

2.4 Feasting and Hospitality
References to drinking paraphernalia relating to banquets and drinking feasts
abound in the medieval Finn cycle of tales. The banquets include ‘a banquet of
wine’, with the wine being described as an intoxicating drink, while mead is
similarly described as an intoxicating drink, but pleasant to drink (Meyer 1910, 17,
59). Both banquets and feasting frequently occurred in the context of hunting. The
tale known as ‘The Chase of Sid na mBan Finn’, the earliest version of which was
compiled at Pollmounty Castle, Co. Carlow, in 1419 (Meyer 1910, xxxi), relates in
great detail a feast that was prepared for Fionn and all the fiana of Ireland, following
an unsuccessful hunt. The feast was held in a banqueting-hall, where all were seated
‘in conformity with their nobility and wealth and honour, according to professions
and degrees’. They raised decorated goblets and horns encrusted with precious
stones, including Finn’s own horn, which was called Midhlethan (wide-mead). Two
attendants named Iarratach and Ath-chuingech carried this horn and presented it to
the nobles to drink from and they were rewarded with gold and silver in return, thus
they became very rich, but ended up quarrelling and slew each other at this banquet
(Meyer 1910, 55-57).
The precise order of seating at Finn’s banquet, in order of status and rank, may
possibly reflect some understanding on behalf of the author/s of an order in which
the food and alcohol was served to those present and to conventions followed by the
two cup-bearers, who carried Finn’s personal horn Midhlethan around, offering it to
the nobles to drink from in a communal or ritual fashion (ibid., 55-7). Literary
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instances of communal and ritual drinking carry echoes of fabled Northern European
ritual drinking rituals related in the saga of Beowulf , where Wealhtheow, the Danish
queen enters the drinking hall, proffering the drinking vessel firstly to the king before
distributing the alcohol it contained to the assembled warriors, in order of seniority
(Swanton 1997, 63).
A distinction can be detected in Irish literature between feasting in general and
the important occasion of ‘a king’s feast’, which frequently involves preparation of
copious quantities of alcohol, ‘one hundred vats of every kind of drink’(Gantz 1981,
194). Irish myths and sagas, particularly the Ulster Cycle, contain references to
feasting, drinking and the champions of Ulster, together with the honours that were
due to them. The Táin Bó Cúailnge’ (The Cattle Raid of Cooley) forms the major
section of the Ulster Cycle of Early Irish literature and the first recension of this saga
was possibly written in the eighth century, but may have earlier origins (Koch
2006,1646).
Irish literature indicates that an important role at feasts and banquets was held by
members of the king’s or lord’s retinue, namely the servers (ronnadóir) and the cupbearers (deogbarra). The saga ‘The destruction of Da Derga’s Hostel’ refers to the
six servers of the king of Tara, naming each and indicating their rank, ‘They are the
chieftains of the youth in the hostel’ and ‘they are the best servers in Ériu’. King
Conaire is also credited with having two servers, ‘the best pair in Ériu’ (Gantz 1981,
94, 96). However, the saga ‘Bricriu’s Feast’ relates how on one occasion the Ulster
champions were served at a feast by Cú Chulainn’s father Súaltaim, son of Roech,
who, first set the champion’s portion aside, before distribution began (Gantz 1981,
243). Female servers are occasionally referred to in Irish literature (3.5; 8.5). The
exile of the sons of Uisliu refers to an occasion when the Ulaid were in the drinking
house of Fedilmid, son of Dall, Conchubur’s storyteller and in the absence of
Fedilmid, they were served by his wife who was with child, ‘drinking horns and
portions of food went round and the house was filled with drunken shouting’ (Gantz
1981, 257).
Occasions of drinking, together with named locations for drinking and the
prescribed quantities of alcohol deemed necessary for a banquet or feasting can be
clearly discerned in LC (Dillon 1962, 127). Forty vats are due to the prince of
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Cruachain for a feast, but the contents of the vats are not indicated (ibid., 142). The
quantity, however, is indicative of a large feast, as the text implies that the prince of
Cruachain was not to attend the feast alone, but in the company of his retinue (ibid.,
142). Four gilt horns were also due to the prince of Cruachain, and these he was to
bring with him to the drinking feast and retain at his house in the west (ibid., 143).
The text used the word comól for drinking feast and this may be an indication that
communal or ritual-drinking was to form part of this feast.
Táin Bó Cúailnge has several references to warriors being summoned by Ailill
and Medb. The king and queen’s daughter Finnabair was promised to them and they
were plied with wine, until they were intoxicated (O’Rahilly 1976, 174, 176, 193,
196). Ailill had commanded ‘give wine to every man that comes to you until he is
gladdened in mind’ (ibid., 175). The purpose of this hospitality and intoxication of
the warriors by Ailill and Medb was an inducement, to incite them to engage in
single combat with Cú Chulainn, the champion and protector of Ulster. Finnabair
appears to have been a willing party to the inducements, as she is said to have sat at
the warrior’s right side and handed them ‘every goblet and cup’, ‘cach cúach 7 ar
cach copán’ (ibid., 196). A further inducement to fight was also given to Fer Diad,
when he was promised that in addition to the hand of Finnabair, he was ‘to remain at
Crúachu with wine poured for you there, and your descendants and your race to be
free for ever from tax or tribute’ (ibid., 196). Each warrior, so incited, engaged in
single combat with Cú Chulainn, and sadly lost his life (O’Rahilly 1976, 175, 2070).
Further occasions of drinking feasts are to be found in the twelfth-century
dindshenchas poems, which claim to explain the origins of the great óenaigh or fairs
of Tara, Teltown, and Carmun. The fair of Teltown, had its origins in funerary games
for Tailtiu, daughter of a king, who died at Lughnasa and was commemorated
thereafter each Lughnasa by the fair of Tailtiu (Gwynn 1903, 151). The dindsenchas
poem the fair of Tailtiu refers to a king’s comely-bearded grandson, who, ’drinks the
heady mead of the daughter of the king, who thwarted the fair’ (Gwynn 1903, 161).
Carmun, Co. Kildare, is said to be the ‘gathering place of a hospitable fair’ (ibid. 3).
The dindsenchas poems relating to Tara relates to the right of the skilled craftsmen to
attend the fair and receive hospitality from the king ‘engraver, famed architect, shield
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maker and keen soldier in the king’s house they drank a cup, this was the special
right of their hands’ (ibid., 25).
Alcohol, which has long been associated with hospitality and ritual, was also
essential for the manipulation of power and authority, with drinking feasts essential
for acquiring formal titles and increasing status (Dietler 2006, 236-7). Hospitality
and generosity were essential and synonymous with nobility in medieval Europe,
while in medieval Ireland, hospitality and feasting was considered the duty of the
noble class (O'Sullivan 2004, 67-8). In early medieval Ireland a king’s hospitality
and generosity was inextricably linked to his status and honour and were considered
essential elements and attributes to be considered in determining a prospective
candidate’s right to rule (ibid., 67-8). Hospitality was considered to be ‘the key to a
successful kingship’ and a king who withheld hospitality or entertained frugally,
damaged his honour (ibid., 67-8). The seventh-century tract ‘The Testament of
Morann’ (Audacht Morainn), specifies that a rightful king should be generous
(eslabar), hospitable (garte) and beneficent (lessach) (Kelly 1976, 16). These
attributes of kingship are re-affirmed in ‘The Instructions of King Cormac’ (Tecosca
Cormaic), which was compiled in the ninth century (Meyer 1909, 13). The ‘Second
battle of Moytura’ (Cath Maige Tuirid), presents an incident of an inhospitable king
being deposed. This Middle Irish tale relates how king Bres acted inhospitably, when
he failed to entertain the Túatha Dé Danann, his behaviour was considered to be
frugal and he was deemed to be unfit to rule (Gray 1983, 33-40).
Lavish quantities of alcohol were consumed at feasts, with ale and mead
frequently referred to in literature, while wine became popular and prestigious from
the fourteenth century onwards (O’Sullivan 2004, 103-4). Lebor na Cert (LC)
stipulates that the king of Tara is due ‘twelve vats of each kind of ale’, for a feast,
while the king of Naas has to provide ‘twenty vats of each kind of ale’, with the
tribes of Munster owing thirty vats (Dillon 1962, 125, 133, 137). The AFM 1107,
records a fire, caused by lightening, at Eastertime, at Ceann-coradh and Caiseal
destroying sixty vats of mead and ale (O'Donovan 1848, 985). The early Irish saga
‘The Intoxication of the Ulaid’ makes reference to two king feasts, prepared for king
Conchubur, on his accession to the kingship of Ulster. Cú Chulainn prepared one
hundred vats of every kind of drink for his king feast for Conchubur, while, Findtan,
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son of Niall Níamglonnach, also prepared one hundred vats of every kind of drink for
his king feast for Conchubur. However, both feasts were arranged for the same day,
causing a problem with the honour of the two heroes. Senchae, son of Ailill proposed
a solution, whereby the king and the Ulaid would attend Findtan’s feast for the first
half of the night and attend Cú Chulainn’s feast for the second half of the night. This
arrangement was accepted by both warriors and the Ulaid proceeded to feast, drink
and make merry (Gantz 1981, 193-5). When midnight arrived, the king and the Ulaid
proceeded on a circuitous route around Ireland, eventually reaching Cú Chulainn’s
house, where the latter entertained them ‘for forty nights with one feast’ (ibid., 195218).
The duration of banquets and drinking feasts has not been established. However,
sagas from the Ulster Cycle indicate that these feasts lasted for a period of one night
to forty nights, with three days and three nights or until all the alcohol was consumed
being the norm. Medb and Ailill of Connacht celebrated the birth of one of their sons
by gathering with the chieftains of Connacht for one night to ‘to drink to the end of
the boy’s first month’ (Gantz 1981, 199). The Intoxication of the Ulaid describes
how the warriors and heroes of Ulster ‘remained three days and three nights,
drinking up Conchubur’s feast until they finished it’ (Gantz 1981, 193). The Cattle
Raid of Fróech relates of a feast that was held at Cruachan that similarly endured for
three days and three nights (ibid., 118). Medb and Ailill, the king and queen of
Connacht are described in the Dream of Óengus as welcoming three score warriors,
who remained for a week feasting and drinking (ibid., 111). Cú Chulainn appears to
hold the record for the longest feast. He is described in the Intoxication of the Ulaid,
as entertaining the Ulaid ’for forty nights with one feast’ (ibid., 218).
Hospitality in Ireland, in the form of feasting and drinking, continued into the late
medieval and early modern periods, frequently taking place at times of major church
festivals, like Christmas and Easter, when the great lords hosted banquets (Simms
1978, 86). By the fifteenth century, it appears that hospitality had almost been
‘elevated to a cult’, with the learned classes suggesting ‘that giving wine-feasts to
poets was as much a religious duty as giving alms to the poor’ (ibid., 91-2). Instances
of feasting and banqueting revealed in Irish chronicles suggest that feasting and
drinking formed an important element of lordship in the later medieval period, feasts
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are recorded as being hosted by great Gaelic lords for all the poets of Ireland (Simms
2010, 1). While it could be suggested that this feasting formed part of a re-enactment
of a mythical past, Simms (2010, 1-3) proposes that it was an invention of the
fourteenth century and not a return to past traditions.
Banqueting and wine feasts can be detected in the bardic poetry, composed in
later medieval times. Simms (2001, 251-2) discusses poetic references to a
banqueting hall and wine being served at the residence or palace of Aodh Ó
Conchobhair at Cloonfree, Co. Roscommon, in the early fourteenth century. Comea
Mór Mac Conmara was praised in poetry for the number of feasts that he hosted
from his inauguration to his death in the early fourteenth century, while Donough
Mac Conmara is described as ’a handsome purveyor of the wine-feast’ in a late
fourteenth-century poem (O'Sullivan 2004, 99, 104). It would appear that by this
period wine was the preferred beverage and that mead and malt liquor were only
consumed after the supply of white wine (fion fionn) had been consumed (ibid., 1045). Hospitality and wine feasts are still referenced in the sixteenth century, with the
poet Cú Choigríche Ó Cléirig addressing a poem to Cú Chonnacht Mág Uidhir and
saying ‘red wine will not last long in his palace, so abundantly is it drunk’ (ibid.,
105). Hospitality in later medieval Gaelic Ireland ‘occupied a prominent position in
the pantheon of social virtues most revered by medieval Irish men. Practiced freely
and copiously by all and sundry, Irish hospitality was said to be without equal’
(O'Sullivan 2004, 31).
Irish hospitality reflected to a drinking ritual is described by Luke Gernon as late
as 1620 (, when he visited an Irish castle during his journey through Ireland. Luke
was greeted at the door on his arrival and departure by the lady of the house, who
offered him a ‘drink at the door’ (dogh a dores). A tray was offered to the guest that
contained ‘all the drinkes in the house, first the ordinary beere, then aquavitae, then
sacke, then olde-ale, the lady tastes it, you must not refuse it’ (Falkiner 1904, 360-1).
A late seventeenth-century letter relates the hospitality given to a traveller, on his
journey through Connemara (Iar-conaught) (Dunton and MacLysaght 1982, 49-51).
In 1698 John Dunton travelled through Connemara, with a local guide. They arrived
at a small, isolated group of houses one evening and when Dunton requested a drink
of water, the woman of the house took ‘a square wooden vessel called a meddar all
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of one piece cutt out of a tree’ and prepared a syllabub, called a troander (possibly
treamhinta or curds) for him, which he found to have a pleasant taste (ibid., 50-51).
What is termed ‘the cult of hospitality’, by Simms (1978, 94), is evident in Ireland
into the modern period. It is possible that the ritual drink at the door encapsulated
something of medieval drinking and feasting rituals.

2.5 Conclusion
Historical sources suggest the existence of communal drinking ritual among
Celtic- speaking people from at least the Iron Age. These rituals appear to have been
adopted by Germanic peoples in Northern Europe (2.0, 2.1). The custom of
communal drinking rituals can also be perceived in Irish literary and historical
sources from the early medieval to the early modern period. Occasions of Irish
drinking rituals are depicted as having strong associations with kingship, accession,
tribute and stipends and feasting and hospitality (2.3). The gifting of large quantities
of horns as tribute and stipends are frequently described in LC as being for use in
comól or communal drinking. Comól is defined in DIL as ‘the act of drinking
together’ (O’Sullivan and Daly 1952, 402). The later medieval shift in emphases
from kingship to lordship did bring changes in some inauguration practices, but
continuity in drinking ritual is indicated by references to comól in early modern
bardic poetry (2.4). Feasting and hospitality in Gaelic Ireland was perceived as the
duty of the noble class and references to the hosting of lavish feasts in the later
medieval period are also contained in bardic poetry (2.4). Dogh a dores or the
custom of presentation of a guest with a ‘drink at the door’ is described in 1620 by a
visitor to Ireland, while in 1698 John Dunton recalls a mether being used to present
him with a refreshing drink of treamhinta or curds (2.4).
Drinking vessels are central to understanding ritual drinking. Large quantities and
arrays of ritual drinking vessels appear in Irish literary and historical sources. The
drinking horn appears to be the foremost vessel that was employed for these rituals in
the early medieval period. Vast quantities of drinking horns are depicted in LC as
forming part of tribute or stipends that were given by Irish kings to other kings in the
early medieval period (2.4). The giving of gifts cemented social bonds and created
and maintained social boundaries and obligations (Doherty 1980). The acceptance of
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the gift could be construed as the acknowledgement of the status of the giver and the
obligations that the gifting implied (ibid.). Horns that had a different size, shape or
colour and imported horns (corn búabaill) appear to have been considered as more
valuable and prestigious vessels and received special mention in LC (2.4).
The existence of drinking rituals among Celtic-speaking and Germanic peoples
is well attested. Irish literary sources suggest that similar rituals prevailed in early
medieval Irish society. Political changes in Ireland in the later medieval period that
resulted in a shift from kingship to lordship seems not to have affected elite Gaelic
drinking rituals, as the custom of comól or ‘the act of drinking together’ appears to
have survived well into the early modern period. Feasting and hospitality that formed
such an essential element in elite Gaelic society can also be traced to the early
modern period. Apart from the alcohol that was consumed at communal drinking
rituals, the vessels that contained the alcohol must also be considered as fundamental
to those rituals. Irish chronicles, literature and poetic references indicate a large
quantity and an array of different vessels that were associated with Irish drinking
rituals. Many of those vessels have not survived the test of time, but the large corpus
of wooden drinking methers in Irish repositories (5.1; appendix I) suggests that these
organic vessels may have been the drinking vessel of choice during the later
medieval and early modern periods.
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Chapter 3 The theoretical framework of drinking ritual
3.0 Introduction
This chapter explores theoretical approaches in archaeology and anthropology to
ritual drinking that inform my approach to addressing the central research question in
this thesis. Definitions of drinking ritual, its function and effect on society are
examined, together with reasons why alcohol and the deployment of drinking vessels
formed such important elements of those rituals. The formation of society into
cultural groups, the establishment of cultural identities, factors that affect and alter
cultural identity have been the subject of much debate among current and earlier
theorists and this will be explored to establish if changing socio-economic and
political power impacted on the cultural identity of Gaelic society, possibly
influencing changes from kingship to lordship and the subsequent changes in the
material culture of drinking ritual. For a better understanding of the meaning of the
past, it is necessary to view the archaeological record as a text and to appreciate that
symbols, style and power are key concepts that guide anthropological research (Curta
2007, 159). Ethnic identity is theoretically difficult to distinguish from other forms of
identity, which are subjective and ‘constructed’ (Curta 2011, 538). However, various
interpretations of ethnicity and how they may be reflected by later medieval elite
Gaelic society and the material culture of Gaelic drinking ritual are investigated in
this chapter.
Ritual and alcohol have had long associations with the creation of power, status
and the creation of social boundaries. Ritual and alcohol have been used as a means
of social control and structuring society. Gift exchange and tribute also featured in
early Irish society as a means of creating social boundaries and obligations. The
implications of both of these rituals and practices and how they impacted on power,
prestige and the social structure of society, form part of this theoretical framework.
The issue of gender and the almost total absence of female participation in drinking
rituals, except for their role as goddesses or dispensers of alcohol (8.5) is the final
topic to be addressed in this theoretical framework.
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3.1 The theory of drinking ritual
Drinking ritual may be included in definitions of ritual that are defined as ‘a
means by which collective beliefs and ideals are simultaneously generated,
experienced and affirmed as real by the community’ (Bell 1992, 20). Due to the
public nature of ritual, it has also been described as action rather than thought, which
may contain a series of symbolic mechanisms, which consolidate the relationship
between the ritual performer and the observer or community (ibid., 20-1). Bell (1992,
13-6), however, poses the question whether ‘ritual is depicted as a universal
phenomenon, or, merely as an applied theoretical construct’?, given that the term
‘ritual’ only emerged in the nineteenth century as a formal term of analysis to
identify what many believed to be ‘a universal category of human experience’. She
also added that ‘the development of ritual studies as an independent and
interdisciplinary area of scholarly research envisages, perhaps, the final result of the
complex coexistence of ritual as an analytical tool and as a universal human
experience’(ibid.). Rapport (1999, 33-7) proposes that ritual is ‘the performance of
more or less invariant sequences of formal acts and utterances not entirely encoded
by the performers’. It is the repetition of specific acts, in specific contexts, at
particular times, dates or locations that signifies explicit meaning to the observers
and distinguishes ritual from drama, where the performers are only acting. Ritual,
therefore, can be a secular or a sacred action, but it always involves the ‘performance
of gestures and the manipulation of objects’, with one of its functions being its ability
to create and cement loyalties in social relationships and hierarchical structures and
promote harmony within a communal group (Bell 1992, 14, 111, 177). Drinking
ritual involves the ‘performance of gestures and the manipulation of objects’ (8.1,
8.2) and it may have functioned to create and cement loyalties in social relationships
and hierarchical structures in elite Gaelic society.
Tilley (1989, 188) asserts that ‘ritual may exist because it performs the function
of asserting social solidarity’. When ritual drinking is analysed in the light of
theoretical definitions of ritual, it can be said to embody most, if not all of the
constructed definitions. Ritual drinking, as recorded in Northern European and
Gaelic traditions, incorporates the performance of a repetitive sequence of formal
acts and utterances, combined with the manipulation of symbolic objects and
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substances that may transmit explicit meaning to the participants and the observers.
The ritual act of drinking from the same cup is described and interpreted by Enright
(1996, 85) as a ‘ritual linking lord to man’.
Renfrew and Bahn propose that ritual may have been performed in locations that
held special associations for society and that ‘attention focusing devices’, like ritual
vessels may have been deployed (Renfrew and Bahn 1996, 416-7). Locations with
special associations for the participants in Germanic drinking rituals may have
included the ‘mead hall’ (Crépin 1979, 46-52) or the legendary tech midchúarta in
Irish tradition (Gantz 1981, 227). The special vessels and the alcohol associated with
drinking ritual may also have had highly charged symbolic meanings for the
participants. Alcohol has been used by most societies for ritual and celebration, with
drinking being described as ‘essentially a social act, performed in a recognised social
context’ (Douglas et al. 1987, 4). Dietler (2006, 229-37) argues that alcohol is a form
of ‘embodied material culture’, which has been a ‘fundamentally important social,
economic, political and religious artefact for millennia’, contributing as a versatile
and highly-symbolic element and social tool in the practice of ritual and politics,
forming an important element in the construction of social and economic
relationships. Cultural rules and beliefs frequently accompany the consumption of
alcohol that make it even more emotionally charged than other food and drinks
(Dietler 2006, 232). The distribution and consumption of alcohol, which forms a
significant role in feasting and ritual drinking, is recognised as an ‘essentially social
act’ which is performed in particular social contexts (Douglas et al. 1987, 9). Enright
(1996, 83-95) proposes that the distribution and consumption of alcohol also formed
an important element in the Germanic concept of contract, from the first to the ninth
century. These contracts included lordship, marriage, loyalty and community. The
rites of pledging also occurred at feasts where alcohol was distributed and consumed,
with the cup-offering ritual in Germanic traditions signifying ‘the sealing of a
contract between lord and man’ (ibid.). Contracts were often further sealed by oathswearing over liquor, which appears to have been a prevalent practice closely allied
to drinking ritual and the act of drinking was ‘considered a means to add weight and
authority to the spoken word’ (ibid., 8).
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Curta (2007, 180) indicates that cultural practices and representations that
become objectified as symbols of group identity are derived from, and resonate with,
the habitual practices and experiences of group involved. Ethnic displays are
carefully staged invocations of pre-existing cultural practices, a (re)invention of
norms (ibid., 181). It is the patterns that people make around particular events of
communal significance, which recall and create similarities and differences (ibid.,
181). The elements of ritual and engagement with habitual practice can be observed
as components of later medieval elite Gaelic drinking ritual.

3.2 Cultural Identity and Ethnicity
A strong sense of cultural identity that makes group behaviour possible may be
triggered by certain situations that include fear, power, intergroup competition, or,
the need for co-operation to attain social, political or economic goals (Wiessner
1989, 57-9). Times of social and political change often raise questions of identity.
Ethnicity was a matter of daily social practice, and as such it involved the
manipulation of material culture, which embodies practices, emblemic style was the
way of communicating by non-verbal means about relative identity (Curta 2011,
542). Emblemic styles became relevant particularly in the context of changing power
relations, which impelled displays of group identity (ibid., 542). Style in dress and
display items may have become important elements in the stratification process in
early societies, when elite status, changing social relations and power relations were
re-enforced within displays of group identity (Curta 2007, 173, 184). Medieval
ethnicity was therefore embedded in socio-political relations and was built upon preexisting cultural identity that formed part of daily social practice and involved the
manipulation of material culture (Curta 2007, 184).
Shifting patterns of power relations and the destruction or alteration of existing
socio-cultural patterns can lead to a re-evaluation of cultural identity as new or
altered communities arise (Jones and Graves-Brown 1996, 1). During periods of
radical social and political change, the past is frequently central to the creation of
new identity and the inventing of changed or altered traditions (ibid.). The
importance of the relationship between objects and identity has always been
recognised by the disciplines of archaeology and anthropology, where archaeologists
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in particular have to recreate the social context of the objects themselves, which were
created and used by specific social or cultural groups and which may reflect the
identity and values of the group (Hides 1996, 25-6). Difficulty in defining specific
cultural groups and their relationship with material culture may be attributed to ‘the
complexity and incompleteness of the artefactual record’ (ibid.).
A wide variety of views on cultural and social practices have been proposed by
archaeologists and anthropologists in recent years that have been attributed to
particular human groups (Diaz-Andreu 1996, 49). These include the older and
outdated views on material culture, ‘culture’ and ‘people’ proposed by Tylor (1871,
1) and Childe (1929, v-vi). In the early twentieth century ‘culture’ became associated
with nationalism, following the unification of Italy and Germany in the late
nineteenth century and this modification of the meaning ‘culture’, which was closely
allied to ‘cultural political nationalism’ was increasingly used by archaeologists from
this period (Diaz-Andreu 1996, 54-5). Curta (2007, 159-85) reflects on the
theoretical views on ethnicity and cultural political nationalism proposed by various
theoretical schools during the early twentieth century and he proposes that ‘ethnicity
should be banned from all discussion, if medieval archaeology is to make any
progress in the future’.
An ethnic group employs symbols to distinguish it from other groups and ‘the
symbols, as well as the group are in fact the result of human action’, with the
selection of the symbols being a political action employed in the construction of
social status (Curta 2007, 169-70). Style may also form a key component in the
creation of ethnic boundaries, when used as the pattern people create around certain
events and as a social strategy, it provides the potential for control and ultimately
power (ibid., 172-3). Symbols therefore are indispensable for social action and
communication (Curta 2011, 538). Symbolic displays, such as drinking ritual, may
have been used as a means of ‘marking one’s place’ in the social order and the
naming of a ‘sense of place for others’ (Bourdieu 1989, 19) (2.2). The material
culture deployed at Gaelic drinking rituals may also have acted as symbols of
cultural identity and ethnicity for later medieval elite Gaelic society.
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3.3 Material Culture and Cultural Identity
One of the problems with material culture is the difficulty involved in
reconstructing past meanings and changes in society without participating in or
observing the lives of past societies and peoples (Farriss 1986, ix). Answers and
understanding may be achieved through an examination of the visual imagery
portrayed in surviving material culture and an examination of oral traditions and
surviving documentary sources (ibid.). Hides (1996, 25) argues that in the fields of
archaeology and anthropology the relationship between objects and identity plays an
important role, and that in some disciplines, objects or material culture is interpreted
in its social context, but it is the archaeologist who must recreate that social context
from the objects themselves. Thomas (2007, 15) proposes that material culture
‘represents at once ideas that have been made material, and natural substance that has
been rendered cultural’. The processual approach to archaeology and material culture
indicates that a contemporary observation be made regarding material objects, which
is then translated into ‘statements about the dynamics of past ways of life’ (Binford
1983, 30). However, the difficulties in identifying cultural groups through an
examination of material culture, has frequently been ascribed to the complexity and
incompleteness of the archaeological record (Hides 1996, 26).
Socialisation within a cultural group, combined with maintained interaction,
shared ideas, beliefs and indeed material culture will result in the transmission of
continuous cultural traditions to subsequent generations (Jones 1996, 64). Changes
and variations in material culture may be either gradual or a regular process, which
occur uniformly over a large special area (ibid., 73). Variations in material culture
may stem from different social conditions, the effect of exchange or changes in the
symbolic role of artefacts (Wiessner 1989, 62). Other causes may include variations
in skills, which are not handed down from generation to generation, but are re-grown
with each generation and passed on through training and experience in performing
particular tasks (Ingold 2000, 5). The acquiring of skills, contexts and situations has
been described as a growing into knowledge, rather than having it passed down to us
(Ingold 2013, 13). Ingold, (2013, 2102) discusses how the maker is a participant in a
world of active materials, blending his own skills with material he has to work with,
to produce the objects, which are generated by the relation between the maker and
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the material. It is culture that dictates the form of objects, but it is nature that supplies
the materials and ‘in the superimposition of one upon the other human beings create
the artefacts with which, to an increasing extent they surround themselves’ (ibid.,
38). Ingold (2000, 9-10) suggests that there is a strong and practical interaction
between people who make or create material culture and the resources of the
environment that surrounds them, drawing analogies between the Cree of Northern
Canada and their understanding and relationship with the animals that they hunt and
the medieval carpenter’s knowledge and understanding of forests and the wood from
which he manufactures bridges and wooden drinking vessels. Decoration and art
reflected on material culture is regarded as ‘the hallmark of humanity’, which reveals
a capacity in man to represent experience in symbolic media (Ingold 2000, 11).
Tilley (1989, 189) proposes that material culture is ‘a framing and communications
medium, involved in social practice’, and that it can be regarded as a form of text, a
silent form of writing. Variations in decorative styles and form can be detected in the
extant material culture of Gaelic drinking ritual (5.1, 5.3, and 5.4). These variations
may be due to cultural or regional differences or variations in skills of the craftsmen
who created the artefacts.
Changes in material culture may be observed due to objects undergoing
alterations or being put to different uses during their lifetime and this may affect how
people interact with the object (Brower Stahl 2010, 155). Gerrard (2003, 223-5)
suggests that in general the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were a time of change
and transition in material culture and society, with patterns of consumption and
socio-cultural behaviour being affected. He also suggested that concepts such as the
‘trickle-down’ theory should be considered as a possible cause for change, whereby
‘different social groups emulate each other and how higher groups might respond by
adapting new fashions’ (ibid.). It is asserted by Graves-Brown (1996, 91) that
seeking to identify cultural identity through artefacts alone may not be practical, as
artefacts can pass from one culture to another, or one culture may copy the artefacts
of another and therefore cultural identity as defined by material culture should be
viewed as multi-faceted.
Further cultural changes in material culture may be observed in the
archaeological record resulting from ‘Colonialism’. Horning (2013, 6-7), points out
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that colonisation is ‘a process of territorial acquisition, a colony is a socio-political
organisation, and colonialism is a system of dominance’. In Ireland, from the late
twelfth century, the engagement of Gaelic lordship with Anglo-Norman peoples and
practices was highly variable, with Gaelic clan hierarchies, customs and social
structures continuing to dominate in areas outside of the crown control, through the
sixteenth century (ibid., 19). Historical changes that accompany ‘colonial
entanglements can reflect the following patterns: acculturation, maintenance of
tradition and/or a hybridity/ creolization’ (Horning 2013, 10). Literary and material
sources indicate that elite society, in Gaelic Ireland, appears to have resisted colonial
change and maintained much of their traditional culture and practices that were
rooted in the past (ibid., 11). Further plantations of colonists from the reign of
Elizabeth I, coupled with increased military forces made renewed efforts to
destabilise Gaelic culture and to undercut the standing of resolutely Catholic Old
English leadership (Horning 2013, 27). English descriptions of Ireland at the time
overemphasised chaos and instability, but archaeological investigations and Gaelic
literary sources suggest otherwise (ibid., 35).
While culture contacts are a natural occurrence, with colonial or settlement
contacts, issues of power and dominance are also involved (Gosden 2004, 5).
Colonialism or settlement has also been known to have had a cultural effect or
impact on all parties (Gosden 2004, 1-2, 124). The view has been expressed that
‘cultural self-confidence is no obstacle for adopting elements of other cultures’ (Edel
1995, 8). Contacts in Ireland between the Old English and the Gaelic Irish did lead to
multidirectional cultural influences in some instances. To English eyes, these
descendants of the Anglo-Normans were described as being indistinguishable from
Gaelic Irish in terms of language, customs and actions (Horning 2013, 27). Some
Gaelic Irish lords adopted new colonial culture as symbols of power, while others
espoused the use of tomb effigies (6.3.1). There appears to have been some degree of
cultural exchange between the two communities in Ireland, during the later medieval
period.
The idea of colonialism is not a new phenomenon, the ancient Greeks and
Romans established colonies and settlements across Europe as part of conquest. The
use of the word ‘colony’ has existed in the English language since 1382 and in the
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later medieval period the word ‘colonia’ was used to refer to a farm, settlement or
landed estate (Edel 1995, 8). While changes in Irish attitudes to kingship can be
recognised from around the year 1000 AD, it is the arrival and settlement of the
Anglo-Normans in the twelfth century that possibly heralded the greatest changes to
Gaelic culture and the material record (Simms 1987, 10-6). Though we now live in a
post-colonial world, colonialism has been ‘the major cultural and historical fact of
the last 500 years and to some extent the last 5000 years’ (Gosden 2004, 6).

3.4 Power and status
Ritual can be used to engender power by forcing people to coexist in
relationships of domination and subordination (Bell 1992, 173). Control and power
over others can be manipulated by individuals to gain a support network of followers
through the medium of ritual, however, power is not a ‘reality of force or control of
resources, but is also closely linked to meanings, values and prestige’ (Hodder 2003,
23, 230). Dietler (2006, 263-7) states that alcohol has long been associated with
ritual and was an essential element for the manipulation of power and the
construction of authority, with drinking feasts essential for acquiring formal titles
and increasing status, and that alcohol and drinking rituals have played a role in
creating class boundaries in earlier societies, by restricting access to ritual or
ceremonial occasions, or to the symbolic equipment associated with ritual. Ritual and
ritual drinking can function as an effective means of social control in a group, and as
a means of structuring social relations, especially in closed or hierarchical societies
(ibid.). Bell (1992, 172-93) suggests that in general ritual involving the use of
alcohol can also be used as a means of legitimising the power of a leader. During
drinking rituals it was considered a gross insult to exclude a member of the group
from the liquor-offering ceremony, their status and position within the group was
diminished by this omission (Splitter 1952, 257).
Gift and tribute or exchange contain elements power or gain by the giver and
acceptance or commitment by the recipient (Appadurai 1986, 4). In the early middleages the circulation of goods was mainly achieved by gift and exchange, or theft,
with ritualised theft, like cattle raiding, enjoying a high degree of prestige, especially
in Ireland (Lucas 1989, 146-8). Gift and tribute created and affirmed relationships
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between individuals and groups of different status, and functioned to define the
degree of subordination between people. Where honour and status were concerned,
gifts served to create bonds between the giver and the recipient (Geary 1986, 173).
Artefacts can be described by archaeologists as being ‘high-status’ or ‘lowstatus’, but how can an object have status or prestige assigned to it at a later date by
archaeologists, if it was not perceived as prestigious or of particular status or value
by its original owner or society? (Hodder 2000, 91-2). High-status and power can
also be attained by displays of wealth and the manipulation of material culture
(Renfrew 1986, 144). High-status drinking vessels in medieval Gaelic Ireland were
paraded at feasts, as ‘potent emblems of wealth and power, like the beverages they
held, served to affirm their noble owner’s right to rule’ (O’Sullivan 2004, 105).

3.5 Gender
Gender has been defined as the social roles that are considered either feminine or
masculine roles, which have been conditioned by culture and yet form an important
element of culture (Dommasnes 1998, 140). Gender is therefore part of the social
process of classification of people, not a static construct, but is in constant change,
constructed and re-constructed over time (Renfrew and Bahn 1996, 225). Prior to the
advent of feminist archaeology in the 1980s, archaeologists have tended to portray
the dominant male in archaeological theory (8.5). The male was deemed to be more
active and more important than the female in past societies, based on leadership,
power, warfare, rights of inheritance and control over resources (Hodder 2003, 228).
There appears to be significant links between gender relations and power relations,
especially in areas of kinship, authority and influence, where positions of power were
reserved for the male (Bell 1993, 340-2). In male-dominated societies it is generally
assumed that ‘women were relegated to the role of exercising influence behind the
scenes’ (Dommasnes 1989, 341). Drinking rituals in the Northern European tradition
were exclusively a male prerogative, however, nuances of female influence behind
the scenes can be detected in the Anglo-Saxon poem Beowulf, when the Danish
queen Wealhtheow is present at the all-male drinking ritual and plays the central role
in the cup-offering ritual (Swanton 1997, 63). The acceptance by the warriors of the
cup of alcohol from the queen, together with the order of service, indicates the
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warrior’s acceptance of the queen’s ritual and the precedence of status that is implied
(ibid., 10). The poetry of Northern Germany reveals concepts of female association
with liquor goddesses, like Freya, Gefion and Hlokk, and these may have titles like
‘of the ‘cup’, ‘horn’. ‘beaker’, ‘ale’, ‘mead’ or ‘wine’ added to their names, which
may encapsulate a tradition of female liquor service (Enright 1996, 80). Aspects of
gender are discussed in (8.5), like how Early Irish literature associates Medb
Chruachna and Medb Lethderg (2.2) with intoxication and portrays them as possible
goddesses, who have the power of dispensing sovereignty to candidates for kingship
(Ó Máille 1928, 138-44). The eleventh-century Gotland stones in Sweden portray
iconographic imagery as noted, of females offering horns of alcohol to warriors on
horseback, which may indicate the continuation of drinking ritual traditions and the
associations of females with those rituals into Viking Age in Scandinavia (Fitzhugh,
et al 2000, 62). Apart from these images and references to goddesses and females
dispensing alcohol and sovereignty, there is an almost complete absence in literature
of female participation in drinking rituals per se. Literary and historical sources
portray the consumption of alcohol and drinking rituals as the preserve of elite males
in society. Moore (2000, 318) proposes that the world is divided into gender-specific
domains and gender-specific tasks, each associated with particular material items and
that this gender-specific practice appears common to societies all over the world.

3.6 Conclusion
Ritual drinking incorporates the performance of repetitive formal acts, combined
with the manipulation of symbolic objects and substances, to transmit explicit
meaning to participants and observers (3.1). Anthropologists argue that alcohol has
long formed an important function in ritual practice, by helping to construct and
cement social and economic relationships (3.1). The function of ritual and ritual
drinking in early society is likely to have been to promote a sense of social solidarity
and cultural identity within the group (3.2). The practice of drinking ritual by elite
Gaelic society in the later medieval period may reflect what Curta (2007, 180-1)
describes as resonating with and deriving from habitual practices and experiences of
the group, that are carefully staged invocations of pre-existing cultural practices, with
the patterns that people make around events of communal significance, like
communal drinking ritual, that recall and create similarities and difference. Later
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medieval, elite Gaelic communal drinking ritual engendered all the attributes of
ritual, habitual group experience and pre-existing cultural practices (2.2, 2.4
Social and economic relationships within a group can engender a strong sense of
cultural identity within that group and make group behaviour, including ritual,
possible (3.2). Cultural identity can undergo changes over time, due to outside
influences, shifting patterns of power relations or intergroup competition. Curta
(2007, 183) suggests that times of political strife or military conflict often coincide
with the emergence of emblemic styles and that the key variable must be considered
in explaining ethnic boundaries. Changes in medieval Gaelic society that resulted in
the end of kingship and the onset of lordship may be attributed to any, if not all of the
above reasons for change. The impact of Anglo-Norman settlement, together with
shifting patterns of power and loyalties may possibly have been responsible for those
changes (2.2, 2.4). Changes in the material culture of Gaelic drinking ritual such as
the apparent gradual decline in the use of drinking horns, and the utilisation of
wooden drinking vessels, known as methers, also appears to emanate from this
period (5.5). Simms (1987, 10-6) suggests that the arrival and settlement of the
Anglo-Normans in the twelfth century that possibly heralded the greatest changes to
Gaelic culture and the material record.
Changes in material culture that can be observed in the archaeological record
may result from colonialism. However, Gaelic customs that were rooted in the past,
such as drinking ritual, hierarchies and social structures that continued to dominate in
Gaelic areas outside of crown control, appearing to resist colonial change, can reflect
a particular pattern of colonisation (Horning 2013, 10-11). Colonial efforts to
destabilise Gaelic culture were increased from the reign of Elizabeth I, with the
introduction of further plantations of colonists and an increase in military power
(Horning 2013, 27-35). The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were also times of
sweeping change in European society, the rise in capitalism and conspicuous
consumption may have influenced changes in elite Gaelic society and material
culture (Gerrard 2003, 223-5) (6.3.1).
Material culture, as defined by Hodder (2000, 92), are real objects made by
people, held, used, exchanged, buried or discarded. Much of the organic material
culture from later medieval Gaelic Ireland’s drinking rituals, i.e. wooden drinking
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vessels, particularly methers, has been recovered from bogs up to recent times (5.2).
It is possible that some vessels were lost or mislaid near bogs. However, peat bogs
are known to provide wonderful preservation and seasoning for organic objects,
these vessels may have been deposited in bogs for this reason, during intervals
between ritual-use and somehow were overlooked or lost (5.2). The concealment of
vessels, from theft or raiding, may also have been another reason for their deposition
in bogs (5.2). It is, however, fortunate that so many vessels have survived in bogs,
affording the large corpus of wooden drinking vessels that survives today.
The construction of power and authority has had long associations with alcohol
and ritual. Ritual drinking feasts were considered essential when acquiring formal
titles and could function as an effective means of structuring society and social
control in closed hierarchical societies (3.4). Gift and tribute in medieval Irish
society can be interpreted as another means of controlling power and authority, by
creating subordination and obligations between groups of different status (2.3).
Displays of wealth and the manipulation of prestigious material culture, especially at
lavish feasts and drinking rituals, affirmed power and proclaimed the right to rule
(O’Sullivan 2004, 105).
Power, the right to rule and participation in drinking rituals have been perceived
in archaeological and theoretical approaches up to the 1980s as a male prerogative,
which formed part of male warrior society. With the advent of feminist archaeology,
questions were raised regarding the absence of women from archaeological records
and theoretical approaches. However, it appears from literary sources, historical and
archaeological records that earlier societies were male dominated, with power and
authority a male prerogative. Drinking rituals are portrayed as the preserve of elite
males in society, with females acting out the roles of dispensers of alcohol, or, as
goddesses associated with fertility and sovereignty, like Medb Chruachna, who was
known as ‘the intoxicating one’, because she offered men the intoxicating wine of
sovereignty (8.5).
When the various theoretical definitions and components of drinking ritual are
considered it is possible to propose that elite drinking rituals in later medieval Gaelic
Ireland incorporated all of these elements. Particularly relevant is the ‘performance
of gestures and the manipulation of objects’ (3.1) which equates with the sharing of
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alcohol by elite Gaelic society from a communal drinking vessel, particularly from a
wooden drinking mether, which was manipulated, rotated and passed around the
group in a ritual fashion (8.1, 8.2).
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4.0

Introduction
The methodology for this thesis has involved detailed recording of a corpus of

116 wooden drinking vessels and six horns, two of which appear with certainty to be
for drinking. This was followed by a qualitative analysis of the materials and
defining features of these vessels arising from the records made. AMS C14
radiocarbon dating was applied to select vessels to help inform a chronology for
methers. The methodology also included the use of textual sources concerning
medieval drinking rituals, in tandem with experimental archaeology, in order to
determine how the vessels were used in practice by Gaelic elites.
This research presents the first complete national study of the material culture of
Gaelic drinking rituals since the publication of A descriptive Catalogue of the
antiquities in the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy, by William R. Wilde in 1857.
While the Wilde catalogue is still widely consulted and respected in Irish
archaeology, its limitations are based on the small corpus of drinking vessels that
formed the collection of the then Royal Irish Academy (RIA) Museum in Dublin. In
1908 the National Museum was established and the RIA and other public and private
collections were transferred there (Wallace 2002, 5-12). The National Museum is
now the National Museum of Ireland (NMI) and, over the years, it has greatly
increased its corpus of artefacts through donations and purchases, and it now houses
over 60% of all kown Gaelic drinking vessels. An up-to-date catalogue (Appendix 1)
of the complete collection of extant drinking vessels housed in all Irish repositories
was prepared during the research for this thesis.

4.1 Recording and Presenting the Material Culture of Drinking
It is the material culture, the archaeology of the vessels that is the principal focus
of the methodology. Prior to the commencement of museum visits and the recording
of wooden drinking vessels, it was necessary to engage in desk-based research in
order to establish the extent and location of the corpus of Gaelic drinking vessels.
Early visits to the National Museum of Ireland and conversations with senior
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museum officials helped to establish this information, and permission was granted by
NMI to examine and record the national collection of Gaelic drinking vessels. Before
the commencement of museum visits, the formation of a standardised data sheet for
recording data, and the creation of a database to store and enable analysis of recorded
data, were necessary elements of the research.
Drinking vessels were recorded using the following procedures:


Examination of museum records and catalogues, eg. Wilde’s catalogue for
details of the vessels, find locations, acquisition etc.



Visual examination and description of the form of the vessel.



Accurate measurements of height/ length and diameter of the vessel,
including measurements of handles or embellishment where relevant.



Details and analysis of decoration or embellishment where relevant.



Record of museum registration number and new catalogue number.



Rough sketch of each artefact for identity purposes.



Photographic record of each vessel and a record of each image number.

This research has involved visits to twelve museums in Ireland, including the
National Museums of Northern Ireland (Ulster Museum), Armagh County Museum,
Fermanagh County Museum, Mid-Ulster Museum (Ballymena) and Derry Tower
Museum in Northern Ireland. A total of fourteen weeks were dedicated to research
and recording of the largest collection of drinking vessels at the NMI, Dublin. This
work was carried out in the crypt at Kildare St. where the NMI houses the reserve
collection of artefacts. Special appointments were necessary for days when the
museum was closed to the public, in order to record vessels that are on public display
in the main galleries. Queries and anomalies were corrected through discussion with
museum staff. Museum visits were by appointment for local county museums, and
smaller private collections, and a single day visit proved to be sufficient to record
these smaller collections. The second largest collection of drinking vessels, at the
NMNI Ulster Museum, Belfast, warranted a second visit, following the discovery at
the close of the first visit of a little-studied drinking horn. This return visit was to
read the Latin inscription on this vessel and to acquire additional photographic
images to help with possible identification of this artefact.
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Figure 1: A selection of wooden drinking vessels at the NMI

A total of five horns have been recorded as part of this research, but the material
from these horns has only been identified in one instance. The horn used for the
manufacture of the iconic Kavanagh Charter Horn, housed at the NMI Dublin (NMI
1976:2) (cat. no. H1) was identified as elephant ivory by the NMI during
conservation and inspection of the horn in 1978 (Ó Floinn 1981, 269). Conservation
work revealed that the horn was re-embellished during the fifteenth century, by the
addition of three bands of decorative brass mounts and a pair of bird-like legs and
feet (ibid.). The material of another drinking horn that forms part of the NMNI
collection (NMNI 98.1910) (cat. no. H2) has been identified as bovine by UM
experts. There are tentative suggestions in the museum records that this horn may be
an auroch horn (Bos primigenius), depending on dating, (5.3) but, unfortunately,
dates are not currently available. Two horns in the Monaghan County Museum
collection also remain unidentified. It has been suggested by Walsh (1983, 177) that
one of these large horns (MCM 80:54) (cat. no. H3) is bovine. However; no scientific
testing or dating has taken place on either of the MCM horns or the Hacketstown
horn at the NMI (cat. no. H5).
Periods of time between museum visits were dedicated to importing collected
data into a dedicated database that functions as both an archival and an analytical
tool. Photographic images were stored by future catalogue reference number in a
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special photographic database. Museums were contacted to discuss and clarify any
remaining queries or anomalies that were discovered during inputting. Occasionally
there were minor discrepancies between newly recorded data and older museum
records or registration numbers. During the inputting of data it was noted that there
was a shortage of wood identification for wooden vessels in museum records. A
similar shortage of information was also noted regarding precise find locations for
many wooden vessels from the older collections.

4.2 Qualitative analysis of vessels
On completion of the database for wooden vessels, analysis was undertaken
under the following headings:


Size and form of vessels



Evidence of any residue adhering to or contained in vessels



Number and form of handles on vessels



Provenance for vessels



Wood or material type



Vessels decorated or undecorated



Style and variations in decoration

The above analysis allowed for the extrapolation and presentation of data and
findings from the museum research. Statistical analysis facilitated the formulation of
accurate conclusions regarding the function of each vessel, for example,
standardisation of size and form indicate how the vessels were used, apart from the
presence of any adhering residue. The quantity of vessels within each handle
category is easily attained, together with details of vessel decoration within each
classification. The database allows for the appendage of further data, should Irish
museums acquire additional vessels, and has proved to be a useful tool for analysing
and presenting data for this thesis.

4.3 Dating methods: AMS C14 radiocarbon dating
Where museum records revealed wood identification, this was mainly indicated
from the 1857 Wilde catalogue, where identification was likely to have been arrived
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at by means of visual observation only, and therefore would have lacked scientific
support. The NMI had officially identified six wood samples for earlier dating
purposes and granted permission to have two further samples identified in relation to
AMS radiocarbon dating for this research. Prior to wood-sampling and the
commencement of dating techniques, a lengthy period of licence application was
undertaken. Wood samples were removed from two methers (cat. no. 027 and 033)
by the NMI conservation officer Dr. Paul Mullarkey and professionally identified by
independent consultant Dr. Ellen O’Carroll, TCD, as willow (Salix Cinerea) (cat. no.
033) and fruit wood (pomoidal) (cat. no. 027), which are both native species of
wood.
Earlier dating results for six wooden drinking vessels have been made available
by NMI, Dublin.1 The vessels were dated by the NMI at the radiocarbon dating
laboratories at Uppsala, Sweden, in preparation for the Medieval Ireland exhibition
which opened in 2001. The vessels that were dated consisted of two goblets (cat. nos.
G1 and G006), together with three methers (cat. nos. 012, 044, 048) and one
incomplete mether or, roughout (cat. no. 058). Professional identification of the
wood samples revealed that all the vessels are made from native Irish timbers. Two
methers (cat. no. 12 and 48) are made from alder wood (Alnus glutinosa), while the
third mether (cat. no. 44) comprises of yew wood (Taxus baccata fastigiata). The
mether roughout (cat. no. 58) is also made from alder wood. One goblet (cat. G001)
is made from cherry wood (Prunus avium), while the second goblet (cat. G006) is
yew wood. A variety of dates were returned from Uppsala for these NMI samples,
ranging from the prehistoric to the early modern period. Yew wood artefacts, due to
the long-lived nature of the tree, tend to provide earlier dates, which are based on the
age of the wood and not that of the artefact and this has proved to be the situation in
the case of the yew mether and the yew goblet. Further anomalies can occur in the
dating process for later medieval wood work. Berger (1970, 111) states that ‘the
principal limitation in radiocarbon dating within the period 1100-1600 AD is the
short-term variations of C14 which produce “wiggles” in the calibration curve.
Where the calibration curve is close to vertical, more precise calibration dates are
possible, while a “plateau” in the curve will produce a much larger calibration span.

1

By kind permission of Dr. A. Halpin
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‘These difficulties with calibration can be overcome in radiocarbon dating of wood
by taking additional samples from earlier or later sections of the timber’. Berger’s
theory may account for the wide range of dates obtained for vessels from Uppsala.
However, given the frequent very fragile and often fragmented condition of these
wooden vessels, it was not possible to obtain museum permission to remove second
samples from the vessels. From its advent over 30 years ago, techniques in AMS
dating have made immense progress, with more than 80 AMS facilities now offering
this analytic field of radiocarbon analyses worldwide (Synal and Wacker 2010, 701,
705).
The writings of Lucas (1963) and Kelly (1976) provide a wealth of knowledge to
the researcher on the reverence, status and lore attached by early Irish society to
native Irish trees and woodland and these combined with the dates returned from
QUB and Uppsala are analysed and discussed in chapter 5 (5.3 and 5.6).

4.4 How textual sources are used in this thesis
The historic origins of European communal or ritual drinking are provided by
early textual evidence from Greek and Roman sources. The sharing of a common cup
or ritual drink by Celtic-speaking people is narrated by the Greek philosopher and
geographer Poseidonius c.135 BC and can still be traced in the surviving fragments
of his work (Book 23. 67. K FR 15). The historical works of Caesar and Tacitus also
describe Northern European drinking traditions. Caesar comments of the Germanic
custom of using silver-mounted auroch horns (bos primigenus) in drinking rituals
(Hammond 1996, 132-3) (2.0). The eighth-century Anglo-Saxon poem Beowulf
(Swanton 1997) provides valuable insight into Northern European warrior society
during the early medieval period and descriptions of mannerbund feasting and
drinking rituals, especially the celebrated cup-offering ritual (2.1). The cup-offering
ritual forms the main focus in Enright’s (1996) Lady with a Mead Cup. This work
expands on this ritual and other aspects of Northern European warrior society and is
a valuable source for the researcher of drinking ritual (2.1, 3.2).
A range of Gaelic sources available in translation have been used in this research
in order to provide context for the material culture of drinking rituals. Simms (2009)
has provided a guide to using Gaelic medieval sources such as chronicles,
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genealogies, poems, prose tracts and sagas, and legal and medical material. She
informs the reader of the origins, survival and availability of these texts, together
with cautionary notes on inaccuracies that have occurred in some translations.
Among the sources used in this thesis is the Gaelic literary genre known as
fiannaíocht, which concerns mythological tales of Gaelic warrior society and
provides an important reflection on the author/s perception of locations and
occasions of warrior and royal drinking rituals in early Ireland. The tales relate the
heroic exploits of the legendary Irish hero Finn mac Cumaill and his warrior band,
the fían (Meyer 1910). In the tales, Finn is often found with a drinking cup, which
may be an allusion to contemporary or historical practices (2.2). Early Irish sagas
such as the Táin (O’Rahilly 1976) further advance our understanding of Gaelic
heroic warrior society and the important function that alcohol and warrior feasting
and drinking rituals played in that early society (2.2). The late eleventh-century
Lebor na Cert (Dillon 1962), and early Irish law-tracts (Kelly 1988), illustrate the
stratified nature of early Irish society and provide examples of the stipends and
tribute due to early Irish kings and distributed by kings to their clients. Stipends and
tribute contain quantities of valuable goods but frequently refer to vast quantities of
drinking horns, many of which are designated for use at drinking feasts or for
drinking together (comól) (2.3, 8.6).
Ó Máille (1928), Kelly (1988) and Jaski (2000) have observed how, in early Irish
society, sovereignty was dispensed to the kingship candidate during inauguration
ceremonies by a female who offered a cup, and by the symbolic fertility ritual mating
of the candidate with the goddess. Binchy (1958) also discussed the symbolic union
of the king with the goddess of sovereignty at inauguration ceremonies and proposed
that the inauguration of the king of Tara coincided with the Féis or feast of Tara
(2.2). References to the feast of Tara or sacral inaugurations occur in Irish chronicles
for the years 485 AD and 560 AD (2.2). However, textual references earlier than the
seventh century are posthumous and therefore problematic. Nineteenth-century
translations of Old Irish texts are deemed to be unreliable, due mainly to the loss of
knowledge of Old Irish and an inability to detect the approximate date of
composition of a medieval Irish text by its linguistic features (Simms 2009, 14-5).
The twelfth-century metrical Dindsenchas (Gwynn 1903) makes allusions to Tara
(Temair), while the eleventh-century Lebor na Cert (Dillon 1962) provides
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references to the duty of the king of Tara to hold a banquet and to provide wine in
coloured and pointed drinking horns (2.2).
Dispensation of hospitality was one of the most important cultural practices in
Gaelic society and aspects of Gaelic hospitality are referenced in Irish chronicles and
in bardic poetry. Hospitality has been more recently discussed in the work of
O’Sullivan (2004). Continuity in Gaelic hospitality suggests continuity in feasting
and drinking rituals. Simms (1987) and O’Sullivan (2004) have pointed to occasions
of drinking cited in a range of primary historical sources (2.4). The study of
occasions of feasting and drinking rituals in Gaelic Ireland into the early modern
period provides a deeper insight into the origins and continuity of these traditions in
Gaelic society and helps to construct links between these rituals and the large corpus
of extant drinking vessels in Irish repositories (5.1). Textual sources do not, however,
provide details of the actual mechanics of drinking rituals; therefore, experimental
archaeology was undertaken in an effort to link the material culture, the sources and
the rituals (8.2).

4.5 Experimental archaeology
Experimental archaeology is a process whereby controlled experimentation is
used to answer specific questions or test hypothesis about a site or type of artefact
(Millson 2011, 3). Experimental archaeology is not a new concept. It has been used
since the days of nineteenth-century antiquarians, when it sometimes involved
experiments with actual artefacts that had been excavated (Coles 1973, 13-4). It was
not until the 1960s that experimental archaeology became established as a practice in
its own right (Millson 2011, 2). Experimental archaeology forms an important and
necessary element of this research, whereby hypotheses and theories that have been
made about the past can be tested to be confirmed or rejected. While museum
research has revealed a large corpus of Gaelic drinking vessels, and Gaelic sources
relate occasions of drinking feasts and rituals, there is no extant record of how a
Gaelic drinking ritual actually operated. An experimental drinking ritual was
therefore considered essential in order to explore the movement and rotation of
drinking vessels during such a ritual. Modern drinking horns, in a variety of sizes,
were procured in advance of the experiments (8.2). Selections of replica wooden
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methers were commissioned from local professional wood craftsmen (5.2). The
replication of medieval methers using modern tools proved both difficult and timeconsuming for the craftsmen, particularly as they had no previous knowledge of the
vessels or of medieval manufacturing processes. The manufacturing process for
methers is complicated due to the fact that the vessel is constructed from a single
block of timber, the form shifts from rectilinear to circular and is further complicated
by the inclusion of delicately shaped multiple handles. Further points to be
considered and tested by the craftsmen included:


Whether to use new green wood or older seasoned wood



Whether to use soft wood or hardwood



How to prevent cracking during manufacture



How to avoid warping during seasoning and drying



How to prevent the vessel leaking when new

A great amount of information has been gained from the replication process
regarding choice and condition of the wood that best suited the process, and how to
prevent and overcome the problems listed above (5.2, 5.3). Ingold (2013, 45)
suggests that ‘the process of making is not so much an assembly as a procession, a
passage along a path in which every step grows from the one before and into the one
following’. The knowledge of the medieval craftsman would have been largely
acquired ‘on the job’, through apprenticeship to a master (Shelby 1971, 142).
Because this knowledge was both learned and passed on as a living tradition in
spoken words, and manifest in the deeds of the practitioners, it has left little or no
documentary trace (Ingold 2013, 52). This point is reiterated by Shelby (1970, 14-15)
who states that it is very unlikely that any medieval mason or carpenter ‘would have
had access to the teachings of theoretical geometry, which were mainly confined to
universities and books they could ill afford’. One must consider that as there must
have been simpler ways of making a wooden container to hold liquid, its special
form must have held a special symbolic meaning for both its owner and the
participants in Gaelic drinking rituals. In spite of the many problems encountered, a
selection of two-handled and four-handled replica methers was produced. These
vessels correspond to the average size and capacity of repository methers and
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provide the balance of drinking vessels required for experimental drinking rituals and
for demonstration purposes.

Figure 2: Replica drinking vessels including horns and methers

Eight colleagues from Archaeology at NUI Galway volunteered to participate in the
ritual drinking experimental archaeology project. A variety of passing and rotating
movements for both horns and replica methers formed the basis for these
experiments. The proceedings are recorded and participant comments and
observations are noted and these are discussed. The valuable information and
comments that are provided by the modern craftsmen, on the steps involved in the
manufacture of a mether replica, are noted and discussed in 5.3.
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Figure 3: Passing a mether

Following the production of the wooden replica methers and the completion
of the experimental drinking ritual, consideration was given to the life-span of
wooden drinking vessels and how they may have been treated and finally discarded.
A final experiment was undertaken deploying a mether that had become cracked and
damaged during manufacture. This vessel was made from green or new willow and
was submerged in a large container of peat and bog-water. The object of this
experiment was to observe the effects of the peat on a new and light-coloured vessel,
to see if the vessel gradually absorbed the colour of the peat over time and produced
the very dark colour that can be observed on medieval methers in Irish repositories. It
has been suggested (3.3 and 5.3) that wooden vessels were deposited in peat bogs,
both during manufacture and at pertinent periods during their life span. The results of
qualitative analysis (4.2) indicated that considerable quantities of vessels have been
retrieved from bogs, and results of deposition experiments are discussed at length in
chapter seven. In considering the life-span of a drinking vessel, it is worth noting that
these vessels have seen service on numerous occasions from when they were first
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made to when they became cracked and were discarded and returned to the earth or
bog to be uncovered hundreds of years later by turf cutters or archaeologists (5.2).

4.6 Summary of methodology
This is the first national study of the material culture of Gaelic drinking rituals
and the first comprehensive investigation of the corpus since 1857. The methodology
involved recording and referencing the archaeology and textual sources of drinking
ritual, in tandem with scientific dating and experimental archaeology. The
establishment of the size and location of the complete corpus of Gaelic drinking
vessels, was followed by a detailed visual examination and recording of each vessel
in the collections. Data collected during museum visits was entered into a database
that enabled the provision of statistics on Gaelic drinking vessels for detailed
examination and analysis. The examination of textual sources relating to drinking
rituals provided insights into the drinking rituals of Gaelic and Northern European
society. Textual sources also informed the continuity and endurance of communal
drinking rituals in Gaelic Ireland, mainly in the form of hospitality, into the early
modern period. However, while literary and historical sources relate occasions and
locations of Gaelic drinking feasts and rituals, they do not reveal the mechanics and
chronology of those rituals. Shortage or lack of information highlighted in certain
areas of the research analysis pinpointed where further research, like scientific dating
or experimental archaeology, needed to be undertaken to provide answers for some
of these gaps or to link existing data. Valuable information has been gained from the
scientific dating and experimental aspects of the methodology, and the results and
analysis are detailed in 5.6 and 7.6. The data-set which includes descriptive and
photographic details of each drinking vessel, recorded during museum visits, is
presented in Appendix 1 and is the first comprehensive record of the corpus from the
island of Ireland.
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Chapter 5 Material culture of drinking in Gaelic society
5.0 Introduction
Collections of wooden drinking vessels and drinking horns constitute a major
source of evidence for drinking rituals in Gaelic society. The aim of this chapter is to
present the material culture associated with those drinking rituals, by presenting a
detailed analysis of the collections of vessels in Irish repositories. The chapter
contains an analysis of the organic materials from which the vessels are formed, and
discusses the origins of those materials. It includes a discussion on the materiality of
drinking vessels. Earlier drinking horns, their availability, demise and revival is
addressed in detail. How the wooden drinking mether achieved its distinctive form is
investigated and discussed in light of incised decorations and inscriptions that have
been applied to some vessels. The use and function of these vessels and how this
may have influenced their size, form and design is explored. Where AMS
radiocarbon dates have been established, an analysis of those dates is presented in the
chapter. The endurance of Gaelic communal drinking rituals into the modern period
is substantiated by the survival of the craft of mether making into the late eighteenth
century. The use of a mether and the continuity of the tradition of Gaelic hospitality
are attested by the late seventheenth-century custom of offering a mether of curds to
a guest. The endurance of Gaelic communal drinking ritual can best be perceived
through the large corpus of wooden drinking vessels and exquisite revival horns
retained in Irish repositories.

5.1 The collections of drinking vessels
The main corpus of extant Gaelic drinking vessels is housed in national, county
and private museums in Ireland. The vessels that make up these collections are
composed of organic material, namely horn and wood. Drinking horns are largely
unrepresented in the Irish archaeological record, with the exception of six large
horns. The most exceptional of these horns is the well-known Kavanagh Charter
Horn (NMI 1976:2) (cat. no. H001) (6.3.3), which forms the centrepiece of the
National Museum of Ireland (hereafter NMI) medieval exhibition, at Kildare Street,
Dublin, where it has been the focus of some research since its acquisition by the NMI
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in 1976. The second of these large horns, the as yet un-named Ulster horn (NMNI
98.1910) (cat. no. H002) (6.3.3) is also an exceptional vessel and forms part of the
Ulster Museum collection in Belfast (hereafter NMNI), where it has received limited
attention since it was first acquired by the NMNI in 1910. The horn is held in the
museum’s reserve collection and it is housed in off-site storage in Belfast. Three
further unidentified horns are contained in Irish museum collections, however, the
form of these horns appears to have been altered, resulting in a certain amount of
ambiguity regarding their origin and function. One large un-decorated horn (NMI
F1935:27) (cat. no. H005) (6.3.4) forms part of the NMI reserve collection at Kildare
Street. The remaining horns (MCM 1980:54 and MCM 1987:16) (cat. no. H003 and
H004) (6.3.4) are decorated and form part of the general display at Monaghan
County Museum (MCM), where the horns are classified as ‘hunting horns’. The final
horn that was recorded for this research is a large decorated, but un-provenanced
horn, that is housed in a private collection in Co. Tyrone (cat. no. H006) (6.3.4).The
reserve collection of MCM holds a further three small, beaker-shaped, horn drinking
vessels (MCM 1989:22A, MCM 1989:22B, MCM 1989C). The donor of these horn
beakers is recorded in MCM records, but no further details regarding their origin.
Horn beakers also feature at Sligo County Museum, where bridal toasting customs
are attributed to them, but here again the vessels are lacking in provenance. The final
horn vessels are two small, mether-shaped vessels that form part of the NMI
collection (cat. no. 043, 060) and these will be discussed in detail later in the chapter.
Methers
National Museum of
Ireland
Ulster Museum
Armagh Co. Museum
Fermanagh Co. Museum
Hunt Museum
Limerick City Museum
Louth Co. Museum
Derry Tower Museum

Clare Co. Museum
Mid-Antrim Museum
Armagh Public Library
Cork Butter Museum

Yew
Goblets Cup

63

9

14
8
2
5
1
2
2

1
2
2

1
1
1
1

1
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Wooden drinking vessels are well represented in Irish museum collections. Irish
repositories contain a total of 101 wooden methers and 15 wooden goblets (see
above).
A further six known methers (possibly of Irish origin) are contained in the collections
of the British Museum and the National Museum of Scotland.
The chart above reveals that the largest proportion of Irish wooden drinking
vessels is contained in the collection of the NMI. This large collection comprises 64
wooden methers or 63% of the entire corpus, and nine wooden goblets. The NMI
records reveal that five of the above methers are on permanent loan from NMI to
other Irish museums.2 The NMI collection consists of a variety of styles of wooden
methers and goblets, the function of which will be discussed later. Analysis of the
vessels in this large collection indicates that the 64 methers fall into the following

Figure 4: NMI mether collection

categories of vessel: two-handled, four-handled, one-handled and handle-less
methers, roughouts and large mether-style containers associated with certain dairy

2

1 vessel Louth Co. Museum; 2 vessels Derry Tower Museum; 1 vessel Clare Co. Museum; 1
vessel Mid-Antrim Museum (Ballymena)
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products, like butter or possibly curds. Roughouts are unfinished vessels, ranging
from slightly shaped blocks of wood, to nearly finished vessels (Earwood 1993, 17).
The quantity of vessels in each category is illustrated above (fig. 4).
A large proportion of the wooden vessels in the NMI collection once constituted
part of the collection of the Royal Irish Academy (RIA). Records in the museum
archives indicate that wooden vessels in the early collections were purchased from
individual dealers, collectors or purchased at auction. Many of the artefacts were
donated by antiquarians and collectors. Early acquisitions at almost all museums are
sadly lacking in provenance, find location or other pertinent information.
Museums in Ulster contain 37% of the corpus of wooden drinking vessels and
these are distributed between the NMNI, the ACM the FCM and ACL. The vessels in
these repositories reveal similar categories to those in the NMI. Other wooden
drinking vessels in Ulster museums are those on loan from NMI and are in some way
provenanced to the locations where they are displayed. Many of the wooden vessels
in Irish museum collections are in a very fragile condition, with much evidence of
damage and decay caused by woodworm attack and wear and tear over the past five
hundred years, with some surviving as mere fragments. Many vessels have been
repaired in the past with copper wire stitching or, with metal staples. In most cases
the bottoms of the vessels are missing. In cases where vessels still contain ‘bog
butter’, this has congealed into a solid mass and many of these vessels are also
fragmented. It is hoped that modern conservation methods will ensure the survival of
this fragile and finite collection of Gaelic wooden vessels.

5.2 Materials
The choice of organic material like horn and wood for the manufacture of Gaelic
drinking vessels may reflect the cultural customs of the society in which they were
made (3.2) and may also have influenced their form (3.3), style and decoration
(Earwood 1993, 222).The use of horn for the manufacture of drinking vessels is well
attested in Gaelic sources (2.2, 2.3). The use of drinking horns for communal or
ritual drinking by early medieval Gaelic society follows a very strong Northern
European history of this practice. Etting (2013, 150) states that the use of drinking
horns was deeply rooted in European culture. Large quantities of horn (2.3 and 2.4)
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are frequently defined by shape, size, colour, or gilt or gem adornments, and may
reflect imported horns from continental wild ox (cuirn búabaill). The small size of
the horns on early Irish cattle is likely to have resulted in considerable trade in the
importation of large bovine horns from continental Europe (Kelly 1997, 56). Kelly
also indicates that distinctions should be made in the sizes of imported horn, stating
that the wild auroch (Bos primigenius) from Northern and Eastern Europe, was a
species that had large, long horns, while the European bison (Bison bonasus), was a
species with considerably smaller horns (ibid.). References in LC to ‘cuirn chroma’
curved horns (2.3) and to the mythical Fionn Mac Cumhaill’s personal drinking horn
known as Midhlethan ‘wide mead’, that required two cup-bearers to carry it (1.4),
may be referring to auroch horns, while references to ‘drinking horns sharp-pointed’
(Dillon 1962, 127) may be referring to bison or buffalo horn. Simms (2010, 7) refers
to the ‘buffalo horn of Cuala’ in connection with the kingship of Leinster (1.3) and
this may reflect a bison horn. The European bison still survives (Kelly 1997, 56) and
the wild auroch only became extinct in 1626 (Etting 2013, 46). The horns from both
of these species would have been available via imports to high-ranking Irish kings
and elites for the manufacture of prestigious drinking horns. Further quantities of
nondescript Gaelic drinking horns were possibly obtained from the horns of native
oxen. Kelly (1997, 48) states that fully grown oxen are considerably larger than a
milch cow. Trained oxen were highly prized by early medieval Irish society as
traction animals (Kelly 1997, 48). In early Irish law the highest grade of bóaire ‘cow
freeman’ was expected to have six oxen, in order to do all his ploughing from his
own resources (ibid., 49). A typical bóaire possessed half a plough-team and an
ócaire (lower grade of freeman) had a quarter-share in a plough-team (Kelly 1988,
10). The horns from these large oxen may therefore have provided the bulk of the
unspecified Gaelic drinking horns referred to in LC (2.3), which were possibly
intended for less formal occasions of drinking.
The large Ulster horn (NMNI 98.1910) (fig. 5) has been suggested by the NMNI
- Ulster Museum as a bovine horn (possibly auroch). The Ulster horn has been
embellished with three bands of copper-alloy fittings, one of which bears an
inscription in Gothic letters and the inscription and embellishments on this horn
closely resemble
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Figure 5: Ulster Horn (NMNI)

Figure 6: The Kavanagh Charter Horn

fourteenth and/ or fifteenth-century revival horns in Northern Europe. The Ulster
horn will be discussed later in this chapter, in the context of horns in Ireland and the
details of its form, size and ornamentation are presented in 6.3.3.
The material used for the manufacture of the Kavanagh Charter Horn (NMI
1976:2) (cat. no. H001) (6.3.2) has been identified as elephant ivory, ‘curved
elephant tusk’ (Ó Floinn 1981, 269). Ivory was seldom used as a raw material in
early medieval Ireland and it was not until the twelfth century that elephant ivory
became widely available in Europe (ibid., 276). Ivory horns are known throughout
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Europe, but mainly in association with the Church or as horns of tenure (Ó Floinn
1981, 272-3). Elephant ivory was therefore an exotic, imported and possibly costly
material that was specially selected for the Kavanagh Charter Horn. The Kavanagh
Charter Horn was used as a ceremonial drinking cup, at least as early as the end of
the fifteenth century and evidence for earlier mountings on the horn suggest an
earlier date and possibly a different appearance for the horn (Ó Floinn 1981, 275).
Copper alloy has been used for the embellishments on the Kavanagh Charter Horn.
The object is presented and discussed in detail in 6.3.2.

Figure 7: MCM Horn 1987:16

Figure 8: MCM Horn 1980: 54

The horns at the MCM (figs 7 & 8) are described as bovine, but the species remain
unidentified. The large horn, (MCM 80:54) (fig. 8), known as the Clontibret Horn, is
classified as ‘cow horn, probably a drinking horn’ (Walsh 1983, 177). The two large
horns in the MCM collection are extensively decorated on the exterior and the tips
have been removed and modified. The MCM horns may have been re-cycled from
earlier horns but lack of positive horn identification and the extensive modifications
to both MCM horns make this uncertain.
Wood has been used until relatively modern times for the manufacture of a wide
range of artefacts and vessels, mainly due to the adaptability of the material and its
availability to large sections of the population (Earwood 1993, xx). Ownership and
management of Irish woodland is poorly represented in early historical records,
however, the selection of suitable timber required an intimate knowledge of the
natural growth patterns of various species of trees (ibid., 214, 148). In certain
periods, wooden containers have been used to the exclusion of pottery vessels and
these wooden vessels were not considered to be of lower status or inferior to pottery
vessels and the choice of wood over pottery may have had cultural influences
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(Earwood, 1993, xx, 222). During the early medieval period small quantities of
imported pottery are recorded from Irish sites, but the predominance of wooden
vessels recovered from these sites indicates a preference for the use of wood
(Hencken 1950, 124-6). Wood was the favoured material for the manufacture of
high-status drinking vessels in medieval Gaelic Ireland. The type of wood used in the
manufacture of methers and goblets is frequently unknown or unrecorded in museum
records. Only eight samples of wood have been scientifically verified to date. The
remaining wood species are identified in nineteenth-century museum records.
Earwood (1993, 212) indicates that modern analysis of wood species may not now be
possible, due to earlier conservation methods that used rosin or various forms of
paraffin wax. Wood species are suggested for 31 Gaelic drinking vessels in museum
collections and these are presented on the chart below. Three vessels are made from
other materials but the wood species for 67 vessels is currently unknown.

Figure 9: Wood identification for methers

Analysis of wood types suggests that the particular species of wood or material
has been identified for 34 vessels in the NMI collection. Twenty-five vessels are
made from native Irish wood like yew, willow, elm, alder, oak, deal (pine) and fruit
wood, like crab-apple and cherry. Cherry and yew wood have also been identified in
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wood samples taken from two goblets by the NMI. These native trees are the species
named in ‘The old Irish tree-list’ (Kelly 1976, 107-24) and each wood has a value or
woodland status and attributes attached to it in early Irish law, together with a
collection of legends and folklore (Mac Coitir 2003, 92-152). Ten vessels are said
to be made from yew wood. Yew (Taxus baccata ‘fastigiata) iúr is the wood that
predominates in the above chart (fig. 9). Yew, is a long-lived tree and has
associations with kingship and also strength, long life and protection against harm,
and the tree was considered one of the Nobles of the Wood (Airig fedo), with a high
value attached to it in early Irish law (Mac Coitir 2003, 138-145; Kelly 1976, 107-8).
The abundance of yew wood in Ireland in the twelfth century was commented on by
Giraldus Cambrensis when he noted ‘Yews, with their bitter sap, are more frequently
to be found in this country than in any other I have visited’ (Wright 1887, 125). The
selection of such a highly valued species of wood for mether-making would have
been in keeping with the nature and quality of the vessels, making yew the most
frequently selected material for the manufacture of small finely crafted drinking
vessels (Earwood 1993, 213-4).
Seven methers are said to be made from willow. Willow (Salix Cinerea) saileach
is the second most widely chosen wood on the wood identity chart. Willow, which
grows close to water or in wetland areas, has, in early tree lore, been regarded as a
symbol of fertility and life and was listed as a ‘commoner of the wood’, an Aithig
fedo (Mac Coitir 2003, 40-5). Willow’s status as a ‘commoner of the wood’ is likely
to have been reflected in its abundance and availability for the production of wooden
artefacts including drinking vessels (Earwood 1993, 214). Other identified
‘commoners of the wood’ in the collections include alder (Alnus glutinosa) fernóg
and deal (pine) (Pinus sylvestris) giúis, of which there is one vessel. Alder, like
willow, has associations with water, as its natural habitat is the banks of rivers and
streams, but it is also widely distributed in wetland conditions and was therefore
abundant and widely available for the manufacture of small artefacts and vessels
(Mac Coitir 2003, 34; Earwood 1993, 214). Alder is a quick growing tree, relatively
soft and easy to work, extremely resistant to damp conditions, but the wood is not
durable (Earwood 1993, 214). Sycamore and walnut are also represented on chart of
wood identification. Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) and walnut (Juglans regia) are
not native Irish timbers and are both relative newcomers to Irish woodlands.
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Sycamore became common in plantations around the seventeenth century, while
walnut was introduced into Ireland in the sixteenth-century and was fairly widely
planted in the eighteenth century (Feehan 2003, 346, 353). Sycamore shares many of
the characteristics of alder and replaced it to a large extent for the manufacture of
wooden drinking vessels in the early modern period, due mainly to its smooth grain
and pleasing white appearance (when new) and the fact that it did not impart a
residual taste to liquids (Earwood 1993, 214). Other native wood like elm, crabapple, oak and deal are represented in small quantities in the earlier identified mether
wood. The various categories of native Irish trees probably reflect the availability of
each species and their usefulness in carpentry and the production of wooden artefacts
(Earwood 1993, 214). Yew, therefore, is the most numerous species of wood that has
been identified in Gaelic methers. Combined with the various attributes listed above,
it was possibly also selected for the pleasing visual effect of the finished vessels.
Yew once flourished in the West and North of Ireland, in woods, on lake islands,
cliffs and rocky places, but yew trees are now rare in the landscape (Kelly 1976,
110).
Bogs and wetlands, as stated, were important habitats for the growth and supply
of native wood like willow, alder and pine, which are suggested to have been used in
the manufacture of 11 methers. Bogs are also known as places where objects have
been deposited, possibly since the Mesolithic period (Fredengren 2002, 156). The
continued practice of deliberate deposition of organic objects in bogs into the early
modern period is evidenced by the recovery of such items by turf cutters up to recent
times. The deposition of wooden artefacts and organic substances in watery places
may reflect preservation, concealment or storage of these objects. Deposition in bogs
may indeed have been a more widespread practice in medieval Ireland, when articles
like wooden drinking vessels were deposited in bogs, in order to season them in the
first instance and thereafter to preserve them between periods of use. The seasoning
and preservation of medieval vessels in bogland suggests that that bogland may have
had this additional role for medieval carpenters and wood turners and for the
longterm maintenance of organic household objects. Nine drinking methers are
known to have been recovered from Irish peat bogs, together with four incomplete or
roughout mether-like vessels. Bogs are also recorded as the find locations for twenty
five methers that were used as containers for so called ‘bog butter’. Earwood (1993,
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17) proposes that the deposited objects were probably intended to be retrieved but for
some unknown reasons were forgotten or lost.
The three artefacts identified as of ‘other material’ on the above chart (fig. 9) are
three small, handle-less vessels, that are shaped like methers and described by NMI
as methers. Two of the vessels (NMI WK: 2) (cat. no. 060) at Kildare St. Dublin and
(NMI 1939:952) (cat. no. 078) on loan to Derry Tower Museum, are made from
horn. The horn appears to have been re-worked by heating it in water and when it
was pliable it was re-shaped into its present mether form. Designs have been picked
out on the surface of both vessels, using a sharp instrument and both vessels have
had wooden bases fitted. The third vessel at NMI Dublin, (NMI W3) (cat. no. 043)
has been carved from bone and was recovered from Lagore crannog. Hencken (1950,
197) describes this artefact as an old find, recovered from the site prior to the
Harvard excavations and so the vessel is lacking a context and date. Hencken, in the
Lagoe report (fig. 10), describes this vessel as a dice box (ibid.).

Figure 10: (NMI 3) Hencken 1950/51 Lagore Report

The three vessels concerned measure on average 6cm in height and 4cm in
diameter at the rim, making then at least 10cm shorter than the average sized wooden
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mether, so they could not have functioned as communal drinking vessels. It is
possible that these vessels were dice boxes, or dice shakers and that this style of
vessel was more numerous in earlier times. It is also possible that these methershaped ‘dice boxes’ lent their shape, in a modified form to later wooden methers.
The first and possibly most important step in the manufacture of wooden vessels
was the selection and preparation of the most suitable wood species (Earwood 1993,
200). Woodworking techniques evolved over a long time-span from the Neolithic,
but some standard techniques remained the same (ibid. 152). The requisite length of
wood was cut and the branches and bark would then be trimmed from the wood
(ibid. 149). Rough-outs of incomplete methers recovered from peat bogs reveal that
the shape and positioning of the handles, together with the slight tapering at the base
and the basic quadrangular mether shape at the top were already in place before these
items were deposited in bogs. Earwood (1993, 151) suggests that a small axe may
have been used for this process. The interior of the vessel was then hollowed out,
using a variety of metal chisels, gouges and a wooden mallet (ibid., 152, 157) (fig.
11).

Figure 11: Earwood 1993 Woodworking Tools
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Modern craftsmen making replica methers indicate that the outer surface of the
vessels were carved and shaped with the aid of sharp knives and that the handles
were completed by drilling small holes in the now proud handle lobes. The small
holes were enlarged and the material carefully removed until the requisite handle
shape and length was achieved (Brady and Millar, pers comm). The smooth finish on
medieval methers is likely to have been achieved by the use of a mild abrasive, like
sand (Earwood 1993, 158-9). The marking out of areas for bands of decoration, and
indeed the designs, were probably achieved by using a compass, an implement that
has been employed since the Iron Age (ibid., 157). A separate base, frequently from
a different wood was cut and inserted into the vessel, to sit on a small internal lip,
near the base (Wilde 1857, 215). Earwood (1993, 17) suggests that during the
manufacturing process, wooden artefacts may have been immersed for periods of
time in the acidic waters of peat bogs, possibly to season the wood or inhibit rot,
much as modern wood is immersed in tannic acid to season and preserve it. The
recovery of partly worked vessels, like rough-outs from bogs, would appear to
support this suggestion.

5.3 Materiality
Materiality is a relatively recent theoretical concept in the field of archaeology
and anthropology. The meaning and understanding of the term ‘materiality’ are many
and varied in an archaeological context (Knappett 2012, 188). Ingold (2007, 1, 14)
argues that materiality and material culture seems to have very little to say about
materials, ‘the stuff that things are made from’ and for this reason urges that
materials should be taken more seriously. Materiality unites the theoretical with the
practical examination of artefacts, by considering how the artefacts are socially and
culturally constructed, along with the physical and mechanical construction of the
artefacts (Jones 2004, 329). The views on materiality proposed by Jones (2004) are
not universally accepted by all archaeologists, with some holding the opinion that
materiality is merely ‘the physicality of matter’ (Boivin 2008, 129). However, Ingold
(2013, 27) suggests that there appears to be two sides to materiality. On one side is
the physical character of the material and on the other is the socially and historically
situated agency of human beings who, project design and meaning upon the material
and convert it into the finished forms of artefacts.
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The materiality of horn is possibly reflected in the physical attributes of the horn
itself, like size, shape, colour, shiny surface and durability. However, the perceived
prestige and status value (2.4) of imported horn, like auroch and bison, and
especially of exotic horn, like elephant ivory, may also have been an important factor
in the choice and extensive use of this organic material. While the form and shape of
bovine horns was already determined, a further physical attribute of ivory may have
been the adaptability of this material to carving and shaping. Colour may have had
symbolic properties that suggest a social context in the manufacture and use of
artefacts (Knappett 2012, 200). Coloured drinking horns are particularly singled out
and described in LC (1.4) and this may demonstrate that a higher social value may
have been attached to coloured horns, thus adding to the status and prestige of their
intended owners (2.4) and making them the ultimate symbols of power.
The physicality of the wood from which drinking methers are made can be
described as the hardness and durability of the wood or matter. The durability of yew
in particular and the aesthetically pleasing appearance of finished yew artefacts are
known from the Iron Age (Earwood 1993, 229). The adaptability of wood to carving
and forming into drinking vessels and other artefacts is noted by Earwood (1993,
229). The non-toxic character of certain wood would have been ideal for use in the
manufacture of drinking methers and mether containers for other dairy products like
butter and curds. The ability of the wood not to taint or impart other flavours to
alcohol or milk products would have been a known and valued physical property of
wood (ibid.).
The legends, folklore and attributes of Irish trees, discussed above, would have
been known to both the medieval manufacturers and the elite end-users of the
wooden Gaelic drinking vessels. Early Irish law also recognised different grades of
expertise in working with wood and an ‘expert in yew work’ sai ibrorachta is
recognised as one of the highest categories of craftsmanship (Kelly 1976, 110). The
nobility attached to yew wood and its ‘noble artefacts’, for example, possibly
paralleled the cultural and social aspirations of the Gaelic nobility who selected this
wood for their drinking vessels and the use and display of such noble vessels likely
contributed to the status of the owners. Earwood (1993, 222) suggests that the choice
of wood for the manufacture of wooden vessels may have been largely cultural rather
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than functional and that ‘variations in style and decoration may be linked with the
status of different artefacts or the material in which they were made’. Certain wood
may also have had some superstitious or ritual aspects attached to them and their
choice may have been culturally important for specific forms and functions
(Earwood 1993, 229).
The colour of the different wood species may also have been considered another
important physical attribute of the materiality of wood. Saunders (2002, 227)
suggests that a restricted palette of colours is typical of many human contexts. It is
therefore possible that the subtle hues of the different wood types used in
manufacture of Gaelic drinking methers may also have reflected symbolic cultural
meanings. Earwood (1993, 229) indicates that wood has also to be considered a
suitable medium for painting and it is possible that some of the incised decorative
features displayed on some methers may have been picked out or highlighted with
colour, which would have also imparted strong symbolic cultural meanings. No
evidence of paint has been currently detected on methers, but this may be due to the
organic nature of the paint, wear and tear and the ravages of time, and possible
immersion in the acidic waters of bogs over several hundred years. Colour is only
one of the attributes of wood which contribute to the materiality of wooden vessels
and must be considered alongside other salient characteristics like form, texture,
working properties and use that may have played a part in the attribution of value to
artefacts (Scarre 2002, 236-8).

5.4 Form and use of Gaelic drinking vessels
A mether is a quadrangular wooden vessel, made from a single block of wood.
The vessel is square at the rim and tapering slightly to a circular or sub-circular base.
The base is usually made from a separate piece of wood, dropped in from the top, to
fit snugly and sit on top of a small internal rim or lip (Wilde 1857, 215). Methers
usually have a small, shallow groove or hoop-mark, close to the outer base, where a
hoop of willow was once fitted. Wilde (1857, 217) describes these willow hoops, but,
the hoops themselves have not survived.
Handles form a very significant and recognisable feature on methers, alongside
their distinctive quadrangular shape. The handles on a mether are integral with the
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body and are carved from the original single block of wood. Handles typically
number two or four, however, one and three handled vessels are also known. The
results of analysis on the handles on the corpus of 100 wooden methers that are
retained in Irish repositories is displayed on the chart below (fig. 12):

Figure 12: Corpus of mether handle chart

The sides of a mether are flat and the corners are slightly rounded. The
handles are positioned on the flat sides, about one third down from the rim. Handles
come in a variety of shapes and sizes and usually terminate at the upper edge of the
hoop-mark. However, in some instances, the handles, have been extended
downwards, to form legs, or supports for the vessel, for example the Ballymena
mether (7.4) (cat. no. 096).
The rim of a mether dips slightly in the centre of the flat sides, before it rises
and splays outwards at the corners, where the inner surface has been channelled to
form spout-like features, which assist the flow of liquor (fig.13). Research reveals
that methers are formed in an extensive variety of vessel sizes and capacities. Vessels
range in height from 9cm (HMC 222) (cat. no.002) to 33cm (ACM 126.1947) (cat.
no. 071) however, the average vessel height falls into the 13–20cm range. The width
or diameter of the vessels at the rim varies from 5.7cm (HMC 222) to 19.4cm (ACM
126.1947), with the average width measuring 8.5cm. Due to the fragile and damaged
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condition of most vessels, it was not possible to establish accurate capacity
measurements. Estimated cubic capacities for wooden methers therefore range from

Figure 13: Drinking mether (NMI WK189)

250ml to 2ltrs and this is related to the size and functions of the vessels which will be
discussed below.
Wooden drinking goblets also present a wide range of sizes and are for the most
part, handle less. They vary in height from 11.5cm (ACM 46.1935) (cat. no. G011)
to 30cm (NMI 1876:1624 / W335) (cat. no. G006) (7.12). Marks found underneath
the pedestal of most vessels and the style of raised decoration that runs in circular
bands, suggests that the majority of goblets have been lathe turned. The rims and
bowls of goblets are usually round in shape however, three goblets have distinctive
mether-shaped, quadrangular rims and rib-like features on the bowl, which give them
slightly bulbous appearance. These vessels also have single handles and are
discussed in detail in 7.2 and 7.12. Two goblets have had their wood scientifically
identified (NMI WK205; W88) (cat. no. G001) and (NMI 1876:1624; WK 335) (cat.
no. G006) and the wood have been identified as native Irish wood, cherry and yew,
respectively. These two goblets has also been radiocarbon dated and this will be
discussed in 5.5. The wood type and dates for the remaining thirteen goblets is
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unknown. The capacity of goblets has also not been established, due mainly to their
damaged condition, however, this would have varied according to the size of the
vessel, and this will be discussed below.
Drinking horns are generally derived from the horns of bovine animals and as
such, their form is already pre-determined when they are severed from the animals.
Drinking horns can also be made from elephant ivory, which can be carved or
faceted, for example the Kavanagh Charter Horn (NMI 1976:2) (cat. no. H001)
(6.3.2). Horn, by its nature is cylindrical and tube-like, broader at the rim or cut end,
narrowing gradually to the tip, which is generally closed and may be pointed. Length
may vary in drinking horns, with large horns measuring an average of 51cm in
length. Some horns can have a distinctive twist or curve mid-way along the horn.
The Ulster horn, housed in the Ulster Museum collection (NMNI 98.1910) (cat. no.
H002) (6.3.3) typically fits the description of a large, bovine, drinking horn. The
Ulster horn measures 51cm in length from rim to tip and has a twist or curve midway along its length. Certain horns have been adorned with metal embellishments,
while others have been adopted and modified for other uses and these will be
discussed in detail in 6.3.1 and 6.3.4.
5.4.1 Use of vessels
The size, form and refinement of the rim area on 62 wooden methers, by the
creation of fluted, spout-like features at the corners, suggests that these vessels were
specifically designed and created for use as drinking vessels. The positioning of the
handles on the sides of the vessels suggests ease of rotation, and this feature
combined with the quadrangular shape of the vessels is indicative of some form of
communal or ritual drinking, comól (2.4). The 62 wooden drinking methers break
down into 32 two-handled vessels, 29 four-handled vessels and a single, threehandled vessel and these conform to the typical drinking mether shape and size
range. Possible variations in the function of drinking methers may be detected in the
size and form of a further two vessels that comprise museum collections. These
vessels are both single-handled, vary greatly in size and lack the customary fluted
corner features of typical drinking methers. Both of these vessels are made from yew
and have been recovered from peat bogs. One vessel was recovered from the bog at
Drinagh, Co. Clare (NMI 1942:69) (fig. 15). This tall, slender, vessel, which
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measures 34cm in height and 9cm x 9cm at the rim, the wood in this vessel has been
burnished and polished to a very high finish.

Figure 14: Scroll motif on abacus of South side of West portal of Clonfert Cathedral
(FitzPatrick 2016)

Figure 15: Scroll motif on handle of Drinagh mether (NMI 1942:69)

The vessel has a single handle, measuring 10.5cm in length and 2cm in width, which
is set at an angle, low down on one side of the vessel. The outer surface of the handle
has been elaborately carved with an intricate design of running foliage spiral/ or
scroll (fig. 15). The running spiral motif on the handle of the Drinagh mether finds an
uncanny parallel in the architectural sculpture of the west doorway of Clonfert
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Cathedral, Co. Galway, dated c. 1180 AD (fig. 14). Taken in tandem with the
radiocarbon age range for the mether, it may point to a late twelfth-century or early
thirteenth-century origin for the drinking cup. This is an exceptional vessel, however,
its size and form, combined with the positioning of its single handle would possibly
have created difficulties in rotating and passing this vessel during communal
drinking rituals, suggesting that it possibly functioned as a prestige personal drinking
vessel.

Figure 16: FCM 1976.041

The second yew vessel is known as the Fermanagh Yew Cup (FCM 1996.041)
(fig. 16). This vessel resembles a tall, slender goblet or chalice, but with the addition
of a small single handle. The cup stands 25cm tall and consists of a small mether-like
bowl on top of a tall slender stem, which terminates in a foot or pedestal. The bowl
appears to have four slight rib-like features on its sides, which add to its mether-like
appearance. The surface of this vessel is also beautifully burnished and faint traces of
incised decoration can be detected. Seaby (1966, 138-42) describes and depicts the
decoration, which has been applied in bands and consists of chevrons, saltires and
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inverted triangles. The function of this exceptional vessel is described as a personal
drinking cup (Seaby 1966, 141).
Thirteen wooden goblet drinking vessels and two goblet rough-outs have been
recorded during museum visits. These wooden chalice-shaped vessels have short,
thick stems that sit upon a broad, slightly raised foot or pedestal. As stated above,
these goblets measure between 11.5cm and 31cm in height and appear to have been
lathe-turned, possibly on a pole lathe. The vessels are decorated with raised bands
that encircle the cup and these bands occasionally appear on the foot or pedestal.
Goblets are frequently referred to as drinking vessels in Irish sources (O’Grady 1999,
22) and their use appears to have continued into the later medieval period. Large
goblets could possibly have been used for comól or communal ritual drinking.
However, certain small goblets, and the exceptionally large Dromore yew goblet
(1876:1624; WK 335) (cat. no. G006) (7.12), suggest by their size that they may
have functioned as personal drinking vessels (fig. 17).

Figure 17: Variation in NMI goblet sizes

As discussed above, variations occur in the size and form of methers and this
may be related to the purpose or use for which the vessel was intended. All wooden
quadrangular vessels are generally termed as methers however, not all of these
vessels can be regarded as drinking vessels. Adaptations in the size and form of
many vessels together with their known association with ‘bog butter’, or possibly
curds, clearly indicates that these methers were intended to be used as containers for
the storage of these substances. An examination of thirty large wooden methers in
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Irish repositories reveals that they can be classified as bog butter containers. The
form of these vessels is also quadrangular, but, unlike drinking methers, these vessels
do not taper towards the base, but remain uniform in shape from rim to base. The rim
of these vessels is level and the corners are square and are not splayed or channelled
as in a drinking mether. Twenty seven vessels have straight sides and have two large
handles set low down on the sides. The wood in the large two-handled vessels is
generally rougher, more splintered and not as finely finished or polished as drinking
methers. Some of these large vessels can measure up to 32cm in height and have an
estimated capacity of up to two litres. Where decoration has been applied to these
large container-type vessels, the design generally consists of a more geometrical
triangular style, which has been applied by pyrography. A pyrographic pattern is
formed by pressing red hot metal rods against the surface of the wood (Raftery 1942,
31).
Eight vessels have a single handle and are not splayed at the corners. Six of these
vessels expand to a slightly bulbous shape at the centre, before narrowing again to
the base (fig. 18). The size, the type of wood used and the finish on the singlehandled vessels closely resembles that in mether drinking vessels, with some of the
wood possibly resembling yew (un-confirmed). Some of these bulbous vessels still
contain bog butter or reveal residue of ‘bog butter’. Therefore, it is likely that their
original function was also as containers for ‘bog butter’ or curds.
A two-handled vessel (UM A351.1911) (fig. 19) is on display at the NMNI UM, Belfast, and was recovered from a bog at Portadown still containing ‘bog
butter’. This large vessel is possibly made from yew and it is decorated with a
variation on the typical style of incised chevron and cross-hatch design, with the
addition of a deep band of diagonal lines inscribed below a narrow chevron band.
This is the only vessel of ‘bog butter’ in the collections that is decorated in this
manner (fig 19). These large vessels may reflect meadur ime, referred to in DIL
(Joynt 1966, 117). Butter is defined by DIL as imm (Quinn et. al 1960, 65). Meadur
ime may therefore translate as ‘measures of butter’.
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Figure 18: NMNI A1911.350 'Butter mether'

Figure 19: NMNI A351.1911 Decorated 'Butter' mether

A reference to ‘vessels of butter ’being sent to the Ó Néill from his vassals in 1560
AD is recorded in the Carew State Papers 1515-1574 as follows: ‘The use of O’
Neile is such that he never manures or tilleth any land for himself, but always hath
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victuals sent him by his tenants and underlings, (viz., certain cakes of oat bread and
vessels of butter, not being good, but stinking and ‘heary,’) from Tyrone,’ (Brewer
and Bullen 1974, 308). It is possible that the above reference to ‘stinking’ and
‘heary’ butter may refer to butter that had been stored over a prolonged period in a
peat bog and as a result had acquired a rancid flavour. Raftery (1942, 36) suggests
that butter may have been deliberately buried in order to acquire a flavour.
Drinking horns are frequently referred to in LC as forming an important element
of tribute (2.3), but their primary function was that of a drinking vessel (2.2, 2.4). LC
clearly stipulates the intended use for some horns that were given as tribute as being
for drinking feasts or comól (1.4). If the horns concerned were of auroch or bison
horn, as discussed above, then they would possibly have held considerable quantities
of alcohol and have been ideal drinking vessels for rotating and sharing at communal
drinking feasts. The Kavanagh Charter Horn (fig. 6), on the other hand, though
known to be a ceremonial drinking cup (Ó Floinn 1981, 275) may also have
functioned as an ‘oliphant’ or horn of tenure.

5.5 Decoration and inscriptions
Decorative features, like silver rim-mounts, are features of Germanic drinking
horns (2.0). Evidence for perforation holes close to the rim of surviving horns
suggests that rim mounts may also have been a feature of Irish drinking horns,
though in most cases it is unknown what metal was used. The discovery of terminal
mounts like the zoomorphic Ballyvass terminal mount (Doyle 2009, 62-3) and other
zoomorphic mounts housed in Irish and British repositories suggests that high-status
early Irish drinking horns were also fitted with terminal mounts. Irish sources reveal
numerous references to gilt horns that form part of tribute (2.3) and references to the
use of gilt horns at drinking feasts (2.2). Though it is not stated, gilt or gold may
have been applied to these horns for decorative reasons and to enhance their value or
it may refer to rim or terminal mounts that have been made from gold. The Kavanagh
Charter Horn (fig. 6) and the Ulster horn (fig. 5) were both embellished by the
addition of bands of copper-alloy mounts. The decorative style displayed on the
mounts of both these vessels is datable and strikingly similar. The upper mount on
each horn has a Latin inscription; applied in gothic lettering and these inscriptions
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closely resemble inscriptions on contemporary European drinking horns (Etting
2013, 108-43). While the ivory in the Kavanagh Charter Horn appears to be plain,
closer examination reveals that it has been carved into sixteen facets (Ó Floinn 1981,
269).

Figure 20: Mether decoration styles

Figure 21: ‘Typical’ mether decoration NMI W68/ WK:170

Decoration on wood is defined by Wakeman (1891, 232) as ‘xylography’. Incised
decoration has been applied to 33 vessels in the two-and four-handled category of
wooden vessels. This decoration has been applied to the vessels in three horizontal
bands or zones. The first bands consist of double-lined chevrons which circle the
vessel and extend from the rim to the top of the handles. The second band consists of
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two horizontal lines that circle the vessel and run through the top of the handles. The
area below the second band and in the area between the handles is typically
decorated with double cross-hatch, ‘X’ or saltire design, which extend to the top of
the hoop mark at the base. The chart below indicates the frequency of this ‘typical’
design on drinking methers (fig. 20). The above chart indicates that the typical
chevron and saltire design occurs on 78% of all four-handled drinking methers
compared to 38% of all two-handled drinking methers. Mether NMI W: 68/ WK: 170
is inscribed with a typical form of inscribed decoration (fig. 21).
Variations in this pattern occur on some vessels, where an extra band of chevron
or an extra band of saltire have been inscribed, and these are always separated by the
addition of an extra double horizontal band. An unusual variation of the cross-hatch
design can be observed on three vessels. Two of these vessels (NMI W55) (cat. no.
007) (7.11) and (NMI W50) (cat.no. 038) (7.11) are described in NMI records as
donations from Lord Farnham, with (NMI 1965:271) (cat. no. 008) (7.6) recorded as
probably from the Barony of Farney. These vessels have no bands or zones for
decoration, but are inscribed with a single-line cross-hatch or saltire and have small
‘0’s or circles added to the design. The vessels may date from a later period, as two
of the vessels are recorded as being made from sycamore and walnut wood. A further
variation of the cross-hatch design can be observed on a two-handled mether at
Armagh County Museum (ACM 44.1935) (cat. no. 071). The cross-hatch design has
been inscribed on this mether, in a lattice-style pattern, on the upper half and sides of
the vessel, a trefoil has been inscribed on the lower half of the front of the vessel and
a quatrefoil inscribed on the lower back section of the vessel. This two-handled
mether (7.4) was recovered from Navan Fort, Co. Armagh and it is displayed below
(fig. 22).
Cultural identity (3.2) or expressions of a common culture, with slight regional
differences, may be expressed through decoration and the use of similar styles of
decoration (Earwood 1993, 222-7). The scarcity value of imported pottery or
metalwork possibly increased the status of wooden vessels, particularly ‘wooden
vessels of similar appearance’ (ibid.). Earwood (1993, 222) also proposes that in
some instances it is possible to demonstrate that similarities in form and/ or
decoration on wooden vessels are ‘a consequence of deliberate copying from one
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medium to another’ and that this can also be the expression of common cultural
traditions. This may possibly be the case regarding the extensive use of the saltire
and chevron as decorative forms on wooden methers.

Figure 22: ACM 44.1935 Foliage and Trellis

The chevron and cross-hatch design that are commonly inscribed on wooden methers
come from a long-established practice in the use of these motifs. The cross-hatch or
‘X’ is a variation of a Greek cross turned through 45° and known as the crux
decussata (Healey 1997, 291). The ‘X’ known as a saltire in heraldry, represents the
capital letter X and forms St. Andrew’s Cross and St. Patrick’s Cross (ibid., 291).
However, the cross as a symbol is one of the simplest and oldest signs and is known
to even predate Christianity by several thousand years. The cross symbol in many of
its forms has been used on clothing, pottery, art and sculpture through time (ibid.,
289). Thirteenth-century leather scabbards recovered during excavations in London
are decorated with saltire symbols (Cowgill et al 1987, 140, 159), displayed below
(fig. 23).
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Figure 23: Leather scabbards decorated with saltires or cross-hatching (British Museum)

The saltire and chevron is also found on medieval pottery. Wood-Martin (1886,
91-100) (fig. 24) described pottery vessels decorated with both chevron and saltire
motifs as distinctive features of ‘crannog pottery’ or ‘crannog ware’. This pottery is
now classified as Ulster Coarse Pottery (UCP) (McSparron 2011, 99-119).

Figure 24: 'Crannog ware' (Wood-Martin 1886, 97)

McSparron (2011, 99-119) provides two classifications for the pottery. Pottery in
‘type A’ consists of smaller vessels, dating to the thirteenth/ fourteenth century and
mainly found in East Ulster. Pottery in ‘type B’ is from larger vessels which were
common in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and continued into the seventeenth
century, with a widespread distribution, but possibly more common in West Ulster.
Both type A and type B pottery are decorated mainly with incised lines and chevrons,
with possible indications of regionality in the later type B pottery, possibly reflecting
later medieval Gaelic regions in Ulster (ibid., 111-2, 115). The pottery from
Ballydoolough crannog is classified by McSparron as type B and therefore dates to
the fifteenth/ sixteenth century (ibid., 115). However, this pottery served as coarse
cooking ware and was not used for making high-status drinking vessels.
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Figure 25: Saltire on Corp Naomh bell shrine satchel NMI 1887:145

The cross-hatch or saltire style of decoration also features on both later and early
medieval metalwork. Two continuous bands of cross-hatch decoration have been
inscribed on the copper-alloy embellishment of the Ulster drinking horn (NMNI
98.1910) (fig. 5). The embellishment on this horn is likely to date to the fifteenth or
possibly the fourteenth century (Raghnall Ó Floinn, pers comms). Common motifs
used on terminals of silver thistle-brooches dated to the tenth century include
engraved saltire frets and incised chevrons (Johnson 2009, 331-4). Saltires can be
observed on the reverse side of a sixth-century disc-headed pin, displayed in Young’s
‘The Work of Angels’ catalogue (Youngs 1989, 28).

A cross-hatch or saltire

decorates the front of the leather Corp Naomh bell shrine satchel (NMI 1887:145)
(fig. 25). This artefact is provenanced to Templecross, Co. Westmeath and is
attributed to the fifteenth century by the NMI. In conclusion, as these distinctive
motifs of chevron and cross-hatch have featured on leather-work, pottery, metal and
stone for millennia, the designs are likely to have been familiar to medieval
craftsmen and their use for decorating wooden methers possibly signifies the
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continuity of a recognised, easy to apply, style of decoration that also combined with
a continuity of Gaelic cultural traditions. The use of these symbols on wooden
drinking vessels may also have been perceived as adding antiquity and possibly a
higher status and value to the vessels.

5.6 Chronology and dating
The form of vessels is likely to have been dictated by their function (Earwood 1993,
222). Form would have been an important consideration when creating a wooden
vessel for communal drinking rituals. It is unlikely that carpenters just began to make
methers, the mether shape or form may have evolved over time and may reflect later
medieval carpenters emulation of earlier quadrangular-shaped bone or horn vessels,
for example the small mether-shaped bone vessel (NMI W3) (cat. no. 043) and the
two small horn vessels referred to above. All of these vessels remain undated, but, it
is possible that the Lagore vessel may date to the ninth or tenth century. The bone
Lagore mether (NMI W3) (fig. 10) was recovered as a stray find at the Lagore
crannog. This vessel is therefore without a datable context. However, if the Lagore
vessel was a precursor and an early inspiration for the mether form, then, the vessel’s
possible royal associations and high-status value would not have been lost on later
medieval lords and elite members of that society. The greater size and capacity of
wooden methers, together with the addition of handles, may have evolved to
facilitate the continuation or re-enactment of older communal drinking rituals and
replaced drinking horns over time.
A number of truncated horns survive in museum collections that have been converted
into drinking cups or beakers. Some of these vessels have been decorated, but others,
like those at MCM (fig. 26) and Sligo Museum, are plain. These vessels remain
undated, but, their existence may possibly explain some of the paucity of drinking
horns in museum collections and they may have functioned as drinking vessels
during or from the transition to wooden drinking methers. The W. J. Knowles (18321927) ‘rough catalogue’ provides images of some decorated vessels (fig. 27). The
‘rough catalogue’ is a personal notebook, compiled by W. J. Knowles, the
antiquarian and collector, in which he catalogues, records and provides the find
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locations and drawings for selections of artefacts that made up his extensive
collection and is in the possession of the NMI (Woodman et al 2006, 47-8).

Figure 26: Truncated horn cups MCM

Margaret Knowles (1866-1933), the daughter of W. J. Knowles, was an
accomplished artist, and apart from her own work, she is remembered as the
illustrator of her father’s many papers (ibid., 6). The ‘rough catalogue’ is thought to
have been produced by Knowles during his lifetime, and prior to the 1924 auction of
the Knowles collection by Sotheby’s of London (Woodman et al 2006, 47). The
decorated horn and methers recorded and depicted in the ‘rough catalogue’ have not
been located for inclusion in this research, possibly because these artefacts were
dispersed following the 1924 auction of the W. J. Knowles collection.
The Drinagh mether (fig. 15) and the quadrangular-rimmed Dromore yew goblet
(fig. 28) have both been radiocarbon dated by NMI at Uppsala. Both vessels are
made from yew, and they both returned dates ranging from the tenth to the thirteenth
centuries (Table 1 and fig. 29) (Appendix II). The dates for these yew vessels may be
skewed, due to the problems with dating old wood. However, it is noteworthy that
both vessels should return such a close range of dates, given that one yew vessel is
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provenanced to Co. Clare and the other to Co. Down. This may suggest that possibly
the dates are correct or, that the wood for both vessels was felled around the same

Figure 27: Decorated horn cups (Knowles ‘rough catalogue’)

time. As stated, the decorative style on the handle of the Drinagh mether (fig. 15)
(7.7) may indicate that this vessel dates from the late twelfth or thirteenth century. A
further, undated and badly damaged goblet roughout (NMI W 356) (cat. no. G007)
that corresponds in size and shape with Dromore goblet may also date from the late
twelfth or thirteenth century. This goblet appears to be made from yew and is
provenanced to Co. Fermanagh.
A sample of ‘bog butter’ (NMI 1955:45A/B) was radiocarbon dated in 2004 and
it provides an age range of 1290AD – 1410AD (Cronin et al 2007, 1012). The find
had come from Goolamore, Co. Mayo and was contained in a large wooden mether
(NMI 1955:45 1A) (cat. no. 053) (Downey et al 2006, 34). This vessel survives in a
badly fragmented condition at NMI. It is possible that the mether was made
sometime within the age range obtained for its contents. However, there is also the
possibility that the mether may predate the sample of butter and that the vessel may
have been used previously for a different purpose. As only one mether of bog butter
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has been dated, it is difficult to predict a dating pattern for all large methers
associated with ‘bog butter’ or curds.

Figure 28: Dromore yew goblet NMI 1876:1824

The earliest recorded reference to drinking methers occurs in AI for 1311. This
chronicle entry (AI 1311.7) describes the raid and plunder of the stronghold of Seoán
Ó Donnchada by Diarmait Mac Carthaig:
‘They carried off in equal numbers of dogs and goats, hounds and sheep, beeves
and pigs, cauldrons and helmets, vessels of measure and methers (meadar), ladles
and breastplates, calves and kneading troughs, platters and butter containers, swords
and sieves’ (Mac Airt 1988, 409).
The above reference clearly distinguishes between methers and butter containers,
and appears to suggest that methers may have formed an established part of elite
Gaelic household equipment by at least 1311.
AMS radiocarbon dates have been obtained for a select number of wooden
vessels. The NMI acquired dates for three methers, two wooden goblets and a mether
rough-out, in conjunction with a medieval exhibition in 2001. The NMI samples
were dated in 2000 at Uppsala in Sweden. A further two methers have been dated in
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2014 in connection with this research, at QUB laboratories. The dates returned have
been calibrated to 2 sigma, and subjected to Bayesian modelling and are presented
below (fig. 29). It must be pointed out that the eight radiocarbon dated vessels
represent only a minute fraction of the corpus of wooden drinking vessels and only
reflects the dates of the samples and not the dates for all methers.

AMS Dating Chart
UBA
UA-16143
UA-16142
UA-16136
UA-16137
UA-16145
UA-16144
UBA-26901
UBA-27671

Uncalib.
date
2135
970
940
360
270
265
242
194

± BP

Cal. (at 2 sigma )

75
70
70
70
55
55
23
28

380BC-10AD
960AD-1230AD
990AD-1250AD
1430AD-1670AD
1470AD-1690AD
1470AD-1690AD
1532AD- 1672AD
1650AD-1809AD

Table 1 AMS Dating for wooden vessels

The prehistoric date returned for the alder wood in sample no. 1 (1934:454) (cat.
no. 012) in the above tables is at variance with the dates returned for the other alder
wood samples. The reason for this huge anomaly in dates is unknown, but possible
contamination of the mether wood must be considered.
The earlier dates returned for wood sample no. 2. (1942:69) (cat. no. 044) and no.
3. (1878: 1634) (cat. no. G006) above, may result from the yew wood from which
these vessels are made. Yew is a long-lived tree species and scientific results
obtained from AMS radiocarbon dating reflect the age of the wood sample, which
may not necessarily correspond with the time period in which the artefacts or vessels
were in use (S. Hoper, pers comm). However they have similar age ranges and the
decoration on the handle of the Drinagh cup (cat. no. 044) (figs. 14-15), may help to
further refine the likely date of manufacture to the late twelfth or early thirteenth
century.
Wood samples no. 4 (W88/ WK205) (cat. no. G001) and no. 6 (W75/ WK167)
(cat. no. 048) provided consistent dates, ranging from late fifteenth century to late
seventeenth century AD and may reflect accurate dates for the use of these vessels.
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Wood sample no. 5 (1951:9-10) (cat. no. 058) was from an incomplete vessel or
mether rough-out, and it also provided dates ranging from the fifteenth to the
seventeenth century. These dates may reflect the period when the vessel’s
manufacture ceased and it was deposited in a peat bog, possibly due to flaws in the
wood.

Figure 29: Modelled dates for select sample of drinking vessels

Wood samples no. 7 (W71/ WK174) (cat. no. 033) and no. 8 (RIA1898) (cat. no.
027) are the most recently radiocarbon dated samples. They provided dates that range
from the sixteenth to the late seventeenth century. These dates suggest that the
manufacture and use of drinking methers continued into the early modern period.

5.7 Discussion
Horn is poorly reflected in the Irish archaeological record, with only six large
horns represented in Irish museum and private collections. Two of these horns, the
Kavanagh Charter Horn and the Ulster horn, are known to be drinking horns. The
form of the remaining four horns, the NMI Hacketstown horn, the two MCM horns
and the Simpson horn (6.3.4) have been modified, and some ambiguity exists
regarding their origin and function.
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Horn and wood appear to have been the preferred choice of material for drinking
vessels in medieval Gaelic Ireland. The choice of organic materials over ceramic or
other materials may have been cultural (3.2) and possibly an expression of social
identity (3.2), but the availability of the raw material may also have been a
consideration (Earwood 1993, 222). The materiality of horn is manifested in the
physical attributes of horn, like size, shape, colour, durability, shiny surface and
possible embellishments. The social and cultural value of imported horn may also be
a related factor. Kelly (1997, 56) indicates that there was considerable trade in
imported horns of auroch (coirn buaball) and European bison during the early
medieval period, due mainly to the small size of the horns on the native breed of
cattle. These imported horns would have been available to early medieval highranking society and the perceived import value of these vessels possibly enhanced
the status of both the vessels and their owners (2.2). Drinking horns that are
expressly referred to by size, shape or colour in LC (2.3) could imply use of imported
horns, while the scores of other nondescript horns referred to in the same source may
refer to the larger native oxen horn, which were given as tribute, possibly for use on
less prestigious occasions.
The use of drinking horns appears to have gradually declined in Ireland in the
eleventh or twelfth century, and this may be reflected in the Irish archaeological
record. The cessation in the use of drinking horns in Ireland happened in tandem with
a similar disappearance of horn in Northern Europe (Etting 2013, 43). In Ireland, it is
unknown whether the cessation in the use of horns was brought about by cultural or
social change or whether this corresponded with a decline in the importation of large
drinking horns from Europe. Towards the end of the thirteenth century, the old
custom of using drinking horns was revived in Europe, where their use became
popular with the higher clergy and the nobility at royal courts (Etting 2013, 45).
Drinking horns saw a revival in Ireland in the fourteenth/ fifteenth century, when
they became symbols of the royal lineage of Gaelic lords (Ó Floinn 1981, 274). If
drinking horns symbolised earlier Gaelic kingship, then the choice of horn material is
likely to have been of fundamental importance to this symbolism. The Kavanagh
Charter Horn is composed of imported elephant ivory and Ó Floinn (1981, 273)
suggests a fifteenth-century date for its decorative copper-alloy metal work. The
Ulster horn comprises of bovine horn, possibly auroch (coirn buaball) and the horn
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has also been embellished with a similar style of decorative metal-work to that
displayed on the Kavanagh Charter Horn, possibly dating it also to the fifteenth
century. The style of embellishment on both of these horns, however, bears a striking
resemblance to that on fourteenth-century Danish horns and possibly also places
them in the fourteenth century. It has been proposed that the Kavanagh Charter Horn
is associated with the kingship of Leinster (Ó Floinn 1981, 274) and it is possible
that the Ulster horn served a similar function. Revival horns will be discussed in
detail in chapter six.
Ambiguity surrounds the remaining horns in Irish repositories. These are large
horns which suggest that they are imports. Perforation holes close to the rims of these
horns indicates that they may once have been embellished with rim mounts, but, it is
unclear whether the horns have survived from an earlier period and were recycled
and reworked later to produce their present forms. The present form of these horns
suggests that they may have functioned as hunting horns or trumpets and as such,
they may have been used by kern.
A large corpus of wooden drinking vessels is retained in repositories throughout
Ireland. This Irish collection comprises 101 wooden methers and 15 wooden goblets,
with a further six methers in British and Scottish collections. The bulk of the Irish
collection (63%) form part of the NMI Dublin collection. Collections at museums in
Ulster contain 25% of the corpus vessels. The greater part of the NMI collection has
been acquired from the earlier RIA collection, purchased at auction or donated by
antiquarians, which has resulted in a lack of provenance and/ or pertinent information
for many of these vessels. Later acquisitions of vessels by NMI are for the most part
well documented. However, lack of provenance for almost 75% of wooden drinking
vessels posed difficulties in establishing locations for these vessels and their
ownership.
Archaeological evidence reveals that wood has been used for the manufacture of
artefacts and vessels since the Iron Age and that at certain times wooden vessels and
containers were used to the exclusion of pottery (Earwood 1993, xviii, xx). The
wood species has been identified for thirty-one wooden mether drinking vessels in
Irish collections. Twenty-five vessels have been manufactured from native Irish
wood like yew, willow, elm, alder, oak, deal and crab-apple, with a further six later
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vessels made from sycamore and walnut. Analysis of the identified wood in the
twenty-five vessels reveals that yew was the wood of choice for the manufacture of
40% of these vessels. This is possibly not a surprising statistic, given the high value
and status that was attached to yew as a ‘Noble of the Wood’ in early Irish law,
combined with the noted abundance of yew in the later medieval period (Kelly 1976,
107-8). Yew was prized for its pleasing appearance and durability and has been
favoured for the manufacture of finely crafted artefacts and vessels since the late Iron
Age (Earwood 1993, 213). The selection of yew for the manufacture of high-status
methers and goblets would therefore have been appropriate for the nature, quality
and status of these vessels. It is unknown, though possible, that the status of wood
like yew may have reflected the higher-status of the owner of the vessel. Other wood
may have been selected for the ranking and value of the wood. Willow, alder and
pine (deal) are also timbers that flourish on the margins of bogs and other wetland
areas and so the wood would have been abundant and easily accessible. The surprise
in the analysis of the known mether timbers is how poorly oak is represented. This
may be due to the fact that oak because of its hardness, strength and durability was
used for larger projects like bridge, church or house building. The hardness of oak
may have rendered it difficult to carve into small artefacts, like drinking vessels. The
analysis of wood types for methers is based mainly on wood identified in nineteenthcentury museum records and to date only eight wood samples have been
scientifically identified. The use of later introduced wood, like sycamore and walnut,
for mether making, reflects continuity in the manufacture of methers into the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Mether-making appears to have been a skilled,
if somewhat archaic craft (Earwood 1993, 237). The endurance of mether-making
skills into the late eighteenth century in Co. Derry is recorded in the Ordnance
Survey Memoirs for that county (Day and McWilliams 1993, 45). Dunton (1698, 512) documents a mether containing a drink made from curds (treamhanta) and warm
milk, during his journey through Connacht in 1698. This account of his hostess’s
hospitality reflects not only the continuance of hospitality (2.4) in Gaelic Ireland, but
the prolonged use of the mether and the use of curds or (treamhanta) as a drink of
hospitality.
Wood, like horn, is an organic material and its materiality may also be
expressed in its physical attributes, like its hardness, durability, suitability for carving
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and shaping and the aesthetically pleasing appearance of finished wooden artefacts.
Further physical attributes of certain wood may be their non-toxic nature and ability
not to taint alcohol or dairy products (Earwood 1993 229). The subtle colours of
Gaelic wooden drinking vessels, combined with the folklore and legends, and the
value and status of the wood, may have imparted symbolic cultural and social
meanings to users of these vessels.
The function of wooden artefacts may to a large extent determine their size and
form (Earwood 1993, 222). The traditional form of a Gaelic drinking mether is
quadrangular, with two or four handles positioned on the flat sides. The rims of these
vessels are slightly splayed outwards at the corners, which have slight channel-like
features on the inside. The form and corner features of these vessels indicate that
they were designed for use as drinking vessels, from which the alcohol was imbibed
from the corners. The positioning of the handles on methers suggests that the vessels
could easily be rotated from one person to the next and this, combined with the other
features of a mether indicate that these vessels were designed and ideally suited for
Gaelic communal or ritual drinking, comól. It is unknown where the origins of the
mether drinking vessels form originated. The form possibly evolved over time and
inspiration may have been drawn from the three small, handle-less, mether-shaped
vessels that form part of the NMI collection (5.5) and possibly date from the early
medieval period or from other similar shaped, organic vessels that have since either
decayed or been lost.
Variations in the size and form of Gaelic drinking vessels, suggests that methers
that are quadrangular in shape at the rim and have corners that are splayed, are
essentially drinking vessels, and would have been suited for communal or ritual
drinking. The tall, slender proportions of the Drinagh mether (fig. 15) (7.7) and the
small capacity of the bowl on the Fermanagh yew cup (fig.16) (7.2), both of which
have a single handle, set low down on one side of the vessels, suggests that these
vessels would have been difficult to rotate and pass in communal or ritual drinking
situations. It is therefore possible that these two distinctive vessels may have
functioned as personal drinking vessels.
Other large quadrangular, two-handled vessels, also known as methers, appear to
have been designed as storage containers, mainly for dairy products, like butter or
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possibly curds. These methers measure up to 32cm in height and they typically have
an estimated cubic capacity that averages two litres. These container-type methers
are square at the rim and therefore lack the spout-like features that are common to
drinking methers. The wood type for these methers remains unidentified and appears
rougher and un-finished in comparison with drinking methers. Many of these large
methers still contain these products or their residue (figs. 18-19). Thirty of these
vessels have two sturdy handles, set low-down on the sides and they are all recorded
as having been recovered from peat bogs, mainly in the West of Ireland. Eight large
bulbous-shaped vessels, usually with a single handle, also appear to have been
designed as containers for dairy products and many of them still contain these
substances (fig. 18).
Fifteen wooden goblets form part of Irish museum collections. The regularity of
the form of these vessels and the marks on their bases are probable indications that
these vessels were lathe turned. One yew goblet (1876:1634) (7.12) provided a date
that ranged from 990AD to 1250AD. This may reflect the age of the vessel or the
yew wood in the sample may have been responsible for this date. The other goblet
(W88/ WK205) (cat. no. G001) is made from cherry wood and provided radiocarbon
dates that ranged between 1430 and 1670. Goblets are referred to in sources relating
to the early medieval period, so therefore their use may have been continuous,
possibly spanning the period between the end of drinking horns and the advent of the
mether and continuing into the early modern period. Small goblets may have
functioned as personal drinking cups, possibly used on less formal feasting or
drinking occasions. Large goblets may however, have been used as communal or
ritual drinking vessels.
Incised decoration has been applied to 57% of wooden drinking methers, in both
the two-handled and four-handled category. The most common form of decoration
contains bands of chevrons and saltires, separated by a horizontal band. Both the
chevron and saltire appear on later medieval pottery and leather-work and are long
established symbols on early medieval metal-work. The use of these symbols on later
medieval Gaelic wooden drinking vessels may signify familiarity with these symbols
and a continuity of older practices. Decoration on drinking vessels may imply status
for the vessel or its owner. Decoration may also express cultural or social meaning or
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possibly infer greater antiquity for the role of methers in communal or ritual
drinking. An inscription bearing a name and a date has been applied to one
distinctive mether, which is discussed in detail in chapter seven.
The AMS dating results returned from a select sample of eight wooden vessels
indicates that with the exception of three samples, dating for these methers generally
falls within the range c.1470AD to c.1800AD. However, this needs to be tempered
with the fact that two yew vessels radiocarbon dated produced age ranges from tenth
to thirteenth century and that the chronicles use the term meadar as early as 1311.
Two yew vessel samples returned a date of 960AD to 1290AD and this may reflect
the date of the yew. However, the decorative style on the handle of the Drinagh
mether (fig.15) (7.7) would fit the twelfth-thirteenth century. It is unknown why the
sample of alder (NMI 1934:454) provided a pre-historic date, but the wood in the
sample may have been contaminated, or, possibly an old piece of alder wood, that
had been recovered from a bog, was used in the manufacture of this vessel.

5.8 Conclusion
In summary, horn and wood appear to have been the preferred choice of
material for Gaelic drinking vessels. Wood was used on occasions to the exclusion of
other materials, suggesting that it was a deliberate choice, perhaps related to the
long-standing cultural practice of celebrating particular native trees and what they
symbolised. A variety of definitions have been proposed on the meaning of
‘materiality’, but apart from the physical attributes of wood, materiality also can be
defined as the recursive relationship between people and things – which underpins
consideration of the role played by wooden drinking vessels in later medieval Gaelic
society.
Trade in imported horns of auroch and European bison appears to have been
considerable in early Ireland and they are likely to represent the prestigious drinking
horns of Gaelic kings and elite society. The smaller horns of native Irish oxen
possibly reflect the myriad of other nondescript horns referred to in Irish sources.
The use of horn drinking vessels appears to have generally ceased in the eleventh or
twelfth century, but witnessed a revival in the fourteenth/ fifteenth century, with the
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re-introduction of a number of spectacular revival horns. These horns were used as
symbols of the royal pedigree of particular Gaelic lords.
Analysis of the extensive corpus of Gaelic wooden drinking vessels reveals
that where the wood type has been established or suggested for Gaelic drinking
methers and goblets, they are predominantly crafted from native Irish wood. Methers
are quadrangular in shape, carved from a single block of wood, with a separate base
fitted. Handles occur on the flat sides of methers and are integral with the body of the
vessel. Handles typically number two or four, although, one and three-handled
varieties are also known. The function of wooden drinking vessels is likely to have
determined their size and form, that is, either as mether drinking vessels, personal
drinking vessels, or mether containers for certain dairy products, like butter or
possibly curds. The size, form and modification of the corners on the majority of
methers strongly suggest that these vessels are ideally suited as drinking vessels,
while the positioning of the handles further indicates their suitability for rotating and
passing on occasions of communal or ritual drinking feasts. Variations in size or
form may indicate some regional differences. Decoration has been applied to 57% of
wooden drinking methers and this typically takes the form of incised bands of
chevron and saltire-style decoration, separated by plain horizontal bands that run
through the top of the handles.
Dating is not available for horn, but, the embellishments on the two revival
horns place these large drinking vessels in the fifteenth and possibly the fourteenth
century. AMS radiocarbon dating has been obtained for a select sample of eight
wooden drinking vessels. An analysis of the dating results indicates that drinking
methers were being utilised towards the end of the fifteenth century and continued in
use until early modern times. However, the age ranges from two yew vessels
combined with late twelfth/ early thirteenth-century style decoration on the handle of
the Drinagh cup and the use of the term meadar in relation to a vessel cited in the
Annals of Inisfallen in 1311 suggests that their origins lie in the period before the
fifteenth century. More AMS dating over a wider range of vessels is required to
corroborate this opinion. The long tradition in the use of drinking horns in Ireland,
the design and formation of wooden methers in the later medieval period combined
with the continued use and transfer of traditional decorative symbols like chevrons
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and saltires to these vessels presents compelling evidence for the continuity of
cultural practices relating to communal drinking ritual among elites in Gaelic society.
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Chapter 6 Later Medieval Horns
6.0 Introduction
Following a general decline in the use of horns as drinking vessels in Europe
during the eleventh century, references to drinking horns disappear from AngloSaxon and Viking literature (Etting 2013, 43). Vegvar (2003, 231) points out that the
use of horns was forbidden in Church services in England and Scandinavia, when the
Church ruled that neither chalice nor paten used for offerings to God should be made
from ox horn ‘because they are bloody’. Drinking horns were also linked with
feasting and secular status, and were emblematic of inebriation in the eyes of the
Church (ibid., 237). Etting (2013, 40) states that the Church’s opinion, that drinking
horns had become symbols of luxuria and vanitas from as early as the eighth century,
may have influenced their decline in popular secular use from the eleventh century.
Etting (2013, 45) indicate that ‘After a long period, where the use of drinking horns
seems almost to disappear, the old custom was suddenly revived towards the end of
the 13th century’. There is also some decline in references to drinking horns in Irish
literary sources, of the later medieval period and mirrored, perhaps, in the small
quantity of horns that are extant in Irish repositories.
The aim of this chapter is to explore whether there was a similar decline in the
use of drinking horns in Gaelic Ireland and a re-introduction of horns in Ireland as
drinking paraphernalia as was the case in England and Scandinavia during the later
medieval period. The chapter examines the Kavanagh Charter Horn and the littleknown Ulster horn as artefacts of ‘kingship’ commissioned by Gaelic lords.
References to continued use of horns in later medieval Irish chronicles, bardic poetry
and wills, and inventories are presented and the chapter investigates whether there
was a special significance attached to the ‘revival’ of drinking horns in Gaelic
Ireland, and looks at the changing political background in Ireland in the later
medieval period and the emergence of ‘revival’ horns.
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6.1 Horns in England from the eleventh to fifteenth century
In England, from the eleventh century onwards, horns made from ivory, known
as ‘oliphants’ are recorded. These horns were made originally to act as signal,
hunting/ drinking horns, but they also served as tenure horns, or, symbols of the
transfer of land or property (Swarzenski 1962, 28). The use of such horns is known
in Britain since before the reign of William the Conqueror (Etting 2013, 39). The
‘Pusey’ horn, now in the Victoria and Albert Museum, was reputedly given to
William Pusey by King Canute, to hold his land (Jones, 1909, 221) (fig. 30). The
eleventh-century ivory ‘Ulph’ horn in York Minster Treasury was placed on the
Minster’s altar as a token of a gift of land (Swarzenski 1962, 36). English medieval
horns of the aristocracy and nobility had the double function of serving as charters
for lands as well as drinking vessels (Jones 1909, 222).

Figure 30: Pusey horn, Victoria and Albert Museum, London

Etting (2013, 47-51) suggests that in England drinking horns were re-introduced
in the middle of the thirteenth century, however, she also indicates that the British
Museum does not house any English horns from this period, but has in its collection
a fifteenth-century drinking horn known as the ‘Danish Horn’. This horn is mounted
in silver-gilt and supported by two griffin legs with long claws and bears the
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inscription potum Deus benedicat (God blesses the drink) around the rim and this
horn is thought to be of Danish origin (Etting 2013, 50-1) (fig. 31).

Figure 31: Danish Horn, The British Museum

Figure 32: Wassail-horn, Oxford University

A ceremonial drinking horn that was donated to the Guild of Corpus Christi in
1347 by John Goldcorne is located at Cambridge University, and this horn is still
used each year at the High Table during the matriculation feast (Etting 2013, 50-1).
Queens College at Oxford University also has a drinking horn that can be dated to
the fourteenth century and this horn is known as the ‘Wassail-horn’ (ibid.) (fig. 32).
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The Wassail-horn is adorned with three broad silver-gilt bands, and the word
‘wacceyl’ derived from the Anglo-Saxon wes hael ‘may you be healthy or fortunate’
is repeatedly inscribed on each band. The horn is supported on two griffin legs and
feet (6.5), that are attached to the horn’s broad central band, a third foot is attached
to the third band. The Oxford horn is thought to be of English workmanship (Etting
2013, 51-2).

6.2 Later medieval horns in Scandinavia
Scandinavia enjoyed a renewal or a revival in the use of drinking horns from the
end of the thirteenth century (Etting 2013, 45). References to horns being symbols of
luxury and secular vanity (6.1) had by then disappeared and the resumption in the use
of horn for drinking vessels became fashionable and prevalent among the nobility at
royal courts, high-ranking clergy and for drinking ceremonies in various guilds
(ibid.). Depictions of Scandinavian drinking vessels from this period reveal that later
medieval horns had undergone modification and alterations. These modifications
include the addition of support-like features for the vessels, which are typically in the
form of legs with claw-like feet, said to resemble those of the mythical griffin, which
reflects the tales about the griffin origin of the horn (ibid., 47). Auroch horns are
frequently referred to as griffin claws or simply ‘klo’ or claw in fourteenth-and
fifteenth-century Northern European wills and donations. The will of Archbishop
Jacob of Lund from 1410 refers to a cornu deauratum dictum grips klo or ‘a gilded
horn called griffin’s claw’ (Etting 2013, 46-7). Later medieval drinking horns in
Scandinavia are typically decorated with broad bands of gold, silver or silver-gilt
(Etting 2003, 47, 51). Horns are frequently enhanced by the appendage of an
epigraph on the mounts, which is usually decorated with gothic script (ibid. 47).
Many of these epigraphs are inscribed with biblical references and particularly with
the names of the Three Kings: Casper - Melchior – Balthazar (figs. 33-34), or an
invocation to the Holy Virgin (Etting 2003, 45, 50).
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Figure 33: Fifteenth-century horn (Etting 2013, 143)

Figure 34: Fifteenth-century horn (Etting 2013, 128)

The mounts on Scandinavian horns are often decorated with ornamental foliage,
they are frequently joined to each other by a longitudinal strap-mount and are
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frequently gilded or made from silver gilt (ibid., 47, 50-1). Etting (2013, 45-7)
indicates that numerous such horns have survived in cathedral treasuries, and
suggests that the foremost corpus of European ‘revival’ horns are to be found mainly
in Scandinavian museums.

6.3 Horns in later medieval Ireland
Early medieval Irish sources reflect an abundance of drinking horns, especially
large drinking horns, known as corn buaball, deployed as communal drinking vessels
and forming part of tribute (2.4, 2.5). Allusions to horns in literature of the late
twelfth/ thirteenth to sixteenth centuries, especially in the Finn Cycle of tales cannot
be taken as evidence for the active use of horns as lordly paraphernalia of that period,
but are perhaps referencing the importance of horns in elite court culture of kingship
in early medieval Ireland. During the twelfth century there are occasional references
to horns in Irish chronicles however; these are mainly associated with offerings by
wealthy patrons to churches and also to the plunder of precious items from churches.
In 1115 a precious ‘drinking-horn with gold’ formed part of an offering by
Toirdhealbhach Ua Conchobhair, king of Connaught, to Clonmacnoise, and in 1129
another reference records the plunder of Clonmacnoise and the theft of the ‘drinking
horn with gold’, ‘which Toirdhealbhach Ua Conchobhair had presented’, together
with ‘the drinking horn of Ua Riada, King of Aradh’ (O’Donovan 1848-51, 1001,
1033).3 Vegvar (2003, 247-50) suggests that precious drinking horns like these may
have been displayed on or above church altars as votives.
Irish bardic poetry, mainly written between the thirteenth and the sixteenth
centuries (Bergin 1970, 3), alludes to the use of drinking horns during Gaelic feasting
in this period. An anonymous thirteenth-century praise poem, addressed to Brian
Mág Shamhradháin, praises his precious drinking cups and addresses him as ‘Mág
Shamhradháin, Brian of the drinking horns’ (O’Sullivan 2004, 107).4 In the late
thirteenth century the poet Giolla Bride Mac Con Midhe recalls a feast that he
attended, at the royal residence of Aodh mac Feidhlimidh Ó Conchobhair (d. 1274)

3

AFM M1115.11
AFM M1129.12
4
McKenna, L. 1949 poem I verse 10 (Anonymous thirteenth-century poem)
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and describes the drinking horns that he observed there as follows: ‘I saw Aodh’s
drinking-house full of curved, wrought drinking horns’ and in the next verse states
that ‘Ó Néill’s horn, the horn of Ó Catháin’ were also there.5 O’Sullivan (2004, 107)6
notes that Ó Néill and Ó Catháin appear to have been allies of Ó Conchobhair and
suggests that they gifted the latter mentioned horns to him. A late fourteenth-century
poem describing a feast hosted by Sadhbh, daughter of Domhnall Óg Mág Carthaigh,
refers to ‘hazel mead’ (miodh cuill) served in green drinking horns (gcornaibh uaine)
at this feast (O’Sullivan 2004, 103).7 A fifteenth-century elegy to Gráinne (d. 1444),
wife of Tadhg Ó Briain, laments her death and the poet Tadhg Óg Ó hUiginn recalls
the feasts hosted by his patroness, ‘many the hero and the lady now dead once sat in
that hall drinking from horns and goblets, and rewarding us (poets) for our art’
(O’Sullivan 2004, 113).8 Poetic references to horns used for feasting in Gaelic
Ireland continued during this period. Allusions to them did not radically decline, or
disappear from literary sources, from the eleventh century, as is indicated for
elsewhere in Europe (6.0). Although the material record does not support her opinion
to any great extent, O’Sullivan (2004, 105) suggests that frequent references in
bardic poetry to feast-related equipment reveals the ‘significant political symbolism
that these objects held in late medieval Ireland’, and that these valuable vessels
would have been paraded publicly at feasts, as potent symbols of the wealth and
power of their noble owners. The paucity of Irish horns of ostensible late medieval
origin in the material record of drinking vessels makes such a claim problematic.
Horns are also recorded during the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries in wills
and inventories. A horn is listed in an inventory of goods belonging to Goeffrey Fox
and Agnes Lawless in 1476, this horn is valued at 6s 8d (Berry 1898, 134). A list of
plate belonging to the Earls of Kildare in 1518 describes ‘a great horne, bownd with
silver and gylt’ (Byran 1933, 272). The will of Thomas, Earl of Ormond in 1515
lists ‘a lytle white horne of ivory, garnished at both thends with gold and corse
thereunto of white sylke, barred with barres of gold and a tyret of gold thereon,
which was mine ancestors at first time they were called to honour’ (Astle 1775, 20).

5

Williams, N. J. A. 1980 poem XIV verses 17 and 18
Note 225
7
McKenna, L. 1919 poem V (Ascribed to Gofraidh Fionn Ó Dálaigh)
8
McKenna, L. 1940 poem XIV verse 23
6
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Ó Floinn (1981, 272) indicates that the Ormond horn may be a hunting horn as
opposed to a drinking horn, because of the reference to a ‘corse’ or ribbon of white
silk. The Ormond document further suggests that the horn may have been an oliphant
or charter horn that signified the bestowal or transfer of lands to Ormond ancestors.
The survival or whereabouts of these horns is unknown. However, references to
bands of gold and silver gilt on the Ormond and Kildare horns suggests that these
horns may possibly have been embellished or re-embellished during the later
medieval period, in tandem with the style of decoration portrayed on horns in
England and on other restoration horns from continental Europe.
6.3.1 Horns and Gaelic ‘Revival’
Ireland from the mid-thirteenth century onwards witnessed a contraction in the
areas controlled by the English crown (Nicholls 2003, 19). This decline in colonial
power gave rise to the political recovery of Gaelic ruling families as lords, and the
‘Gaelicisation’ of some Anglo-Norman lordships (ibid., 14-21) (3.3). The fourteenth
century has been termed a period of ‘Gaelic Revival’, where revival has been seen as
relating to political control, land distribution and military activities. However, its
impact can also be seen on many cultural aspects of Irish life (Hourihane 2003, 139).
The political recovery of Gaelic ruling families was frequently expressed materially
by the commissioning of great books, such as the late fourteenth-century books of
Ballymote, Lecan and Uí Mhaine (FitzPatrick 2016, 113). Other expressions of
recovery include the adoption of seals and seal-matrices, which were considered to
be ‘marks of power and status’ (Verstraten 2007, 47). Equestrian seals are known to
have been favoured by the Uí Néill kings and lords of Tír Eoghain, Feidhlim Ua
Conchobair, king of Connacht and later by Domnall Óg Mac Carthaig and Maccon
Mac Con Mara (Verstraten 2007, 57-9). Hourihane (2003, 115) suggests that the
incorporation of English and continental influences is of long standing in Irish art.
The transmission of knowledge of contemporary European style can be observed on
the seal of Brian Ua Briain which depicts a griffin (Petrie 1841, 380) (6.2). English
style tomb effigies have been adopted in two known instances in Ireland, by Feidlim
Ó Conchobair (d. 1265) at Roscommon Priory and Conchobar na Siudaine Ó Briain
(d. 1268) at the Cistercian Abbey in Corcomroe, Co. Clare (Verstraten 2007, 48).
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The adoption of these apparent symbols of power may have been influenced by
colonialization and acculturation (Horning 2013, 10) (3.3).
Eight book shrines or cumhdachs survive in Ireland that are dated from the
eleventh and twelfth centuries and five of these shrines have been refurbished in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (ibid., 116). Notable among the re-embellished
book shrines are the Shrine of the Stowe Missal, inscribed with the name of the
donor ‘Pilib King of Ormond’, the inscription on the Book of Dimma indicates that
Tadhg Ua Cearbhall, King of Ely had the book gilt (Hourihane 2003, 117, 124). The
inscription under the rock crystal on the Shrine of the Book of Moling records the
donor in 1402 as Art Mac Murrough ‘King of Leinster’ (Ó Floinn 1994, 37). The
altered political situation in Ireland during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
stimulated a revival of claims to ‘kingship’ by certain Gaelic lords (Ó Floinn 1983,
70). However, FitzPatrick (2016, 112) points out that “kingship titles were not
‘revived’ in any meaningful long-term capacity but rather, publicized, during an
extraordinary period in which Gaelic elite identity was thoroughly refashioned”.
Referring to four of the above mentioned pre-Norman book shrines, that had been
altered, re-embellished and inscribed during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
FitzPatrick, (2016, 113) points out that ‘the authors of these changes were Gaelic
lords who designated themselves as kings in the new inscriptions that were part of a
political re-modelling of book shrines as objects of fanciful royal regalia’.
The devastating effects of the Reformation, when many of Ireland’s works of art
were destroyed or confiscated, and venerable relics publically burned, are cited as the
reason why Irish decorative arts from the later medieval period are so poorly
represented (Ó Floinn 1991, 194). In the changed political background in Ireland
from the mid-thirteenth century, the use of symbols of lordly elite power, the reembellishment of earlier book shrines and drinking horns by Gaelic lords attempting
to revive claims to ‘kingship’ can be interpreted as a purposeful ‘revival’ of earlier
material culture by Gaelic elite society.
Horns appear to re-emerge in certain circumstances in later medieval Gaelic
Ireland as highly ornamented drinking vessels associated with Gaelic ‘revival’.
Along with refurbished book shrines, they have traditionally been viewed as objects
that reflect a revival of Gaelic political authority. However, while they clearly refer
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back to the material culture of kingship and publicise the kingly origins of Gaelic
ruling families, they were created in a period when the status of those families had
been reduced to lords (FitzPatrick 2016, 111-30). They therefore had an important
role as reminders of the royal lineage of Gaelic lords, as genealogical markers. The
view that they constitute evidence of a ‘revival’ of kingship is therefore open to
question (FitzPatrick 2016, 112- 6). Ó Floinn (1983, 70) asserts that ‘ancient symbols
of kingship’ such as the Kavanagh Charter Horn assumed a new importance in this
period and that the Kavanagh Charter Horn is the only item of ‘royal regalia’ to have
survived in Ireland. However, FitzPatrick (2016, 115) suggests that apart from the
Kavanagh Charter Horn, ‘alterations made to book shrines encourages a view of
them not just as art objects and religious artefacts of the Gaelic ‘revival’, but as
‘royal’ regalia used to invoke and publicly display claims to kingship by lords’.
Recent research on the little published Ulster horn indicates that it may also be
regarded as a ‘revival’ horn and possibly an article of ‘royal regalia’, used by a
Gaelic lord to publicly display his claims to kingship.
6.3.2 The Kavanagh Charter Horn
The most exceptional and renowned Gaelic drinking vessel in Irish collections is
the celebrated Kavanagh Charter Horn (NMI 1976:2) (cat. no. H001). The horn
measures 52.5cm in length. This vessel is made from ivory and can therefore be
described as an ‘oliphant’ (6.3). Earlier functions of this horn possibly included use
as a signal horn, a hunting horn and horn of tenure. The horn is confirmed as a
known drinking horn from the fifteenth century (Ó Floinn 1981, 275). MacLeod
(1959, 16) asserts that the Kavanagh Charter Horn (NMI 1976:2) was given as a
‘charter horn’ by King Henry II to Donal Kavanagh, the son of Dermot Mac
Murrough in 1175. However, Ó Floinn (1981, 274), argues that there is no historic
basis for the MacLeod claim. Ó Floinn does, however, confirm that during
conservation on the horn during the late 1970s, evidence for rivet holes belonging to
an earlier mount were revealed under the present mounts (ibid., 269). Ivory was
rarely used as a raw material in early medieval Ireland or throughout the later
medieval period however, the early twelfth century crozier crook from Aghadoe, Co.
Kerry is made from ivory (Ó Floinn 1981, 276; Henry 1970, 114-5). It is suggested
by Ó Floinn (1981, 275-6) that it is unlikely, though not impossible, that the ivory
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portion of the Kavanagh ‘Charter’ Horn could date to the mid-eleventh century,
based on the availability of elephant ivory in Europe, following the Norman conquest
of Sicily and the crusades, though the horn may not have been in Ireland at that time.
The multi-facetted, ivory Kavanagh Charter Horn is presently embellished with
two bands of copper alloy mounts that are joined by a longitudinal strap mount. The
terminal mount is in the form of a ferrule. The horn is supported on long slender legs
that terminate in webbed, bird-like feet, complete with toe nails. Based on the style
of the clawed feet, Ó Floinn (1981, 2273) suggests that the legs may have been a
later addition to the horn, possibly in the sixteenth century. The upper-most mount or
rim-mount is an epigraph which bears an inverted Latin inscription, in black Gothic
script, on a hatched background. The inscription has been interpreted as

Figure 35: Kavanagh Charter Horn (NMI Dublin)

‘TIGERNANUS . O . LAUAN . ME . FECIT . DEO . GRACIAS . IHC.’ (ibid.,
269). It is suggested by Ó Floinn (1981, 274) that this inscription refers to the Irish
craftsman who was commissioned to refurbish the horn. He (1981, 273) indicates
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that the rim mount on the Kavanagh horn can be dated to the fifteenth century, based
on a horn with a similar style of decoration in Copenhagen, but notes similar designs
on other Irish religious artefacts and a variation of the design on the Dunvegan Cup
(7.1).
By comparing the similarities between this horn and other fourteenth-and early
fifteenth-century revival horns, it is possible to substantiate that it is a Gaelic
‘revival’ drinking horn, like the Scandinavian vogue for elite revival drinking horns.
Variants in the form of the Kavanagh Charter Horn embellishments are noted, like
the style of the legs, the use of brass as opposed to gold, silver or gilt metal and the
unusual form of the inscription on the rim-mount. These variations in style may
result from the personal choice and instructions of the owner or the particular flair of
a skilled Gaelic craftsman who fashioned the re-embellishment of this enigmatic
horn.
The Kavanagh Charter Horn (fig. 35) was in the possession of the Kavanagh
family of Borris House, Co. Carlow, prior to its acquisition by the NMI in 1976 (Ó
Floinn 1981, 269). The Kavanagh Charter Horn is traditionally associated with the
kingship of Leinster (Ó Floinn 1981, 274). The Kavanaghs trace their ancestry and
claim to the kingship of Leinster directly back to Diarmait mac Máil na mBó, who
assumed the kingship of Leinster in the mid- eleventh century (ibid.). Byrne (1973,
153) refers to frequent references to drinking horns as tuarastal of the kings of
Leinster and that the use of coirn buaball (2.3) or wild-ox drinking horns were
regarded as symbols of royal power by the Laigin. The Kavanagh Charter Horn may
be that referenced as Corn Lagen or the ‘horn of Leinster’, in the mid twelfth-century
Book of Leinster, as the drinking horn associated with the kingship of Leinster (Best
and O’Brien 1967, V, 1292-3).
Ó Floinn (1981, 273) notes that ‘the earliest dated occurrence of black lettering
on metalwork is on the Shrine of the Book of Mulling, made in 1402’. The Shrine of
the Book of Mulling or Moling, noted above (6.3.1) is attributed to Art Mac
Murrough Kavanagh. The Mac Murrough Kavanagh had established associations
with skilled Gaelic goldsmiths and craftsmen and therefore it may not have been too
difficult an undertaking to have had the ivory horn re-embellished. The death of Art
Mac Murrough Kavanagh is recorded in the AFM in the year 1416 (O’Donovan
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1848-51, 826). The revival of the horn is possibly attributable to him, sometime
before 1416.The Kavanagh Charter Horn in its present form can be deemed a highlydistinctive and valuable Gaelic ‘revival’ horn, re-embellished in the style of
fourteenth/ fifteenth-century Scandinavian drinking horns.
6.3.3 The Ulster Horn
A little-known drinking horn forms part of the NNMI collection at the Ulster
Museum (NMNI 98.1910) (cat. no. H002) (fig. 36). This horn is identified in the
NMNI records as a bovine horn, (possibly auroch). Etting (2013, 46) asserts that
many of the finest horns were from domestic cattle, auroch and wisents (European
bison) imported from southern and eastern Europe and that the auroch only became
extinct in Poland in 1626.

Figure 36: Ulster Horn (NMNI 2015)

The Ulster horn measures 51cm in length from rim to tip. The tip of the horn is
intact and the horn measures 8.5cm in diameter at the rim. The surface of the Ulster
horn is smooth but exhibits a very dark colour. Vegvar (2003, 233) indicates that
earlier horns were occasionally tinted and this may be the case with the Ulster horn
and might suggest that the horn has been re-used. The horn is embellished with three
bands of decorated copper alloy. Pins can be seen still in situ between the uppermost
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band and the rim of the horn, which suggests that the horn possibly once contained a
rim mount. An examination of the embellishments on the Ulster Horn reveals that
they include casing or sockets for the attachment of legs and feet (Raghnall Ó Floinn,
per comm). Ó Floinn indicates that the Ulster horn would have stood upright on a
pair of legs, in a similar fashion to the Kavanagh Charter Horn (fig. 37). Both legs
are missing from the Ulster horn, so it is unknown whether they resembled the tall,
slender, bird-like style of legs that form part of the Kavanagh Charter Horn or the
shorter ‘griffin claw’ style of legs favoured by Scandinavian revival horns (6.2) (fig.
31).

Figure 37: Sockets for leg mounts (NMNI 2015)

The present uppermost band on the Ulster horn bears a Latin inscription or
epigraph, in black Gothic lettering, similar in style to that on the rim-mount of the
Kavanagh Charter Horn and on other Northern European revival horns. Difficulties
arise in interpreting this inscription, due to the worn nature of some sections of the
epigraph. There is also the possibility that the inscription is incomplete. The horn
may possibly have contained a rim-mount, as indicated by the brass pins still
protruding from the horn, and this mount may also have included an inscription. It is
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therefore possible that the present inscription is the end of a two-line inscription. The
present script on the Ulster horn is divided into three sections and NMNI records
indicate that three unsuccessful attempts have been made to interpret this script
between 1986 and 2002. An examination of the Ulster horn inscription for this
research tentatively suggests that the second word in the inscription reads as
‘ONYӔILL’, a corrupt form of ‘Ó NÉILL’, (fig. 38). The central and lower bands
are embellished with incised leaf and floral designs and a series of regularly spaced
small holes and flat disc-like features on these bands may indicate that the horn was
once adorned with precious or semi-precious stones or decorated with coloured glass
studs.

Figure 38: Proposed ‘Ó Néill’ inscription (NMNI 2015)

A fifteenth-century date is suggested for the Ulster horn, based on the similarity
in style of the copper alloy embellishments and the inscription to those on the
Kavanagh Charter Horn and Scandinavian revival horns. Compelling connections
between the two great revival horns can be detected in the AFM and the AU for the
year 1465, when both annals chronicle the death of Gormlaith Kavanagh. The AU
records that ‘The wife of Ua Neill (that is, Henry) died this year: to wit, Gormlaith
Kavanagh, daughter of Mac Murchadha, namely, daughter of the king of Leinster’
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(Mac Carthy 1895, 213).9 This entry in the AU states clearly that Mac Murchadha
Caomhánach, the owner of the Kavanagh Charter Horn, was the father-in-law of Ó
Néill. Similarities in the style of the epigraph and embellishments on both horns
suggest that both of these horns may date from the fifteenth century, though it is
possible that the Ulster horn may date from the fourteenth century based on the
similarity between it and the fourteenth century Queen’s College Oxford horn in
respect of the and layout of the bands of inscribed metalwork. If this is proved to be
the case, the Ulster horn like the Queen’s College horn was possibly supported on
griffin’s claw legs and feet. It is even possible that the inspiration for the reembellishment of the Kavanagh Charter Horn came from Ulster. In conclusion, the
surviving band of inscription on the Ulster Horn is located in a similar position to
that on the ‘Wassail’ horn from Queens College, Oxford (fig. 32), and it is feasible to
suggest that the Ulster horn, like the Oxford horn may also have had a second band
of inscription. Its supporting legs were also possibly similarly placed to those on the
Oxford horn. The foliage design that edges the inscription band on the Ulster horn
compares with the edging on the fifteenth-century Danish horns (figs 33 & 34).
These parallels may place the Ulster horn in the late fourteenth or early fifteenth
century. Like the Kavanagh Charter Horn, the Ulster horn is a high-status drinking
horn and may have been the revival of an earlier horn, possibly auroch that was reembellished in the fourteenth/ fifteenth century for the Ó Néill of Tír Eoghain.
6.3.4 Hunting horns or drinking horns
Ambiguity concerning the origin and function of certain horns is raised by
two horns at Monaghan County Museum (MCM), (figs. 7-8), a horn at the NMI and
a further horn in a private collection. MCM has two large decorated horns on display
in their collections. These horns are classified in museum records as ‘hunting horns’.
Horn (MCM 80:54) (cat. no. H003) (figs. 39-40) is also described as ‘cow horn,
probably a drinking horn’ (Walsh 1983, 177). The horn measures 40cm in length and
8.5cm in diameter at the rim and the surface of the horn is richly decorated with
bands of incised, loop-style decoration. The decoration on the horn is now degraded
and faint, but it is depicted in a drawing produced in 1983 (fig. 40) below. Walsh

9

AU U1465.1; AFM M1465.2
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(1983, 177) suggests that small rivet holes set close to the rim of this horn are
indicative of a rim-mount, possibly of silver and that the horn may date to the
sixteenth century.
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Figure 39: Clontibret horn MCM

Figure 40: Clontibret horn (Moloney 1983, 175)
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An examination of this horn reveals that the tip has been removed from the horn at
some time in the past, which indicates that it was probably used as a hunting horn or
trumpet (stoc). The horn was found in the Clontibret area of Co. Monaghan (Walsh
1983, 177).10 The present village of Clontibret is close to the Clontibret battle site.

Figure 41: Clontibret battle site (After Duffy 1997, 57)

10

Found and donated to MCM by Mr. Frank O’ Dubhda, Ballybay, Co. Monaghan
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The battle involved an alliance between Ó Domhnaill, Ó Néill and Mág Uidhir,
which resulted in a major victory against an advancing English army in 1595
(Lennon and Gillespie 2000, 60).
Simms (1978, 18) suggests that Irish overlords employed limited numbers of
native and foreign mercenaries in their armies. The native-born mercenaries were
known as kern or (ceatharnaigh), and these acted as foot-soldiers (ibid., 172). It is
possible that the Gaelic army at Clontibret contained kern as fighting men.
FitzPatrick (forthcoming) identifies kern as stocaire or horn blowers among the
service families of Gaelic lords. The Clontibret horn could be linked to the presence
of kern at the Battle of Clontibret. Walsh (1983, 177) suggests that the Clontibret
horn is from a longhorn type animal, introduced into Ireland in the late sixteenth
century. Albrecht Dürer, in 1521, depicted an image of apparently Gaelic kern and
warriors

in

a

continental

army

(Berlin,

Kupferstichkabinet,

KdZ

37).

Notwithstanding the fact that Dürer’s image of Irish kern may not be an eye-witness
experience, the horn or stoc carried by one of the kern (fig. 42) in this depiction,
bears a strong resemblance to the Clontibret battle-site horn.

Figure 42: Dürer 1521(Berlin, Kupferstichkabinet, KdZ 37)

The second horn that is housed in the MCM collection is a slightly larger horn
and measures 41cm in length and 9.5cm in diameter at the rim. This horn is
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referenced as (MCM 1987:16) (cat. no. H 004) (fig. 43) and the find location is
recorded as Rossmore Castle, Monaghan, Co. Monaghan. Rossmore Castle was built
by Lord Rossmore c. 1824 on the site of an earlier house known as Cortolvin Hills,
the ruin of the house was demolished in 1975 (PRONI 2007, 10-11).11 The horn is
embellished with incised decoration, divided into four bands of medallion-like
decoration that resemble a chevron-style design. Two bands of decoration have been
applied close together near the rim of the horn and two separate bands placed lower
down the horn and these are separated by unadorned areas. The initials ‘AG’ have
been carved twice on the unadorned areas of the horn, between the lower bands of
decoration. The rim of the horn is encircled by 24 small perforations. One of these
perforation holes still contains a small brass rivet or pin, indicating that the horn was
once embellished with a rim-mount. The narrow tip has been altered and re-shaped.
A large portion of the tip has been removed and the remaining strip has been worked,
possibly by immersion in hot water and bending outwards to form the handle or hook
feature. The hook or handle has a hole punched at each end of it, possibly for
suspension. The length of the handle or hook is 12cm and adding this measurement
to the length of the body of the horn suggests that the original horn measured a
substantial 53cm in length, comparable to the Simpson horn (fig. 45). It is difficult to
suggest why the horn has been modified in this fashion or, what function it could
have served. The handle or hook would make blowing difficult, if not impossible.
The similarity in the style of embellishment on this horn with that on the other MCM
horn suggests a possible sixteenth-century origin for it or, it may have been
embellished or modified at that time. The size of the horn, with its large lower
opening makes it unlikely that it functioned as a powder horn. However, its
exceptional size, combined with the rim perforations for a possible rim-mount,
suggest that this horn may have functioned as a drinking horn before it was modified
and embellished.

11

PRONI Rossmore papers
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Figure 43: Monaghan horn with hook MCM

Little is known of the provenance of the large horn, known as the ‘Hacketstown
Horn’, in the reserve collection of the NMI (NMI F1935:27) (cat. no. H005) (fig. 44).
The horn was purchased by the Museum in the 1930s along with eighteen other
artefacts, from a school teacher in Co. Carlow. The vendor described the horn as a
‘drenching horn’, as he had bought it from a farmer in the Hacketstown area of Co.
Carlow who had been using it for drenching sheep. The horn measures 44 cm in
length and 12 cm in diameter at the rim. There are several indicators that the
‘Hacketstown Horn’ did not always function as a drenching horn. Firstly the tip of
the horn has been removed and the area carefully and finely chamfered, possibly to
hold a ferrule or a terminal mount. The upper rim of the horn has three small, evenly
spaced perforations, set close to the rim. The horn may possibly have been fitted with
a rim-mount at some time in the past. Attempts have been made to carve the initials
‘LL’ into one side of the horn, midway between rim and tip, and other initials,
possibly the same ones, were carved into the other side of the horn. The date and
type of horn are unknown, but it is possible that the ‘Hacketstown Horn’ functioned
as a drinking horn before it was re-designated as a drenching horn. This is the first
record of this horn.
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Figure 44: Hacketstown horn NMI

Figure 45: Simpson horn (Private collection)

The final horn that was recorded is known as the ‘Simpson Horn’ and this horn is
contained in a private collection (cat. no. H0006) (fig. 45).12 The precise provenance
for this horn is unknown, but, the owner suggests that it may have originated in Co.
Fermanagh. The horn is also undated. The horn measures 53cm in length and 10cm
in diameter at the rim. The tip of the horn has been removed, leaving it open-ended.
A zig-zag like pattern of incised decoration has been applied to the horn in four
horizontal, medallion-like bands. Two of the bands of medallions have been placed
near the rim and two lower down on the horn, towards the tip. Vertical lines divide
the two sets of medallion designs and these have also been executed in a similar zigzag style pattern. This horn is considerably longer than the two MCM horns,
however, the form and style of its decoration is very similar to both of these horns. It

12

Recorded by kind permission of Mr. Geoffrey Simpson
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is possible that it once served as a drinking horn and that it was later amended by
removing the tip. The present form of the horn resembles the Clontibret horn (MCM
80:54), and it is possible that this it may also have been a sixteenth-century hunting
stoc.

6.5 Conclusion
An apparent general decline in the use of drinking horns in Europe from the
eleventh century is suggested by their disappearance from Anglo-Saxon and Viking
literature (Etting 2013, 43). This decline may have been exacerbated by the Church’s
aversion to the use of drinking horns and the prohibition placed on the use of horn in
Church services (Vegvar 2003, 231, 237). However, in Ireland the use of drinking
horns does not appear to have completely ceased, as references to horns being
presented as gifts to the Church are recorded in early twelfth-century chronicles.
References to drinking horns have continued in Ireland, in chronicles, bardic poetry,
wills and inventories up to the late medieval period.
The use of ivory horns, known as ‘oliphants’ or, horns of tenure is recorded in
England from the eleventh century. The renewed secular use of drinking horns
appears to have begun in England in the mid-thirteenth century and was followed in
Scandinavia and other areas of Northern Europe towards the end of the same century.
Horns became fashionable as drinking vessels among nobility at royal courts, highranking clergy and for drinking ceremonies in various guilds. Scandinavian drinking
horns were embellished with bands of gold, silver or silver-gilt and many contained
an epigraph or inscription. Drinking horns were frequently referred to as ‘griffin
claws’ or simply ‘klo’ from the style of griffin-like legs or supports that had been
attached to them. Extant horns in England from the period appear to emulate these
Scandinavian-style horns.
From the mid-thirteenth century, Irish historical sources reveal a decline in
colonial power. This decline facilitated the political recovery of ruling Gaelic
families and led to them increasing their political and military power and in many
instances regaining land that had been earlier lost to Anglo-Norman settlers. The
period witnessed displays and expressions of power by elite Gaelic lords through
their adoption of symbols like seals and tomb effigies from England and Europe.
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Notable also was the refurbishment of earlier book shrines in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries by elite Gaelic patrons. In most instances these precious artefacts
bore the name of the donor, and it is noteworthy that the sponsors are addressed as
‘king’ in the inscriptions. The renewed use of the title ‘king’ by Gaelic lords has
been viewed by FitzPatrick (2016, 113) as attempts by these lords to publicise their
origins as kings.
It is suggested by Ó Floinn (1981, 274) that the re-embellishment of the ivory
Kavanagh Charter Horn in the fifteenth century perhaps symbolised the renewed
claims of the Mac Murrough Kavanagh to the kingship of Leinster. It is possible that
the refurbishment of this great horn could have taken place during the early fifteenth
century or at the end of the fourteenth century. Ó Floinn (1981, 273) indicates that
the earliest known black lettering occurs on the Shrine of the Book of Moling and
that this artefact was commissioned in 1402 by Art Mac Murrough Kavanagh (d.
1416).
The large bovine Ulster Horn at the NMNI - UM is unequivocally a drinking
horn, which unfortunately remains un-provenanced. Early indications, based on the
style of the metal-work and similarities to English and northern European horns
suggest that this horn was possibly refurbished in the fourteenth century. A reading
of the black Gothic epigraph tentatively suggests that this horn may have belonged to
an Ó Néill. The Ó Néill in the fourteenth century, in tandem with the Mac Murrough
Kavanagh and other Gaelic lords, were reviving claims to kingship, in this case the
kingship of Ulster. Entries in the AFM establish marriage alliances in the fifteenth
century between the Ó Néill and the Mac Murrough Kavanagh dynasties, which
suggests contact between these two great lordships, so that the symbolism of great
drinking horns and the status that these horns created for their lords while publicising
their origins as kings, would have been known and understood by both the Ó Néill
and the Mac Murrough Kavanagh.
As these two large horns are the only confirmed drinking horns from Gaelic
Ireland during the later medieval period, it has to be concluded that there was not a
widespread re-introduction of ‘revival’ drinking horns among elite Gaelic society
during the period. Frequent references to drinking horns in Gaelic literary sources
during the later medieval period are at odds with the current archaeological record,
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which reveals the existence of a mere six horns. As stated, the Kavanagh Charter
Horn and the Ulster Horn are the only two large horns that can be confirmed as
drinking horns from Gaelic Ireland during the later medieval period.
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Chapter 7 Some exceptional wooden drinking vessels
7.0 Introduction
This chapter focuses on fifteen drinking vessels which are termed ‘exceptional’
because, for the most part, they are set apart from other methers by an unusual form,
the choice of wood used for their manufacture and the style of incised decoration that
they display. The find location for these vessels is indicated below (fig. 46).
The aim is, where possible, to associate them with particular lordships and to
suggest a role for them in elite cultural practices centred on drinking ritual. They
include personal cups, methers and a goblet for communal drinking and, variously,
have associations with lords and, in one instance, a service family. However,
identification of the owners of medieval drinking methers is in most cases tentative.
There is a pronounced lack of information regarding the provenance and possible
former ownership of the vast majority of these vessels (5.2). Fragmentary
information is, however, available for a small quantity of methers and this data has
been collected from museum records to form the basis for the vessel studies that are
presented in this chapter.
Information available for fifteen vessels presented here is patchy and contains for
the most part the find location or the name of the donor. Two of the selected vessels
bear inscriptions or epigraphs. One inscription contains the name of or a dedication
to the owner and in the other case, the inscription provides details of the patron who
commissioned the vessel. Radiocarbon dates obtained for a select number of these
vessels has allowed for tentative identification of possible Gaelic lords who occupied
these lordships during the periods that are scientifically indicated. In some cases the
possibility that certain of the methers may have belonged to Gaelicized elite families
of Anglo-Irish origin has also been considered in this chapter.
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Figure 46: Lordships c. 1534 with find-spots in red (after Nicholls 2001)
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7.1 Dunvegan Cup

Figure 47: Dunvegan Cup (Ó Floinn 1991)
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The Dunvegan Cup (fig. 47) is described as a ‘decorated ceremonial goblet’ and
is in the possession of the MacLeod family at Dunvegan Castle on the Isle of Skye
(Ó Floinn 1996, 36, 40). The vessel has been designated as exceptional because of its
epigraph and form. The cup consists of a wooden mether-like vessel, quadrangular at
the rim and rounded at the base but lacking the typical mether handles. The type of
wood used in the manufacture of this vessel is unknown. The cup measures 26.5 cm
in height and 11cm in diameter at the rim (Ó Floinn 1996, 40; Buckley 1939, 13).
The wooden vessel is encased in an ornate frame that is supported on four humanlike legs and feet. The casing of the Dunvegan cup is covered with parcel gilt silver
mounts (Ó Floinn 1996, 40). The decoration also contains medallions and borders
and is elaborately decorated with filigree and niello. Collets or sockets can be
observed on the ornamentation and these possibly contained jewels, amber or glass.
The vessel has a large circular socket under the base and this may have housed a
crystal cabochon (Buckley 1939, 13).
The outer silver rim of the Dunvegan Cup bears an epigraph that reveals the
Ulster origins of the cup and its particular connection with the lordship of Fermanagh
(Fir Mhanach). The inscription provides a date for the vessel. The inscription was
published by Buckley (1939, 12) and reads as follows:
︣︣ i᷉a ing᷉e y neill uxor iohis meguigir pncipis de firmanac me fi fecit
Kah
ano doi --93°,
Oculi o᷉mnite sp᷉at doe et tu das esc᷉a illor ᷉i te opo
Several attempts have been made to render and translate this Latin inscription
that runs on the outer rim of the vessel in Gothic lettering. The poet Sir Walter Scott
examined the cup in 1815 and romantically described the vessel in his notes to the
‘Lord of the Isles’ as a ‘Hebridean drinking cup’ dating from the year 993 and one of
the greatest curiosities in Scotland (Scott 1857, 70; Anon 1899, 206). This
interpretation was later discredited by Sir Daniel Wilson, who examined the cup in
the mid-nineteenth century and concluded that the vessel was the product of Irish
craftsmanship, attributing the origins of the cup to ‘Katharina nig Ryneill’ or,
‘Catherine MacRannal’ wife of John Maguire, ‘lord of Fermanagh’ and revising the
date to 1493 (Wilson 1851-4, 8-9). The Dunvegan Cup was moved to Dublin in 1853
and was exhibited at the Dublin Exhibition in that year (Cat. of Dublin Exhibition
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1853, 143). During the course of the Exhibition it is likely that the cup was examined
by a number of eminent Irish antiquarians and prominent Gaelic scholars, among
them Eugene O’Curry. The following is a full transcription of the first element of the
inscription on the Dunvegan Cup that is accredited to O’Curry in the Archaeological
Journal (1855, 79-82).
“Katherina ingen ni Neill uxor Johannis Meguighir principis de
Firmanach me fieri fecit. Anno Domini [14]93.”
‘Katherine, daughter of Uí Néill, wife of John Meg Uidhir prince of
Fermanagh, had me made in the year 1493’
“Oculi omnium in Te spectant (or sperant) Domine et Tu das escam in
tempore opportuno”
‘The eyes of all look to thee, and thou givest them their food in due
season’
The second element of the inscription was incorrectly identified by Alexander
Nesbitt (Anon 1855, 79) as the fifteenth verse of the 144 th Psalm. The verse is
actually the fifteenth verse of Psalm 145 (Common Bible 1973, 556).
The inside of the silver rim on the Dunvegan Cup has ‘I H C’ inscribed in the
centre of each of the four quadrants (Buckley 1939, 13). This inscription, combined
with the above verse from the Psalm has led to the opinion that the Dunvegan Cup is
a sacred vessel, perhaps a chalice. Buckley (1939, 12) defines the cup as the
‘Katherine Maguire alias O’Neill’ chalice. However, Buckley (1939, 13)
acknowledges that the unusual form of the vessel may present doubts regarding its
use for the Altar, he also has difficulty in identifying any other use for the vessel,
given the ‘Sacred Monogram and the dedicatory inscription’. Ó Floinn (1994, 269)
reveals that ‘IHC’ forms part of the inscription on the fifteenth-century Kavanagh
Charter Horn (6.4.2). The rim-mount of this horn contains an epigraph that bears
close parallels to that on the Dunvegan Cup. Ó Floinn (1996, 37) states that the
Dunvegan Cup and the Kavanagh Charter Horn are the only two secular pieces of
metalwork to have survived from the medieval period. However, the Ulster horn (cat.
H002) is also a high-status fifteenth-century revival horn (6. 3. 3).
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The Dunvegan Cup has, over time, amassed a variety of legends concerning its
origin and acquisition by the Clan MacLeod. Separating fact from fiction has proved
challenging for many who have researched this enigmatic artefact. Inaccuracies
concerning the history of the Dunvegan Cup appear to emanate from the visit of Sir
Walter Scott to Dunvegan Castle in 1815. The misreading and misinterpretation of
the epigraph on the cup’s outer rim has led to the misconception that the Dunvegan
Cup was of Scottish origin, emanating from the Hebrides and dated to 993 AD (Scott
1857, 70: Anon. 1899, 206). Though the exact mode of acquisition was unknown,
Scott documented a MacLeod family tradition that the cup ‘was the property of Neil
Ghlune-dhu, or Blackknee’, of whom he could find no trace (ibid.). It is possible that
the ‘Neil Ghlune-dhu’ referred to by the MacLeod tradition and by Scott may have
been Niall Glúndubh, king of Ireland, whose death is recorded in AU for the year
919AD, while engaged in battle with the Vikings, at Dublin (Mac Airt and Mac
Niocaill 1983, 371). The evaluation of the Dunvegan Cup by Wilson (1851) and
O’Curry (1855) established the Fermanagh connections with the cup and confirmed
the date on the inscription as 1493. The research for this thesis suggests that the
distinctive quadrangular form of Gaelic wooden drinking methers was well
established by the late fifteenth century, with the form in wood having its origins in
the thirteenth century and the first reference to a mether for drinking occurs in AI for
1311(5. 5), and used for high-status drinking among elite members of Gaelic society
into the early modern period. The unique mether form of the Dunvegan Cup is
therefore more likely to echo Gaelic drinking methers that were in vogue in Ireland,
and the 1493 date is consistent with this.
Seán Mág Uidhir, lord of Fir Mhanach, named in the epigraph of the Dunvegan
Cup can be identified from AU and AFM as Seán Mág Uidhir (Mac Carthy 1895,
285: O’Donovan 1848-51, 1131). Seán (1484-1503) was the first member of the
junior or Enniskillen branch of the Mág Uidhir chieftains to be proclaimed Mág
Uidhir (Livingstone 1969, 33). He resided at Enniskillen castle, built by his ancestor
Aodh Mág Uidhir (Aodh an Einigh) or ‘Hugh the hospitable’ (ibid., 30). It was
during Seán’s lordship of Fir Mhanach that Enniskillen became the capital of Fir
Mhanach (ibid., 33). Catherine, daughter of Ó Néill, who commissioned the
Dunvegan Cup, is recorded as the wife of John Mág Uidhir of Fir Mhanach on the
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cup’s inscription and this appears to be the solitary reference to this strong political
marriage alliance between the elite Gaelic families of Mág Uidhir and Ó Néill.
Numerous traditions abound as to how the cup of Catherine Ó Néill came into the
possession of the MacLeod Family of Skye and acquired the name ‘The Dunvegan
Cup’. Hore (1861-2, 90) suggested that the cup was ‘carried off from Fermanagh’. It
is stated by MacLeod (1912-13, 108-9) that the cup was acquired by MacLeod of
Dunvegan Castle as ‘a prize of war or was gifted in reward for services rendered’
during the Irish ‘Nine Years Wars’ in which MacLeod took part. MacLeod (1927,
43) refers to a letter from Lady O’Neill in 1925, in which she recounts an Ó Néill
family tradition that relates to a friendship between Shane Ó Néill and Rory Mór
MacLeod. However, this is an unlikely scenario, as Shane Ó Néill was killed by the
Scots of Antrim in 1567 (Brady 1996, 65), and it was not until 1596 that Rory Mór
become MacLeod of Dunvegan and Harris (Nicholson 1930, 46).
The inscription of ‘1493’ as the year of manufacture on the Dunvegan Cup and
the inclusion of Psalm 145:15 in the epigraph point to something catastrophic
happening in that year. Such an event occurred in Gaelic Scotland, with the collapse
of the ‘Lordship of the Isles’ in 1493 and the forfeiture of the title and possessions to
the Scottish crown (Oram 2014, 15). Kingston (2001, 99-101) states that successive
Scots royal offensives in the Isles prompted permanent migration of Isles men to
Ulster from the late fourteenth century, who became established as Clann Eoin Mhóir
and later as the Clann Domnaill lordship in Antrim (ibid.). The political co-ordinates
and power of successive Clann Domnaill leaders were fixed on both sides of the
North Channel, with the lordship in Antrim facilitating engagements in the politics of
Ulster without diminishing their role in the Isles (ibid., 102) Clann Eoin Mhóir
succeeded in creating an Ulster identity independent of, but co-operative with Uí
Néill of Tír Eoghan (ibid.). The AU record that in 1433 Clann Domnaill combined
with the Uí Néill forces to inflict a series of defeats on Uí Neill enemies (AU
1443.2). The affairs of Ulster and the Isles were irreversibly connected by accidents
of affinity as well as geography (Kingston 2001, 99). It is therefore highly possible
that Ó Néill and Mág Uidhir would gift the specially commissioned cup in 1493 to
express their support for the Lordship of the Isles at this critical time. The gift may
have been originally made to or through Clann Domnaill. MacLeod of Harris and
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Dunvegan were vassals and staunch supporters of the Lord of the Isles and may have
received the cup, though it is unknown how the vessel came into their possession.

7.2 Fermanagh Yew Cup

Figure 48: Fermanagh Yew Cup

Fermanagh County Museum in Enniskillen houses a fine collection of later
medieval Gaelic drinking vessels. Chief among these is the vessel known as the
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‘Fermanagh Yew Cup’ (FCM 1996.041) (cat. no. 080) (fig. 48). This vessel has been
selected for close study because of its find location and also because of its
exceptional form. Museum records state that the cup was donated to the museum by
Sir John Langham, Tempo Manor, Co. Fermanagh, following its recovery from an
un-named bog by turf-cutters in Co. Fermanagh. The location of the bog is unknown.
The cup is an elegant, slender-stemmed goblet, with a mether-like bowl and one
small sub-angular handle, all carved from a single block of yew. The cup measures
24.5cm high and the sub-square rim of the bowl measures 8.8cm x 9.2 cm and the
bowl is 10.4 cm in length, sitting on a 14.1 cm carved slender stem. Faint traces of
inscribed decoration can be detected on the bowl of the cup and these are described
and illustrated by Seaby (1966, 138-40) (fig. 49).

Figure 49: Illustration of the Fermanagh Yew cup by Seaby (1966)
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The decoration on the cup is divided into a number of zones or bands. The
uppermost zone, below the rim, is decorated with a series of saltires and chevrons,
typically found on methers. The second band is plain and narrow and contains a
series of perforation holes that possibly suggests that this area once contained a band
or an inscription. On three faces of the bowl six petal flowers or rosettes have been
inscribed, apparently with the aid of a compass. The petal design is enclosed by a
circle, from which radiate cruciform-shaped lines. On the handle face of the cup, two
small double circles, with a dot or small hole at the centre of each circle have been
inscribed. Six sets of inscribed lines radiate out from each circle, in a broad sun-burst
like pattern. Short decorative lines and dots adorn the base of the bowl, where the
stem commences. The lower section of the stem and the upper portion of the pedestal
or base are decorated with a series of triangles, with hachured centres. Seaby (1966,
140) notes damage and cracking on the vessel. However, conservation work carried
out on the cup in 2001 has restored the cup to its present pristine condition. 13
Records at FMC suggest that the cup may date from the sixteenth or seventeenth
century, however dating of yew wood may make this difficult to establish (5.2, 5.5).
The inclusion of saltires and chevrons on the upper band of the cup is in keeping
with evidence for the inscription of these symbols on the other Gaelic wooden
methers. Recent radiocarbon dating for methers (5.5) has returned dates ranging from
the mid-fifteenth century to the late seventeenth century for some vessels. However,
the Dromore yew goblet (7.12) has returned dates ranging from 930 to 1250 (5.5).
This vessel is similar in form, though on a much larger scale than the Fermanagh
Yew Cup, and may indicate a similar dating range for this cup.
Donn Carrach Mág Uidhir is recorded as the first Mág Uidhir king in 1264 and
by 1297 he is referred to in contemporary documents as ‘King of Lough Erne’
(Simms 1977, 126, 131). The Méig Uidhir remained as lords of Fir Mhanach up to
the end of the Nine Years War in 1603, Cúchonnacht Mág Uidhir, the last lord of Fir
Mhanach, departed Ireland on September 14, 1607, in the company of the other
defeated Irish earls (ibid., 56). Tempo, Co. Fermanagh is located to the East of
Enniskillen and close to the county border with Tyrone. Livingstone (1969, 416)
identifies Tempo as the seat of the junior branch of the Mág Uidhir (1594-1603).

13

By conservation specialist Mary McGrath, Co. Kildare
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Simms (1977, 133) indicates that east Fir Mhanach was the territory of ‘Clann
Tomáis Óig’ Mág Uidhir and given the Mág Uidhir dominance in Fir Mhanach, over
several hundred years, it is possible that Tempo may have formed part of Mág Uidhir
territory prior to 1603. Though the provenance of the Fermanagh Yew Cup is
unknown, it is possible that it may have been recovered from bog-land in the Tempo
or Lisnaskea area. During the later medieval period Gaelic lordly families were noted
as patrons of artisans and craftsmen such as goldsmiths, carpenters, masons and
scribes, who were members of the professional learned classes and whose crafts were
often hereditary (Ó Floinn 1996, 35-6). The deaths of noted craftsmen and artisans
are frequently recorded in chronicles.

The deaths of two members of the Uí

Chiarmaic, an artisan family from Fir Mhanach, are recorded in AU for the years
1431 and 1533 (ibid., 36). The AU for the year 1479 record the death of ‘Matthew
Ua Mailruanaigh, namely, son of Thomas junior, son of Thomas Mor, died this year:
to wit, the master-wright of Mág Uidhir and a man that kept a general guest-house
and an eminent gold-wright likewise was that Matthew and so on’ ( Mac Carthy
1895, 267). This annal entry recognises Mág Uidhir as the patron of such eminent
and skilled craftsmen as the Uí Mhaoilruanaigh. Matthew Ó Maoilruanaigh from Fir
Mhanach or, one of his descendants, may have been the skilled craftsman who
fashioned the Fermanagh Yew Cup. It would also have been within the capabilities
of the Uí Mhaoilruanaigh to create the unique Dunvegan Cup (7.1).
As this cup, a single-handled goblet, has such a distinctive form and is similar in
decorative style to other elite Gaelic drinking vessels, it is therefore probable that the
Fermanagh Yew Cup is a high-status Gaelic drinking vessel, and conceivably a Mag
Uidhir personal drinking cup.

7.3 Armagh Mether
A medium-sized mether with an unusual style of incised decoration forms part of
the collection of artefacts at Armagh County Museum (ACM 44.1935) (cat no. 071)
(fig. 50). ACM records indicate that this mether was ‘found at Navan Rath, 1802’
(Eamhain Mhacha), and it is for this reason and because of the unusual style of
decoration on this vessel that it is included in the chapter. The mether measures 17cm
in height, 9cm x 9cm at the rim and 8.5cm x 7.5cm at the base.
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Figure 50: Armagh Mether

The base is sub-rectangular in shape. The vessel originally had two handles, one of
which is now missing. The base of the mether is intact and in situ. The vessel is in
good to fair condition, but shows slight woodworm damage and two small cracks at
the base. The decoration has been inscribed on this mether in three bands. Band 1
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runs from the rim to just below the top of the handles and consists of a succession of
large chevrons, three on the front and back of the vessel and two on each of the sides
placed one each side of and above each handle. Band two consists of a narrow,
unadorned, horizontal band, running around the vessel, just below band 1. Band 3 on
the front and the back of the mether display delicately carved foliage designs. The
design carved on side 1 of the vessel resembles a compass-drawn four-leaf clover
(minus the stem) (fig. 51). The design on the opposite face is a trefoil. The sides
where the handles are or, were, have two incised saltires, mirroring the pattern on
band 1. The Armagh mether is the only vessel in the entire corpus to display this
particular combination of embellishments. The wood type in this mether is indicated
by ACM records as willow, which has not been verified, neither has the vessel been
scientifically dated.

Figure 51: Armagh Mether (after Weatherup 1982, 66)

Eamhain Macha (Navan Fort) forms part of a large concentration of
archaeological monuments, in an area of intense late prehistoric activity in Co.
Armagh (Waddell 1998, 333). The Navan complex is considered to be the
archaeological manifestation of Eamhain Macha, the capital of the Ulaid in early
Irish literary and pseudo-historical sources, and a major royal settlement (ibid., 333,
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347). The symbolic association with earlier kingship and entertainment at Eamhain
Macha was evoked by Niall Óg Ó Néill in 1387 when he built a house there ‘to
recompense the learned companies of Ireland therein’ (AU 1387.2; Simms 1983,
142-9). A reference to methers cited in an early fourteenth-century context in AI
(5.5), suggest that methers could possibly have been used in 1387, for the Ó Néill
feast at Eamhain Macha. However, the ACM record does not indicate a precise find
location for the Armagh Mether (ACM 44:1935) only stating that it was ‘found at
Navan Rath’ in 1802, and to date, the vessel remains un-dated.
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7.4 Ballymena Methers

Figure 52: Ballymena Mether (1)

The Ballymena mether (1) (MNI 1934:10740) (cat. no. 100) (fig. 52) is on loan to
the Mid-Ulster Museum at Ballymena, Co. Antrim, from NMI Dublin. It has been
included here because its approximate provenance is known and it is a particularly
fine example of an undecorated mether. This large mether measures 19.5cm in
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height, 1cm x 11cm at the rim, tapering slightly to the base (measurements
unknown). The vessel has four handles that are notched at the lower edge of each
handle, before they extend down to form supports or feet for the vessel. A shallow
groove or hoop mark runs around the vessel, close to the base and through the
extended feet. The mether is unadorned and shows much evidence of worm damage.
The type of wood used to manufacture this vessel is unknown and no scientific
dating has been conducted on this mether. Museum records indicate that the mether
was recovered from a bog, close to Ballymena, in the barony of Lower Toome, and
this known find location predicated its inclusion in this study.

Figure 53: Ballymena Mether (2)

A second, larger mether (NMI SA1926:2) (cat. no. 015) (fig. 53) was purchased
by the Society of Antiquaries from the collection of W. J. Knowles (Knowles cat. no.
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753) and now forms part of the NMI reserve collection in Dublin. This vessel is also
recorded on NMI records as having been recovered from a bog near Ballymena, in
County Antrim, though no other details are available. This mether is very large,
measuring 26.5 cm in height, 15 cm x 15 cm at the rim, tapering to 13 cm x 13 cm at
the base. The vessel has two large handles and the type of wood is unknown. The
mether is very badly cracked and damaged and is held together by two bands of fine
wire, one placed above the handles and the other close to the base. The corners of the
rim do not splay out to suggest drinking spouts, and based on the lack of drinking
features and the great size of the vessel it is more likely to have acted as a container
for butter or curds than a communal drinking vessel (5.3).
Ballymena, in the barony of Lower Toome is located northeast of Lough Neagh
in Co. Antrim. South Co. Antrim and north Co. Down once formed the extensive
territory of Ó Néill of Clann Aodha Buidhe (Quinn, Nicholls 2009, 17). The power
of Clann Aodh Buidhe increased and became a major force in the area up to the
death of Aodh Meirgeach Ó Néill in 1525 (Nicholls 2003, 160). Following the death
of Niall Óg Ó Néill in 1537, no single lord succeeded in gaining control of the
lordship and by the 1560s it was divided into northern and southern sections, which
remained the position until the end of Gaelic rule in the area (ibid. 160).
Apart from the find location of this mether (NMI 1934: 10740), in what was the
former territory of Clann Aodhe Buidhe, in 1934, there are no further provenance
details available to suggest its ownership. The second Ballymena mether (NMI
SA1926:2) as stated, may have functioned as a container for bog butter or curds
(5.3).

7.5 Castlewellan Methers
The NMI records state that two methers in their collection were recovered from
close to Castlewellan, Co. Down. These methers were selected for inclusion because
of their find location near Castlewellen, one vessel bears an inscription referring to
the lordship of ‘Iveagh’ and this vessel has also been selected for radiocarbon dating,
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Figure 54: Castlewellan Mether (1)

as part of this research. The first mether (NMI RIA1898:112) (cat. no. 027) (fig. 54)
is housed in the NMI reserve collection. Museum records reveal that the mether was
among a number of artefacts, including a bronze urn that was purchased from Mr.
Seaton Milligan, Belfast, by the RIA at the end of the nineteenth century, for £50.
The mether is small in size, measuring 13.5 cm in height, 8.5 cm x 8.0 cm at the rim,
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which tapers very slightly, to square base that measures 8.0 cm 8.0 cm. The remains
of a shallow hoop-mark can be detected at the base. The bottom of the vessel is
missing. The mether has two D-shaped handles, set one third down from the rim. The
mether is unadorned except for the word ‘IVEAGH’ that has been inscribed near the
rim on the front face of the vessel. The wood has been scientifically tested in
connection with this research and confirmed as pomoidal or fruit wood (5.3).
Samples of wood from this vessel have been radiocarbon dated for this research at
QUB Laboratories, Belfast in December 2014. The dates returned for these samples
range from cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 1650-1688 (see appendix II).

Figure 55: Castlewellan Mether (2)

The second Castlewellan mether (NMI RIA 1898:113) (cat. no. 056) (fig. 55) is
on display in the medieval room at NMI, Dublin. Museum records indicate the find
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location as Castlewellan, Co. Down. This is a tall slender mether measuring 19.5 cm
in height, 10.5 cm x 10.5 cm at the rim and tapering to a circular base measuring 8.0
cm in diameter. The base is intact. The mether has four elegantly shaped handles that
measure 11 cm in length and are set one third from the rim of the vessel. Each handle
has a round lobe at the bottom of each handle and a similar feature at the top. There
is no evidence of a hoop-mark at the base of this mether. The vessel shows slight
damage to the rim and base and there is some evidence of worm damage. The type of
wood used to manufacture this mether is unknown and the vessel has not been
scientifically dated. This mether was also purchased from Mr. Seaton Milligan,
Belfast. The RIA reference 1898:113 indicates that the vessel was acquired by the
RIA sometime prior to its registration in 1898. The museum file contains a short note
on this vessel from William Wakeman which reads as follows: ‘Handles rude, has
the appearance of forgery (artificially blackened?) from Castlewellan, Co. Down’.
Castlewellan is located in the Barony of Iveagh, Co. Down. The ruling family of
the lordship of Uí Eachach Cobha (Iveagh) were the Méig Aonghusa (Magennis)
(MacLysaght 1972, 157). The Méig Aonghusa had become one of the most
important lordships of east Ulster by the beginning of the Tudor era, but were,
however, divided into several distinct families, with each family striving for the
overlordship of the sept (ibid., 160). The most significant families were the
Rathfriland, Corgary, Kilwarlin and the Castlewellan Magennises, with the
Castlewellan Magennises ‘holding sway in the eastern parts of the lordship,
including the area around Dundrum (O’Sullivan 1997, 160). The Castlewellan
Magennises retained ownership of Dundrum Castle until Phelim MacEver Magennis
was forced to surrender it in 1601 (ibid., 166). The Castlewellan Magennises
supported the cause of James 11 during the Jacobite wars in Ireland in the lateseventeenth century, and Phelim’s only son Ever was killed in 1691 at the battle of
Aughrim, following which the Castlewellan estate passed to Daniel Magennis of
Corgary (ibid., 193).
Given the find location of the mether (NMI RIA1897:112) close to
Castlewellan, the radiocarbon date of cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 1650-1688 that was
returned for this vessel and the long association of the Magennises with
Castlewellan, it is reasonable to suggest that this mether may have been the property
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of the Méig Aonghusa of Castlewellan. The dating suggests that the vessel could
have been commissioned by Phelim Magennis (1649-1691). This mether may have
been made to celebrate the accession of Phelim to his father’s freehold lands at
Castlewellan or possibly to commemorate his father Ever McPhellimy Magennis.
The consecutive registration numbers attached to both of the Castlewellan methers
indicates that they may have been acquired simultaneously by the RIA in 1898. Little
is known about the second mether (NMI RIA 1898:113) except that it was also found
close to Castlewellan. It is likely that this mether may also have belonged to the
Castlewellan Magennises, though lack of secure dating prevents further assessment.

7.6 Farney Mether
The reserve collection at the NMI, Dublin, contains a dark-coloured,
medium-sized mether (NMI 1965:271) (cat. no. 008) (fig. 56). This mether is stated
in museum records as probably originating in the Barony of Farney in Co.
Monaghan. The vessel was purchased by the NMI in 1965 from Major J. E. Shirley,
Lough Fea Castle, Carrickmacross Co. Monaghan. The vessel was exhibited at
Monaghan County Museum in 1975, before it was returned to the NMI reserve
collection. This mether measures 14.1 cm in height, 8.2 cm x 8.0 cm at the rim,
tapering to a sub-circular base that measures 6.9 cm in diameter. The vessel has a
separate bottom, which is intact and in situ. There is a shallow hoop-mark at the
base, which extends 1.2 cm up from the base. It has two handles that have an angular
shape and are tapered to the sides of the vessel at the top and bottom, with the bottom
of each handle tapering down almost to the top of the hoop-mark. The type of wood
in this vessel is unknown and radiocarbon dating has not been carried out. The vessel
has an unusual and distinctive style of inscribed decoration. The front and back faces
of the vessel (fig. 57) are inscribed with a large, shallow, single-lined ‘X’ or saltire,
which is closed at the bottom with a horizontal line and extends from the corners of
the rim to the base of the lug-hole in the handle. Three circles or ‘O’s have been
deeply inscribed on the front and back face of the mether, one in the left and right
section of the ‘X’ and one under the horizontal line, midway between the lower ends
of the handles. Each side of the vessel has four circles or ‘O’ inscribed on it, two at
each side of the handle. The mether is in fair condition, with some wear to the rim
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and damage to the base. This vessel has not been scientifically dated and the type of
wood has not been officially verified.

Figure 56: Farney Mether

The Barony of Farney (Fearnmhagh) is located in the southern portion of Oriel
(Airghialla, Oirghialla), in modern Co. Monaghan (Nicholls 2003, 165). As stated,
the vendor of the mether was Major J. E. Shirley from Lough Fee Castle, who was a
descendent of Sir Robert Shirley. The noted nineteenth-century historian, antiquarian
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and MP, E.P. Shirley, was also a former owner of Lough Fee Castle (PRONI 2007,
11-12). E. P. Shirley is noted for his publication The History of County Monaghan

Figure 57: Farney Mether (after Lucas 1962, 141)

(1879), Antiquarian Compilations and the Farney Bubble Book (PRONI 2007, 12). 14
It is possible that the mether (NMI 1965:271) was acquired or collected by E. P.
Shirley. The association of Major J. E. Shirley with the Barony of Farney and the
Shirley family is the possible reason why the mether was tentatively assigned to the
Barony of Farney and included in this chapter.

7.7 Drinagh Mether
The tall slender mether (NMI 1942:69) (cat. no. 044) (fig. 58) is housed in the
reserve collection of the NMI, Dublin. The exceptional form of this mether together
with a known find location, make it a significant vessel and predicates its inclusion in
the study. The vessel was recovered from Drinagh Bog, Co. Clare, in 1901, by Pat
Foran. The mether was presented to the NMI by Dr. Donough MacNamara, Bankyle,
Corofin, Co. Clare, in 1942, in memory of his father George U. MacNamara. The
vessel is made from a single piece of timber, including the base and handle that has
been scientifically analysed by NMI as yew. The mether is 34cm tall and measures
9cm x 9cm at the rim. The base forms a foot or pedestal and measures 10.3cm in
diameter.

3 Included in Shirley Papers
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Figure 58: Drinagh Mether

The vessel has a small single handle that is set at an angle, low down on one side
of the vessel. The top part of the handle extends 1.5cm from the vessel and the flat
outer surface measures 10.5cm x 2cm and slants inwards
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to the top of the pedestal. The flat, outer surface of the handle has been intricately
decorated in a delicate pattern of interlace and spirals. The pedestal is decorated with
carved, sloping lines. Two small holes have been drilled on each flat face of the
mether, just above the handle. It is possible that the mether may once have had an
inscription or band that was held in place by small screws or rivets that went through
these small holes. The vessel is badly damaged on one side with a large section of
wood missing. The surface of the vessel is beautifully polished to a very smooth,
satin-like finish. The wood in this mether has been scientifically identified by NMI
as yew. The vessel was radiocarbon dated by the museum in the year 2000. The
sample of wood returned a date of 960AD -1230AD, and given the problem with
dating yew, it is possible that this date may reflect the date of the yew wood and not
the period in which the vessel was made (5.5). However, the distinctive running
scroll and tendril motif on the handle (fig. 58) sits comfortably into twelfth/ early
thirteenth century Romanesque art and finds an uncanny parallel in the architectural
sculpture of the west doorway of Clonfert Cathedral, Co. Galway, dated c. 1180 AD
(fig. 59). The age range obtained for the Drinagh mether may not be skewed,
however, it must also be considered that the decoration on the handle of this vessel
could be imitating or reviving twelfth/ thirteenth century decorative motifs.

Figure 59: The scroll above the doorway at Clonfert, (FitzPatrick 2015)

The find location for the mether (NMI 1942:69) is recorded in NMI records as
Drinagh Bog. The townland of Drinagh is located in the parish of Rath, in the barony
of Inchiquin, Co. Clare (O’Donovan and Curry 2003, 57). The nearby tower house of
Bothneil (Bohneil) in the townland of Derry (Doire – oak wood) is also in the barony
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of Inchiquin and formed part of the Uí Bhriain lordship of Thomond (Barry 2014,
63). Bothneil Castle is located in a commanding position on an old route to Ennis in
Co. Clare (ibid., 63). In 1543 Murrough Ó Briain (the Tainste) of Thomond
surrendered to the sovereignty of Henry VIII and was granted the title of Earl of
Thomond for his lifetime and Baron of Inchiquin for his successors (ibid., 62).
Following Murrough’s death in 1551, his property was divided between his three
sons, Dermod, who became 2nd Lord Inchiquin, Teigh of Smithstown, Kilshanny,
and Donogh of Lemenagh (O’Brien 1986, 17).

To Teigh of Smithstown he

bequeathed in his Latin will ‘Dreyny’ (Drinagh), ‘Derrah’ (Derry), and ‘Castellum
de Banneil’ (Bothneill or Bohneil Castle) (Ainsworth 1963, 502; Barry 2014, 62).
Bohneil Castle and the townland of Drinagh are recorded as the inheritance of the
descendants of Tadhg Ó Briain of Smithstown in the Elizabethan Inquisitions of
1578 and 1585 and again in 1612 and 1641 (Frost 1893, 268, 270, 297-8, 485). The
ownership of Drinagh and the nearby Bohneil Castle by Tadhg Ó Briain and his
father Murrough Ó Briain, Earl of Thomond, suggests that the exceptional drinking
vessel recovered from Drinagh Bog in 1901 may possibly have been an Uí Bhriain
mether, and may have been the personal drinking cup (5.6) of either Murrough or
Tadhg Ó Briain. The mether may have been housed at Bohneil Castle and was
deposited in Drinagh bog either for preservation or following the deaths of Murrough
or Tadhg Ó Briain.

7.8 O’Donohoe Mether
The tall elegantly proportioned mether (NMI W64) (cat. no. 023) (fig. 60) forms
part of the reserve collection at the NMI, Dublin. This mether has been selected
because of its exquisite form and style and its associations with the Uí Dhonnchadha,
lords of the Glen. The vessel measures 20cm in height and 10cm x 9.5cm at the rim.
The vessel tapers to a circular base 9.5cm in diameter. The bottom is a separate piece
and is intact and in situ. The mether has four slender, handles that are set one third
down from the rim and measure 11cm in length. The outer, upper section of each
handle is raised upwards, and gives the impression of a classical style. The outer
surface of the handles are rounded and taper to just above the base. Three fine
horizontal bands have been inscribed at 1.5cm intervals near the base. The vessel has
a large crack on one side, running from midway down the vessel to the base.
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Figure 60: O'Donohoe Mether
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This damage has been repaired with what appear to be copper wire stitches,
possibly in the nineteenth century. The vessel is made from light-coloured wood that
resembles yew, but the wood has not been scientifically tested, nor has the vessel
been radiocarbon dated. William Wilde states in the museum records that this mether
‘is one of the most elegantly formed methers in the collection’ and that the vessel is
said ‘to have been originally in the possession of the O’Donohoes of Killarney’.
One of the principal septs of the name is the Uí Dhonnchadha of Desmond, who
originally were found in West Cork, but were forced into Kerry by the Mac
Carthaigh, who were their overlords (MacLysaght 1972, 123). The Uí Dhonnchadha
became very powerful in Kerry, however, the lordship split into two branches, the Ó
Donnchadha Mór at Lough Leine, with a seat at Ross Castle, and Ó Donnchadha of
the Glen, who resided in Glenflesk and built a tower house there at Killaha in the
sixteenth century (MacLysaght 1972, 123-4). Rory, the Ó Donnchadha Mór of Ross
Castle in Lough Leine, supported the Desmond cause in the 1580s rebellion and was
slain in 1583 (O’Donoghue 1999, 30). Ross Castle and the Uí Dhonnchadha lands at
Lough Leine were confiscated by Elizabeth I and granted in 1588 to Mac Carthaigh
Mór, who mortgaged them to Sir Nicholas Browne, who held it until after the
Cromwellian wars, when it became a permanent military post (Barrington 1976,
203). Ó Donnchadha of the Glen also participated in the Desmond rebellion, but
they managed to retain their castle and lands until 1652 when the castle at Killaha
was destroyed by Cromwell’s General Ludlow (O’Donoghue 1999, 11). Séafraidh
(Geoffrey) Ó Donnchadha (1620-1678) became Ó Donnchadha of the Glen on the
death of his father in 1643 (O’Donoghue 1999, 48). Séafraidh Ó Donnchadha was
one of the foremost Gaelic poets from Co. Kerry during the seventeenth century, and
he was renowned for the feasts and banquets that he hosted at Killaha Castle up to
the advent of the Cromwellian wars (O’Donoghue 1999, 48; Barrington 1976, 93). A
modern praise poem for Séafraidh Ó Donnchadha, which is thought to have been
composed by Pádraig Piaras, who imagines Geoffrey’s feasts at Killaha:
In Geoffrey’s mansion the night seems short to hundreds,
cultured mansion where poems are sung to harps,
mansion of feasting and bounty where wines are drunk,
mansion supporting poets without stop to payment;
(Minahane 2008, 65).
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Séafraidh escaped the destruction of Killaha Castle in 1652 by fleeing to the
Glens and when he died in 1678 he was succeeded by his son Captain Daniel
O’Donoghue and the title continued to the present day (O’Donoghue 1999, 11). 15
The mether (NMI W64) was acquired by the museum of the RIA at some date prior
to the publication of the Wilde Catalogue in 1886. This would have occurred during
the lifetime of Daniel O’Donoghue MP (1831-1889), who held the title O’Donoghue
of the Glens. Daniel O’Donoghue represented Tipperary at the Westminster
parliament from 1857 to 1865 and Tralee from 1865 to 1885 (O’Donoghue 1999,
11). It is possible that the mether attributed by William Wilde to the O’Donoghue
family of Killarney may have been acquired from Daniel O’Donoghue MP. The
wood in the mether has not been scientifically identified. However, the colour of the
wood and the highly burnished finish of the vessel suggests that it may well be made
from yew wood. Though the vessel has not been radiocarbon dated, it is not
unreasonable to suggest that, in keeping with other methers of its class, it may have
been manufactured between the late fifteenth and the late seventeenth century. The
vessel may have functioned as a lordly, communal drinking vessel, possibly for the Ó
Donnchadha of the Glens and possibly even for Séafraidh Ó Donnchadha of the
Glens, the poet who was renowned for hosting feasts and banquets at his castle at
Killaha in Glenflesk, near Killarney, Co. Kerry.

7.9 Kilcolman Mether
A mether known as the ‘Kilcolman Mether’ is housed in the Limerick City
Museum (LCM) collection (LCM 0000.0213) (cat. no. 001) (fig. 61).16 Records at
LCM reveal that the mether was recovered from Kilcolman bog in Co. Cork, at a
date unknown and that it was donated to the museum collection by the Earl of
Inchiquin in 1948. The mether measures 18.6 cm in height and 14.7 cm x 14.3 cm at
the rim, which is broadly splayed, tapering to 13.4 cm x 12.3 cm at the base. The
mether has four handles, which extend to the base of the vessel. Each handle has
been unusually carved to create two finger holes. A groove for the thumb has also

15

The present Ó Donnchadha an Ghleanna is Geoffrey Paul Vincent O’Donoghue, who resides
near Tullamore, Co. Offaly (Curley 2004, 111)
16
The Kilcolman mether was the first vessel recorded for this research.
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Figure 61: Kilcolman Mether

been added to the upper, outer corner of each handle. This form of handle is the only
one of its type evident in the corpus of methers recorded for this thesis. The base of
the Kilcolman mether is detached and there is no evidence of the usual internal
groove, used to support the base on the interior of this mether. The base has been
shaped to match the exterior shape of the mether, including the base of the handles.
The base appears to have been attached to the exterior of the bottom of the vessel.
Evidence of small holes in the base and the bottom of each handle suggests that small
screws or pins were used to secure the base to the vessel. Due to the unusual method
of attaching the base to the vessel, the manufacturers may have experienced
problems in securing a water-tight fit for the vessel, and it is possible that bee’s wax
or animal glue were used to form a seal and bond the two elements together.
However, an examination of the vessel did not reveal traces of adhesive residue on
either component. The Kilcolman mether remains undated.
Museum records at LCM state that the find location for the Kilcolman mether is
Kilcolman Bog, Co. Cork. Some ambiguity appears to exist regarding the precise
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location of Kilcolman bog. When the mether (LCM 0000.0213) was acquired by
LCM during the 1940s it appears that the find location of Kilcolman Bog may have
been inadvertently allocated to the parish of Kilshannig, Barony of Duhallow, Co.
Cork. However, a faded sticker, adhering to the base of the vessel refers to Spenser
and Kilcolman Castle, where he wrote his Faerie Queene. Grove-White (1905-25,
254) places the location of Kilcolman Bog and Kilcolman Castle in the townland of
Kilcolman West, in the parish of Doneraile, Barony of Fermoy, about three miles
North East of the town of Buttevant, in the Barony of Duhallow. Nicholls (1993,
195) also locates Kilcolman and the parish of Doneraile in the Barony of Fermoy.
However, Mac Cotter (2008, 270) advises that the present civil parish of Doneraile is
an amalgam of three earlier parishes, which reflects a similar secular divide in
lordship, and that in 1327 there are references to the manor of Kilcolman, Co.
Limerick, ‘when the advowson of its corresponding parish, Rossagh, was in dispute’.
Rossagh represents the third original parish in what is now Doneraile, and this parish
survived until the turn of the seventeenth century, when it was absorbed by Doneraile
(Mac Cotter 2008, 270).
The castle at Kilcolman, in Doneraile, Co. Cork, is said to have been built on site
of Cathair Gobhann or ‘fort of the smith’, an earlier Irish fort thought to have
belonged to the ‘Uí Rossa of the race of Mogh Ruith’ (Grove-White 1905-25, 254).
Mac Cotter (2008, 270-1) places Kilcolman in the Irish Túath of Uí Rossa, but as
stated above, in the county of Limerick. The túath of Uí Rossa is described as an
‘irregular’ túath, and it is likely to have been detached from Fermoy (Fir Maige)
during the twelfth century Desmumu/Tuadmuma wars (ibid.) The site at Kilcolman
formed part of the lands held by the Anglo-Norman settler de Barry or Barry until it
became part of the Desmond property in 1430, when it was acquired by the Earl of
Desmond (Nicholls 1993, 190). In 1588, Kilcolman formed part of a 3000 acre estate
granted to the Elizabethan poet Edmund Spenser by Queen Elizabeth (Grove-White
1905-25, 254). Klingelhofer (2010, 109) indicates that the remains of a small castle
existed on a hilltop overlooking a marshy lake and bog when Spenser was granted
the Kilcolman property and that Spenser repaired and improved this castle. The
existing castle was possibly erected by the Desmond landholders, who held the
property between 1430 and 1588 before its confiscation by the crown.
Archaeological excavation at Kilcolman Castle from 1993 to 1996 revealed the
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location of a 40m square bawn, the standing remains of a tower-house, a cellar or
undercroft of a Great Hall, and a structure that had been built between the towerhouse and the Great Hall that has been identified as an Elizabethan or Tudor parlour
(Klingelhofer 2010, 109).
Spenser and his family resided at Kilcolman Castle for a period of nine years and
it was during this time that he completed three volumes of his great poetical work the
Faerie Queene, which was published in London in 1590 (Grove White 1905-25,
268). Spenser’s other works include The Shepherd’s Calendar, Colin’s Clout come
Home Again and View of the State of Ireland, which is said to have been written at
Kilcolman Castle and presented to Queen Elizabeth in 1595 (ibid., 272). In August
1598 Kilcolman Castle was attacked and burned during rebellion in Munster, with all
it contained, including one of Spenser’s infant children (Grove White 1905-25, 267).
Spenser and the remainder his family escaped from the castle and fled to Cork, from
where he returned to London and he died in January 1599, in poor circumstances
(Grove White 1905-25, 268-9).
The recovery of the Kilcolman mether from an area of Munster that had been
settled by Anglo-Norman and English settlers raises some interesting questions and
speculation regarding the possible ownership of the vessel. The find location of the
Kilcolman mether at Kilcolman Bog, in such close proximity to Kilcolman Castle,
suggests that perhaps the history of this vessel may be connected with the castle.
General use of methers was well established in Gaelic Ireland by the fifteenth
century and continued into early modern times (5.5). Kilcolman had been settled by
the Barry or de Barry, but became part of the Desmond estates in 1430, when James,
Earl of Desmond (1420-1462) expanded and consolidated his territories in Munster
(Nicholls 2003, 192). Intermarriage between the Anglo-Normans and Gaelic Irish
was a common occurrence from the beginning, and many settlers had children
outside wedlock by Irish mothers, and while the children of such unions were
accorded the privileges of English status at law, they would have been ‘brought up
by their mothers in a purely Gaelic milieu’ (ibid., 16-17). Gradual acculturation can
be deemed to have been the outcome of these liaisons, resulting in what is frequently
termed as the ‘Gaelicization’ of many Anglo-Norman settlers (Nicholls 2003, 17).
Gerald, Earl of Desmond in the mid-fourteenth century is stated by Nicholls (2003,
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192) to have been ‘deeply immersed in Gaelic culture’ and that his son James (the
future earl) was fostered by Ó Briain of Thomond and was ‘brought up as Gaelic
Irish’.
As stated, Edmund Spenser resided at Kilcolman Castle for the short space of
nine years up to 1598, when it was attacked and destroyed by fire. Spenser appears to
have devoted much of his time at Kilcolman to literary output and to his family.
Grove White (1905-25, 267) asserts that Spenser’s stay at Kilcolman was not a
happy one and quotes what Spenser describes as:
“My luckless lot
That banished had myself, like wight forelore,
Into that waste, where I was quite forgot”
If Spenser acquired the Kilcolman vessel it would have been, perhaps, for its value as
a curiosity of Gaelic customs.
Nicholls (2003, 190) points out that Mac Donogh Mac Carthaigh were lords
of Duhallow, the adjacent barony to Fermoy during the mid-sixteenth century. When
the discrepancy in the location of Kilcolman bog, between LCM and other sources
and the close proximity of both baronies at this point are considered, it is possible to
suggest that the Kilcolman mether may have been the possession of the Mac Donogh
Mac Carthaigh, lords of Duhallow. The Mac Donogh Mac Carthaigh was a sept of
the Mac Carthaigh, former kings of Desmond (Deasmhumha) (Nicholls 2003, 186191). Customs like ritual drinking and the deposition of wooden artefacts in bogs are
most likely to relate to this elite Munster Gaelic family.

7.10 ‘Dermot Tully’ Mether
A large mether frequently referred to as the ‘Dermot Tully’ mether is housed in
the reserve collection at the NMI in Dublin (NMI W63/ WK160) (cat. no. 024) (fig.
62). The attribution to a learned family combined with the inscription and the curious
form of decoration displayed on this mether predicated its inclusion in the chapter.
The mether measures 22 cm in height and 11.5 cm x 11 cm at the rim, before
tapering to a circular base that measures 10 cm in diameter.
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Figure 62: 'Dermot Tully’ Mether

The vessel is carved from a single block of wood, including the base, which is
not a separate piece. The bottom of the mether is fitted with a copper hoop, or
shallow dish-like feature, into which the vessel sits. The vessel has four unusual
round-shaped handles, which are all intact. Apart from one, small ‘U’ shaped section
that is missing from one side of the rim and a small crack near the base the vessel is
in an excellent state of preservation and its light coloured wood suggests that the
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vessel was not submerged in a bog. The type of wood has not been scientifically
verified however, Wilde suggests that the wood is ‘crabtree’ and that the vessel was
donated by W. Allen Esq., 48 Henry St. Dublin, (Wilde 1857, 216).
The name ‘Dermot Tully’ and the year ‘1590’ have been deeply incised below
the rim on one side of this mether, which possibly signifies the front of the vessel.
Each of the four sides of the mether has been deeply incised with a series of symbols
or glyphs. An article in ‘The Dublin Penny Journal’ in 1834 indicates that the
‘Dermot Tully’ mether had then recently come into the possession of the
correspondent, who signed himself ‘W. A---n, Henry-street’ (Dixon and Hardy 1834,
249). The writer described the ‘Dermot Tully 1590’ inscription but the other symbols
he referred to as ‘hieroglyphic carvings, not intelligible’ (ibid.). The mether had
been presented to the museum of the RIA by William Allen prior to 1853 when it
was exhibited in Dublin by the RIA at the Great Exhibition of 1853 (Hitchcock 1853,
288-9). The mether is identified as ‘Dermot Tully, 1590’ however, the other symbols
are described as ‘rude carvings’ (ibid.). The vessel is catalogued by Wilde (1857) and
the symbols are described as ‘a variety of marks and devices, which are probably
symbolic’, concluding that the carvings may have been added to the vessel at a later
date (ibid.).
The surname ‘Tully’ is a corruption of the Gaelic name Ó Maoltuile
(MacLysaght 1971, 278-9). The Uí Mhaoltuile were a celebrated learned medical
family, who were hereditary physicians to the Ó Chonchobhair lords of Connaught
and also to the Ó Raghallaigh chiefs of East Bréifne (7.12) (ibid., 279). Cathal
Crobderg Ó Conchobair (d. 1224) granted a baile of 824 acres of better-quality land
at Leamore to the Ó Maoltuile for hereditary services (MacCotter 2008, 61). The
grant or charter of Leamore is noted in a seventeenth-century chancery pleadings17
and the recipient is recorded as ‘Cahell O’ Multully, ancestor of the physician family
of that name’ (Nicholls 1993, 432). Leamore is located in Co. Roscommon, south of
the River Suck and the village of Ballymoe in Co. Galway. The baile of Leamore
contained the present townlands of Leamore and Emlaghglasny in Ballinakill parish,
in Co. Roscommon, and in 1641 the Leamore lands were still in the possession of the

17

P.R.O.I., chancery pleadings, bundle A. no. 134 (bill of William Floodie, alias O’Multully [Ó
Maoltuile] of Dublin, chirurgeon).
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‘Tully’ family (MacCotter 2008, 61). Leamore is conveniently positioned in a
boundary location in Co. Roscommon, mostly approximate to Ballintober and
Roscommon town and to the respective Uí Chonchobhair residences in both places.
In a ceremonial ode composed in celebration of the inauguration of Ó
Conchobhair, possibly written by the ollamh Torna Ó Maoilchonaire, in anticipation
of the inauguration of Feidhlimidh Fionn in the fifteenth century, there is a reference
to the stipend due to Ó Maoltuille (Simms 1980, 136). Dillon (1961, 190) describes
Ó Fíonnachtaigh as ‘mac tuile a liaigh’.18 Kelly (1988, 316) translates liaig as
physician or medical doctor. It therefore forms part of the duty and the privileges of
the king’s physician as one of the named twelve officers to attend the royal
inauguration (Dillon 1961, 187). The stipends due to the royal chieftains from Ó
Conchubhair are listed in the ode and these include ‘twelve score milch cows and
twelve score sheep at May-Day to Ó Fíonnachtaigh, twelve score boars and twelve
score beeves every Samhain, and they shall be levied upon Luighne Connacht’
(Dillon 1961, 197). The ode also names Ó Fíonnachtaigh as one of the royal
chieftains who has forty-eight townlands ‘from Ó Conchubhair by right of office’
(ibid. 198). The reference to the entitlement of a stipend of land to the Ó Maoltuille
in the Ó Maol Chonaire ode supports the above reference to the granting of the baile
of Leamore by charter of Cathal Crobderg Ua Conchobair to this hereditary family of
learned physicians.
The wooden mether (NMI W63/ WK160) (cat. no. 024) is inscribed with both a
name and a date and is the only wooden drinking vessel in the entire corpus of Gaelic
vessels to be so adorned. The inscription of the name ‘Dermot Tully’ suggests that
this vessel was the possession of this member of the Ó Maoltuille hereditary learned
physicians. The presence of a small memorial-like cross carved on the vessel close to
the date ‘1590’ perhaps indicates that this mether is a commemorative vessel,
perhaps, with the name and date added later to honour ‘Dermot Tully’ or possibly
mark his death. It is therefore possible to regard the ‘Dermot Tully’ mether as a
physician’s cup. Present research has tentatively identified certain of the additional
symbols that are carved on this mether as astrological symbols. Research also
indicates that as the vessel is a ‘physician’s cup’ the astrological symbols are
18

Dillon 1961, 190, note 20
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therefore medieval astrological medical glyphs that relate to Dermot Tully’s
profession as a later medieval physician.
The translation of Arabic and Greek astrological works into Latin in the twelfth
century and the widespread distribution and acceptance astro-medical tracts ascribed
to Hippocrates and Galen, the great authorities of classical medicine led to the
development and association of astrology with medicine in medieval Europe (Carey
2004, 346). These classical theorists believed firmly in the influence of heavenly on
human bodies (ibid., 345). Medieval astro-medical beliefs were based on Arabic
doctrine that events on earth and in the human body were caused by the motions of
the celestial bodies and this meant that if the motions of the celestial bodies were
known, events on earth could be predicted (French 1994, 30). The subject of
‘astronodia’ changed rapidly from being qualitative and cosmological to
mathematical and predictive (ibid., 34). Outside the universities specially
commissioned books supplied the astrological references that were used by physician
masters, to train their barber-surgeon apprentices (Carey 2004, 348). Medical
almanacs, including the folding almanac, were produced by the fourteenth century,
which supplied a variety of levels of astrological expertise to meet the needs of
physicians (Carey 2004, 350). It is thought that in general almanacs were designed
and intended to swing from their owners belt (ibid., 358).From the twelfth century
onwards illustrations of the zodiac man began to appear in medical manuscripts,
which showed the relationship between parts of the body and of the heavens (French
1994, 37). These illustrations of the zodiac man were also carried by visiting
physicians and they possibly served as mnemonic devices for the doctor, to prompt
his memory, but, also to impress the patient (ibid., 37). French (1994, 33) asserts that
‘the authority of the doctor, gained from his learning and rationality, was guarded by
the ethics of the professional group for the often overt purpose of gaining advantage
in the doctor-patient relationship’.19 The display of knowledge by the doctor
impressed and comforted the patient and aided the doctor to attract pupils (French
1994, 32-3). University medicine became increasingly ‘astronodial’ from the
fourteenth century, when there was an increase in medical importance between the
correlation between the signs of the zodiac and the parts of the body and between the

19

French 1994, 33, note 8
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planets and bodily function (ibid., 37, 39). The effects of the moon, which causes the
sea to swell up was also thought to cause corresponding swelling of the blood in the
body and was also reflected in its different cycles in the behaviour of the humours in
illnesses in the body. This was particularly pertinent for the medical practice of
blood-letting and for determining periods when this procedure should not be
undertaken (French 1994, 39-41). Regarding the celestial bodies, the sun was thought
to control chronic diseases with its yearly cycle, while acute diseases followed the
shorter lunar cycle (French 1994, 51).
Images of the zodiac man (fig. 63) depicted in medieval medical manuscripts
reflect the zodiac symbols commencing with Aries at the head, the other eleven
symbols associated with other parts of the body and ending with Pisces representing
the feet (French 1994, 41).

Figure 63: Zodiac man and astrological shorthand (Kurrels 1992, 68, 101)
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Side 1

Side 2

Side 3

Side 4

Figure 64:'Dermot Tully' Mether with
astrological medical glyphs

Modern zodiacs or horoscopes still reflect this same sequence of astrological
symbols. The zodiac symbols depicted on the zodiac man are represented by animal
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or human depictions of these symbols. The symbols and glyphs on the Dermot Tully
mether (fig. 64) have been carved in what appears to be astrological shorthand for the
symbols depicted on zodiac man images (Kurrels 1992, 68, 101). As stated, certain
of the symbols on the Dermot Tully mether have been tentatively identified during
this research. The difficulty in identifying or recognising the symbols on this vessel
relates to the style of the incised glyphs on the mether, which appear to been formed
in what is possibly the physicians personal style or form of astrological shorthand.
However, the symbols identified to date include Aries, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius,
Capricorn and Pisces, with symbols for the moon, a sextile and a trine also identified.
Nic Dhonnchadha (1999,1) lists ‘Ó (or Mac) Maoil Tuille (Tully or Flood)’ as
one of the prominent learned medical families associated with Connacht between
1400 and 1700, stating that ‘these kindreds were involved in medical practice over
successive generations, and, collectively, were responsible for the organisation and
regulation of medical schools, the formulation and development of a curriculum, the
practical training of students, and the translation, composition and translation of
medical texts’. It is therefore probable that the Ó Maoltuille administered a medical
school, possibly in the Leamore area of Co. Roscommon, during the later medieval
period. Part of the curriculum and training programme for students at such a medical
school may have included the use of medical astrology. The use of medical
astrological glyphs on a mether by Ó Maoltuille suggests that the physician had
access to contemporary medical manuscripts or almanacs depicting these symbols. It
is also possible that Ó Maoltuille received formal medical training at either a
continental or an English university, where the subject of medical astrology formed
part of the curriculum. This thesis suggests that the use of methers was well
established in Gaelic Ireland by the fifteenth century (5.5). The Ó Maoltuille mether
although inscribed, remains un-scientifically dated, but is likely to have been
manufactured sometime between the thirteenth century and 1590, possibly by an
ancestor of Dermot Tully. While methers were predominantly used in Gaelic Ireland
as drinking vessels (8.2) however, like contemporary astrological almanacs that were
portable (Carey 2004, 350, 358), this mether was also portable and may have had the
additional functions of acting as a mnemonic device or a teaching aid for Ó
Maoltuille, used in medical practice to diagnose the illness of his patients or patrons,
and to predict the best time for treatment, like bloodletting. French (1994, 58)
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indicates that the use of astrological signs in medical practice reinforced the doctor’s
confidence and enabled him to convince the patient and his assistants of his skill and
so enhance his reputation.
The presence of medical glyphs on the Dermot Tully mether would have
reflected his hereditary role as ollamh in medicine to Ó Conchobhar. It is uncertain,
though possible, that this vessel was also used for communal or ritual drinking, given
its traditional mether form (5.4). The Dermot Tully mether adds to our knowledge of
the medical practices of medieval Gaelic physicians and conveys the idea that
communal or ritual drinking was also engaged in by minor elites in Gaelic society.

7.11 The Farnham Methers
A medium-sized mether (NMI W50/ WK179) (cat. no. 038) (fig. 65), housed in
the reserve collection at the museum, is recorded in museum records as a donation
from Lord Farnham The vessel measures 14 cm in height, 8.5 cm x 8.0 cm at the rim,
tapering to a sub-square base that measures 7.5 cm x 7.0cm. The mether has two
small handles that are rounded on the outside and have a ‘D’ shaped interior. The
handles measure 6.5 cm in length and are set midway on each side of the vessel, one
third of distance down from the rim. The bottom of this mether is intact and in situ
and there is no evidence of a groove at the base. The mether has an unusual style of
inscribed decoration which consists of a large ‘X’ or saltire that has been lightly
carved on the front and back surface of the vessel, stretching from the corners of the
rim and terminating at the base of each handle. Two small circles or ‘O’s have been
incised in the left and right quadrant of the ‘X’, resembling an ‘oXo’ type feature.
The sides of the vessel have a large ‘V’ inscribed on them, which stretches from the
corners of the rim to the centre of the top of the handles. Two small circles or ‘O’s,
similar to those on the front and rear face of the vessel, have been carved at each side
of the handle, level with its base. The museum record indicated that the wood use to
manufacture this mether is walnut, which would place the vessel in the early modern
period, possibly late seventeenth or eighteenth century (5.3). However, the wood has
not been scientifically tested, nor has the vessel been radiocarbon dated. The find
location or locality for this mether is not recorded however; both Wilde and
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Wakeman indicate in the museum of the RIA records that the vessel was presented
by Lord Farnham.

Figure 65: Farnham Mether (1)

The vessel is in good condition but displays slight damage or wear to the rim at one
side. It has not been dated but, as stated Wakeman observes in the RIA record that
the vessel is made from walnut wood, which if correct would suggest an early
modern date, as the walnut tree was a late introduction into Ireland (5.2).
A second mether in the NMI reserve collection is a dark-coloured vessel (NMI
W71/ WK174) (cat. no. 033) (fig.66), is again attributed as being a donation from
Lord Farnham.
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Figure 66: Farnham Mether (2)

This mether measures 16 cm in height, 10.5 cm x 10.5 cm at the rim, tapering to
a circular base that measures 8.0 cm in diameter. The vessel has four intact handles
that are set one third from the rim of the vessel and extend to the top of a shallow
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hoop-mark at the base. The bottom of each handle has a decorative lobe-like feature.
The mether is embellished with the most common form of three bands of incised
decoration, featuring a band of double chevrons, a narrow horizontal band and a band
of double saltires (5.5). The vessel is in fair condition, but shows evidence of earlier
repairs with wire stitches to cracks on one side of the vessel. There is some evidence
of woodworm damage and damage or wear at the rim and the separate base or
bottom of the vessel is missing. The wood in the vessel has been scientifically
identified as willow and samples of the wood have produced radiocarbon dates
ranging from cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 1552-1672. Both methers have been included in
the case studies because of their known donor and also the scientific dating evidence
acquired for one of the vessels.
The Farnham papers indicate that Henry Maxwell was the 7 th Baron Farnham
from 1838-1868 (Cherry 2004-5, 5).20 The 7th Baron Farnham is also recorded as
being the presenter of a collection of fossils and other artefacts to the RIA between
1832 and 1860 (PRONI 2007, 4). The ‘artefacts’ presented to the RIA may have
contained the two methers that are in the possession of the NMI, but regrettably,
apart from being attributed to Lord Farnham, no provenance for these vessels is
available in museum records. The branch of the Maxwell family who later became
Barons Farnham arrived in Ireland at the end of the reign of Elizabeth I and
accumulated various estates in Counties Cavan, Wexford, Carlow and Kildare
between 1664 and 1765 (Cherry 2004-5, 4-6). The 1st Baron Farnham was created in
1756 and in 1763 they were created Earls of Farnham, a title that became extinct in
1823 (ibid. 4-5).
The present-day Co. Cavan once constituted the Ó Raghallaigh lordship of East
Bréifne (Quinn and Nicholls 1993, 18). Ó Raghallaigh is recorded as occupying the
Anglo-Noman stone castle at Clogh Oughter, an island fortress from c. 1369
(O’Donovan 1848-51, 647, 651). By the end of the fourteenth century Ó Raghallaigh
had moved his main residence from Clogh Oughter to castle at Tullmongan (TulachMongain), close to the present town of Cavan (Loeber 2001, 307). A 1591 plan of
Tullmongan Castle shows that the Ó Raghallaigh castle was a substantial tower

20

National Library of Ireland
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house (ibid. 307). Nicholls (2003, 140) indicates that a town had developed at Cavan
in the sixteenth century, under the lordship of Ó Raghallaigh of East Breffny
(Bréifne). The Ó Raghallaigh castle at Tullmongan was confiscated and reused
during the plantation of Ulster in the early seventeenth century (Loeber 2001, 307).
The confiscation of Tullmongan castle and the territory of the Ó Raghallaigh
lordship of East Brefny in the early seventeenth century coincide with the arrival of
the Maxwells in the area.
The style of incised decoration on the mether (NMI W71 / WK174) (cat. 033) is
in keeping with the most common style of decoration that is found on Gaelic wooden
methers (5.5). This, combined with the fact that the wood type for this vessel has
been scientifically identified as willow, a native Irish wood (5.3), and based on a
radiocarbon date of cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 1552-1672 that was obtained for this vessel,
it has to be considered that this vessel is possibly of Gaelic origin and that it may
possibly have belonged to the Ó Raghallaigh lords of East Bréifne, who resided in
the area until the end of the Elizabethan era. Lack of information on how the 7th
Baron Farnham acquired this mether and the other vessel (NMI W50 / WK179) (cat.
no. 038) hinders clearer or positive identification of the ownership of these vessels.
The decorative style on the mether (NMI W50 / WK179) bears a strong resemblance
to that on the Farney mether (7.7). However, lack of precise provenance for both of
these vessels prevents identification of possible owners.

7.12 Dromore Yew Goblet
A large goblet (NMI 1876:1624/ WK 335) (G006) (fig. 67), housed at the
National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, has been selected because of its exceptional
size and its close resemblance in form to the Fermanagh Yew Cup. This goblet is
carved from a single block of yew, but remains unfinished, possibly due to two deep
cracks in the bowl. The vessel has a large quadrangular, mether-like bowl, with riblike features running from the corners and terminating at its base, where it joins a
short, stout stem. These rib-like features give the vessel a slightly bulbous or tuliplike appearance, and this, combined with its mether shaped rim presents close
parallels with the Fermanagh Yew Cup. The goblet has a single handle, a short, stout
stem and a small pedestal. The vessel measures 30cm in height and is 18.5cm square
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at the rim. The handle measures 20cm in length, the stem 3cm and the pedestal is
12cm in diameter. The inner rim had been bevelled and chisel marks can be seen on
both the exterior and interior of the vessel. NMI records indicate that the goblet was
found near Dromore, Co. Down, but no further details are recorded.

Figure 67: Dromore yew goblet NMI 1876:1824
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The Dromore yew goblet was radiocarbon dated by NMI at Uppsala, Sweden, for
a medieval exhibition in 2000. The wood was scientifically confirmed as yew and the
dates returned ranged from 990AD to 1250AD (5.5). The Drinagh mether (NMI
1942:69) (cat. no. 044) (7.8), also made from yew, was similarly radiocarbon dated
at Uppsala for the same exhibition and it returned a very close range of dates, 960AD
to 1230AD. It is possible that these dates may reflect the period when the vessels
were made, but, given the problem with dating yew (5.5), it may instead indicate the
age of the wood.
The Dromore yew goblet is the largest vessel of its type recorded during this
research. Had it been completed, it is possible that it could hold an estimated
capacity of 2.5lt to 3lt of liquid. The quadrangular corners suggest communal or
ritual drinking, but given the exceptional size of the goblet combined with a single
handle, it would have been a very difficult vessel to rotate or pass during a drinking
ritual (8.2), and perhaps would have required the assistance of cupbearers (8.4). It is
also possible, because of the vessel’s exceptional size, that it too may have been a
personal drinking cup or champion’s cup.

7.13 Conclusion
The fifteen wooden vessels that were chosen for closer study for the most part
selected themselves. This is mainly because these are the vessels in the corpus of
methers and goblets that have most information regarding their provenance and
donors. An examination of the known data pertaining to these vessels reveals that of
the eight methers where find locations are known, seven vessels have been recovered
from bogs, with just the general find location indicated for eight vessel. Two vessels
possess inscriptions that contain dates and in one case the name of the patron who
commissioned the vessel, while the other bears a dedication to the possible owner of
vessel. Information for the remaining four vessels is a little more tenuous, with only
the donor’s name recorded in museum records for three vessels and the suggested
ownership recorded for the final vessel. When the find and donor locations are
examined and the areas identified on Nicholls’ (1993, 2-3) map of lordships in
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Ireland c. 1536, associations with medieval Gaelic lordships can be tentatively
identified for thirteen of the vessels.
Radiocarbon dating results obtained for two of the vessels (5.6), together with the
dates provided in the two inscriptions on the Dunvegan cup and the Dermot Tully
mether, have been used to more closely pin-point possible owners for some of the
vessels. In most cases the identification of ownership of these vessels is problematic.
While some elite Gaelic families did forfeit their lands through the Elizabethan wars
and Cromwellian resettlement, many remained on their lands or later regained them,
and it is possible that some of these families may have periodically deposited their
wooden drinking vessels in bogs and wetlands, either for safe keeping or for
preservation between periods of use (2.3, 5.3.2) and for some unknown reason did
not retrieve them.
The ‘Dermot Tully’ mether can be regarded as a physician’s cup and the
astrological glyphs that are inscribed on this vessel suggests that hereditary learned
medical families in Ireland had close associations with contemporary medical
knowledge elsewhere in Europe. The vessel may have been multi-functional, serving
as a possible teaching aid or a mnemonic device, but its traditional mether form
suggests that it was used as a communal drinking vessel by this member of the
learned elites in Gaelic society. This suggests that methers may also have been used
by other minor elites in the service of Gaelic lords and that communal drinking
rituals were not confined to the lordly classes. While all Gaelic wooden drinking
methers are considered to be of elite origin, it is hoped that future dating of the
unidentified specimens will help to place these vessels in a more secure time-frame.
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Chapter 8 Understanding Gaelic drinking ritual
8.0 Introduction
Irish literary sources and material culture testify to the existence of drinking
rituals in Gaelic Ireland, however, there is no detailed description of how those
rituals were enacted. In order to perceive the process of Gaelic drinking ritual, this
chapter examines their possible structure through an analysis of the various
documented components of those rituals combined with experimental archaeology.
The performance of drinking rituals in Germanic traditions (2.2) is well
catalogued and the structure of those rituals is examined in this chapter to help to
establish a possible framework into which Gaelic drinking rituals may sit.
Experimental archaeology in the form of a drinking ritual was carried out to see how
the horns and the unique form of Gaelic wooden drinking methers performed in a
ritual context. Two replica methers were specially commissioned from Irish
craftsmen (5.4) for these experiments, along with a number of various sized modern
drinking horns. The experiments took place in a controlled environment and the
proceedings were monitored, recorded and documented.
The use of alcohol in the performance of drinking rituals has been examined and
established (2.2; 2.5), and in this chapter the variety of alcohol that is recorded in
Irish sources, together with the popularity, ease of manufacture or accessibility of
those beverages is investigated. Gaelic feasting and banqueting on an apparently
large scale would have required the skills of an extensive retinue of household
retainers in royal and lordly establishments. References to household retainers (lucht
tighe) can be traced in early Irish law tracts, together with descriptions of their
positions and duties within an elite household (Simms 1987, 82, 94). The names and
positions of some retainers are recorded in Irish chronicles, which indicates
continuity in the organisation and running of elite households, enabling the
continuance of traditional feasting and communal drinking rituals.
Possibly one of the most important elements of communal drinking rituals is
comól (2.5) or the act of drinking together. Comól is investigated as a concept in Irish
literature that endured as a cultural practice into early modern times and forms much
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of the basis for our understanding of Gaelic communal drinking. Gender issues have
been discussed previously (2.3, 3.5), but they are revisited in this chapter in the light
of drinking rituals and comól, which have generally been considered an exclusive
male preserve. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the ability of elite females
in later medieval society to host lavish feasts and banquets in their own name.

8.1 Drinking ritual: performance and protocol
Knowledge relating to the drinking traditions and customs of the Germanic
peoples has been recorded from earliest times, together with the protocol and
procedure of those rituals (2.1: 2.2). Enright (1996, 137) suggests that hierarchical
seating arrangements and the offer of the first drink to the leader was a custom
practised in Germanic drinking rituals, the origins of which could be traced back to
Greek symposia. Splitter (1952, 257) describing Germanic drinking traditions
indicates that ‘on formal occasions, ceremonial drinking took place after the meal
proper’ and that ‘a strict order of drink ritual was prescribed’. Germanic drinking
ritual prescribed that ‘the horn was first handed to the most illustrious of the group,
who, pronounced benediction over it, drank, and handed it to the next below him in
position, and so on around the circle’ (ibid.). Splitter (1952, 257) also indicates that
the horn was passed in a clockwise fashion, and that a certain number of rounds were
specified, at least two, often three. During ceremonial drinking rituals no one was
allowed to leave the table and it was considered a gross insult to a member of a group
if they were omitted from the alcohol offering ceremony, with their status and
position within the group being diminished (Splitter 1952, 257). The protocol
involved in passing the ritual drinking cup is also described by Moeran (2005, 32,)
and Smart (2005, 111) who state that the cup could only be passed to someone sitting
immediately below the cup holder, that is, to someone of younger age or lower rank.
Splitter (1952, 258) asserts that while commoners would only have to adhere to rigid
ceremonial requirements on gala occasions, meals at royal courts were always
subject to such rigid traditional law.
Antique beer-drinking rites or rituals continued in Europe into medieval times,
and were incorporated as symbols of solidarity into the practices and rites of north
European guilds, where new members were admitted only upon drinking a
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ceremonial draft (Splitter 1952, 257). The drinking of ceremonial drafts by European
guilds would also have incorporated the use of ceremonial drinking vessels,
particularly elaborately decorated drinking horns (Etting 2013, 67-70) (6.3). Ritual
drinking was therefore governed by protocol and a set of rules which may have
included the size and form of the vessel used, the seating or spatial arrangements of
the participants and guests and most importantly the order of first service and manner
in which the cup was rotated.
Some references to the occasions of Gaelic feasting and drinking ritual, drinking
horns and the quantities and types of alcohol are recorded in Gaelic literary sources
(2.3). In the later medieval period, multi-handled methers with splayed corners
suggest, from their form and scientific dating analysis, that these vessels functioned
as drinking vessels that were deployed in later medieval Gaelic communal drinking
feasts (5.4; 5.6). However, literary references to the protocols and mechanics of
Gaelic drinking rituals are rare. Downey (2010, 1-3) discusses the various meanings
ascribed to Tech Midchúarta and concurs with the most commonly agreed
understanding of the phrase ‘a house where mead passes round’, which suggests a
passing or ritual movement of alcohol. O’Sullivan (2004, 86) suggests that the term
‘house of the mead-circuit’ may indicate that the consumption of intoxicating
beverages was not simply part of early Irish feasts, but was paramount, possibly
more central than the consumption of food.
References to the privilege of the ‘first drink’ at inauguration feasts (FitzPatrick
2004, 9-11) (2.3) suggests that a protocol and order pertained to later medieval
drinking rituals in Ireland. O’Sullivan (2004, 97) proposes that ‘by the late medieval
period, little had changed for Irish nobles in the way of publically-staged hospitality’
and that ‘the ethos of hospitality had become firmly entrenched in Irish aristocratic
culture’, also that it ‘continued to dictate the public actions of its members’.
However, it is important to state that occasions of drinking and their meaning altered
with the transition from kingship to lordship (Simms 1987, 30-1) (2.2). Bardic poetry
and annals indicate that feasts often coincided with political meetings (dáil), annual
assemblies (oireachtas) and religious festivals (O’Sullivan 2004, 98). When these
feasts were celebrated indoors they were held in the banqueting hall of the
nobleman’s residence (ibid., 99). A great deal of effort went into preparing for these
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splendid spectacles (ibid.), and particular attention was lavished on decorating those
banqueting halls, with the use of thick animal skins, or rugs, and finer cloth usually
described as satin, in expensive green and brown hues (Simms 2001, 250). Rugs and
fine cloth hangings are said to have adorned the walls of the banqueting hall of Aodh
Ó Conchobair, at Cloonfree, Co. Roscommon, in the early fourteenth century
(Simms 2001, 252; Finan and O’Conor 2002). Bardic poems describe musicians and
storytellers providing the entertainment at feasts (O’Sullivan 2004, 100). 21
O’Sullivan (2004, 105) suggests that frequent references to feast-related drinking
equipment in bardic praise poems signifies the significant political symbolism that
these objects held in later medieval Ireland. These vessels were publically paraded at
feasts and served as potent symbols of wealth and power, like the beverages that they
contained (ibid., 105).

O’Sullivan (2004, 105-7) indicates that an anonymous

thirteenth-century poem addressed to Brian Mág Shamhradháin (d.1298) gives high
praise to the chief’s ‘precious drinking cups’.22 Bardic references describe the
brilliance of the drinking vessels of a sixteenth-century Mág Uidhir lord as ‘dark
beautiful goblets’,23 and the beautifully ornamented, gold, drinking cup that belonged
to Aodh Ó Conchobhair, that was decorated with jewels ‘every jewel on the border
of its side protrudes from the border’ (O’Sullivan 2004, 109). 24 Drinking cups and
goblets (bleidh) were the ‘trappings of an ostentatious drinking feast’ (O’Sullivan
2004, 111).
O’Sullivan (2004, 9-10) indicates that ‘these valuable vessels were filled to the
brim with choice brews and were passed from hand to hand, making a full circuit of
the banqueting hall’, as in the early medieval period. Each guest in turn could
marvel at the splendour of the vessel and acknowledge the superiority of its owner
(ibid., 10). A late sixteenth-century bardic poem that depicts a banquet at Enniskillen
castle, hosted by Aodh Mág Uidhir, refers to the commencing of ‘circling goblets’, 25

21

McKenna, L. 1947 poem III verse 23. (An anonymous thirteenth-century poem)
Ibid. verse 9.
Greene, D. 1972, poem xx verse 5. (A sixteenth-century poem ascribed to Cú Choigríche Ó
Cléirigh)
22
McKenna, L. 1947, Poem 1, verses 1, 3, 10. (An anonymous thirteenth century poem)
23
Bergin, O. poem 31 verse 15 (a sixteenth-century poem ascribed to Eochaidh Ó hEóghusa)
24
McKenna, L. 1939 and 1940 poem 9 verses 1-3, 8-16 (Anonymous poem)
25
Knott, E. 1922 and 1926, poem 11 verses 24-26 (Late sixteenth-century poem by Tadhg Dall Ó
hUiginn)
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while in an earlier thirteenth-century poem the poet describes watching numerous
cups of gold ‘being used for drinking and being passed around in the strong compact
stout castle: many the goblet and the horn’ (O’Sullivan 2004, 110). 26 Simms (2001,
250) also describes the Gaelic drinking feast that is portrayed in a late thirteenthcentury bardic poem addressed to Brian Mág Shamhradháin.27 Simms indicates that
the guests ‘drank out of goblets and drinking horns said to be decorated with glassy
gems in gold settings and these vessels are described as moving around the room,
apparently passed from hand to hand’ (ibid., 250). O’Sullivan, (2004, 27) citing
Bergin (1970, 3) points out that ‘the language in bardic poetry is largely Late
Medieval to Early Modern Irish as most were produced during the thirteenth to the
sixteenth centuries’. Bardic poems therefore serve as invaluable broad indicators of
lavish feasting and hospitality in elite Gaelic society for this period (O’Sullivan
2004, 112). Inferences from this poetry indicate a continuance of drinking ritual in
Gaelic Ireland during the later medieval and early modern period. However, the
poetry does not provide detailed accounts of the performance and protocol that was
observed at these later drinking rituals. Experimental archaeology has been
undertaken to endeavour to establish the choreography and protocol of Gaelic
drinking ritual and to link it to the large extant corpus of drinking vessels in Irish
repositories.

8.2 Experimental Archaeology
It was not until the 1960s, particularly with the work of Lewis Binford and
followers of New Archaeology, that Experimental Archaeology became established
as a practice in its own right (Millson 2011, 2). Experimental Archaeology ‘forms an
essential step in archaeological endeavour whereby hypotheses and theories that have
been made about the past can be tested to be confirmed or rejected’ (ibid., 4).
Experimental archaeology must answer a specific research question and it should
have a clear statement of the aims and/ or hypothesis, as well as the materials and
methodology that are used so that the experiment is repeatable (Cunningham et al.

McKenna, L. 1947, poem 1 verse 2 and 4 (Anonymous thirteenth-century poem addressed to
Brian Mág Shamhradháin)
McKenna, L. 1949 poem 1 (‘Teach n-óil gach bruighean n-a bhaile’ addressed to Brian
Breaghach Mág Shamhradháin)
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2008, v). Experimental archaeology now includes a variety of approaches to
engagement with materials and objects, and these approaches range from positive
testing of hypothesis through laboratory experiments, to the more interpretive
reconstruction of artefacts and processes (Hanson 2008, 70). Hanson suggests that
ideally, experimental archaeology should take place within a group, ‘where social
interaction facilitates ongoing experience, reflection and critique’ (ibid., 70).
Experimental drinking ritual was undertaken in Archaeology, at NUI Galway, on
14 February 2014. Experiments engaged with the drinking vessels associated with
Gaelic drinking rituals, in order to seek clarification about the practice and protocol
of drinking rituals. These experiments were the first to use full-scale replica vessels
to reconstruct the relevant parts of the ritual. The vessels consisted of a variety of
different sized modern drinking horns and two, wooden, replica drinking methers.
One mether was made from willow and had two handles and the second vessel that
was also made from willow had four handles. Both vessels had been commissioned
from local craftsmen and that had been manufactured using native Irish wood and to
the standard specifications for the average drinking mether (5.4). The methodology
employed followed the procedure described for Germanic drinking rituals and the
scant information available for Gaelic rituals (Splitter 1952, 257) (8.1). Alcohol was
not deemed necessary for the replication of these rituals, as the rotation of the vessels
was the most important factor, and therefore alcohol was replaced with water. The
experiments were conducted with the assistance of eight postgraduate volunteers
from Archaeology; Professor FitzPatrick acted as observer, while the candidate
directed the experiments and observed and noted the results and comments. The
proceedings were recorded on video by Richard Gray. A short summary on the
background of Gaelic rituals and the protocol to be followed during the experiments
was delivered to the participants by the candidate. One member of the group (Hanno)
was nominated to represent the most illustrious person in the group, who would
commence each round of the rituals. A series of questions had been prepared, in
advance of the experiments, which related to the particular vessel being deployed and
these prompted discussion on the rituals by the participants. These questions
included: How easy is it to rotate a drinking horn? When passing the horn which
hand suggests itself as the easiest and most appropriate one to use? How did drinking
from and rotating the large horn compare with using the smaller horn? Did the
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handles on methers facilitate the rotation of the vessel? What differences were
observed between the rotation of a two-handled and a four-handled vessel? Would
cupbearers have been required in the rotation of either cups or horns at a drinking
ritual?

Figure 68: Participants during experimental drinking ritual

The following narrative describes the sequence and outcome of experimental
communal drinking rituals that took place in Archaeology NUI Galway in February
2014 (fig. 68). The first experiment was conducted with the eight participants seated
around a table and the first vessel to be circulated was a small drinking horn, with a
capacity of 0.35ltr (fig. 69).
The vessel of liquid was first presented to Hanno, who drank, rotated the vessel
and passed it in a clockwise direction to the next participant, who, in turn, also drank
and passed the vessel clockwise to the next participant. As this experiment
progressed, a discussion took place as to where the best position was to hold a handle
while passing the vessel to the recipient, and which hand was more appropriate and
comfortable to use for the presentation of the vessel. It was agreed among the
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Figure 69: Passing a small drinking horn

volunteers that it was easier to rotate and pass the horn if it was held low-down near
the tip in the right hand of the presenter and received by the recipient also using the
right hand, but placed higher up on the horn. This right hand to right hand movement
resulted in each two participants turning towards each other when presenting or
receiving the horn. It was agreed during the ensuing discussion that this turning
movement created a more formal action, while the vessel was being rotated and
passed, and that this movement may have possibly formed part of the original ritual,
to signify the formal presentation of the vessel from one of higher status to one of
lower status and the formal acceptance of the vessel and the recipient’s position in
the group. The group next considered the impact and importance of ‘eye contact’
during the exchange and felt that it too may have had a significant role to play in the
etiquette and protocol of formal drinking ritual. This experiment with the small
drinking horn was repeated with the participants seated in a circle on the ground,
where no difficulty was experienced in rotating and passing the horn.
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The second experiment involved using a large drinking horn that had a capacity
of 2ltrs (fig. 70). The participants, who were seated at a table, experienced a certain
amount of difficulties with this horn.

Figure 70: Using a large drinking horn

This large horn had to be raised and tilted upwards in order to drink from it and the
large size of the horn and the weight of the liquid presented problems for the
participants, both in drinking and in rotating and presenting the horn. The weight of
the horn made it unwieldy and it was felt that more space in the seating arrangements
between the participants would be required if a horn of this size was deployed at a
formal drinking ritual. This second experiment was repeated with the participants
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seated on the ground and all the volunteers indicated that the horn felt even more
cumbersome to use in this position and that the rotation and passing of the horn
might possibly have required the assistance of a cup bearer. It was proposed during
the discussion that perhaps very large drinking horns

Figure 71: Passing a two-handled mether

may not have been deployed during regular drinking rituals, but may instead have
been used on special occasions as personal drinking cups, used as symbols of display
or status, or as champion’s cups, possibly for prowess drinking.
The third experiment involved a medium-sized, two-handled, wooden, replica
mether (fig. 71), which was firstly presented to Hanno, who drank from one corner of
the vessel, then rotated it to the left, turned to his left, released his right hand from
the handle and presented the free handle to the next participant in the ritual who
received it with the right hand and drank from the next corner while holding the
vessel by both handles. The mether was rotated around the group in this fashion, and
the ease with which one could drink from the corners of the vessel and rotate it
around the group was commented on by the participants.
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A four-handled mether was the final vessel that formed part of the drinking ritual
experiments. Because of the number of handles on the vessel several methods of
rotating and passing the mether were experimented with. It was noted by the group
that while rotating the four-handled mether in the same fashion as the two-handled

Figure 72: Experimenting with passing a four-handled mether

vessel that one of the drinking corners on the vessel was automatically missed or
skipped by the next participant. No reason could be found for this omission. It is not
known whether skipped drinking corners or indeed matters of hygiene involved in
communal drinking would have been of major importance to later medieval and early
modern Gaelic elites participating in a drinking ritual.
The group experimented with other methods of transferring the vessel (fig. 72),
to try and eliminate the skipping of drinking corners. The passing method was altered
so that the presenter retained a grip on the vessel while it was accepted by the right
hand of the recipient, the presenter then released the right hand and the recipient
grasped the opposing handle to them with the left hand and made a slight left hand
movement with the vessel before drinking from it. This experiment did eliminate the
skipping of drinking corners, but it appeared to be a more awkward method of
passing the vessel.
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The outcome of the experiments indicated that the small drinking horn and the
two-handled mether were the most convenient vessels to drink from and rotate
around a group. The large horn proved cumbersome to both drink from and
manoeuvre to the next participant and, as stated, may have been deployed on more
formal occasions as a status symbol or for prowess drinking. The four-handled
mether presented some unresolved questions on its rotation and skipped drinking
corners. It was however, agreed by the participants in the experiments that the fluted
drinking corners on methers assisted the flow of liquid and made the mether an ideal
drinking vessel for communal drinking rituals. The experiments suggested that the
movement and protocol followed at Gaelic drinking rituals were broadly similar to
those indicated in the much earlier recorded Germanic drinking traditions (2.1). It is
possible that making eye contact may have formed part of the etiquette of giving and
receiving of the cup of alcohol, and the alcohol that was so central to communal
drinking ritual, may also have been an important element of Gaelic drinking ritual.
The use of water during the controlled archaeological experiments with replica
drinking vessels provided clarification regarding the suitability of the mether as a
drinking vessel and on how its distinctive features performed during a drinking ritual.
Water, coupled with the daylight timing for the experiments did not however impart
a complete sense or perception of what a drinking ritual may have entailed sensually.
Important elements like ambiance, taste and smell were absent. The vessels were
deployed socially, in a more favourable atmosphere by the author on a later occasion,
for the shared consumption of alcoholic beverages. The guests noted the distinctive
aromas of the beverages from the various vessels and particularly commented on the
pleasant fragrance of honey that came from a mether of mead. This mether is usually
reserved for mead and when not in use it still exudes a smell of honey. It was agreed
that the experience of sharing a common cup of alcohol, combined with the aroma
and the social setting also appeared to enhance the taste of the beverages, all of
which added to the ambiance of the drinking ritual.
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8.3 Alcohol
The consumption of alcohol for feasting or celebrating is common to most
cultures (Douglas 1987, 4). Alcohol induces inebriation, and drunkenness creates a
sense of unity with others (Moeran 2005, 38). Splitter (1952, 257) indicates that
liquors like beer, ale and mead have always been associated with the drinking
traditions of the Germanic peoples. Apart from its consumption on ceremonial
occasions, beer was traditionally drunk to welcome a guest or to speed them on their
way, and that special types of beer was brewed for other occasions, like, ‘baptismal
beer’, ‘betrothal or marriage beer’ and ‘funeral beer’ and that when a truce or peace
was proclaimed at ancient feasts, it was called ‘beer-peace’ (ibid.). Irish literary
sources indicate that a variety of alcoholic beverages were consumed during
occasions of Gaelic feasting, and usually in great quantities (2.4).
O’Curry (1873, ccclxxi) suggests that ‘the chief intoxicating drink of the ancient
Irish, as of all the northern European peoples, was beer, which was called in old Irish
‘chuirm’. Modern English ‘ale’, Old Norse ‘ól’ and Anglo-Saxon ‘ealu’ were
probably synonymous with the Irish ‘ól’ and ‘chuirm’, with ól (ibid., ccclxxii). Ól ngula is referred to in the manuscript Lebor na h-Uidhri (O’Curry 1876, ccclxxi). Ól
possibly indicates a simple fermented, sour decoction of malt that was made before
the introduction of hops, while the wort of the cuirm was boiled with bitter aromatic
herbs (O’Curry 1873, ccclxxii). Ól n-gula or ‘ale of the coal’ is possibly so-called
because the wort was boiled over a charcoal fire (ibid., ccclxxii). Barley appears to
have been the grain that was mainly used in Ireland for the preparation of malt for
making beer, and oak bark was included with other astringent plants to flavour the
beer (ibid., ccclxxiii). Honey was sometimes mixed with cuirm to produce a stronger,
more intoxicating drink that was known as ‘lin’ (ibid., ccclxxvi). The term lin also
covered a number of other Irish drinks that were mixed with honey (ibid.). The
practice of mixing honey with wort when brewing beer was not exclusive to Ireland,
it is also known from the ancient Gauls and Germans (ibid., ccclxxvi). Grog was the
general name given to mixed fermented beverages that were consumed in the ancient
world, but, this word was later adopted to describe a mixture of rum, water, sugar
and spice that became popular with the British navy from the seventeenth century
(McGovern 2009, 39).
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Mead (mid, med, mede, or metheglin) was possibly considered a more prestigious
and nobler drink in Ireland, and was second in importance to ól or chuirm (O’Curry
1873, ccclxxvii). The origins of mead are thought to be older than those of beer
(ibid.). Palynological analysis has revealed the residue of honey mead in the 500 litre
cauldron that was discovered in the princely burial at Hochdorf, Germany, dating
from c. 525 BC. (McGovern 2009, 150-1). Mead was known to the Germans as medu
and to the Anglo-Saxons as meodu (O’Curry 1873, cclxxvii). The importance of bees
and honey in early Irish society can be detected in the early Irish law tracts pertaining
to bees (Kelly 1988, 124, 165-6, 239). Large quantities of honey was supplied as
tribute and rent to Irish kings and lords (O’Curry 1873, ccclxxvii). Mead was
probably made by simply dissolving honey in water and allowing the natural yeast in
the honey to ferment, with the possible addition of aromatic plants like meadowsweet
(Filipendula Vulgaris) or heather (Calluna Vulgaris) (McGovern 2009, 138-9, 153;
O’Curry 1873, ccclxxvii). O’Curry (1873, ccclxxviii) informs that in Ireland a type
of cider called Nenadmin, made from wild or crab apples and wort was also a
greatly prized alcoholic beverage.
Wine appears to have been imported into Ireland from at least the early medieval
period (Kelly 1988, 7). Giraldus Cambrensis states in his Topography of Ireland, in
1187, ‘The island (of Ireland) is rich in pastures and meadows, honey and milk, and
also in wine, although not in vineyards’, and that ‘foreign commerce supplied it with
wine in such plenty that the want of the growth of vines, and their natural production,
is scarcely felt’ (Wright 1905, 21). French wine from Poitou was exported in vast
quantities to Ireland, during the twelfth century, in exchange for ox-hides, and the
skins of cattle and wild beasts (ibid.). Wine was therefore freely available to elite
Gaelic society for consumption at feasts, banquets and drinking rituals. The provision
and consumption of wine at feasts came to be regarded by Gaelic lords as more
prestigious than other beverages, due to its impressive import status (O’Sullivan
2004, 104). By the fourteenth century, guests are described as appearing to prefer
wine to other beverages, drinking mead and malt liquor only when supplies of wine
might be exhausted (ibid., 104-5). Praise poetry from the fourteenth century and
sixteenth centuries allude to the provision of ‘wine feasts’ or vast quantities of wine
for hospitality by Gaelic lords (2.4). For example, a fourteenth-century poet
addresses Donough Mac Conmara as ‘a handsome purveyor of the wine feast’
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(O’Grady 1929, 34). A sixteenth-century poem,28 ascribed to the poet Iollann Ó
Dhomhnalláin and addressed to Mág Uidhir, states that ‘ships are not sufficient
provision for the Méig Uidhir, they do not spare drink; the Méig Uidhir surpass in
providing wine, they are not loath to dispense it’ (O’Sullivan 2004, 105). Poetic
references to vast quantities of wine being provided for wine feasts by Gaelic lords
indicates that wine and wine feasts formed an important element of elite Gaelic
hospitality in the later medieval period. However, O’Sullivan (2004, 205) suggests
that references to vast quantities of wine provided by Gaelic lords may reflect mere
flattery directed by Irish bardic poets towards their patrons and reveal nothing of the
actual wine supplies maintained by Gaelic lords.
Curds or treamhanta are known as a favourite drink/ food from early medieval
Ireland (Kelly 2000, 327-8). Curds are recorded as still being offered in hospitality in
the late seventeenth century (Dunton 1698, 51) (2.4). Curds are usually made from
skimmed or separated milk, with or without the addition of binnit (rennet), with
curds from fresh new milk resembling modern cream cheese (O’Curry 1873,
ccclxviii). While dairy products, like butter and curds, would have been abundant in
summertime they were preserved in wooden vessels for winter use, expeditions and
feasts (ibid., ccclxvii). Small barrels, firkins (and methers) were used as containers
for this surplus dairy produce, which were then stored in peat bogs for preservation
(ibid.). Many of these vessels, especially large methers still containing a butter or
curd-like substances have been recovered by turf cutters from Irish bogs, over the
past number of years and now form an important cultural element in Irish museum
collections (5.4).
Ó Cathasaigh (2014, 141-152) discussing the ninth-century Áiliu poems:
Cumtangar dánaib Áed Sláinte, ‘Let Áed Sláinte be exulted with poems’, notes the
prominence of beer in the poems, which ‘may be envisaged as a component of a
feast’, and that coirm, beer, is used to indicate an ale feast. The final quatrain of Áed
oll fri andud n-Áne (The making of a prince) indicates that there were different
phases or components attached to a drinking feast, ie. the chanting of praise poems
and genealogies, music and dance; ‘At ale poems are chanted: fine (genealogical)
ladders are climbed: melodious bardisms modulate through pools of liquor the name
28
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of Áed’ (Ó Cathasaigh 2014, 144-152). It is also suggested in this work that there is
sometimes a play on the words laith ‘ale’ and flaith ‘sovereignty’ in Irish texts,
especially in the context of bestowing sovereignty and that it relates to ‘the figurative
ale of sovereignty which is drunk at the feast marking the inauguration of the king’
(Ó Cathasaigh 2014, 153-4). It is unknown whether Áed oll fri andud n-Áne is an
inauguration ode, or if it is a praise poem that envisages the re-enactment of an
inaugural ode (Ó Cathasaigh 2014, 154).
Literary references to the above listed beverages indicate that the intoxicating
varieties were used for feasting and communal drinking rituals (2.4), what
O’Sullivan (2004, 103) describes as ‘a feast awash with mirth–inducing beverages’.
Bardic poetry indicates that there was a continuance in the use of ale (lionn) and
other malt-based brews in the later medieval period (O’Sullivan 2004, 103). A
thirteenth-century poem by the poet Giolla Brighde Mac Con Midhe addressed to
Aodh Ó Conchobhair refers to the mashing of fresh malt for drinking-feasts (ibid.
103).29 Mead (meadha), dark mead (dhoinnmhiodh), beer (chuirm) and malt liquors
(ceannbhracha) are cited in a bardic poem eulogising the feasts of Fearghal Mór Ó
hEadhra in the late fourteenth century, 30 with further allusions by the poet Gofraidh
Fionn Ó Dálaigh to ‘bright shapely vats of ale sweet and inviting’ being served in the
banqueting hall of Murchadh Ó Madadháin (O’Sullivan 2004, 103). 31 Sadhbh,
daughter of Domhnall Óg Mág Carthaigh, lord of Desmond in the late fourteenth
century, is alleged to have used green drinking horns (gcornaibh uaine) to serve
‘hazel mead’ (miodh cuill) (ibid. 103).32 Whiskey (uisge beatha) is documented as
being distilled in the fourteenth century,33 and O’Sullivan (2004, 103) indicates that
it was served alongside the other popular beverages from this period. Wine was still
considered a prestige drink among Gaelic elites, mainly because of its impressive
import status (ibid. 204) (2.4). As stated (8.1), the display of costly drinking vessels
and drinking paraphernalia at ostentatious feasts by Gaelic lords in the later medieval
period, were ‘potent emblems of wealth and power’ by those lords (O’Sullivan 2004,
105, 111). Chronicle references for the period record the seizure of ‘a store of
29
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provisions, strong liquors and several beautiful and rich articles both eiscras (vessels
for measuring wine) and goblets’ during raids by the Cinéal Conaill l upon the Cinéal
Eoghain, in 1522,

34

these were what O’Sullivan (2004, 111) describes as the

‘trappings of an ostentatious feast’.

8.4 Stewards and Cup Bearers
The role of retainers in royal and lordly households can be traced back to early
medieval law tracts. Kelly (1988, 43-67) describes the class of occupations, the status
and honour price or worth of persons within this category of Gaelic society. During
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the term lucht tighe denoted a group of people
constituting the king’s household (FitzPatrick 2004, 196; Simms 1987, 176).
However, Simms (1987, 94) indicates that ‘from the late fifteenth century the term
lucht tighe describes not a group of people but the mensal lands lying around the
chieftain’s main residence, presumably the area traditionally tenanted by such
people’. FitzPatrick (2004, 197) advises that the term lucht tighe as understood in the
later medieval period means ‘mensal lands specially appointed to provide food for
the chief’s household needs’. FitzPatrick (2015, 174-5) indicates that ‘service
families to the households of Gaelic lords were situated on the mensal lands of the
lordship’. In return for his professional services, an ollamh of a learned family on
mensal lands was immune from paying cíos or tribute, but ‘as an inhabitant of a lucht
tighe he was obliged to provide food and other resources for the chief’s household’
(ibid., 175). In relation to feasting and drinking, two of the most important members
of a Gaelic lordly household were the steward (reachtaire) and the cup bearer
(deogbaire). Simms (1987, 79, 81, 177) defines a reachtaire as a ‘director’ or
‘overseer’ or ‘majordomo’ who, in later literary sources, was responsible for the
collection of the king’s tribute or food-rents and their distribution at royal banquets.
Kelly (1988, 65) describes the duties of the reachtaire as arranging seating, sleeping
accommodation, and supplying food (and drink) for all. In later sources the
reachtaire is referred to as the máer (steward or agent) (ibid., 65). The reachtaire or
máer would therefore have directed and overseen the feasts, banquets and drinking
rituals in a lord’s household, arranging seating in order of status and ensuring
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adequate provisions of food and drink (ibid.). Ó Corráin (1978, 28) suggests that
from the eleventh and twelfth centuries the rechtaire had become a royal official of
importance and that it is fair to assume, in some instances, that the reachtaire was
usually a nobleman, who was capable of overseeing his overlord’s household and
affairs while the king was absent on campaign, sometimes for lengthy periods.
Chronicles occasionally record the deaths of rechtaire, such as that of ‘Mac Iarin Ua
Coinnéin, steward of Urmumu’ in 1095 and ‘Hua Beoáin, rechtaire Lumnigh’ in
1108 (Ann. Inisf., 1095.13, 1108.7). Ó Corráin (1978, 29) notes the names of other
rechtaire who were themselves petty kings serving their overlords, ‘Domnall Ua
Caíndelbáin, king of the petty kingdom of Lóegaire, was rechtaire to Máel Sechnaill
mac Domnaill’ and ‘Gilla na Náem Ua Birn’ … ‘was rechtaire to Tairdelbach Ua
Conchobair’. The death of Gilla na Náem Ua Birn is recorded in the chronicles ‘The
royal steward of Ireland, (righ-rechtaire Érenn) Giolla na Naomh Ó Birn, chieftain
of Tír Briúin, died and was buried in the church of Roscommon’ (Ann. Tig.
T1133.3). Simms (1987, 82; Orpen 1013, 306) notes a thirteenth-century reference to
Fearghal Ó Taidhg, who is recorded in AConn and ALC as ‘chief of the household’
(dux luchta tighe) to Cathal Crobderg Ó Conchobhair, and his son after him.35 The
death of Cathal h. Mailiduin ardrechtairi Rig Connacht is recorded in 1301,36 and
Simms (1987, 94) points out that this is the last reachtaire to be named in the annals.
The important function of the deogbaire at a feast was to dispense liquor (Kelly
1988, 66, 308). The three qualifications of a deogbaire were ‘filling up, emptying,
self-control’ (Kelly 1988, 66). A reference to deogbaire occurs in dindshenchas or
topographical poems relating to Tara, and in poem IV states that ‘three hundred cupbearers dispensed the liquor’ at the fair of Temair (Gwynn 1903, 25, 85). Mac Coilín
is noted in the late fourteenth century at a feast in Gola Island, Fanad, as the
cupbearer to Toirrdhealbhach Mac Suibhne (d. 1399) (Simms 1978, 88; Walsh 1920,
47). The office of cupbearer is still recorded in the seventeenth century, when John
Davies (1609) lists the cupbearer as one of the principal officers of a Gaelic lord,
who resided on the lord’s ‘loughty’ (lucht tighe) or mensal lands (Morley 1890, 368,
379).

35
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It is not known whether the office of reachtaire continued to be an important role
in elite Gaelic households after 1301, however, references to deogbaire in the
seventeenth century appears to indicate the continuance of elite Gaelic drinking
ritual, at least to this period. This may also indicate the continuation of the important
administrative role of the reachtaire, in Gaelic lordly households and at those feasts,
although these are not recorded. In conclusion, it can be proposed that an additional
duty of the deogbaire may have been to maintain and preserve his lord’s drinking
vessels, between communal drinking feasts, and this may have entailed periods of
immersion for the vessels in peat bogs (5.2).

8.5 Comól
Instances of communal or ritual drinking in Gaelic society can be discerned from
the frequent references to comól that occur in Irish sources. Comól is referred to on
seven occasions in the eleventh-century LC when describing the context in which
certain tributes or stipends of drinking horns were to be utilised (Dillon 1962, 34145). The element of com- in comól indicates ‘group-drinking’ and is therefore
suggestive of feasting (An tOllamh Máirín Ní Dhonnchadha, pers comms). Comól is
defined as ‘the act of drinking together’ (DIL 1964, 402). Comól or the act of
drinking together from a single vessel constitutes the ‘ritual’ in drinking rituals (3.1).
The form and use of drinking vessels (5.4), the ease with which most vessels could
be rotated and passed around a group (8.3), combined with references in literary
sources (2.3, 2.4) suggests a strong tradition of communal drinking ritual in elite
Gaelic society. Comól must therefore be considered as the central element of Gaelic,
and possibly all drinking rituals. The survival of the tradition of comól is documented
in Irish sources into the early modern period. A reference is made to ‘comhol’ in the
AFM for 1557 which refers to ‘a night in the camp in which Ó Néill and his army
had passed the beginning of the night in merriment and high spirits; and they
remained until morning drinking the wines (comhol fin-fhledh) of the party whom
they had defeated’ (AFM 1557.14). The poet Domhnall Ó Maoilchonaire in the
1570s indicates that comól or communal drinking still persisted in Gaelic hospitality,
in a poem dedicated to the Mac Conmara, chief of West Clancullen (Barony of
Bunratty):
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A ndearrmad ní dhlíghim féin
Do-gheibhim ó chloinn Choiléin
a n-ám cómhóla is caithmhe
barr onóra is órduighthe
‘I should not forget what I have
received from Clancullen, [at] their
times of communal drinking and
consumption, great honour and
status’ (RIA, MS 23 G. 9).
Irish traditions of hospitality are still noted by visitors in Ireland into the late
seventeenth century (2.5). Kelly (2015, 254) suggests that the volume of alcohol
imported and manufactured in Ireland in the eighteenth century permitted its
consumption by every grade and rank of society. Wine, particularly French wine,
was held in higher esteem than other drinks because it was the alcohol of choice of
the gentry and aristocracy, and that toasting had become a matter of consequence in
the private as well as the public realm (ibid. 227, 247). It is, however, unknown when
the custom of comól or communal drinking ceased in Ireland.

8.6 Gender
Comól or communal drinking rituals in Gaelic (2.3) and Germanic traditions (2.2)
appear to have been the exclusive prerogative of males in patriarchal societies. Apart
from references to goddesses and females dispensing alcohol and sovereignty (2.3),
little is known about Gaelic women and drinking. The early Irish saga Bricriu’s
Feast is one of the rare Irish texts that depict females at a feast, who are not
portrayed as goddesses (2.3) or acting in a sub-servient role (2.2). The tale describes
the Ulaid arriving for Bricriu’s feast as ‘king, prince and chieftain and young lord
and young warrior’, while ‘the women of Ulaid assembled around Conchubur’s wife,
Mugain daughter of Echu Feidlech’ (Gantz 1981, 225). The tale continues to
describe the emergence of Fedelm Noíchride with her fifty women from the royal
house ‘after some heavy drinking’ and how Bricriu endeavours to incite her and the
other chieftain’s wives and their female companions into a race to be the first to enter
his feasting house and thereby to become the most honoured female in Ériu (ibid.
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227-8). The females at the feast appear to have been entertained separately from the
warriors, in the company of Conchubur’s queen Mugain Attencháithrech (Gantz
1981, 230). The form of the female feasting and drinking is not specified in the saga.
The tale concludes with Cú Chulaind being declared supreme warrior of Ériu and
being awarded the champion’s portion, while his wife was to enter the drinking
house before all the other women of Ulaid (ibid. 255). The implications from this
saga are that females did attend feasts, but appear to have feasted separately from the
male company, and that it was normal for them to enter ‘the drinking house’ and
indulge in some ‘heavy drinking’. However, it is uncertain whether the information
suggested in this and other sagas is purely fictitious or contain some elements of fact.
Kelly (1988, 59, 77) lists certain early Irish professions or skills for the early
medieval period that appear to be genderless and where female practitioners were
recognised in early Irish laws. The importance of the role of noble women’s
hospitality and generosity is recorded, mainly in the form of obituaries in later
medieval chronicles (O’Sullivan 2004, 80). For example, Barrdubh, daughter of Ó
Ruairc and wife of Eoghan Ó Raighilligh is noted in 1431 as a woman of ‘hospitality
and piety’ (AU 1431), Gráinne, daughter of Émann Mág Uidhir and wife of Philip
Mág Uidhir in 1507 is recorded as being a charitable and truly hospitable woman’
(AFM 1507) and Margaret, daughter of Ó Cearbhaill and wife of Calbhach Ó
Conchobair Failghe who was described on her death in 1451 as ‘ben as ferr baoí ina
h-aimsir i n-Erinn’ (the best woman of her time in Ireland) who had ‘given two
invitations to hospitality in the one year’ (AFM 1451). Simms (1978, 91-2) relates a
feast or ‘general invitation’ (gairm coitcheann) issued in 1433 by the above
mentioned Margaret, to two thousand, seven hundred persons, that included poets,
learned families and poor men. Moss (2012, 282) notes that in 1513 Máiréad, wife of
Eoghan Ua Ruairc, Lord of Breifne, was celebrated as ‘a woman of great wealth,
hearth of hospitality and maintenance, humanity and charitable entertainment for
scholars, ollamhs, the weak and the wretched all’. When discussing female patronage
of bardic praise poetry, Moss (2012, 282) suggests that ‘the forum for the
performance of such poems were feasts, and that hospitality was one of the most
admirable female attributes, frequently singled out by poets and Gaelic annalists’.
An anonymous poem addressed to Cailleach Dé, daughter of Ó Mannacháin in the
thirteenth century suggests that ale and other intoxicating malt-based brews (lionn)
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(8.4) were served by Cailleach Dé at her feasts (O’Sullivan 2004, 103)37. A fifteenthcentury poem praises Órlaidh, daughter of Ó Ceallaigh for entertaining the ladies of
Banbha in the house of Tara with a lavish wine feast on Samhain eve (O’Sullivan
2004, 98, N. 170).38 Simms (2001, 251-2) suggests that some references in bardic
poetry may imply that the king, or, chief’s wife and her female attendants may have
been present at feasts.39 It appears that noble women in later medieval Ireland were
encouraged to perfect the noble art of hospitality and display and that their faultless
generosity reflected well on themselves, on their families and strengthened and
legitimized the supremacy of their husbands (O’Sullivan 2004, 80). It is, however,
unknown whether Gaelic noble women, banliaig tuaithe or bansáer possessed their
own special drinking vessels, but it may not be unreasonable to propose that they
may have done, particularly if they were hosting feasts in their own names. The
seventeenth-century reference to dogh a dores (2.4) being offered by the woman of
the house to a visitor to a tower house suggests continuity of female participation in
hospitality, into the early modern period.

8.7 Conclusion
The performance of Gaelic drinking rituals is attested by the extant corpus of
drinking vessels from the later medieval and early modern period, housed in Irish
repositories, and by the wealth of references to the cultural practices of ritual
drinking. This chapter has attempted to animate the material culture and rituals of
drinking through experimental archaeology. The possible origins in drinking ritual of
the Northern European mannerbund as set out by Enright (1996) suggests that it was
a single ceremonial vessel of alcohol that was offered in turn to each participant in
the ritual by the Danish queen Wealhtheow, that was depicted in the Anglo-Saxon
saga Beowulf (Enright 1996, 4). The experiments for this thesis involved the
recreation of Gaelic drinking rituals, utilising modern drinking horns and the
specially commissioned scale models of Gaelic wooden methers (5.4). The outcome
of the experiments indicated the ease with which certain vessels could be rotated and
passed during the rituals, and that certain formalities or protocols may have been
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McKenna, L. 1939 and 1940 poem I verse 8 (Anonymous thirteenth-century poem)
McKenna, L. 1939 and 1940 poem 11 verse 12-13 (ascribed to Tadhg Óg Ó hUiginn)
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N. J. A. Williams 1980 poem xiv verse 12 (Poems of Giolla Brighde Mac Con Midhe)
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observed by the ritual participants during the liquor-passing ceremony. The
continuance of archaic drinking rituals into the later medieval and early modern
period is attested to by repeated references to feasting in chronicles and the
introduction of the wooden mether during the period (3.5). The effortless manner in
which the mether performed during the experimental rituals (8.3) demonstrates that
this vessel appears to have been specially designed as a ritual drinking vessel.
Alcohol has long formed an integral part of communal drinking rituals, helping to
establish power and status within a cultural group and also to cement relationships
and create obligations within the group (3.4). This chapter examined the variety of
alcohol that was available for Gaelic drinking rituals, which were the preferred
alcoholic beverages in various periods, and how easy they were to obtain or produce
(8.4). References to large-scale feasting and household retainers in Irish sources
underpinned the importance of the long-established ranks of lucht tighe in elite
households, who organised and regulated feasting and drinking ritual within this
society (8.5).
Communal drinking rituals which have generally been regarded as the sole
prerogative of male society have been re-examined, to try to ascertain whether any
comparable drinking traditions existed among elite women in Gaelic societies.
Limited references in early Irish sagas do imply that perhaps females may have
indulged in ‘heavy drinking’ and attended feasting and drinking rituals, though
perhaps in a segregated fashion (8.7). Some bardic poetry suggests that the chief’s
wife and her attendants were present at banquets and drinking feasts, however it is
unknown whether they participated in the drinking ritual or not. Bardic poetry and
annals relate that elite Gaelic noblewomen in the later medieval and early modern
period had the ability to initiate and provide lavish feasts, in their own names (8.7).
Sources indicate that great quantities of alcohol would have been a prerequisite of
those occasions, as at all feasts (2.5), but, do not relate whether hospitality hosted by
elite females included drinking ritual. Frequent references to comól or ‘drinking
together’ in Gaelic literature up to the early modern period, reinforces our concept of
the endurance of communal drinking rituals in elite Gaelic society (2.5). As stated,
the form of wooden methers (7.5) appear to have been adapted, possibly over a long
period of time, and based on their performance at the experimental drinking ritual
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may have been expressly developed and designed for the perpetuation of comól or
drinking ritual. Comól must therefore be considered as the central focus and intention
of ritual drinking in Gaelic Irish society.
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Chapter 9 Discussion
9.0 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to discuss major themes and findings arising from the
research presented. Specifically, I will discuss the possible reasons why such
importance appears to have been attached to the choice of organic material for the
manufacture of drinking vessels. Peat bogs appear to have been of major importance
to Gaelic society. Bogs were places where wooden artefacts were deposited, to
season and preserve the wood. Bogs were also places where wooden vessels and
dairy products like ‘bog butter’ and curds could be securely preserved and stored.
The possible reasons for these depositions are drawn together, examined and
discussed. Issues raised by radiocarbon dating, and how these dates reflect on the
structure of the corpus of drinking vessels and reveal the need for further dating
research in this important study area will be addressed. I re-examine the key
characteristics of methers to determine whether their distinctive form may have been
influenced by changes in Gaelic cultural practices as a result of the transition from
kingship to lordship. The endurance of communal ritual drinking is examined in the
light of this major political and social change. The scarcity of drinking horns has
been noted throughout this thesis and reasons for their decline and ‘revival’ in certain
instances will be discussed. Drinking ritual will be discussed, together with the
principal findings from drinking ritual experiments and how theoretical perspectives
such as cultural identity, power and status, and gender may be reflected in those
rituals.

9.1 Organic material and Gaelic drinking vessels
An analysis of the corpus of drinking vessels in tandem with Gaelic literary
sources indicates that organic material, horn and wood, was the choice material for
the manufacture of Gaelic drinking vessels. The use of horn drinking vessels is well
attested from at least the early medieval period (2.2, 2.3). These vessels were made
from native oxen horns or from imported auroch or European buffalo horn (Kelly
1997, 48, 56). References to the use of large horns (the horn of state and the horn
called Midhlethan) (2.3. 2.4), in Gaelic sources, suggests an impressive import trade
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with continental Europe for the supply of these drinking vessels (ibid.). Large horns
(coirn buaball) were possibly chosen and paraded at feasts and drinking rituals for
the perceived prestige, status and power that they imparted to their owners, thus,
establishing and affirming their owners right to rule (O’Sullivan 2004, 105) (3.4).
Large quantities of drinking horns are indicated in Irish literary sources as forming
part of tribute and stipends. Doherty (1980, 67) suggests that the giving of gifts or
tribute was a cultural practice that underpinned the political and social structure of
society, by creating obligations and binding society (2.3).
Wood was chosen for the manufacture of a wide range of artefacts and vessels,
until relatively modern times, and in certain periods, wooden containers were used to
the exclusion of pottery (Earwood 1993, xx, 222) (5.2). High-status Gaelic drinking
vessels, namely, methers and goblets, appear to have been exclusively made from
wood in later medieval and early modern Gaelic Ireland. Based on scientific analysis
of a select number of wood samples and the suggested wood species in museum
records, the wood of choice for methers and goblets during the later medieval period,
appears to be from native species of trees, like yew, willow, elm, alder, oak, pine and
fruit wood, with the addition of newly introduced tree species, like sycamore and
walnut evident in the early modern period (5.2).
Native Irish wood had a value and woodland status attributed to it in early Irish
law, and a collection of legends and folklore attached to it (Mac Coitir 2003, 92152). The selection of the most suitable piece of wood for the manufacture of
methers required an intimate knowledge of the growth patterns of different trees,
their characteristics, their relative hardness and durability (Earwood 1993, 148).
Yew, for example, is a long-lived tree species, with a high value attached to it. Yew
was also considered a ‘Noble of the Wood’ and associated with kingship, strength,
long life and protection (Kelly 1976, 107-8). Yew wood predominates as a choice of
wood for mether making (fig. 9). The wood used in the manufacture of two
exceptional drinking vessels, the Drinagh cup (NMI 1942:69) (cat. no. 044) and the
Dromore goblet (NMI 1976:1824) (cat. no. G006) has been identified as yew. It is
likely that the attributes, legends and folklore attached to yew were known and
respected by later medieval Gaelic elite society and skilled craftsmen in wood. Apple
wood, although not extensively reflected in the chart of wood types used for the
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manufacture of methers (fig. 9), had associations with fertility, replenishment and
healing (Mac Coitir 2003, 84). The exceptional mether that is inscribed to ‘Dermot
Tully’ (fig. 62) is made from apple wood and belonged to the physicians who served
Ó Chonchobhair lords of Connacht and the Ó Raghallaigh chiefs of East Bréifne
(7.10). The association of apple wood with healing and its choice for the manufacture
of a physician’s cup suggests that this was a deliberate, rather than a random choice
of wood. Earwood (1993, 213-4) suggests that the selection of such a highly valued
species of wood for mether-making would have been in keeping with the nature and
quality of the vessels. However, it is possible that the choice of a high-status wood,
like yew, may also have reflected the high-status of the owners of the vessels.
Other wood species, like willow and alder, are well reflected as wood choices for
the manufacture of methers. Although these were considered ‘commoners of the
wood’, both types of wood have associations with water, and grow abundantly at the
edge of bogs or in wetland conditions. It was possibly the widespread availability of
underwood species and their reputation of being extremely resistant to damp
conditions that made them a popular choice of wood for the manufacture of drinking
vessels (Earwood 1993, 214). Other native wood, elm, oak, deal, and fruit woods like
crab-apple and cherry, are represented in small quantities, and this may reflect the
availability of these species and their suitability for the production of drinking
vessels (ibid., 214). Irish collections of methers also contain vessels that are made
from sycamore and walnut, tree species that were introduced into Ireland during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Their use shows the continuity in the
manufacture of methers into the early modern period. Drinking vessels made from
oak appear to be under-represented in the archaeological record. This may be due to
the hardness of the wood, and the difficulties that this may have presented to
craftsmen in the manufacture of small vessels. It is also possible that this wood
species has not been correctly identified to date, due to the dark colour of most
methers. Finally, it appears that the wood chosen for the manufacture of Gaelic
drinking vessels may have been selected for the specific qualities of the wood. For
example, wood like yew and walnut may have been chosen for their value or the
perceived status that their owners gained from the possession and use of such
vessels. The aesthetic beauty of the finished appearance of yew and walnut may also
have been an important factor in their choice (Earwood 1993, 229). Other wood, like
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willow and alder, may have been chosen for their widespread availability and due to
their resistance to dampness, they were also suitable for making into drinking
vessels. The choice of wood that did not taint or impart flavour to the contents of the
vessel may also have been an important factor in wood selection (Earwood 1993,
229). Sycamore is known to be one of those woods, so this may have influenced its
choice for mether making into the early modern period. Earwood (1993, 230)
suggests that the scarcity of pottery and the predominance of wooden vessels must
indicate that wood was the preferred choice.
There are a variety of reasons why organic material, like wood, became the
choice material for the manufacture of Gaelic drinking vessels, during the later
medieval and early modern period. The choice of wood over horn in later medieval
Ireland may coincide with an apparent decline in the use of horn in continental
Europe (Etting 2013, 43). This decline in the use of horn may also have resulted in a
similar decline in the availability of horn, like, coirn búabaill, that appears to have
been imported in great quantities into Ireland. The abundance and availability of
native wood, especially yew, as observed by Giraldus Cambrensis, in the twelfth
century (Foster 1891, 125) (5.2), may possibly have filled this void. The choice of
material for drinking vessels and changes in vessel form that resulted from using
wood instead of horn may, arguably, have resulted from shifting patterns of power
and social structures during the period (5.2).
Irish peat bogs and wetlands formed important habitats in later medieval and
early modern Ireland. Apart from supplying wood for the manufacture of drinking
vessels and fuel, the archaeological record reveals that they were also used for the
deposition of both wooden artefacts and dairy products (5.2). Organic artefacts were
apparently deliberately brought to bogs for deposition and their presence in large
numbers in bogland conditions is not all attributed to accidental lost (Earwood 1993,
17). It can be argued that the deposition of organic material in bogs reflects practices
of seasoning, preservation, concealment and storage. The constant cool temperature
of a bog, the exclusion of air and the antiseptic qualities of the peat would have
preserved and prevented mould growth on organic substances, such as ‘bog butter’ or
curds (Synnott and Downey 2004, 33). Chemical analysis of ‘bog butter’ has shown
it to be devoid of salt, and immersion in a bog may have helped to enhance its
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flavour (Synnott and Downey 2004, 33; Raftery 1942, 35). The acidic quality of bog
water may also have had a beneficial seasoning, effect on wood, for finished or
partly finished wooden objects (Earwood 1993, 17). Bogs may therefore have been
used more extensively by later medieval and early modern carpenters to season and
preserve the wood, during the manufacturing process of methers and goblets (5.2),
but also as suggested in this thesis, the bog is a place to preserve wooden objects
between periods of use.
Colour is one of the attributes of wood that contributes to the materiality of
wooden vessels (Scarre 2002, 236-8). Different species of wood present different
colours when in their new or untreated form (pers. comms Brady and Millar). Yew
has a distinctive ‘reddish’ tone, which it retains, even after long periods of immersion
in a bog, for example, the Drinagh mether (NMI 1942:69) (fig. 58). Willow and alder
have a light, pale colour when new, but, vessels that have been recovered from bogs
now display a dark brown colour, like the willow mether from the collection of the
NMI (NMI W71/ WK 174) (Cat. No. 033). This vessel has been radiocarbon dated
(5.5) and the wood has been scientifically identified as willow. It is possible
therefore, that softer types of wood, like willow and alder may have more readily
absorbed colour from the peaty water in which they were immersed, or that, they
may have been deliberately deposited in bogs to attain a darker colour. To test this
theory experimental archaeology was conducted on a replica mether. This vessel had
been made from new, unseasoned willow, but, it had developed cracks during the
manufacturing process. The mether was immersed in a large container of peat that
had been collected from a nearby bog, for a period of three months. When the vessel
was removed from the peat and allowed to dry naturally, it was found to have
absorbed a significant amount of the brown peat colour, even in that short period of
deposition. The left hand image below, (fig. 73) depicts the willow mether, following
experimental deposition, placed beside a new untreated willow mether. The length of
time devoted by medieval mether makers to the immersion of vessels in peat bogs is
unknown. However, the near uniform, dark brown colour of the majority of methers
in Irish collections suggests that a dark colour may have been the preferred choice of
colour and that this process may have superficially ‘aged’ the vessels.
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Figure 73: Willow mether (following deposition) and willow mether (new and untreated)

It is possible that the duty of a steward (reachtaire) or cup bearer (deogbaire) in a
Gaelic lord’s household may have included the maintenance of his lord’s wooden
ritual drinking vessels and their periodic deposition in a peat bog (8.4). Most of the
methers in Irish repositories that have been recovered from bogs are badly damaged.
It is unknown whether the vessels were deposited in bogs because they were
damaged, whether the damage was caused by the turf cutter’s slane, or, was the result
of wear and tear over the lifetime of the vessels.
Along with preservation reasons, the practice of depositing organic artefacts
in bogs may have been for purposes of concealment. In the case of dairy products
like butter or curds, these may have represented ‘food rent’ that had to be paid to an
overlord, and a client could not afford to have it stolen or destroyed before the due
date (Synnott and Downey 2004, 33). There is a reference to ‘vessels of butter’ being
sent to Ó Néill from his vassals in 1560 AD (Brewer and Bullen 1974, 308) (5.5).
This reflects ‘food rent’ or tribute and includes large quantities of meadar ime. The
customary right and lordship of Ó Néill over the province of Ulster, or, ‘Ceart Uí
Néill’ specifies the tribute that is due to Ó Néill from his vassals in the province of
Ulster (Ó Doibhlin 1970, 324-358).
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It would appear that the vassals of Ó Néill had to provide an extraordinary
quantity of meadar ime for him, right throughout the year. Given that butter-making
is usually a summertime occupation, it would therefore have been necessary to
preserve, store and protect such quantities of butter, from theft or damage throughout
the year. Without refrigeration, the even temperatures and generally isolated location
of the bog would have provided ideal secure conditions for these purposes. It is
possible that the meadar ime due to an elite member of Gaelic society, may have had
a more decorative style that those in general everyday use. It is therefore possible,
that the decorated ‘Butter’ mether (fig. 19) or, the shapely ‘Butter mether’ (fig. 18),
both provenanced to Ulster, or, similar style vessels, may have been used for this
purpose. Finally, it would have been a major and costly undertaking for the Ó
Doibhlin to procure and provide possibly up to one hundred mether containers each
year to hold the butter that was due to Ó Néill, unless, the empty vessels were
returned for reuse each summer.
Mether drinking vessels of elites were clearly in danger of theft from raiding,
which indicates that they were prized objects. A chronicle reference records just such
a raid and theft in 1311 (AI 1311.7) (5.7). It is possible therefore that the theft of
methers and valuable household goods may have been widespread. The deposition of
methers in bogs between periods of use, apart from preserving the vessels, would
have provided safe, secure storage for the vessels. Museum records indicate that
methers and meadar ime are generally recovered as individual finds from peat bogs.
Regrettably, no hoard of such vessels is known to have been recovered. This suggests
that the vessels were possibly deposited individually, or that scattered locations were
used. Many more vessels in Irish collections may have been deposited in or
recovered from bogs, but, lack of provenance from earlier collectors and collections
precludes any conclusions on this practice.
It is unknown whether the custom of depositing wooden vessels in peat bogs also
extended to horn. It is possible that the acidic nature of the bog that seasoned and
preserved wooden artefacts may have reacted differently with horn, possibly making
the horn soft and dissolving it, ultimately leading to its destruction. This practice
could possibly also account for the shortage of drinking horns that has been observed
in the Irish archaeological record.
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9.2 What dating reveals
Close dating of many of the wooden artefacts from medieval and early modern
Ireland is problematic, as few of them have been found in securely dated contexts
(Earwood 1993, 237). To date, only a very small sample of wooden drinking vessels
has been radiocarbon dated (5.6). The eight vessels that have been dated include one
roughout, two goblets, one personal drinking cup and four drinking methers. The
vessels were selected for dating mainly because of their type, or, form, and, in some
instances, their known find locations, or, donors. Two yew vessels formed part of the
above selection. One of these vessels was the large, exceptional drinking vessel,
known as the Drinagh mether or cup (NMI 1942:69) (cat. no. 44). The other vessel
was the large unfinished Dromore yew goblet (NMI 1876:1824) (cat. no. G006).
Wood samples from the Drinagh cup returned the following dates [Ua-16142,
uncalib. 970±70BP, cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 960 – 1230] and the dates for the Dromore
goblet [Ua-16136, uncalib. 940±70BP, cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 990 – 1250]. The
reasons why the dating of yew can prove problematic has been discussed (4.3 and
5.6), however, the closeness of the age ranges that were obtained for these two yew
samples suggests that these dates may be correct. It is also possible that both vessels
were made from the wood of yew trees that had been felled within thirty years of
each other. The similarities of the running spiral/ or scroll design on the handle of the
Drinagh cup (fig. 15) to the scroll motif, on the architectural sculpture of the west
doorway of Clonfert Cathedral, Co. Galway (fig. 14), which has been dated to c.
1180 AD, adds further credence to the possible high medieval origin of both of the
yew vessels.
The four drinking methers that have been radiocarbon dated included two twohandled, undecorated vessels and two four-handled vessels decorated with the most
typical style of chevron and saltire design. Even though the numbers of vessels dated
was small, it was hoped that the radiocarbon dates for this variety of mether styles
would provide a spread of dates that might perhaps suggest a chronology between
two and four-handled vessels, or between decorated and undecorated vessels.
However, the results in this regard proved inconclusive (fig. 29). The first
undecorated two-handled mether, (NMI 1934:454) (cat. no. 012), for some
unexplained reason, returned a prehistoric date, [Ua-16143, uncalib. 2135±75BP, cal.
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(at 2 sigma) BC 380 – AD 10]. This may have been the result of a contaminated
wood sample, or, perhaps the vessel could possibly have been made from a piece of
prehistoric wood (alder) that had been recovered from a bog. The second twohandled, undecorated vessel (NMI RIA1898:12) (cat. no. 027) provided an early
modern date, [UBA-27671, uncalib. 194±28BP, cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 1650 – 1688].
The first four-handled, decorated mether (NMI W75/ WK167) (cat. no. 048)
provided a later medieval to early modern date, [UA-16144, uncalib. 265±55BP, cal.
(at 2 sigma) AD 1470 – 1690]. The second four-handled, decorated vessel (NMI
W71/ WK174) (cat. no. 033) provided dates that ranged from the sixteenth century to
the late seventeenth century, [UBA-26901, uncalib. 242±23BP, cal. (at 2 sigma) AD
1532 -1536, AD 1636 – 1672]. The cherry wood goblet (NMI W88/ WK205) (cat.
no. 001) and the alder roughout (NMI M1951:9-10) (cat. no. 058) that is
provenanced to Cashel Bog, Omagh, Co. Tyrone, were radiocarbon dated to [Ua16137, uncalib. 360±70BP, cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 1430 – 1670] and [Ua-16145,
uncalib. 270±55BP, cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 1470 – 1690] respectively. The fact that
these two vessels share such very close dating sequences, suggests that their
manufacture possibly began at similar dates.
Disregarding the other vessels and discounting the pre-historic date provided for
the first mether sample, the dates above for the remaining three selected methers,
suggests that these methers appear to have been manufactured and in use from the
later medieval to the early modern period. However, it has to be noted, that this
represents only three vessels from a corpus of sixty-two drinking methers and, when
the chronicle reference to methers in 1311 (AI 1311.7) is also taken into
consideration, these dates cannot be claimed to represent the age range of all
methers. When the fragile and frequently damaged nature of the wood, in many of
the extant collections of methers is considered (5.1), it would be difficult, based on
appearances, to select any one vessel that might in fact be older than any other.
Radiocarbon dating for a greater sample or, preferably, for a more representative
sample wooden drinking methers, is required to establish the precise dates for the
vessels contained in these valuable Gaelic collections.
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9.3 Changes in material culture
Change in the type of Gaelic drinking vessels, being used by elites, is registered
in different ways from the high medieval period. New terms, meadar and meadar
ime appear in the literature and the term cuach is now applied to wooden goblets. A
chronicle reference for 1311 uses meadar in reference to the theft of elite drinking
vessels and two radiocarbon dates for the Drinagh mether (cat. no. 44) and the
Dromore goblet (cat. no. G006) provide age ranges of 960 – 1250 AD,
notwithstanding the old wood factor. The most likely context in which this change in
material culture took place is the high medieval transition from kingship to lordship.
Jones et al (1996, 1) suggest that shifting patterns of power relations and the
destruction or alteration of existing socio-cultural patterns can lead to a re-evaluation
of cultural identity (3.2). Curta (2011, 542) also points out that times of social and
political change often raise questions of identity. Medieval ethnicity is suggested by
Curta (2007, 184) to have been built upon pre-existing cultural identity that formed
part of daily social practice (3.2). Horning (2013, 6-7) indicates ‘Colonialism’ can
result in changes in material culture that can be detected in the archaeological record
(3.3). After 1300, it became unacceptable to call Irish rulers by the title ‘king’ they
were addressed instead by their surnames and were known as ‘lords’ (Simms 1987,
36-7) (2.2). As stated above, changes in Gaelic material culture can be detected in the
archaeological record from around this period, and these changes may have resulted
from the advent of colonialism. The use of wood for the manufacture of Gaelic
drinking vessels may therefore reflect a re-evaluation, or, new expression of Gaelic
cultural identity. The nobility attached to yew wood (9.2) may have transferred to
vessels made from this wood, and may have expressed the cultural and social
aspirations of the Gaelic nobility who chose to drink from them, during a time of
great change in their status. Two-handled and multi-handled methers also imply
changes in the way communal drinking was conducted.
The transition to wooden drinking vessels, discussed above, during the later
medieval period, heralded a new form of drinking vessel, known as the meadar or
the mether. It is uncertain whether the meader ime or, mether-type container for
butter or curds, coincides with, or, predates the introduction of the drinking mether.
Both of these vessels are quadrangular in shape, though they generally differ in size,
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and the form, or, number of the handles on the vessel (5.4). In general, smaller
methers appear to have been ideally formed to act as communal drinking vessels.
Their quadrangular rims have been splayed and adapted at the corners, to form
channels, or, spout-like features that would have assisted the flow of liquid or alcohol
from the vessel (5.4). The effectiveness of the splayed corners on a drinking mether
was tested during archaeological experiments that were undertaken, as part of this
research (8.2), and the efficiency of their design was established and confirmed.
During the same experiments, the positioning of the handles on the flat sides of a
mether was assessed to determine whether this distinguishing feature of methers
played a significant role in the rotation and passing of the vessel. A variety of ways
of handling, rotating and passing replica methers was explored during the same
experiments, and the participants concluded, that the positioning of the handles on
methers would have been pivotal to their movement during communal drinking
rituals or comól (8.2). It is therefore possible that these key features were
incorporated into the design of wooden drinking methers with the intention of
communal drinking.
Variations in style and decoration on drinking vessels may be linked to the status
of the vessels and their users, the materials in which they were made or possibly even
differences between regions (Earwood 1993, 222-7). Approximately 50% of the
collection of drinking methers have been decorated with a typical form of chevron
and saltire design, while the remainder of the vessels are plain and unadorned (fig.
20). It is difficult to draw conclusions about these variations, as the dating results
only covered a very small sample of methers, and this did not provide any conclusive
evidence for the establishment of a possible chronology between two and fourhandled vessels or plain or decorated vessels. Earwood (1993, 229, 232) suggests
that it is difficult to determine how much the style and decoration of wooden
artefacts was influenced by their cultural context, and that cultural traditions may
have dictated that in wooden vessels, form may have been of greater importance than
decoration.
Our understanding of the functions and cultural practices of minor elites in
Gaelic society has been enhanced by the identification of the ‘Dermot Tully’ mether
(NMI W63/ WK160) (cat. no. 024) as the physicians cup of the Ó Maoltuille, who
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were, as discussed above (9.1) hereditary physicians to Ó Chonchobhair lords of
Connacht and the Ó Raghallaigh chiefs of East Bréifne. This suggests that service
families were in possession of special cups, perhaps for use in relation to their
professions or as keepers of them for their lords.
The distinctive shape of the goblet or cuach may have its origins in the early
medieval period, as the cuach is frequently referred to in Gaelic literature that relates
to that period (2.2). These vessels were frequently described as being made from
gold or silver and appear to have been personal drinking cups. It is unknown when
wood became the material of choice for the manufacture of goblets. However, their
distinctive shape appears to have endured over a long period of time, possibly
spanning the decline in the use of drinking horns and continuing into the later
medieval and early modern period. However, although, only one non yew wooden
goblet has so far been radiocarbon dated, it has supplied the following date [Ua16137, uncalib. 360±70BP, cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 1430 – 1670] (5.6, 9.5), and this
appears to suggest that their use may have been contemporary with methers. Two
unfinished goblet roughouts are housed in the NMI reserve collection. The vessels
are made from yew and are provenanced to Dromore, Co. Downand Fermanagh (cat.
no. G006) and (cat. no. G007). The cup of these exceptionally large goblets has been
moderated, and they have quadrangular rims that resemble methers, plus the addition
of a single handle. The Dromore goblet (G006) has been dated [Ua-16136, uncalib.
940±70BP, cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 990 – 1250] (5.6, 9.5) and it is possible that the
Fermanagh goblet (G007) may have a similar age range. Both vessels were found in
bogs, and are unfinished. They appear to have become damaged during their
manufacture and, as no other finished vessel of this size and style has been located or
recorded during this research, it is possible that they may have been prototypes for a
new type of vessel that was discontinued. The quadrangular rims on these goblets
suggest that they were intended for use as communal drinking vessels. However, had
they been completed, their exceptionally large size may have presented problems
with their rotation and passing (8.2) and the assistance of a cup bearer or cup bearers
would have been required (8.4). These large goblets may also have been designed for
prowess drinking or as personal drinking cups.
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9.4 Horn: survival and ‘revival’
This research, from its outset, has observed and noted the scarcity of horn in Irish
museum collections (1.3, 5.1). A total of six large horns and a selection of truncated
horns are all that remain extant. Only two large horns, from this collection can be
identified as drinking horns (6.3). The remainder have been modified and adapted for
other purposes (6.3.4). The possible deposition and destruction of horn has been
addressed above (9.5). It is, however, unlikely that the use of drinking horns ceased
abruptly, and it is possible that they may have continued in use as drinking vessels, in
Gaelic Ireland, into the later medieval period, possibly overlapping with the use of
methers, for a considerable period. None of the surviving horns has been dated, or,
subjected to strontium analysis, to establish where they, or, the animal, from whence
they came, originated.
The only two known drinking horns consist of the Kavanagh Charter Horn, (NMI
1976:2) (cat. no. H0001) (6.3.2) and the Ulster Horn (NMNI 98.1910) (cat. no.
H002) (6.3.3). Both of these horns have formed an important element of this research
and contributed to our understanding and knowledge of how these vessels were used
in the later medieval period. They were adorned with copper-alloy embellishments
that were comparable with similar embellishments displayed on drinking horns in
Northern Europe during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (6.3.1). The use of
highly ornamented horn appears to have re-emerged in certain circumstances in
Gaelic Ireland around this period. Their ‘revival’ refers back to the material culture
of kingship and it has been argued that they were used to publicise the kingly origins
of Gaelic ruling families in a period when the status of the leaders of those families
had been reduced to lords (FitzPatrick 2016, 111-30).
The exceptional Kavanagh Charter Horn has been the subject of much research
and discussion over a number of years, particularly by Ó Floinn (1981). The equally
important Ulster Horn has, by contrast, remained largely unstudied until the
commencement of this research. As stated, this horn bears adornments and dating
features comparable with Scandinavian horns. However, the single most significant
and important feature of the Ulster Horn is an epitaph that provides, in a corrupt
form, the name of its high-status owner, ‘Ó Néill’. This horn is a highly significant,
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high-status drinking horn and its survival reflects important aspects of later medieval
elite cultural practices.

9.5 Drinking rituals
Gaelic hierarchies, customs and social structures continued to dominate in areas
of Ireland outside crown control, up to the end of the sixteenth century (Horning
2013, 19). Literary and material sources indicate that Gaelic elite society appears to
have resisted changes induced by colonisation and maintained much of their cultural
and practices that were rooted in the past (ibid., 11). Horning (2013, 10) suggests that
this reflects one of the patterns that accompany colonial entanglements (3.3). Gaelic
literary sources, combined with the large corpus of wooden drinking vessels,
discussed above (9.1) and (5.1), indicate that communal drinking ritual (comól) was
one of the elite cultural practices that persisted into the early modern period.
Occasions of drinking ritual in later medieval and early modern Gaelic Ireland were
associated with accession and inauguration (2.2) and feasting and hospitality (2.4).
The structure of inauguration rituals changed during this period, for example, the
presentation of ‘a rod of lordship’ (slait tigiornais) to the candidate, instead of a ‘rod
of kingship’ (slat na ríghe), and the change in title accorded to the candidate, the use
of his surname instead of the title of king (rí) (FitzPatrick 2004, 4-13, 112-138 ;
Simms 1987, 30-36).
Hospitality and generosity were synonymous with nobility in medieval Europe,
but in Ireland hospitality and feasting were considered the duty of the noble class
(O’Sullivan 2004, 67-8) (2.4). Lavish quantities of alcohol were consumed at feasts,
this included ale and mead, and these were frequently referred to in literature,
however, wine became popular and prestigious from the fourteenth century onwards,
mainly, for the perceived status that its impressive import added (ibid., 103-4, 204).
Major church festivals, like Christmas and Easter, were occasions for hospitality and
lavish feasting in Ireland during the later medieval and early modern periods (Simms
1978, 86). Chronicles and bardic poetry from the later medieval period refer to feasts
being hosted by great Gaelic lords for all the poets of Ireland (Simms 2010, 1) (2.4).
Allusions to the provisions of vast quantities of wine by a Gaelic lord for hospitality
and ‘wine feasts’ can be found in a sixteenth-century bardic poem addressed to Cú
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Chonnacht Mág Uidhir (O’ Sullivan 2004, 104). The consumption of lavish
quantities of alcohol, therefore, appears to have remained synonymous with
hospitality and feasting in later medieval and early modern Gaelic Ireland, and
possibly comparable with similar occasions of feasting suggested by literature
relating to early medieval Ireland (2.4). Feasting and hospitality in Gaelic Ireland
continued to provide occasions for displays of status and power and wealth, when
alcohol and costly drinking vessels were displayed and paraded as ‘potent emblems
of wealth and power’ by Gaelic lords (O’Sullivan 2004, 105, 111) (8.3).
Gaelic literary sources indicate that horns were the drinking vessel of choice
during the early medieval period, with occasional references to the cuach, goblets
and cups (2.2). Sources like LC suggest that large quantities of drinking horns were
gifted, or, given as part of stipends or tribute by Irish kings during this period (2.3).
The references to drinking horns in LC include many instances where the horns are
specifically designated for use in comól or the ‘act of drinking together’ (2.3). The
sharing of a common cup, by Celtic-speaking peoples, is the drinking ritual that was
historically recorded by the Greek geographer Poseidonius, c. 135 BC (2.0). Alcohol
has been used by most societies for ritual and celebration (Douglas et al. 1987, 4)
(3.1). Drinking ritual, therefore, is the performance and repetition of a series of
formal acts and utterances, that involves the use of alcohol and the manipulation of
objects, the meaning of which is understood by the participants (Rapport 1999, 33-7;
Bell 1992, 14, 111, 177) (3.1). It is the act of drinking together, from a single vessel
that embodies the ‘ritual’ in Gaelic communal drinking, or, comól.
Experimental drinking rituals (comól) were undertaken in connection with this
research (8.2). These experiments examined the key characteristics of wooden
drinking methers, such as the spout-like features at the corners of the rim and the
positioning of the handles on the sides of the vessels and confirm that methers were
ideally suited for rotating, passing and use as communal drinking vessels. A large
drinking horn was used during the experiments and when this was full of liquid it
proved to be unwieldy and difficult to rotate and pass during the ritual, the
experiments revealed that medium-sized methers and horns were more suitable for
use at drinking rituals, due to the ease with which they could be manipulated. It was
concluded that these large drinking vessels could possibly require the assistance of at
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least one or possibly deogbarra (8.4). It is therefore suggested that large drinking
horns and vessels such as the Drinagh mether (NMI 1942:69) (cat.no. 044) and the
Dromore goblet (NMI 1876:1624) (cat. no. G006) may have been prestige vessels
that were used for display, as symbols of power, wealth and status (3.4). They may
also been used as personal drinking cups, or as ‘champion’ cups’, for prowess
drinking (2.2).
Drinking rituals, the use of alcohol and the manipulation of drinking vessels is
suggested to have been used for structuring social relations, the manipulation of
power and the construction of authority (3.4). Drinking rituals are also implied to
have been an exclusively male prerogative (3.5), however, there are nuances of
female influence in the cup-offering rituals that are depicted in both Irish and AngloSaxon literature (2.2, 2.1). Later medieval chronicles and literary sources indicate
and record important instances of Gaelic noblewomen’s hospitality and generosity
(8.6). Sources reveal that certain elite females issued ‘general invitations’ to
hospitality and hosted lavish banquets and drinking feasts and suggest that lavish
quantities of alcohol were consumed at those feasts (8.6). An instance of a Gaelic
noble woman hosting a lavish wine feast for other elite females is indicated in a
fifteenth-century praise poem (8.6), all of which signify that there was involvement
by elite Gaelic females in banqueting and drinking feasts. It is not unreasonable
therefore to propose, that Gaelic noble women may have possessed their own special
drinking vessels, particularly for use, when they hosted banquets and drinking feasts
in their own name.
A small sample of drinking methers have been dated (5.6, 9.5) and the dates
provided for three vessels (W75/ WK167, W71/ WK1740, RIA1898:12) suggests
that the use of these vessels extended into the early modern period (fig. 29). Vessels
that are suggested in museum records, to be made from sycamore, or walnut, are also
likely to belong to the early modern period, due to the late introduction of this wood.
The existence of these vessels and the literary evidence, as discussed (9.5), combined
with a praise poem, composed for the MacConmara during the 1570s supports the
continuation of comól at this time. These examples and references testify to the
continued manufacture and use of methers into the early modern period and suggest
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that the cultural practice of comól or communal ritual drinking also continued in
Gaelic Ireland.
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The primary aim of this research has been to ascertain what drinking vessels of
horn and wood reveal about high-status drinking ritual in elite Gaelic society during
the period 1200-1600 AD. Fundamental to this aim has been the examination and
analysis of the corpus of organic drinking vessels that are housed in Irish
repositories. That research revealed that the greater part of those collections
consisted of wooden, quadrangular drinking vessels, known as methers. An extension
of this aim was, therefore, to carry out a detailed examination and recording of those
vessels, to determine the key features of wooden drinking methers, and, to endeavour
to establish how their distinctive features, may have functioned during Gaelic
drinking rituals, and why those rituals endured into the early modern period. The
outcome of experimental archaeology and the scientific results that were obtained
from AMS C14 dating were used to establish and corroborate the research on
methers. A further objective was to attempt to find out why wood and horn were the
preferred choice of material for the manufacture of high-status Gaelic drinking
vessels, and why there had been an apparent transition from horn to wood, during the
later medieval period, and what had caused this change. During the course of the
research, some surprising and significant discoveries were made, and these have also
been included.
Drinking ritual is the sharing of a common cup of alcohol. The antiquity of this
cultural practice among Celtic speaking peoples has been historically attested, from
at least as early as c. 135 BC. Irish literary sources, myths and legends suggest that
occasions of drinking and drinking ritual in early Ireland had strong associations with
kingship, accession, stipends and tribute, feasting, banqueting and hospitality. These
sources also indicate that drinking horns were the vessels of choice for high-status
drinking ritual during this period particularly prestigious, large, imported horns of
auroch, or, European bison or buffalo (coirn búabaill). Literary sources that relate to
drinking ritual in Gaelic and Germanic traditions suggest that those rituals have been
the exclusive prerogative of males in those societies. However, there are nuances of
female influence in cup-offering rituals and later medieval chronicles and literary
sources indicate instances where Gaelic noblewomen issue ‘general invitations’ to
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drinking feasts and hospitality in their own right, even hosting lavish wine-feasts for
other elite females. This suggests that there was participation by elite Gaelic females
in banqueting and drinking feasts, but it is not known whether they took part in
drinking rituals or remained segregated on those occasions.
Changes in the material culture of Gaelic drinking ritual can be detected, from
the later medieval period, when the wooden drinking vessels became the vessels of
choice for elite Gaelic society. This change appears to correspond with a period of
political and social stress for Gaelic elites in Ireland and accompanying changes in
patterns of power and status brought about by Anglo-Norman colonisation, from the
late twelfth century to the period of the Gaelic ‘revival’. The status of Gaelic kings
changed to lords and they were addressed by their surnames. Curta (2007, 2011)
suggests that times of political and social change lead to a re-evaluation of cultural
identity and ethnicity, which are built upon pre-existing cultural identity. Horning
(2013) indicates that adherence to existing cultural practices may result from colonial
entanglements. It is therefore possible to suggest that resistance to colonial change in
Gaelic Ireland may be interpreted as the aspiration by elite Gaelic lords to maintain
and preserve cultural identity and ethnicity, by adhering to deep-rooted cultural
practices, like communal drinking or comól. The introduction of the wooden drinking
mether appears to correspond with this period of political and social change in Gaelic
Ireland.
The key characteristics of Gaelic wooden drinking methers can be determined by
their size, as well as their distinctive quadrangular form and a slight tapering of the
vessels, near their base. The corners of the rim of drinking methers have been
adapted to form channels, or, spout-like features that assisted the flow of liquid or
alcohol from the corners of the vessel. These features are combined with the
positioning of distinctive and frequently decorative handles, usually two or four on
the flat sides of the vessel that enabled the mether to be rotated and passed during
Gaelic drinking rituals or comól. The mether, including the handles, was cut from a
single block of wood. Some vessels had incised decoration that usually consisted of
bands of chevron and saltire-style design, while other vessels were plain.
All quadrangular wooden vessels are known as methers (from the Irish meadar).
However, large quadrangular methers that do not taper towards the base, or, splay at
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the corners of the rim, were designed as containers for dairy products too, usually,
‘bog butter’ or curds. These vessels are often referred to as meadar ime, or, ‘methers
of butter’ in Gaelic literary sources, and many of them still contained these dairy
products when they were recovered from peat bogs.
Gaelic drinking ritual or comól in the later medieval and early modern period was
the communal sharing of a common cup of alcohol, in other words sharing a wooden
mether. The distinctive features of drinking methers, was tested and evaluated during
experimental archaeology, involving the use of replica vessels, at NUI Galway in
2014. The splayed corners of the vessel did allow the easy flow of liquid from the
mether, and the positioning of the handles, aided the rotation and passing of the
vessel, from one participant to the next during these experiments. The participants in
the experiments concluded that methers were effective and efficient drinking vessels
that were ideally designed and suited for rotation and use during elite communal
drinking rituals. Chronicle and literary sources frequently recount lavish feasting and
hospitality, hosted by Gaelic lords during the later medieval and early modern
period. Where the find locations are known for Gaelic drinking methers, these
frequently coincide with the locations of former Gaelic lordships. Wooden drinking
methers can therefore be regarded as the high-status drinking vessels of elites that
were displayed and deployed during communal drinking rituals.
Two exceptionally large yew vessels, from Co. Clare and Co. Down, form part of
the corpus of Gaelic drinking vessels. The use of a very large drinking horn was
tested during experimental archaeology, and this highlighted the difficulties that such
a large vessel presented for drinking, rotating and passing during the experiments. It
was concluded by the participants in the experiments that for very large drinking
horns or vessels, especially when filled with alcohol, to function correctly during a
drinking ritual, it would have required the assistance of at least one, if not two cup
bearers or deogbarra. It was suggested by the experiments that very large drinking
horns or wooden vessels such as the yew Drinagh mether (NMI 1942:69) (cat. no.
044) and the Dromore goblet (NMI 1876:1624) (cat. no. G006) may have functioned
as personal drinking vessels or champions cups used for prowess drinking. The
identification of the distinctive mether (NMI W63/ WK160) (cat. no. 024), inscribed
with the name ‘Dermot Tully’, as the physician’s cup of the Ó Maoltuille suggests
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that service families were in possession of special cups, perhaps for use in relation to
their professions or as keepers of them for their lords.
In this thesis, C14 dates for methers provided by the National Museum were
drawn together and analysed and two new C14 dates were acquired as part of this
research. The dated NMI vessels included two drinking methers, two goblets, one
personal drinking cup and one unfinished vessel, or, roughout. One mether was made
from alder and while clearly of medieval form, produced a prehistoric date which
must be deemed erroneous. The three other methers were made from native Irish
wood, willow and fruit wood, and these vessels yielded calibrated dates (at 2 sigma)
that ranged from AD 1470 – 1690. However, a chronicle reference to the theft of
what are clearly methers of elites in 1311 (AI 1311.7) reveals that the mether was
established as a valued item in elite households by at least c.1300, if not earlier.
The two large yew vessels both yielded very close calibrated dates (at 2 sigma)
that ranged from AD 960 – 1250. It was thought initially that the problems attached
to dating the wood of a long-lived tree, like yew, may have skewed these dates.
However, the running spiral or scroll style of decoration on the handle of one of
these vessels ‘The Drinagh yew cup’ (cat. no. 044) finds a parallel in a motif on the
west doorway of Clonfert Cathedral, Co. Galway, which dates to c. 1180 AD. This
suggests that the dates obtained for the yew cup and goblet may in fact be correct and
that these vessels may predate drinking methers. The dates obtained for the smaller
cherry wood goblet and the alder roughout, coincided with the three mether dates.
There are frequent references to goblets in sources that relates to early Ireland, so it
is possible that this style of drinking vessel may have overlapped the transition from
horn to wooden drinking methers and also coexisted as a wooden drinking vessel into
the early modern period. The wood samples from all the vessels that were
radiocarbon dated were scientifically confirmed as being native Irish wood. Some
wooden methers in Irish collections are suggested to be made from wood species like
sycamore and walnut, though this has not been verified. Both of these wood species
were late introductions into Ireland, and the use of this wood possibly confirms that
mether making continued unto the early modern period. It has, therefore been argued
that the introduction and use of wooden drinking methers coincided with a period of
political and social stress and profound change in the status of Gaelic elites.
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Based on analysis of the extant corpus of Gaelic drinking vessels and indications
from Irish literary sources, it is apparent that organic material, like horn and wood,
was the material of choice for the manufacture of high-status Gaelic ritual drinking
vessels. The use of horn is attested, in Irish literary sources, from at least the early
medieval period. Kelly (1997) indicates that due to the small size of the horns on
native dairy cattle that the horns of oxen were generally used as drinking vessels, and
that there was an extensive trade of large imported horns of auroch, European bison
and buffalo from continental Europe into Ireland during the early medieval period.
Etting (2013) suggests that there was a general decline in the use of drinking horns in
continental Europe, from the eleventh century. This general decline in the use of horn
may have had knock-on effects on the import trade of large prestigious horns in
Ireland. The replacement of horn with wood may have been a gradual process, and
the use of drinking horns may have overlapped with the use of wooden drinking
methers for a considerable period. Horn is poorly reflected in the current
archaeological record, however, the survival of large collections of wooden drinking
vessels in Irish repositories, chronicle and dating evidence, all corroborate that wood
became and remained the organic material of choice for the manufacture of Gaelic
ritual drinking vessels, from c.1200 - c.1600 and continuing into the late seventeenth
century.
Where find locations for Gaelic drinking vessels and meadar ime are known, this
has been frequently recorded as being peat bogs. It is suggested by Earwood (1993)
that the acidic quality of bog water may have had a tanning and beneficial seasoning
effect on wood and by extension, on finished or partly finished wooden objects.
However, deposition of wooden drinking vessels and meadar ime in bogs may also
have been for reasons of preservation, concealment, or protection against theft or
destruction. Bogs were therefore, possibly of far greater importance as active storage
places in Gaelic Ireland during the later medieval and early modern period.
The use of highly ornamented horn appears to have re-emerged in certain
circumstances in Gaelic Ireland during the late fourteenth or fifteenth century.
FitzPatrick (2016) suggests that their ‘revival’ refers back to the material culture of
kingship and that they were used to publicise the kingly origins of Gaelic ruling
families, in a period when the status of those families had been reduced to lords. Two
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exceptional ‘revival’ horns have survived and are currently in Irish repositories. The
Kavanagh Charter Horn, at the National Museum of Ireland, has been much studied
and published and is known to have been in the possession of the Mac Murrough
Kavanagh family. However, the equally important, Ulster horn had remained
relatively unknown, until it formed part of this research. The form of the adornments
on the Ulster horn are closely paralleled with those on the Kavanagh Charter Horn,
and scrutiny of an epitaph on this horn, suggests that it may once have been a
possession of Ó Néill c.1400.
The most significant conclusions of this research have therefore been the earlier
than previously thought dates for the origins of Gaelic drinking methers; the affinity
with organic materials for ritual drinking vessels in Gaelic cultural practice; the
correlation of the use of methers with lordship and the revival of some horns of
major dynasties with attempts to re-assert over-kingship in Leinster and Ulster.
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Appendix I
Research and an analysis of the collections of Gaelic drinking ritual indicate that
an extensive corpus of drinking vessels is housed in Irish repositories. These
collections comprise of 101 wooden methers, 15 wooden goblets, 6 large horns and a
small quantity of truncated horn. The largest assemblage of vessels forms part of the
NMI collection. This collection comprises of 64 wooden methers, 9 wooden goblet
and 2 large horns. The balance of the corpus is distributed between ten museums and
one private collection on the island of Ireland. This catalogue presents for the first
time the present complete corpus of Gaelic drinking vessels, organised under the
following headings, methers, goblets and horns.
The catalogue provides images, museum references and the relevant data for
each individual vessel. Each category of vessel displayed reflects the catalogue
numbers and the order in which the individual museums were visited and the vessels
recorded. The catalogue numbers therefore, run concurrently within each category.
The utmost care was taken during museum visits to ensure that all vessels were
located and recorded during the research. However, it should be noted that four
methers are currently undergoing essential conservation at museum conservation
laboratories and were therefore unavailable for recording. The age and fragile
conditions of certain vessels presented difficulties for recording and photography at
times, and on occasions it was not possible to offer a description of these vessels or
deduce what their features may have been.
This research could not have been completed without the consent and cooperation of various museums concerned. I would like to express my gratitude for
the assistance and courtesy extended to me by all museum officials during the course
of this research.Permission to reproduce the photographs in this catalogue has been
granted by the National Museum of Ireland, the National Museums of Northern
Ireland and other relevant sources who retain the copyright to all images. W. R. W.
Wilde (1815-1871) (W) surgeon, antiquarian, folklorist and vice-president of the
RIA published the first catalogue of objects held in the RIA (1857-62, 3 vols). W. F.
Wakeman (1822-1900) (WK) draughtsman (Ordnance Survey of Ireland),
antiquarian and Fellow of the RIA published Archaeologica Hibernica (1848).
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CAT NO. 001

Limerick City Museum: Ref. LCM 0000.0213

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION:

Kilcolman Bog, Kilcolman Castle, Co. Cork

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H 18.6cm, Rim 14.7x14.3cm, Base 13.4x12.3cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 – double finger holes + thumb groove

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Good, base detached and damaged

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Donor: Earl of Inchiquin in 1948. Kilcolman Castle was the

home of the Elizabethan poet Edmund Spenser for a period during the sixteenth century.
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CAT NO. 002

Hunt Museum: Ref. HCM 222

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Small Wooden Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H 8.9cm, Rim 5.7x5.4cm, Base 4.5cm (diam.)

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 (one missing)

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Good

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small vessel, splayed corners. Long slender handles extend

from near rim and contain slender lobe-like features. Highly burnish finish on wood.
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CAT NO. 003

Hunt Museum: Ref. HCM 223

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Very small decorated mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H 8.7cm, Rim 6.2x6.1cm, Base 4.5cm (diam.)

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 extended down to form legs

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised chevron and saltire design, in three ban ds

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to rim and base

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very small vessel, splayed corners, no provenance.
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CAT NO. 004

Hunt Museum: Ref. HCM 224

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 14.5cm, Rim 10x9.8cm, Base 7.5cm diam

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in three bands, chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Fair, crack on one side, worm damage

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized vessel, splayed corners, pattern worn in

places. No provenance.
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CAT NO. 005

Hunt museum: Ref. HCM 225

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Large wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 18cm, Rim 9.9x9.5cm, Base 8cm (diam.)

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

3, extend to form feet or supports, one damaged

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Faint, incised on 3 sides with handles

CONDITION:

Poor, repaired in places and at base.

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Only three-handled mether in entire corpus. Corners

splayed, circular base, very light-coloured wood, woodworm damage. No provenance.
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CAT NO. 006

Hunt Museum: Ref. HCM 221

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

From Craggaunown Castle

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 15cm, Rim 9cmx8.9cm, Base 6.3cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, dark colour, unidentified

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very good

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Corners not splayed, circular base.
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CAT NO. 007

NMI: Ref. 3038: W55, WK190

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 15cm, Rim 9.5x9.5cm, Base 8.5x8 cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, (possibly sycamore WK)

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Faint incised circles and saltires

CONDITION:

Fair, one repaired crack

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Decoration resembles ‘OXO’ design
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CAT NO. 008

NMI: Ref. 1965:271

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Monaghan, possibly Barony of Farney

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 14cm, Rim 8cmx8cm, Base 7cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised small circles and single saltires

CONDITION:

Fair, long crack on one side, base damaged

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Corners splayed, base sub-circular. Acquired from Major J.

E. Shirley, Lough Fea Castle, Castleblaney, Co. Monaghan.
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CAT NO. 009

NMI: Ref. R1765/ WK 176

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 26cm, Rim 12cmx12cm, Base 10cmx9.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 large handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, damaged and repaired, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large vessel, corners slightly splayed, sub-square at base,

possibly meadar ime. Donated by Mrs Ogilby, Kilcrattan, Co. Londonderry. Provenance
unknown.
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CAT NO. 010

NMI: Ref. 1876:1876/ WK 134

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 16cm, Rim 10cmx9.5cm, Base 8.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified (possibly sallow, WK)

HANDLES:

4, but, 2 are broken and parts missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, base and portions of handles missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Corners splayed, circular base, handles have lobes. Much

worm damage, groove near base, no band. Provenance unknown.
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CAT NO. 011

NMI: Ref. 3037: WK 189

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR: Donated by Wm. Doran, provenance unknown
DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 16.5cm, Rim 9.5x9cm, base 9.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, (possibly yew, WK)

HANDLES:

2, set low down on vessel

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Diamond and inverted triangles

CONDITION:

Fair, one side repaired with large staples

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

High corners, splayed, base sub-circular and broken.

Unusual style of decoration.
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CAT NO. 012

NMI: Ref. 1934:454

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Altamena, Donegal

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 12cm, Rim 7.5x7cm, Base 6.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, alder, (scientifically identified)

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Good, base slightly chipped

DATE:

Dated, cal. (at 2 sigma) 980 BC – 10 AD

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Corners slightly splayed, base sub-square. It is unknown

why this vessel has returned a pre-historic date.
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CAT NO. 013

NMI: Ref. W66/ WK165

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 20cm, Rim 13x13cm, Base 12.5 diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified (possibly yew, WK)

HANDLES:

4

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, chevron and double saltire

CONDITION:

Fair, base missing and cracked at groove area

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Corners slightly splayed, sub-circular at base.

Provenance unknown.
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CAT NO. 014

NMI: Ref. WK173

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 15.5cm, Rim 11x 10.8cm, Base 9cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly sallow (WK)

HANDLES:

4, extended down to form legs, 1 missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised, 3 bands, double chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Poor, base and I leg missing, damage to rim

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Corners splayed, circular base, worm damage.

Provenance unknown .
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CAT NO. 015

NMI: Ref. SA1926:2

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Bog near Ballymena, Co. Antrim

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 26.5cm, Rim 15cmx15cm, Base 13x 12.5

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 large handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, 3 sides damaged, 2 splits on one side

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large vessel, corners not splayed, base sub-square.

Held together with 2 bands of fine wire. Purchased at W. J. Knowles auction. Possibly
meadar ime.
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CAT NO. 016

NMI: Ref. W53/WK186

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 17.5cm, Rim 12x12cm, Base 9.5x9.5 diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly yew (WK)

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised, 3 bands, chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Poor, base missing, cracks repaired with staples

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large dark coloured vessel, rim corners splayed. Sub-

rectangular base, provenance unknown.
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CAT NO. 017

NMI: Ref. 1930:27

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Lough Inagh Bog, Co. Galway (Ballynakill Barony)

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 24.5cm, Rim 12.5x9cm, Base 12x 9cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 large handles, both broken and parts missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, base missing, handles and rim damaged

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, rim corners not splayed. Very damaged.

Acquired from Mr. H. Naylor, Upr. Liffey St. Dublin. Possibly meader ime.
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CAT NO. 018

NMI: Ref. W69/ WK171

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 19cm, Rim 10.5x10cm, Base 8.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, and metal frame (possibly yew WK)

HANDLES:

4 with extended lobe-like features

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, cracked and supported by metal frame

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether. Rim corners splayed. Supported by metal

frame at base and centre. Circular base, provenance unknown.
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CAT NO. 019

NMI: Ref. M1951:8

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether roughout

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Cashel Bog, Bodony Lr. Co. Tyrone (Strabane Lr. Bar.)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 25cm, Rim 13x10cm, Base 12.5x12cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 indicated

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, unfinished

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Unfinished mether, shaped and 2 handles indicated. Wood

split and cracked.
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CAT NO.020

NMI: Ref. W52/ WK187

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max). H. 15.8cm, Rim 9.5x9cm, 7.5x7.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly sallow, (WK)

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised, very faint, 3 bands, chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Very poor, splits repaired with glue or resin

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Rim corners slightly splayed, circular base. Very damaged,

and much worm damaged. Provenance unknown.
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CAT NO. 021

NMI: REF. 1929:1203

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Glebe House Bog, Letterass/ Srahatloe, Co. Mayo

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 26cm, Rim 13x12.5cm, Base 12.5x12cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2, one broken and part missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised, faint, geometric design

CONDITION:

Very poor, split, held by two bands of fine wire

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Rim corners not splayed, base sub-square. Contains residue

of possibly ‘bog butter’ or curds.
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CAT NO. 022

NMI: Ref. W59/ WK175

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Presented by Lord Farnham

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 16cm, Rim 14x13.5cm, Base 13x11.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly sallow (WK)

HANDLES:

2, one missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Very faint, saltires

CONDITION:

Very poor, base and 1 handle missing, rim damaged

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very damaged mether, splits repaired with staples.

Rim corners splayed, base sub-rectangular. Presented by Lord Farnham, provenance
unknown
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CAT NO. 023

NMI: Ref. W64

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Acquired from O’Donohoes of Killarney

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 20cm, Rim 10x10cm, Base 9.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified (possibly yew)

HANDLES:

4 slender, elegantly shaped and tapering handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Design of circles, near base

CONDITION:

Good, 1 crack, stitched with copper wire

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Rim corners splayed, circular at base, possibly yew.

Acquired from O’Donohoes of Killarney.
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CAT NO. 024

NMI: Ref. W63/ WK160

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Inscription ‘Dermot Tully’ 1590

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 22cm, Rim 11.5x11cm, Base 10cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Possibly crab-apple (uncertified), plus copper hoop

HANDLES:

4 small and round

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised inscription, plus astrological medical glyphs

CONDITION:

Good, small cracks, rim damaged

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, rim corners slightly splayed, inscribed.

Circular base with cooper hoop. UÍ Maoiltuille (Tully) were hereditary physicians to Ó
Conchobhair, lords of Connacht and Ó Raghallaigh chiefs of East Bréifne.
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CAT NO. 025

NMI: Ref. 1880:6/ WK131

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Bog near Stewardstown, Co. Tyrone

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 25cm, Rim 14x13cm, Base 15cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly sallow (WK)

HANDLES:

2 large handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised, 3 bands, chevron and saltire, ‘X’ on handles

CONDITION:

Very poor, cracked and rim damaged, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Rim corners not splayed, sub-circular base, fragile.

Provenance unknown. Purchased for 11/- in 1880.
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CAT NO. 026

NMI: Ref. W70/ WK172

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 11.5, Rim 7.5x7cm, Base 6cm, diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly elm (WK)

HANDLES:

4 with decorative lobe-like features

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Faint incised decoration, large chevron and lines

CONDITION:

Fair, 2 splits, repaired with wire stitches

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small

dark

brown

mether.

Rim

corners

splayed.

Sub-circular base, missing and damage at groove. Originally hooped with willow, hoop
missing. Provenance, unknown.
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CAT NO. 027

NMI: Ref. RIA 1898:112

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Castlewellen, Co. Down

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 13.7cm, Rim 8.8x8cm, Base 8 cmx 7.5 cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, pomoidal, (fruit wood) certified

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Inscription ‘Iveagh’, no decoration

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to base area, base missing

DATE:

Dated, calib. (at 2 sigma) 1650 AD – 1809 AD

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized, light coloured mether. Rim corners slightly

splayed, sub-square base. Purchased from Mr. Seaton Milligan, Belfast.
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CAT NO. 028

NMI: Ref. W51/ WK184

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Ballynascreen Parish, Co Derry

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 14.7cm, Rim 8.7x8.5cm, Base 7cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly walnut (WK)

HANDLES:

2, one broken and missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Very faint ‘V’ or ‘X’ design

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to rim and base,1 handle missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized dark coloured mether. Rim corners splay

slightly, sub-circular base. Some worm damage. Provenance unknown.
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CAT NO.029

NMI: Ref. W58/ WK 185

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Curry, Armagh (on label)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 14cm, Rim 9x8.5cm, Base 8x7cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly elm (WK)

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Good, slight wear to rim and woodworm damage

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized, light coloured mether. Rim corners splayed,

sub-square base ‘Curry’ possibly a dealer, provenance unknown.
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CAT NO.030

NMI: Ref. W67/ WK166

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 17cm, Rim 13x12.5cm, Base 11.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly yew (WK)

HANDLES:

4, two broken and missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, damage to rim and base, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large dark-coloured mether, in very poor condition.

Rim corners splayed, sub-circular base. Purchased from Dean Dawson, no provenance.
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CAT NO.031

NMI: Ref. 1000:2748

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 18.5cm, Rim 11.5x11cm, Base 9.5cm diam

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and base, repaired with glue

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large, light-coloured and damaged mether. Rim corners

splayed, sub-circular base. ‘Warne Collection’ on label on vessel. Provenance unknown.
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CAT NO. 032

NMI: Ref. W56/ WK180

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 14.5cm, Rim 10x9.5cm, Base 9.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly yew (WK)

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, base missing, large cracks on two sides

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Dark-coloured badly damaged mether. Cracks repaired with

wire stitches and glue. Rim corners splayed, circular base. Provenance unknown.
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CAT NO. 033

NMI: Ref. W71/ WK174

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Presented by Lord Farnham

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 16cm, Rim 10.5x10cm, Base 10cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Willow, certified

HANDLES:

4, with lobe-like feature

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised, in 3 bands, double chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to rim and base, base missing

DATE:

Dated, calib. (at 2 sigma) 1532 – 1672 AD

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, repaired with wire stitches. Rim

corners splayed, circular base. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 034

NMI: Ref. W60/ WK181

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 11.5cm, Rim 8.5x7.5cm, Base 8x7cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly oak (WK)

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Good, damage to rim and worm damage

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small mether very dark wood. Rim corners slightly splayed,

rectangular base. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 035

NMI: Ref. P1211/ WK164

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR

Petrie Collection

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 11cm, Rim 8.5x8cm, Base 7cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4, one missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised double chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Good, one missing handle

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small, dark-coloured mether. Rim corners splayed, sub-

circular base. Acquired from Dr. Petrie, provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers

CAT NO.036

NMI: Ref. W62

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR: Ballynascreen Parish, Co. Derry
DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 10cm, Rim 7.5x7.5cm, Base 6x5.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2, one broken, part missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Possibly faint lines and chevrons

CONDITION:

Poor, splits repaired with wire stitches and glue

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small dark-coloured mether, poor condition. Rim corners

slightly splayed, rectangular base. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 037

NMI: Ref. WK352/ 1881:475

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Co. Clare (in a moat)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 11cm, Rim 7x7cm, Base 7x6.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Good, slight wear on rim corner, heavily varnished

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Rim corners slightly splayed, sub-square base. Provenance

unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 038

NMI: Ref. W50/ WK179

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Presented by Lord Farnham

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 14cm, Rim 8.5x8cm, Base 7.5x7.3cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly walnut (WK)

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised single saltire and small rings, ‘OXO’ design

CONDITION:

Good, damage to rim at one side

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized dark-coloured mether, good condition

Rim corners splayed, sub-square base. Design - ‘OXO’ on 2 sides, ‘V’ and ‘OO’ near
handles. Donated by Lord Farnham, Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers

CAT NO. 039

NMI: Ref. E185:32

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Kilgannon Bog, Ballygaddy, Co. Galway (Tuam Parish)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 18.5cm, Rim 8cmx??, Base 9cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

1 small handle (possibly)

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Large fragment, base and one side

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether fragment, made in one piece. Very small

handle near base, Rim corner not splayed. Base circular, provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 040

NMI: Ref. SA1913:107

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Woodhouse family, Omeath Park House, Co. Louth

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 10cm, Rim 7x7cm, Base 6cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 with carved lobe-like features at ends, 1 missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, chevron and saltire design

CONDITION:

Very poor, rim damaged, I handle missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small, light-coloured mether, in poor condition. Rim

corners slightly splayed, circular base. Donated, provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 041

NMI: Ref. W61/ WK188

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 10cm, Rim 7x6.5cm, Base 6x6cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly deal (WK)

HANDLES:

2, both missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, damage to rim and base, no handles

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Rim corners slightly splayed, sub-square base. Woodworm

damage. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 042

NMI: ref. 1932:6533

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (fragmented)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Bog near Charlestown, Co. Mayo

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 28.5, Rim 12.5cmx?? Base 11.5cmx??

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 – large, both missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Geometric design, saltires, triangles and petals

CONDITION:

Fragmented, back, one side and handles missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large fragment of light-coloured mether. Rim corners not

splayed, possible square base. Geometric design, possibly compass. Possibly meadar ime
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 043

NMI: Ref. W3

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Bone vessel (mether shaped)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Lagore Crannog, Dunshaughlin, Co. Meath

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 6cm, Rim 3x3cm, Base 2.3x2cm

MATERIALS:

Bone

HANDLES:

None

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Good, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very small mether-shaped bone vessel. Stray find from

Lagore Crannog, no stratigraphy. Hencken (1950) suggests a possible ‘dice box’.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 044

NMI: Ref. 1942:69

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Drinagh Bog, Co. Clare

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 34cm, Rim 9x9cm ?? Base 10.3cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, yew, (identified for dating)

HANDLES:

1 set close to base

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Running spiral design carved on handle, lines on foot

CONDITION:

Fair, one side damaged and missing

DATE:

Dated, calib. (at 2 sigma) 960AD – 1230AD

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very tall yew mether, made in one piece. Rim corners not

splayed, circular base. Donated by Dr. D. MacNamara, Baunkyle House, Corrofin, Co.
Clare, provenance unknown. Possibly a personal drinking cup.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO.045

NMI: Ref. E185:33

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Lisconly Bog, Co. Galway. (Drumore Barony)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 30cm ? Rim 15.5x15cm, Base 15.5x15 ?

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 large handles, one missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Triangles and lines (faint)

CONDITION:

Very poor, damage to rim and base, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large and damaged mether, Murphy Collection. Label

‘Bog butter Box’ and note ‘Crows ate butter’. Finder Mr. Jim Boyle. Meadar ime .
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 046

NMI: Ref. R1764/ WK177

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Mrs Ogilby, Kilcattan, Co. Derry

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 26cm, Rim 15.5x15cm, Base 15x14.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 large handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, base missing, repaired with timber and glue

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether in poor condition, cracks repaired. Rim

corners slightly splayed, sub-square base. Donated by Mrs Ogilby, provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 047

NMI: Ref. W49/ WK191

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 18cm, Rim 10x9.5cm, Base 9.5x9cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly sallow (WK)

HANDLES:

1 missing handle

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Fair, single handle missing, damage to rim

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large vessel, bulbous shaped at centre, 1 handle. Rim

corners slightly splayed, sub-square base. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 048

NMI: Ref. W72/ WK 167

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (fragmented)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 16cm, Rim 10cmx ?? Base 8cm, diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, [Yew (WK) and Sallow (W)]

HANDLES:

4 handles, all missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, large chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Very poor, mether in 3 fragments, plus base

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Fragments of large mether, Rim corners splayed.

circular. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 049

NMI: Ref. 1991:77A and 1991:77B

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (Fragmented)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Mount Dillon Bog, Co. Roscommon, (Lissonuffy Par.)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 21cm, Rim 15cmx ?? Base 8cm ??

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles, I missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

1 large fragment, vessel appears unfinished

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Unfinished fragment of large, light-coloured mether.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 050

NMI: Ref. 1935:521

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (fragmented)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Tawnakeel Bog, Crossmolina, Co. Mayo (Tirawley Bar)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 28cm ? Rim 15cmx ? Base N/A

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 possibly, both missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, in 6 fragments

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, in 6 fragments. Residue of ‘bog butter’ on

fragments.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO.051

NMI: Ref. 1985:103.1

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden vessel (fragmented)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Kilsallagh Bog, Co. Mayo

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 26cm, Rim 15cmx ? Base 14cmx ?

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles, fragmented

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Triangles infilled with lines, saltire and cross together

CONDITION:

Very poor, vessel in 7 fragments

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large decorated mether, in 7 fragments. Fragments

contain residue of ‘Bog butter’.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 052

NMI: Ref. 1940:109

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (fragmented)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Aughrusmore Bog, near Clifden, Co. Galway

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 23cm ? Rim 10.5cmx ?, Base 10cmx ?

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 (possibly) both missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, vessel in 12 fragments

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether in 12 fragments.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 053

NMI: Ref. 1955: 45.1/ 1955:44A

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (fragmented)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Coolamore Bog, Kilcommon, Co. Mayo (Erris Barony)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 23cm ? Rim unknown, Base 13cmx ?

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

Number unknown

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, 6 large and 44 very small fragments

DATE:

Mether undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very fragmented large mether, contained ‘Bog butter’.

Butter (1955:45B) dated (Cronin 2004). Cal. (at 2 sigma) 1290 – 1410 AD. Location may be
‘Goolamore’.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 054

NMI: Ref. 1961:187.1

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (fragment)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR: Donaghpatrick Bog, Co. Galway. (Clare Barony)
DIMENSIONS:

Fragment measures 2.5cmx2cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

Not known

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Not known

CONDITION:

One small fragment

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very small fragment, no description possible. Acquired

from Mr. John Maloney, Headford PO Co. Galway. Vessel originally contained ‘Bog butter’.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO.055

NMI: Ref. M1951:10

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether base

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Cashel Bog, Bodony Lwr. Co. Tyrone (Strabane Upr)

DIMENSIONS:

Fragment measures 17cm x 14cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

Unknown

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Unknown

CONDITION:

Split in 2 sections, joined with wire stitches

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

No description. Acquired from Mr. John Coyle,

Greencastle, Omagh, Co. Tyrone.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 056

NMI: Ref. RIA 1898:113

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Castlewellen, Co. Down

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 19.5cm, Rim 10.5x10.5cm, Base 8cm Diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to rim, one side and base

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Tall, elegant mether. Rim corners splayed circular base.

Purchased from Mr. Seaton Milligan, Belfast. Origin unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 057

NMI: Ref. 1934:34

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Roughout

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Kiltycon Bog, Co. Longford (Killoe Barony)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 28cm, Rim 19cm diam. Base 13cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles indicated

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Unfinished, wood cracked, some holes and knots

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large single piece roughout. Shaped and 2 handles

indicated. Found during drainage work on State property.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 058

NMI: Ref. M1951:9

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether roughout

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Cashel Bog, Bodony Lwr, Co. Tyrone

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 28.5cm, Rim 13x13cm, Base 14x 13.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, alder, confirmed for dating

HANDLES:

2 handles indicated

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Vessel unfinished, wood split and damaged

DATE:

Dated, calib. (at 2 sigma) 1470-1690AD

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large unfinished vessel. Acquired from Mr. John Coyle,

Greencastle, Omagh, Co. Tyrone.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 059

NMI: Ref. 1000:621

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether with bog butter

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Tumgesh Bog, Co. Mayo. (Gallen Barony)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 29cm, Rim 14.5x14cm, Base 16.6cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 large handles, set low on vessel, 1 damaged

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, wood cracked and split, damage to base

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Vessel contains ‘bog butter’, raised above the rim. Found by

Mr. Michael Swords, Ballyglass, Co. Mayo.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 060

NMI: Ref. W2

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 9cm, Rim 6.5x6cm, 5.5x5.5cm

MATERIALS:

Horn and wood

HANDLES:

None

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Pattern of dots set in panels on all sides

CONDITION:

Excellent

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small mether-shaped horn vessel, with wooden base. Base

was inserted when horn was softened (Wilde). Decoration may have been punched or
burned.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 061

NMI: Ref. W68/ WK170

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 13cm, Rim 8.5x8.5cm, Base 7.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly sycamore (WK)

HANDLES:

4 handles, with lobed ends

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, large chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to base area, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized decorated mether, four handles. Rim corners

splayed, sub-circular base. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO.062

NMI: Ref. W75/ WK 167

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 15cm, Rim10.5x10.5cm, Base 8.5x8.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, alder, identified for dating

HANDLES:

4 handles, extended down to form legs, I missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 6 bands, 3 plain bands, 3 double chevrons

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and base, 1 handle missing

DATE:

Dated, calib. (at 2 sigma) 1470 – 1690 AD

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large alder wood mether, Rim of corners splayed sub-

square base. Unusual chevron band decoration. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 063

NMI: Ref. W57/ WK178

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Co. Donegal

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 19cm, Rim 13x12cm, Base 11x11cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, possibly sycamore (WK)

HANDLES:

2 handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, 2 large chevron designs

CONDITION:

Good, slight damage near base area

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large dark-coloured mether, rim corners splayed.

Sub-square base. Acquired from Co. Donegal. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 064

NMI: Ref. 1985:12

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether roughout

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Rusheeny Bog, Killcummen, Co. Galway (Moycullen)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 20cm, Rim 11x10.5cm, Base 11cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles indicated

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Unfinished vessel, wood dried and cracked

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Partly finished mether, bulbous at centre area. Donated by

A. D. Goodbody, Tooloobaun House, Kiltulla, Athenry, Co. Galway.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 065

NMI: Ref. 1000:2858

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (fragment)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 18cm, Rim 10cmx ?, Base 8cm diam. ?

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles extended down into feet, 2 missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Fragment of half a mether

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large fragment of mether, 50% of vessel missing.

Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 066

NMI: Ref. X3

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (fragmented)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 30cm, Rim 15x15cm, Base 13x13cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 large handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Variations of diamond, triangles and saltires

CONDITION:

Very poor, in four large fragments

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large fragmented mether, rim corners not splayed. Sub-

square base. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 067

NMI: Ref. WK183/ P1212

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H.18.5cm, Rim 12.5x11.5cm, Base 11x10cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to rim and base area, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large undecorated mether, Rim corners splayed. Sub-

square base. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO.068

NMI: Ref. W72/ WK169

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether (Fragmented)

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 17cm, Rim 10.5cmx ?, Base unknown

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles, all missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, large chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Very poor, 3 fragments plus base, handles missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large fragmented mether, rim corners splayed.

Circular base, provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 069

NMI: Ref. 1992:8

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Monivea Bog, Co. Galway

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 31.5cm, Rim 12.5x12cm, Base 12x10cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified and metal band

HANDLES:

2 very large handles, both missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

2 metal bands, one band inscribed

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and sides, handles missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Rim corners not splayed, sub-square base. Inscription ‘'

Mether found in bog near Monivea in Hy-Maine was presented to Francis Joseph Bigger by
Patrick O'Kelly on the occasion of his reading a paper on Kilconnell Abbey in Galway 22
August 1901’. Possibly meadar ime.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO.070

CBM Ref. NMI W65/ WK163
MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Four–handled wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 20cm, Rim 11x11 cm, Base 10 cm diam

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified (possibly light-yew – Wilde)

HANDLES:

4

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Excellent

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

4 handled mether, on loan from NMI
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 071

ACM: Ref. 44.1935

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR: Found near Navan Rath 1802
DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 17cm, Rim 9x9cm, Base 8.5x7.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles, I missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, trellis, quatrefoil and trefoil

CONDITION:

Fair, one handle missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, rim corners splayed. Sub-rectangular

base. Incised trellis and trefoil on one side, Trellis and quatrefoil on other side. Two bands
of trellis near handles, Stray find at Navan Fort in 1802.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 072

AMC: Ref. 45.1935

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Hon. Mrs Henry Caulfield, Hockley Lodge, Armagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 18.5cm, Rim 14.5x 14cm, Base 10cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles, with 4 lines inscribed on top of each

EMBELLISHMENTS:

On handles only

CONDITION:

Good, slight damage to rim

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, made in one piece, pedestal base. Rim

corners splayed, circular pedestal base. Donated in 1861 by Hon. Mrs Henry Caulfield.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 073

ACM: Ref. 60.1947

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether, four-handled

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 18.5cm, Rim 11.5x11cm, Base 8cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles, extended down to from legs

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to rim and base area, 1 handle missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, rim corners splayed. Circular base.

Large hoop mark neat base. Purchased from the Craig Collection.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 074

ACM: Ref. 61.1947

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether, four-handled

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Armagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 13.5cm, Rim 7x7cm, Base 4cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in bands, chevrons, loops and possibly petals

CONDITION:

Good

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small, very dark-coloured mether, rim corners splayed, sub-

circular base. Sides are cut into arches to form legs. Form resembles a tower house. Formerly
in the Craig Collection.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO.075

ACM: Ref. 126.1947

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether – containing bog butter

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Stilloga Bog, Co. Tyrone

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 32cm, Rim 19.4cm, Base 14x14cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles, one broken and missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and base, one handle missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large mether for bog butter. Rim corners not splayed,

square base. Donor Mr. Patrick Quinn.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 076

ACM: Ref. 105.1956

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Major Y. A. Burges

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 17.5cm, Rim 10.5x10cm, Base 8.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, willow band through handles

HANDLES:

4 handles with loop-style ends

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Fair, base missing, large crack on one side

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, willow band around through handles,

rim corners splayed, circular base. From Parkanaur, Co. Tyrone?
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 077

ACM: Ref. 103.1959

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether, wood, single-handle

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Derryhubbert Bog.

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 20cm, Rim 12x12cm, Base 8.5x8.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

One handle

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to base area

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, containing ‘bog butter’, bulbous shape

around at handle loop. Rim corners not splayed. Sub-square base. Donor Mr. J. Maguire.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 078

ACM: Ref. 128.1964

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 30cm, Rim 15x15cm, Base 16cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

One handle

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Good, base broken into two pieces

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large mether, single handle, square at rim, tapers and

then bulbous shaped to below handle. Rim corners splayed, sub-square base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 079

FCM: Ref. FCM 2007.140

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Dowager Duchess of Westminster

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 17cm, Rim 9x9cm, Base 8cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles, extended down to form legs

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised pattern of diamonds and small rings

CONDITION:

Good, crack on one side, decoration faint in places

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, rim corners splayed, sub-circular base.

Provenance unknown, possibly Fermanagh.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 080

FCM: Ref. FCM 1996.041

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Yew Cup – hand-made drinking cup 16th or 17th C

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Sir Charles Langham, Tempo Manor, Co. Fermanagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 25cm, Rim 9x9cm, Base 8cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Yew

HANDLES:

One handle, set low down on bowl

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in bands, chevron and saltires, rosettes

CONDITION:

Excellent

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Long-stemmed goblet, with mether shaped rim. Recovered

from a bog in Co. Fermanagh. Cup conserved in 2001 by Mary McGrath, Kildare.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO.081

DTM: Ref. E92:547

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Straw Flough, Draperstown, Co. Derry

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 13cm, Rim 7.5x7cm, Base 8x7cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

One handle

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and one side

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, single handle, bulbous-shaped

at centre, Rim corners slightly splayed. Sub-rectangular base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 082

DTM: Ref. 1939.952

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Horn goblet

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Coolcosreaghan, Errigal/ Colraine, Co. Derry

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 6.5cm, Rim 4x4cm, Base 3.5cm diam

MATERIALS:

Horn and wood

HANDLES:

None

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised zig-zag design on all sides

CONDITION:

Good, slight damage to rim

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small mether-shaped horn goblet, with wooden base.

Decorated with zig-zag line pattern on all sides.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 083

Louth County Museum: Ref. SA 1913:106

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Omeath Park House, Co. Louth

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H.21cm, Rim 12x12cm, Base 10x9.5 c

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 5 bands, chevron, saltire, dots and zig-zag

CONDITION:

Good, slight damage near base area

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, appears to have been varnished. Rim corners

splayed, sub-square base. From Omeath Park, House, provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 084

Louth County Museum: Ref. 1969:674

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden vessel with bog-butter

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Ballybeg, Co. Donegal

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 15cm, Rim 10x10cm, Base 9x8.5c

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

One handle, missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, badly split on one side, handle missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, containing ‘bog butter’. Square at

rim, bulbous at centre, tapering at base. Rim corners not splayed, sub-square base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO.085

Clare Co. Museum: Ref. 1946:353

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Cahermurphy Bog, Co. Clare (Clonderlaw Barony)

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 26.8cm, Rim 17.2x15.5cm, Base 16x15cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to rim, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, found in bog. Rim corners slightly splayed,

sub-square base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 086

National Museums of Northern Ireland: ref. 412 1911.345

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 25cm, Rim 14x13.5cm, Base 11cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified (possibly yew)

HANDLES:

4 handles, extended down to form legs

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, double chevron and saltire

CONDITION:

Excellent

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large mether, handles extend to form legs. Rim corners

splayed, sub-circular base. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 087

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. A351.1911

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Bog butter in wooden vessel

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Portadown, Co. Armagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 26cm, Rim 15x14.5cm, Base 14.5x14cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, (possibly yew)

HANDLES:

2 large handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 4 bands, chevron, saltire and lines

CONDITION:

Good, one large crack, repaired

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large mether, containing ‘bog butter’. Butter raised

7cm over rim. Rim corners not splayed. Square base. Possibly fifteenth or sixteenth century.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 088

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. 226.1955

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Feddans Bog, Garvagh, Co. Fermanagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 18.5cm, Rim 10x9cm, Base 8cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very good, slight damage to rim

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, rim corners splayed, Circular base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 089

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. A7133

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

White Abbey, Co. Antrim

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 24.5cm, Rim 14.5x14cm Base 10cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 large handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, plus design on base

CONDITION:

Very good, slight damage at rim and near base

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large mether, light-coloured wood. Rim corners

splayed, circular base. Decoration in two narrow and wide band, saltires, chevron and
triangles. Petal and line design on base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 090

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. 104.1946

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Garvagh Woods, Co. Derry

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H.18.5cm, Rim 11x11cm, Base 8x8cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 large handles, with lobe-like ends

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 2 bands, zig-zag and inverted triangles

CONDITION:

Good, slight damage at rim and near base

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, dark-coloured wood. Rim corners

slightly splayed, sub-square base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 091

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. A1911.346 390B

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden vessel

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Antrim, Northern Ireland

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 26.5cm, Rim 14x13.5cm, Base13x12.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 large handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 5 bands, 2 bands double saltire, zig-zag

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and one side, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, rim corners not splayed, sub-square

base. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 092

National Museums of Northern Ireland: ref. AI.1 W40

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

White Abbey, Co. Antrim

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 16cm, Rim 11x10.5cm, 8x8cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Raised band, near base

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and base, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, rim corners slightly splayed, square

base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 093

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. 200.1951

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Annagh, Annagh Abbey, Co. Laois

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 15cm, Rim 9x8.5cm, Base 8x8cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles, extended to base, I missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Raised out rim at base, very faint incised design

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and base area, base missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small mether, dark coloured wood, rim corners slightly

splayed. Square base, very faint incised decoration, raised out rim at base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 094

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. 34.1953

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Tullyniskan, Co. Tyrone

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 16cm, Rim 10.5x10.5cm, Base 8.5x8.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Fair, base missing, damage to one side

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Medium sized mether, rim corners splayed, sub-square base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 095

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. AI.3

W39

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Murlough TD, Co. Down

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 17.5cm, Rim 10.5x19cm, Base 8x8cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles, one broken

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised in 3 bands, double chevron

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and base, 1 handle broken

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Dark-coloured mether, rim corners splayed, square base,

made in one piece. Incised design in 3 bands, chevron and a stretched hide-like design.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 096

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. AI.2 W38

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Corr and Dunvally, Co. Armagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 17.5cm, Rim 15x14cm, Base 14.5x14cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, Split on one side, repaired with copper wire

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large, square-shaped mether, rim corners slightly splayed,

sub-square base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 097

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. 347.1911

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Possible mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 14.5cm, Rim unknown, Base unknown

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

2 possibly

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Fragmented, in 4 pieces

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Fragmented mether, no description possible. Residue of

‘bog butter’ on fragments. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 098

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. AI4.1935

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Bog butter

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 26.5cm, Rim 18x17.5cm, Base 14x13.5cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

1 handle, broken and part missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, split on one side, handle broken

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether for bog butter, very damaged.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 099

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. A1911.350

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Bog butter

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Beresford Knox

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 23cm, Rim 14x14cm, Base 12x12cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

1 handle, missing

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, damage to rim and base, handle missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, containing ‘bog butter’. Square at rim

bulbous at centre, tapered at base.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 100

Mid-Antrim Museum: Ref. 1934:10740

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

near Ballymena, Co. Antrim

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 19.5cm, Rim11x11cm, Base 10cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles, extended to from legs

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Good, woodworm damage

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, rim corners splayed, sub-circular base. Four

large notched handles, extended to form legs.
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Appendix I: Methers
CAT NO. 101

Armagh Public Library: Ref. APL 162

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden mether

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Co. Cavan

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 18.5cm, Rim 12x11cm, Base11.5x11cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

4 handles

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, large crack on one side, bound with twine

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large mether, rim corners splayed, sub-square base. Base

separate and attached to lower rim with small iron nails or tacks. Label reads – ‘Found in a
crannog in Lawey Lake, Co. Cavan’. Possibly from Lavey Lake (which has two crannogs).
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G001

NMI: Ref. W88/ WK205

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Goblet/ Cup/ Cuach Adhmaid

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 21cm, Rim 13cm diam. Base 12.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Cherry, identified for dating

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Raised band on centre of cup, repeated on stem

CONDITION:

Fair, cup cracked, repaired with copper wire stitches

DATE:

Dated, cal. (at 2 sigma) AD 1430 – 1670

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Wooden goblet, large bowl (15cm) short stem, on pedestal

or foot. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO.G002

NMI: Ref. R1767/ WK210

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden Goblet

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Mrs Ogilby, Kilcattan, Co. Derry

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H.13cm, Rim 10cm diam. Base 9cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Band of incised saltires or ‘X’s near base of bowl

CONDITION:

Poor, rim area damaged, large crack on one side

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Dark-coloured wooden goblet, medium-sized bowl. Short

stem, 3cm band of incised decoration near base of bowl. Record indicates ‘donated April
1864’, probably Tyrone.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G003

NMI: Ref. W90/ WK207

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden goblet

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Antrim

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 15cm, Rim 9.5cm diam. Base 9cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Incised bands at base of bowl and pedestal

CONDITION:

Very poor, stem broken and repaired with wire .

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large dark-coloured wooden goblet, stem damaged.

Repaired with wire, incised bands on cup and foot. Woodworm damage. Faint incised
chevrons in one place on bowl. In ink - ‘Ivon Curry, Armagh’ (very faint).
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G004

NMI: Ref. 1000:2712
MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden Goblet/ Wooden Cup

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 21cm, Rim 12.5cm diam. Base 11.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Poor, large portion of one side missing

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large wooden goblet, badly damaged, large section of one

side and base of bowl missing. Large stem. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G005

NMI: Ref. W01/ WK208

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden Goblet

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 13.5cm, Rim 11.5cm diam. Base 9cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, damage to rim and side, repaired

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small, light-coloured wooden goblet, short stem. Rim and

sides badly damaged, repaired with copper wire stitches. Provenance unknown
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO.G006

NMI: Ref. 1876:1624/ WK335

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Carved wooden vessel

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Near Dromore, Co. Down

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 30cm, Rim 18.5x18.5cm, Base 12cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, yew, identified for dating

HANDLES:

1 large handle

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Unfinished, 2 deep cracks on inside of bowl

DATE:

Dated, calib. (at 2 sigma) 990AD – 1250AD

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large, unfinished, yew goblet, single large

Handle. Short stem and small pedestal, rim squared and mether-shaped. Pedestal damaged
bowl has deep cracks. From Walsh Collection, Dromore.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G007

NMI: Ref. W356

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden object roughout

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Fermanagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 30cm, Rim 20x20cm, Base 11cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

1 handle indicated

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, unfinished, split and cracked

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large goblet roughout, very large bowl, shaped.

Quadrangular, short stem, small pedestal. Badly cracked and split. Similar form to G006.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G008

NMI: Ref. RIA1903:11
MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden vessel roughout

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Bog, west of Derrygonnelly, Co. Fermanagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 23cm, Rim 15cm diam. Base unknown

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, unfinished

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large wooden goblet roughout, in early stages of manufacture.

Wood badly cracked and split.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G009

NMI: Ref. 1959:680

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden goblet

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Bog, near Clogh Castle, Ballymena, Co. Antrim

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 14cm, Rim 7.5cm diam. Base 7.5cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified, wire and metal band

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Raised bands on bowl, stem and pedestal

CONDITION:

Fair, some damage, held by wire and metal bands

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small wooden goblet, encircled by wire and metal. Appears

to be lathe turned. Label indicates find location.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G010

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. 342.1911

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Roughout wooden vessel

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 19cm, Rim 11x10cm

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

1 handle indicated

EMBELLISHMENTS:

None

CONDITION:

Very poor, cracked and unfinished

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large goblet roughout, in early stages of manufacture, bowl

shaped in quadrangular shape. One handle indicated. Similar in form to G006, G007.
Provenance unknown.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G011

ACM: Ref. 46.1935

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Drinking cup, vase-shaped, goblet

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Hon. Mrs Henry Caulfield, Hockley Lodge, Armagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 11.5cm, Rim 10.5cm diam. Base 10cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Lines around centre of cup and on pedestal

CONDITION:

Poor, large crack on bowl and pedestal

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Small, dark-coloured goblet. Small bowl and stem. Poor

condition. Donated in 1861.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G012

ACM: Ref. 47.1935

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Drinking cup, vase shaped

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Armagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 19cm, Rim 11cm diam. Base 11cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Pedestal decorated with circular lines

CONDITION:

Fair, small cracks

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large wooden goblet, short stem, top 3cm of bowl.

Appears to be slightly rebated. Appears lathe turned. Donors AN. H and P.S. Provenance
unknown.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G013

FCM: Ref. FCM 2007 141A

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden goblet

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Viola, Dowager Duchess of Westminster

DIMENSIONS:

(Max) H. 13cm, Rim 9cm diam. Base 8cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Raised circular band on bowl, lines on pedestal

CONDITION:

Fair, pedestal and stem cracked, stains on outer bowl

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Wooden goblet, short stem, some damage. Location

unknown, but possibly from Co. Fermanagh.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G014

FCM: Ref. FCM 2007 141B

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden goblet – drinking vessel

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Viola, Dowager Duchess of Westminster

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 15.5cm, Rim 10cm diam. Base 9cm diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Raised circular bands on bowl and stem

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to rim

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large goblet, short stem, raised circular bands on bowl and

stem. Formed part of the collection of the Dowager Duchess of Westminster. Provenance
unknown. Possibly from Co. Fermanagh.
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Appendix I: Goblets
CAT NO. G015

APL: Ref. APL 163

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Wooden goblet

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

H. Henry Hilner, 16 Great Dean’s Yard, Armagh

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) H. 20cm, Rim 12cm diam. Base 12.5cm Diam.

MATERIALS:

Wood, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Two circular bands on bowl and one on pedestal

CONDITION:

Poor, split in two sides, woodworm damage

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large goblet, medium-sized stem, appears to have been

lathe turned. Poor condition. Label contains reference also to ‘Mrs Grimes, Armagh’.
Provenance unknown.
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Appendix 1: Horns
CAT NO. H001

NMI: Ref. NMI 1976:2
MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Kavanagh Charter Horn

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

MacMurrough Family, Borris, Co. Carlow

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX)

MATERIALS:

Elephant ivory and brass embellishments

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Two bands, joined by straps, epitaph on top ban

CONDITION:

Excellent

DATE:

c.15th century, ivory not dated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

H.

42cm

(stands),

Length

52.5cm

Large oliphant, charter horn, or hunting horn.
th

Embellishments dated to c. 15 century. Epitaph is in Latin and inverted, gives name of
the craftsman ‘Tighearnán O’Lavan’. By tradition the horn is associated with the
kingship of Leinster.
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Appendix 1: Horns
CAT NO. H002

National Museums of Northern Ireland: Ref. 98.1910
MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Horn

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Unknown

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) Length 51cm

M€ATERIALS:

Horn, bovine, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

3 bands of copper alloy, epitaph on first band

CONDITION:

Good, damage to rim, once had legs, now missing

DATE:

Possibly dates to c.15th century, horn not dated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large dark-coloured drinking horn. Casing or

sockets for legs survive on embellishments. Epitaph is in Latin and is possibly a
dedication to ‘ONYӔILL’ or, Ó Néill.
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Appendix 1: Horns
CAT NO. H003

MCM: Ref. MCM 1980:54
MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Cow horn, probably drinking horn

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Clontibret area, Co. Monaghan

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) Length 40cm

MATERIALS:

Horn, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Bands of medallions and loops (very faint)

CONDITION:

Good, tip removed and damage in this area

DATE:

Undated, but possibly late 16th century

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large horn that has been modified (tip removed)

and decorated with bands of medallions and loops. Two perforated holes near rim, it
possibly once had a rim mount. Site of Clontibret battle (1595) is close to Clontibret.
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Appendix 1: Horns
CAT NO. H004

MCM: Ref. MCM 1987:16
MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Hunting horn, 17th century

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Rossmore Castle, Monaghan

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) Length 41cm, plus 12cm modified

MATERIALS:

Horn, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Bands of loops, perforations at rim, tip modified

CONDITION:

Good, damage to tip area, AG carved on horn

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES: Large decorated horn, with bands of loops. Portion of the tip
removed and remainder bent into a hook. Hook has two perforated holes. Provenance
unknown.
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Appendix 1: Horns
CAT NO. H005

NMI: Ref. NMI F1935:27

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Drenching horn’

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Hacketstown area, Co. Carlow

DIMENSIONS:

(MAX) Length 44cm

MATERIALS:

Horn, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Tip removed and chamfered, perforated at rim

CONDITION:

Fair, tip are damaged, damage to centre of horn

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Large, dark-coloured horn. Tip had been removed

and horn had been used for drenching sheep. Holes at rim suggest there was once a rim
mount. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix 1: Horns
CAT NO. H006

‘Simpson’ Horn

MUSEUM DESCRIPTION:

Large Horn

FIND LOCATION/ DONOR:

Geoffrey Simpson Collection, Omagh

DIMENSIONS:

Length 53cm

MATERIALS:

Horn, unidentified

HANDLES:

N/A

EMBELLISHMENTS:

Bands

CONDITION:

Fair, damage to rim area, tip removed

DATE:

Undated

DESCRIPTION/ NOTES:

Very large decorated horn, medallions and zig-zag

of

medallions

and

zig-zag

lines

lines, similar in style to Clontibret horn (MCM80:54) (cat. no. H003). In private
collection of Mr. Geoffrey Simpson. Provenance unknown.
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Appendix 11: Radiocarbon Dates

Appendix II: Radiocarbon Dates
Appendix II contains the relevant documentation relating to AMS C14
radiocarbon dating used in this thesis (table 1). Six vessels in the National Museum
of Ireland collection had been radiocarbon dated at Uppsala, Sweden, prior to a
medieval exhibition at the museum in 2001. The Nation Museum made those dating
results available and granted permission for their use in connection with this thesis.
The wood from which those vessels were made was also professionally identified at
that time. Two further radiocarbon dates were obtained during this research and both
wood samples were dated at QUB, 14Chrono Centre, Belfast. The wood in these two
samples was also professionally identified.
The first six entries on Table 1 reflect the Uppsala radiocarbon dates and the final
two entries relate to QUB dating. The radiocarbon documentation for the eight
vessels follows and identification of the vessels and the wood type has been added at
the end of each document.
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Appendix 11: Radiocarbon Dates

1. Mether, NMI 1934:454 (cat. no. 012), wood type - alder.
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Appendix 11: Radiocarbon Dates

2. Mether, NMI 1942:69 (cat. no. 044), wood type – yew
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Appendix 11: Radiocarbon Dates

3. Goblet, NMI 1876:1634 (cat. no. G006), wood type - yew
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Appendix 11: Radiocarbon Dates

4. Goblet, NMI W88; WK205, (cat. no. G001), wood type - cherry
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Appendix 11: Radiocarbon Dates

5. Mether roughout, NMI M1951:9-10 (cat. no. 058), wood type - alder
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Appendix 11: Radiocarbon Dates

6. Mether, NMI W75; WK167 (cat. no. 048), wood type - alder
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Appendix 11: Radiocarbon Dates

7. Mether, NMI W71; WK174 (cat. no. 033), wood type - willow
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Appendix 11: Radiocarbon Dates

8. Mether, NMI RIA 1898:112 (cat. no. 027), wood type - pomoidal
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